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Dear Mr. Secretary,
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1. Request for a Hearing and Petition to Intervene;
2. Exhibits A through F for said Petition;
3. Certificate of Service;
4. Notice of Appearance, and
5. Declaration of Petitioner.

In addition, these documents are being filed electronically. Please file these documents
and take appropriate steps to assure that this Request for a Hearing and Petition are
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to and appreciate in advance your confirmation of the receipt of this filing.
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In the matter of Docket #~ 50-293 May 25, 2006 (2:39 pm)
Entergy Corporation OFFICE OF SECRETARY
Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station RULEMAKINGS AND
License Renewal Application ADJUDICATIONS STAFF

May 25, 2006

REQUEST FOR HEARING AND PETITION TO INTERVENE
BY P]ILGRIEM WATCH

In accordance with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's (NRC's) "Rules of

Practice for Domestic Licensing Proceedings" in 10 CFR Part 2, Pilgrim Watch hereby

submits contentions challenging the adequacy of Entergy's January 27, 2006 application

for license renewal for Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station in Plymouth, Massachusetts. As

demonstrated below, the contentions satisfy the NRC's admissibility requirements in 10

CFR §2.309.

1. Introduction

A petitioner for intervention is entitled to party status if he (1) establishes

standing and (2) pleads at least one valid contention. Carolina Power and Light Co. and

North Carolina Eastern Municipal Power Agency (Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant,

Units 1 and 2), LBP-82-1 19A, 16 NRC 2069, 2070 (1982).

The Petitioners Have Standing:

Pilgrim Watch is a non-profit citizens' organization located at 148 Washington

Street, Duxbury, Massachusetts, 02332, with at least two members who make their

residences and places of occupation and recreation within ten (10) miles of Pilgrim

Nuclear Power Station (hereinafter referred to as "Pilgrim"). Those members are Mary
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Elizabeth Lampert, 148 Washington Street, Duxbury, Massachusetts 02332 and Molly

Harding Bartlett, 52 Crooked Lane, Duxbury, Massachusetts 02332.

Under 10 CFR § 2.309 Petitioners have standing to intervene in the license

renewal proceedings of Pilgrim because they live within 10 miles of the facility. For

reactor construction and licensing proceedings, the NRC has recognized a presumption

that people who live within close proximity of the facility (50 miles) have standing to

intervene in the proceedings. Reactor license renewal proceedings should use the same

presumption because during the renewal period the reactor can be subject to some of the

same equipment failure and personnel error as during operations over the original license

period. Duke Energy Corp. (Oconee Nuclear Station, Units 1, 2 & 3), LBP-98-33, 48

NRC 381, 385 n.1 (1998). Petitioners live and own property in Duxbury, Massachusetts

which is within 10 miles of Pilgrim, and therefore have standing to intervene in this

license renewal. P etitioners believe that their interests will not be adequately represented

without this action to intervene, and without the opportunity to participate as fu.ll parties

in this proceeding. Petitioners believe that if Pilgrim is allowed to operate for an

additional twenty years without first resolving the Petitioners safety concerns, the nuclear

plant may operate unsafely and pose an unacceptable risk to the environment and

jeopardize the health, safety and welfare of Petitioners' members who live, recreate,

conduct business and own property within the vicinity of the nuclear power station.

The Petitioners Have Pleaded Valid Contentions:

Under 10 CFR §2.3 09(a), the Licensing Board "will grant the request/petition if it

determines that the requestor/petitioner has standing under the provisions of paragraph

(d) of this section and has proposed at least one admissible contention that meets the

requirements of paragraph (f) of this section." Because the NRC rules have made

adjudicatory hearings in license renewals discretionary, and the requirements the rules

place on citizens wishing to have their concerns addressed in a hearing are burdensome,

the Licensing Board should take care not to exclude a party who is raising valid and

significant safety concerns that are relevant to the renewal. In Cincinnafi Gas & Electric

Co. (William H. Zimmer Nuclear Power Station), ALAB-305, 3 NRC 8, 12 (1976) the

NRC - Pilgrim Watch Petition
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Board stated that, since a mandatory hearing is not required at the operating license stage,

Licensing Boards should "take the utmost care"' to assure that the "one good contention

rule"' is met in such a situation because, absent successful intervention, no hearing need

be held. In addition, a Licensing Board should not address the merits of a contention

when addressing admissibility. Public Service Co. of New Hampshire (Seabrook Station,

Units 1 and 2), LBP-82-106, 16 NRC 1649, 1654 (1982). The basis for a contention may

not be undercut, and the contention thereby excluded, through an attack on the credibility

of the expert who provided the basis for the contention. Cleveland Electric Illuminating

Co. (Perry Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1 and 2), LBP-82-98, 16 NRC 1459, 1466 (1982).

Petitioners hereby submit five valid contentions for consideration by this Board:

1 . The Aging Management Plan does not adequately inspect and monitor for leaks in

all systems and components that may contain radioactively contaminated water.

2. The Aging Management Plan is inadequate because it does not adequately

monitor for corrosion in the Drywell Container.

3. The Environmental Report is inadequate because it ignores the true off-site

radiological and economic consequences at Pilgrim in its Severe Accident

Mitigation Alternative (SAMA) analysis.

4. The Environmental Report fails to address Severe Accident Mitigation

Alternatives (SAMAs) which reduce the potential for spent fuel pool water loss

and fires.

5. New Information shows that another twenty years of operations at Pilgrim may

have greater off-site radiological impacts on human health than was previously

known.

Two of these contentions concern defects in the Applicant's Aging Management Plan,

and three concern defects in the Applicant's Environmental Report. All of these

contentions are admissible and meet the requirements of 10 CER § 2.3 09.
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U. Technical Contentions Concerning Applicant's Aging Management Plan

Contention 1: The Aging Management Plan Does Not Adequately Inspect and

Monitor For Leaks in All Systems and Components That May Contain

Radioactively Contaminated Water

1.0 Contention

The Aging Management program proposed in the Pilgrim application for license

renewal is inadequate because (1) it does not provide for adequate inspection of all

systems and components that may contain radioactively contaminated water and (2) there

is no adequate monitoring to determine if and when leakage from these areas occurs.

Some of these systems include underground pipes and tanks which the current aging

management and inspection programs do not effectively inspect and monitor.

1.1 The Contention is within the Scope of these proceedings

10 CFR §2.3 09(f)(iii) requires that the Petitioner "Demonstrate that the issue

raised in the contention is within the scope of the proceeding." In proceedings

concerning the renewal of an operating license, the scope is limited to "a review of the

plant structures and components that will require an aging management review for the

period of extended operation and the plant's systems, structures, and components that are

subject to an evaluation of time limited aging analysis." See Florida Power and Light Co.

(Turkey Pbint Nuclear Generating Plant, Units 3 and 4), CLI-00-23, 52 NRC 327, 329

(2000). The inspection and monitoring program for corrosion of systems and

components containing radioactive water is within the scope of these proceedings. In

reactor license renewals, 10 CFR § 54 requires the Applicant to submit as part of its

application an Aging Management Program for all passive systems at the facility, which

includes the methods they use to monitor the condition of important equipment so that

they can make repairs and replacements before safety margins are compromised. In order

to renew its license for another 20 years Pilgrim is required, under I OCFR§54.21 to

demonstrate that for each structure and component identified in that section the effects of

NRC - Pilgrim Watch Petition
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aging will be adequately managed for the period of extended operation. The Pilgrim

Nuclear Power Plant Application for License Renewal (Application) includes a list of

systems that require aging management. Among them are pipes and tanks. (Application,

B.1.2 Buried Piping and Tanks Inspection, page B-17. The aging of materials is

important during the period of extended operation of a plant applying for license renewal

because certain components may have been designed upon an assumed service life.

Florida Power and Light Co. (T7urkey Point Nuclear Generating Plant, Units 3 & 4), CLI-

01-17, 54 NRC 3, 7(2001). Deficiencies in the Aging Management Plan that

encompass the detection of leaks in systems containing radioactive water could endanger

the safety and welfare of the public and are therefore within the scope of a re-licensing

hearing.

1.2 The issue raised in the Contention is Material to the findings of these

proceedings

10 CFR §2.3 09(fJ(iv) requires that the Petitioner "Demonstrate that the issue

raised in the contention is material to the findings the NRC must make to support the

action that is involved in the proceeding." In discussing the materiality requirement, the

Atomic Safety and Licensing Board (ALSB) considering the license renewal for

Millstone Nuclear Power Station stated "In order to be admissible, the regulations require

that all contentions assert an issue of law or fact that is material to the outcome of a

licensing proceeding; that is, the subject matter of the contention must impact the grant or

denial of a pending license application. Where a contention alleges a deficiency or error

in the application, the deficiency or error must have some independent health and safety

significance." In the Matter of Dominion Nuclear Connecticut, Inc. Millstone Nuclear

Power Station, Units 2 and 3) Docket Nos. 50-336-LR, 50-423-LR ASLBP No. 04-824-

0 1 -LR July 28, 2004, p. 7. See Private Fuel Storage, L.L. C. (Independent Spent Fuel

Storage Installation), LBP- 98-7, 47 NRC 142, 179-80 (1998), afl'd in part, CLI-98-13,

48 NRC 26 (1998). The sufficiency of the Aging Management Plan for detecting

possible leaks in systems and components that contain radioactive water is material to the
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renewal of this license because that deficiency could significantly impact health and

safety.

1.3 There is a Substantial Basis for this Contention

As described below, recent events around the country have demonstrated that

leaks of underground pipes and tanks can result in the release of massive amounts of

radioactive materials into the ground water. Exposure to this radiation can be a threat to

human health, and is a violation of NRC Regulations. Because older plants are more

likely to experience corrosion and leakage problems, and low energy radionuclides can

speed up the rate of corrosion, Pilgrim should be required, as part bf its Aging

Management Program, to adequately inspect and monitor any systems and components

that carry radioactive water. The Aging Management Plan should be revised to include

this inspection and monitoring before a license renewal is granted.

1.3.1 Recent events in several U.S. nuclear facilities have demonstrated that

undetected leaks. in underground pipes and buried tanks can cause the release of

radioactive materials into the ground

Over the last decade a series of events, occurrng at a quickening pace and with

increasing magnitude, have raised serious questions about whether nuclear facilities are

in compliance with federal regulations governing the release of radioactive materials into

the environment. As outlined in Exhibit A, at least eight events have occurred where

radioactively contaminated water has leaked into the ground from spent fuel pools,

underground pipes and potentially from other systems and components, and remained

undetected for as long as 12 years. The most recently discovered leak, the eighth event

identified, occurred in March 2006 at Palo Verde Nuclear Generating Station in Arizona.

The Arizona Republic reported March 4, 2006 that, "Arizona Public Service Co.

discovered radioactive water near a maze of underground pipes at the Palo Verde Nuclear

Generating Station ... and tests confirmed that the water contains more than three times

the acceptable amount of tritium." Radioactive water found at Palo Verde, Ken Alltucker
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The Arizona Republic (Mar. 4, 2006). The most alarming aspect of these discoveries has

been that they have usually been detected more by happenstance than by rigorous

monitoring. In all of these cases, a small leak undetected for an extended period of time

permitted large amounts of contaminated water to enter the ground around the facilities.

In 2004, the owner of the Dresden Nuclear Power Plant in Illinois, which like

Pilgrim is a BWR Mark I containment facility, discovered a leak from an underground

section of piping that carried water with a higher than normal level of tritium. The

267,000 gallons of contaminated water leaked into a 3 0 foot area that contained multiple

storm drains that ultimately drained to the nearby river. In December 2005, tritium was

detected in a drinking water well at a home near the Braidwood Nuclear Plant in Illinois.

The "initial evaluation indicated that the tritium in the groundwater was a result of past

leakage from a pipe which carries normally non-radioactive circulating water discharge

to the Kankakee River, about five miles from the site. Several millions [sic] gallons of

water leaked from the discharge pipe in 1998 and 2000."'

In January, 2006, a coalition of citizens' groups filed a Petition pursuant to 10

CFR §2.206, to ask the NRC take action to require nuclear facilities to address

longstanding leakage of contaminated water. Petition Pursuant To 10 CFR 2.206 -

Enforcement Action - Longstanding Leakage of Contaminated Water (January 25, 2006).

Petitioners are party to that enforcement action and understand that the Commission is

aware of potential problems with leaking underground pipes and spent fuel pools, and

that measures are being considered to require monitoring and inspection to prevent long

term leakage in the future. It is the Board's practice to disallow contentions where the

issue is or is about to be considered as part of a rule-making, but contentions on "generic

issues" which are not and are not about to become the subject of rulemaking appear to be

permitted. Potomac Electric Power Co. (Douglas Point Nuclear Generating Station,

Units 1 & 2), ALAB-218 8 AEC 79 (1974). See Metropolitan Edison Co. (Three Mile

Island Nuclear Station, Unit 1) LBP -83-76, 18 NRC 1266, 1271 (1983). Petitioners are

not aware of any proposed rulemaking on this issue at this time. In addition, any action

taken by the NRC in response to the 2.206 Petition will not likely be part of the Aging

'Preliminary Notification of Event or Unusual Occurrence PNO-RMI-05-016A dated December 7, 2005,
by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, "Potential Off-site Mfigration of Tritium Contamination (Update)."
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Management Plans of older plants seeking license renewal under 10 CFR § 54, and thus

will not be directly linked to permits for license renewal. Petitioners contend that a forty

year old facility has aging related problems which are unique to older facilities and

should be dealt with as part of the Aging Management Program during the relicensing of

that facility. In addition, Pilgrim has site specific attributes due to its history and location

which make leaks from components and systems such as underground piping more likely

and more difficult to detect.

1.3.2 Exposure to radioactive materials in the ground water is a threat to human

health and a violation of 10 CFR §20.1302 and §50 Appendix A

Exposure to radiation, including tritium, can cause cancer, disease, genetic

mutations and birth defects. Since tritiated water is processed by plants, animals and

humans like ordinary water, the tritium in it can become transformed into other

chemicals, such as proteins, needed by the body. Organically bound tritium can become

part of the DNA molecule and can affect developing fetuses.2 Based on information now

available, some scientists have called for a reevaluation of allowed doses of tritium to the

public.3 A report prepared by Drs. Sauer, Burns and Kron for the Governor of Illinois,

March 30, 2006 on the health concerns regarding the health of communities in the

vicinities of the Braidwood and Dresden nuclear power plants noted that accidental

releases of radionuclides from Braidwood have occurred since the mid-1990's with

multiple spills up to 3 million gallons. The Illinois Environmental Protection Agency

acknowledged water levels of tritium beneath Dresden were 5,000 times the acceptable

level. The data from the Illinois Department of Public Health indicated that infant

mortality, low birth weight, and birth defects increased substantially in Grundy County

(which encompasses the Braidwood Plant) during the time span of the spills - from the

2 Statement on Tritium, by Aiun Makhijani, Ph.D., 6 February 2006 This statement was prepared for a
February 7, 2006, public forum in Godley, Illinois. The forum concerned the discharge of contaminants
into groundwater by a nuclear power plant in Braidwood, Illinois.

3 Arjun Mahajani, JEER, Letter to BEIR VII Committee (Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation of the
National Academy of Sciences, May 23, 2003, Harrison, J.D., A. Khursheed, and B.E. Lambert,
"Uncertainties in Dose Coefficients for Intakes of Tritiated Water and Organically Bound Forms of Tritiumn
by Members of the Public," Radiation Protection Dosimetry, Vol. 98, No. 3, 2002, pp. 299-3 11.
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early 1990s to the late 1990s. The decline in health occurred despite improvements in

prenatal care. During the most recent reporting period, the rate of infant deaths was twice

as high in Grundy County as it had been in the early 1990's. During the same time

period, the 24 communities within 15 miles of the reactors experienced a rise in leukemia

by 43% and in the rate of cancers of the nervous system by 75%. The Aging

Management Program at Pilgrim needs to be proactive at detecting leaks so that they can

be discovered before they percolate into local groundwater or Cape Cod Bay and result in

tragedies like those that have occurred in Grundy County. Although the above case

involved tritium, any number of different isotopes could be released and migrate off-site

through the groundwater. Strontium-90, for example, is being released along with tritium

at Indian Point into the Hudson River. Indian Point officials zero in on leak: Source of

Radioactive Strontium 90 Turning up in Groundwater Believed to be from Spent Fuel

Rod Pool, Associated Press (May 12, 2006).

The National Academy of Sciences' BEIR VII report concluded that there is no

safe dose of radiation and that it is approximately three times more dangerous than

current NRC Regulations predict. Health Risks from Exposure to Low Levels of Ionizing

Radiation: BEIR VIIPhase 2 (2006), Occupational Radiation Studies, Chapter 8,

National Academies Press, 2006. Additional exposures from undetected leaks are of

special concern to communities affected by Pilgrim because it has already experienced

past radiation releases and is an aging population and therefore more susceptible to

environmental assaults, as discussed in Contention 5.

1.3.3 Aging nuclear plants are more likely to experience corrosion related. leaks

Recent discoveries of leaked radioactive water in other nuclear facilities have

made it clear that current methods for monitoring systems and components such as buried

pipes and underground tanks are inadequate. In addition, the older the structure in

question, the more likely it is for leakages to occur. See in general U.S. Nuclear Plants

in the 21"' Century: the risk of a lifetime, by David Lochbaum, Union of Concerned

Scientists. (May 2004). To describe the likelihood of aging related problems in nuclear

plants, Lochbaum. uses the "Bathtub Curve," which was developed by NASA scientists

studying statistically the lifetimes of both living and non-living things. "Using
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Reliability-Centered Maintenance As The Foundation For An Efficient And Reliable

Overall Maintenance Strategy, " National Aeronautics and Space Administration

(NASA), 2001. The curve, which is a graph of failure rate versus age, shows that after a

relatively stable (bottom of the bathtub) period in the middle life of the subject, a steep

rise in age-related failures occurs towards the end of its life. "The right-hand side of the

curve, labeled Region C, is the wear-out phase. Due to aging, it takes less stress to cause

failure in this phase, just as older people are more prone to breaking bones in a fall than

younger people. Thus, the chances of failure increase with time spent in Region C."

(Union of Concerned Scientists Report, supra, at 4). The renewal period of a nuclear

plant would be its Region C, or wear-out phase. "As reactors approach or enter Region

C [the wear-out phase] and become more vulnerable to failure, aging management

program s monitor the condition of equipment and structures so as to affect repairs or

replacements before minimum safety margins are compromised. Unfortunately, age-

related degradation is being found too often by failures than by condition-monitoring

activities." Id at 20. Therefore condition-monitoring activities in many facilities are

inadequate.

1.3.4 Corrosion can be induced by low energy radionuclides

A recent study shows that radioactive water carried in underground pipes of an

aging plant can speed up corrosion of already worn pipes. Nuclear power plants emit

radiation and particles across a range of energies. This radiation can cause corrosion in

critically important parts of the plant, which can lead to efficiency and safety problems.

Gamma rays and neutrons have the highest energies and can break the metal bonds in

interior metallic structures causing damage quickly and in easily monitored ways.

Consequently these types of radiation and the best alloys to use to mitigate their effects

have been extensively researched and their findings applied. However, the same is not

true of low energy radiation which effects metal structures in a different way but can still

cause appreciable and expensive corrosion. Low energy radiation degrades the passive

oxide layers that protect metals. Without this protective layer the metals are easily

corroded. G. Bellanger, Corrosion Induced by Low Energy Radionuclides: Modeling of
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Tritium and fs Radiolytic and Decay Products Formed in Nuclear Installations (Elsevier

Publications, 2006), ISBN 0 08 0445101.

1.3.5 The potential risk of leaks at Pilgrim might be increased by the inadvertent

past use of counterfeit or substandard parts

Pilgrim is also specifically vulnerable to undetected leaks in its underground pipes

and tanks because it has nonconforming pipe fittings and flanges. The United States

Government Accounting Office 4 reported that PNPS is suspected of having received

counterfeit or substandard pipe fittings and flanges. This could make leaks of

contaminated water more likely. There is no evidence in the applicant's filing that a

thorough investigation has occurred to determine precisely which pipe fittings and

flanges are substandard and whether they have been upgraded to meet standards. The

Aging Management Program should be adjusted to either require upgrading or replacing

those parts or to treat those components and systems with substandard parts more

conservatively in the Aging Management Program by requiring, for example, more

frequent and thorough inspections. The aging management analysis for structures and

components that contain radioactively contaminated water, such as underground pipes, is

necessarily deficient because it is not possible to perform a probabilistic risk assessment

when components are substandard.

1.3.6 The Aging Management Program at Pilgrim does not provide adequate

inspection of systems and components such as underground pipes and tanks

The Applicant describes the inspection and aging management programs for

underground pipes and tanks at Pilgrim in Appendix A and B of its renewal filing.

Appendix A.2. 1.2. "Buried Pipes and Tanks Inspection Program page A-14" states that

buried components are inspected when excavated during maintenance and if "trending"

identifies a susceptible location, this area with a history of corrosion might have

4 United States General Accounting Office, Report to the Chairman, Subcommittee on Oversight and
Investigations, Commidttee on Energy and Commerce, House of Representatives, Nuclear safety and Health
Counterfeit and Substandard Products Are A Government Wide Concern, GAO/RCED-91-6, October
1990.
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additional inspections, coating or replacement. Focused inspections will be performed

within 10 years of the license renewal unless an "opportunistic inspection" which allows

assessment of pipe condition without excavation, occurs within the ten-year period.

Appendix B describes the Aging Management Program for buried pipes and

tanks. This section also says that buried components will be inspected when excavated

during maintenance, and that a focused inspection will be performed within ten years

unless an opportunistic inspection occurs within this period. The program is consistent

with NLTREG- 180 1, except that Appendix B also provides that "Inspections via methods

that allow assessment of pipe condition without excavation may be substituted for

inspections requiring excavation solely for the purposes of inspection." These latter

inspections can include phased array Ultrasonic Testing (UT) technology that provides

indication of wall thickness for buried piping without excavation. The application says

that use of such methods to identify the effects of aging is preferable to excavation for

visual inspection, which could result in damage to coatings or wrapping. (Application,

B. 1.2, page B-17). However, UT methods to measure the thickness of the component, as

stated by the applicant would not necessarily detect a hole or crack in the component.

And "array UT technology" implies testing only selected areas of the pipe/tank, not

testing along the entire structure's surface area. Simply testing selected areas can miss

holes, cracks or vulnerably thin sections of these components. The application also states

that these methods have not been used in the past, so there is no operating experience to

rely on.

Clearly inspections that miight only occur every ten years are insufficient if there

is a potential leak of radioactive water from corroded components that could be migrating

off-site. "Opportunistic inspections" that might occur more often than ten years give the

appearance the matter of discovering leaks is being left to chance. The UT technology

that Pilgrim might use is untested by plant operating experience. There should be regular

and frequent inspections of all components that contain radioactive water in this aging

plant.
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1.3.7 The Aging Management Program at Pilgrim does not provide adequate

monitoring to ensure that leaks from systems and components such as underground

pipes and tanks are detected

Nuclear Power Plants have underground pipes containing large quantities of

radioactively contaminated water. Despite the fact that some of these pipes and tanks

might not be physically examined for ten years, it does not appear that Pilgrim is relying

on monitoring test wells around these pipes and tanks to detect leaks. Large leaks in

these pipes may be detected by a drop in water level in a tank or via increased makeup to

a tank. However, smaller leaks, if undetected, can eventually result in much larger

releases of radioactive liquid into the ground, and are more difficult to detect. A small

leak might be masked within the accuracy of the level instruments for tanks, and the

difficulty of accounting for routine flows into and out of the tanks each day. Even if

monitoring wells are in use, they are usually placed in such as way as to detect only large

spills from accidental overflows and valve malfunctions, not plumes emanating from

smaller leaks over a long period of time. In addition, unless they are sampled often,

small but steady leaks could go undetected for months. The topography of the Pilgrim

site is such that, were a leak to develop in an underground pipe or tank, the contaminated

water would most likely migrate seaward and drain into the ocean. Dilution of an

unknown quantity of radioactive water into Cape Cod Bay is not permitted by current

regulations. The only effective way to monitor for such an occurrence would be to have

on-site monitoring wells located between Pilgrim and the ocean.-5 A suitable array of

wells, sampled regularly, could be used to test that the inspection program is working

properly. In most of the recent cases of leaked radioactive water, the leaks were detected

by monitoring wells, but often not until long after the leaks occurred. It is unrealistic to

expect to happen upon a leaking pipe during routine maintenance activities, particularly if

5 Topopgraphy source: Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station, Boston Edison Company Docket No. 50-293, May
1972 -U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, Division of Radiological and Environmental Protection, Final EIS
"The station site is along the rocky western shoreline of Cape Cod Bay. The geology of the site is
recognized as primarily glacial deposits. The naftura surface stratum in the station area consists of
approximately 20 feet of silty and clayey fine sands with scattered boulders. Bedrock is about 30 to 90 feet
below mean sea level." P. 9 "Surface topography is such that surface drainage from the station is seaward
and surface water will not leave the Station property otherwise." P. 10.
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those activities only take place every ten years. In his recommendations for managing

aging nuclear power plants, Lochbaum says that sometimes the proper inspection

methods are used but in the wrong places, or the wrong inspection methods are used in

the right places. To lower the chances of overlooking serious problems, there should be

diverse inspections methods used routinely when looking in the right spots. USC Report,

supra at 21. Monitoring wells in suitable locations at Pilgrim should be used as part of

the aging management program to supplement visual and ultrasonic tests.

1.3.8 Current NRC Regulations require Pilgrim to improve its current inspection

and monitoring programs

Current regulations already require the Applicant to have in place an effective

program for monitoring radiation on-site and off-site .6 Although on-site monitoring wells

to detect radiation in groundwater are not specifically required in these regulations

(unless the water on-site is used for drinking, which it is not at Pilgrim), recent events

make such a scheme a natural addition to the Pilgrim Aging Management Plan. 10 CFR

§ 20.1302 and §50 Appendix A Criterion 60 require that NRC's licensees demonstrate

that effluents, including those from 'anticipated operational occurrences,' do not expose

members of the public to excessive radiation doses. 7 Effective monitoring systems are

6 10 CFR § 20.1302 Compliance with dose limits for individual members of the public.
(a) The licensee shall make or cause to be made, as appropriate, surveys of radiation levels in unrestricted
and controlled areas and radioactive materials in effluents released to unrestricted and controlled areas to
demonstrate compliance with the dose limits for individual members of the public in § 20.1301.
10 CFR § 50 Appendix A
Criterion 60-Con frol of releases of radioactive materials to the environment. The nuclear power unit
design shall include means to control suitably the release of radioactive materials in gaseous and liquid
effluents and to handle radioactive solid wastes produced during normal reactor operation, including
anticipated operational occurrences. Sufficient holdup capacity shall be provided for retention of gaseous
and liquid effluents containing radioactive materials, particularly where unfavorable site environmental
conditions can be expected to ipose unusual operational limitations upon the release of such effluents to
the environment.
Criterion 64-Monitoring radioactivity releases. Means shall be provided for monitoring the reactor
containment atmosphere, spaces containing components for recirculation of loss-of coolant accident fluids,
effluent discharge paths, and the plant environs for radioactivity that maybe released from normal
operations, including anticipated operational occurrences, and from postulated accidents.

710 CFR § 20.1302 Compliance with dose limits for individual members of the public.
(a) The licensee shall make or cause to be made, as appropriate, surveys of radiation levels in
unrestricted and controlled areas and radioactive materials in effluents released to unrestricted
and controlled areas to demonstrate compliance with the dose limits for individual members of
the public in § 20.130 1.
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aging nuclear power plants, Lochbaum says that sometimes the proper inspection 

methods are used but in the wrong places, or the wrong inspection methods are used in 

the right places. To lower the chances of overlooking serious problems, there should be 

diverse inspections methods used routinely when looking in the right spots. USC Report, 
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members of the public to excessive radiation doses.' Effective monitoring systems are 

6 10 CFR § 20.1302 Compliance with dose limits for individual members of the public. 
(a) The licensee shaII make or cause to be made, as appropriate, swveys of radiation levels in unrestricted 
and controlled areas and mdioactive materials in effluents released to unrestricted and controlled areas to 
demonstrate compliance with the dose limits for individual members of the public in § 20.1301. 
10 CFR § 50 Appendix A 
Criterion 60-Control of releases of radioactive materials to the environment. The nuclear power unit 
design shall include means to control suitably the release of rndioactive materials in gaseous and liquid 
effiuents and to handle mdioactive solid wastes produced during normal reactor opemtion, including 
anticipated operational occurrences. Sufficient holdup capacity shall be provided for retention of gaseous 
and liquid effiuents containing radioactive materials, particularly where unfavorable site environmental 
conditions can be expected to impose unusual opemtionallimitations upon the release of such effiuents to 
the environment. 
Criterion 64-Monitoring radioactivity releases. Means shall be provided for monitoring the reactor 
containment atmosphere, spaces containing components for recirculation of loss-of coolant accident fluids, 
emuent discharge paths, and the plant environs for rndioactivity that maybe released from normal 
opemtions, including anticipated operational occurrences, and from postulated accidents. 

7 10 CFR § 20.1302 Compliance with dose limits for individual members of the public. 
(a) The licensee shall make or cause to be made, as appropriate, swveys of mdiation levels in 
unrestricted and controlled areas and mdioactive materials in effiuents released to unrestricted 
and controlled areas to demonstrate compliance with the dose limits for individual members of 
the public in § 20.1301. 
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required in order comply with these regulations. While leaks of radioactively

contaminated water into the ground for extended periods of time may not have been

operational occurrences anticipated when the facilities were initially designed and

licensed, they can scarcely be "unanticipated" following the series of occurrences

summarized in Exhibit A. As those events demonstrated, unless nuclear facilities

aggressively monitor for leaks both off-site and on-site, a leak can go undetected for

years, and potentially life threatening releases of radiation can migrate off-site before any

problem is detected.

1.4 Conclusion: The Aging Management Plan should include more effective

methods to inspect and monitor for leaks of radioactive water from systems and

components including underground pipes and tanks before license renewal is

granted

The Aging Management of systems and components, including underground

pipes and tanks, which may carry radioactively contaminated water is within the scope of

this license renewal application. Management to detect possible leaks is a site specific

safety issue which has not been properly addressed in the Pilgrim application for license

(b) A licensee shall show compliance with the annual dose limit in § 20.1301 by--
(1) Demonstrating by measurement or calculation that the total effective dose equivalent to the
individual likely to receive the highest dose from the licensed operation does not exceed the
annual dose limit; or
(2) Demonstrating that--
(i) The annual average concentrations of radioactive material released in gaseous and liquid
effluents at the boundary of the unrestricted area do not exceed the values specified in table 2 of
appendix B to part 20; and
(ii) If an individual were continuously present in an unrestricted area, the dose from external
sources would not exceed 0.002 rem (0.02 mSv) in an hour and 0.05 rem (0.5 mSv) in a year.
10 CFR § 50 Appendix A
Criterion 60-Control of releases of radioactive materials to the environment. The nuclear power
unit design shall include means to control suitably the release of radioactive materials in gaseous
and liquid effluents and to handle radioactive solid wastes produced during normal reactor
operation, including anticipated operational occurrences. Sufficient holdup capacity shall be
provided for retention of gaseous and liquid effluents containing radioactive materials,
particularly where unfavorable site environmental conditions can be expected to impose unusual
operational limitations upon the release of such effluents to the environment.
Criterion 64--Monitoring radioactivity releases. Means shall be provided for monitoring the
reactor containment atmosphere, spaces containing components for recirculation of loss-of coolant
accident fluids, effluent discharge paths, and the plant environs for radioactivity that may
be released from normal operations, including anticipated operational occurrences, and from
postulated accidents.
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renewal, and has not been adequately dealt with by the Agency in a generic way at this

time. The failure to address this issue before license renewal is granted could result in

significant harm to the health and safety of the public. The Aging Management Plan

should more thoroughly address this issue before a license extension for Pilgrim is

granted.
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Contention 2: The Aging Management Plan at Pilgrim Fails to Adequately Monitor

for Corrosion in the Drywell Liner

2.0 Contention

The Aging Management program proposed in the Pilgrim application for license

renewal fails to adequately assure the continued integrity of the drywell liner, or shell, for

the requested license extension. The drywell liner is a safety-related containment

component, and its actual wall thickness should be confirmed by periodic ultrasonic

testing (UT) measurements at all critical areas, including those which are inaccessible for

visual inspection. The current plan does not adequately monitor for corrosion in these

inaccessible areas, nor does it include a requirement for a root cause analysis when

corrosion is found.

2.1 The Contention is within the Scope of these proceedings

10 CFR 2.3 09(f)(iii) requires that the Petitioner "Demonstrate that the issue raised

in the contention is within the scope of the proceeding." In proceedings concerning the

renewal of an operating license, the scope is limited to "a review of the plant structures

and components that will require an aging management review for the period of extended

operation and the plant's systems, structures, and components that are subject to an

evaluation of time limited aging analysis." See Florida Power and Light Co. (Turkey

Point Nuclear Generating Plant, Units 3 and 4), CLI-00-23, 52 NRC 327, 329 (2000). An

Aging Management Program that ensures the integrity of the drywell liner for the

extended operational life of the plant is within the scope of these proceedings. In reactor

license renewals, 10 CFR § 54 requires the Applicant to submit as part of its application

an Aging Management Program for all passive systems at the facility, which includes the

methods they use to monitor the condition of important equipment so that they can make

repairs and replacements before safety margins are compromised. In order to renew its

license for another 20 years Pilgrim is required, under I1OCFR§54.2 1, to demonstrate that

for each structure and component identified in that section the effects of aging will be

adequately managed for the period of extended operation. Included in the list of systems
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that require aging management is the drywell. Application Appendix A.2. 1.17 (Inservice

Inspection - Containment Lnservice Inspection (CII) Program. The aging of materials is

important during the period of extended operation of a plant applying for license renewal

because certain components may have been designed upon an assumed service life of

forty years. Florida Power and Light Co. (Turkey Point Nuclear Generating Plant, Units

3 &4), CLI-01-17, 54 NRC 3, 7(2001). A deficiency in the Aging Management Plan

that includes the inspection of the drywell liner for corrosion and thinning could endanger

the public safety and welfare and is within the scope of a re-licensing hearing.

2.2 The issue raised in the Contentions is Material to these proceedings

10 CFR 2.309(f)(iv) requires that the Petitioner "Demonstrate that the issue raised

in the contention is material to the findings the NRC must make to support the action that

is involved in the proceeding." In discussing the materiality requirement, the Atomic

Safety and Licensing Board considering the license renewal for Millstone Nuclear Power

Station stated, "In order to be admissible, the regulations require that all contentions

assert an issue of law or fact that is material to the outcome of a licensing proceeding;

that is, the subject matter of the contention must impact the grant or denial of a pending

license application. Where a contention alleges a deficiency or error in the application,

the deficiency or error must have some independent health and safety significance. " In

the Matter of Dominion Nuclear Connecticut, Inc. (Millstone Nuclear Power Station,

Units 2 and 3) Docket Nos. 50-336-LR, 50-423-LR ASLBP No. 04-824-01-LR July 28,
2004, p. 7. See Private Fuel Storage, L.L.C. (Independent Spent Fuel Storage

Installation), LBP- 98-7, 47 NRC 142, 179-80 (1998), aft'd in part, CLI-98-13, 48 NRC

26 (1998). The sufficiency of the Aging Management Plan for detecting possible

corrosion and thinning of the drywell liner is material to the renewal of this license. The

Aging Management Plan is deficient and that deficiency could significantly impact public

health and safety.

2.3 There is a Substantial Basis for the Contention

A contention about a matter not covered by a specific rule need only allege that

the matter poses a significant safety problem. Duke Power Co. (Catawba Nuclear
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Station, Units 1 and 2), LBP-82-1 16, 16 NRC 1937, 1946 (1982). The drywell liner has

been identified by the NRC and the Applicant as a safety-related structure to be

maintained both as a pressure-related boundary and for structural support. It is required

to contain and control the release of fission products to the Reactor Building in the event

of a Design Basis Accident, including a Loss-Of-Coolant-Accident (LOCA) so that the

off-site radiation dose to the surrounding communities remains within NRC designated

limits. This structure is therefore vital to the protection of the health, safety and welfare

of the public and Petitioners' members. Recent events cited herein have demonstrated

that the corrosion of Mark I Drywells is a major safety issue that is not addressed by

current NRC Guidance Documents. Pilgrim has a history of corrosion in different areas

of the drywell and there has been a reduction in drywell wall thickness. Despite this fact,

the Aging Management Program does not adequately monitor for corrosion in the drywell

and drywell wall thickness. The Aging Management Program should address this issue,

and perform root cause analysis where any corrosion is found, before a license renewal is

granted.

2.3.1 The NRC Has Acknowledged that Corrosion of Mark I Drywelis is a Major

Safety Related Issue that is not Addressed by Current NRC Guidance Documents

In 1986, the NRC notified the nuclear industry of the potential for corrosion of the

drywell liner. NRC Information Notice 86-99 (IN 86-99). The drywell shell at the

Oyster Creek Generating Station, which, like Pilgrim NPS is a GE Mark I BWR., was the

first place this problem came to the NRC's attention. At that power station, water

leakage was identified in the gap between the reactor's drywell liner and the concrete

shield wall. The plant operator made a series of ultrasonic test (UT) measurements which

showed localiz ed corrosion (pitting) in the steel containment with a reduction in the liner

wall thickness of more than ¼ 4inch. Despite efforts by the operator to remediate the

conditions which led to this corrosion it continued to occur, such that the NRC stated in

its 1992 Safety Evaluation of Oyster Creek's Drywell Integrity, ". . . An examination of
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the results of consecutive UT measurements confirmed that the corrosion is continuing.

There is concern that the structural integrity of the drywell cannot be assured..."

Recently the NRC has held a series of meetings with stakeholders to discuss the

problem of corrosion of Mark I steel containment drywell shells. In these meetings NRC

staff have acknowledge the need for monitoring and analysis of corrosion problems as

part of license renewals and they have stated that this is an issue of generic concern to

Mark I reactors. At the meeting on January 31, 2006,9 one of the NRC staff, Linh Tran,

made it clear in her remarks that the NRC staff have concluded that the corrosion of the

Mark I reactor drywell liner is a major safety-related issue that has not received sufficient

attention to date. In addition, she explained that the Generic Aging Lesson Learned

("GALL") report does not provide sufficient guidance for detecting and monitoring

potential corrosion in the drywell shell, particularly in inaccessible areas, for example,

when the drywell shell area is surrounded by concrete structure and the distance between

the shell and surrounding concrete is too small for performing visual examinations.

The NRC staff has proposed a number of modifications to GALL, highlighting

the need to evaluate both the corrosion itself and the potential sources of water, including

cracks in the concrete containment and the refueling seal at the top of the drywell liner.

In particular, the NRC staff believes the refueling seal must be brought within the scope

of license renewal. It was stated in that meeting that for inaccessible areas where there

was a potential for corrosion, UT measurements of the thickness of the drywell would be

required. The NRC staff stated that all Mark I reactors have a potential problem and

require evaluation.1 0

8Safety Evaluation by the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, Drywell Structural Integrity, Oyster
Creek Nuclear Generating Station, GPU Nuclear Corporation, United States Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, April 24, 1992, Introduction.
9 NRC Conference Call January 3 1, 2006 to discuss the proposed interim staff guidance for license renewal
associated with Mark I steel containment drywell shell. Power point Presentation and discussion by Ms
Linh Tran (see NIRS Oyster Creek Motion for Leave to Add Contentions or Supplement, Feb 7, 2006)

10 Staff proposed adding the following text to NUREG-1800:
Operating experience in the Mark I steel containments indicate that when water is discovered in the bottom
outside areas of the drywell (including that in the sand- pocket areas), the likely cause is the water seeping
through the space between the drywell shell and the shield concrete. The source of the water has been
shown to be the seal between the refueling cavity and the drywell. GALL Report recommends root cause
analysis and fuirther evaluation, when potential for corrosion is indicated in the inaccessible areas of the
drywell.
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2.3.2 Current NRC Guidance Documents do not Adequately Address Corrosion of

the Drywell Liner

The meetings of January 31, 2006 and March 23, 2006 were held by the NRC to

introduce to stakeholders the topic of a potential License Renewal Interim Staff Guidance

(LR-ISG) on the topic of Corrosion of Mark I Drywell Shells. On March 2 3rd, the

Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) outlined its reasons for thinking such an ISG is

unnecessary. Despite this, on May 9, 2006, the NRC published proposed interim staff

guidance on the aging management of drywell shells for license renewals. Proposed

License Renewal Interim Staff Guidance LR-ISG-2006-OJ. Plant-Specific Aging

Management Program for Inaccessible Areas of Boiling Water Reactor Mark!I Steel

Containment Drywell Shell Solicitation of Public Comment, 71 No. 89 Fed. Reg. 27010

(proposed May 9, 2006). Public comments will be submitted until June 8, 2006 at which

time the Commission will begin to make a determination about the proposed LR-ISG.

Petitioners have included this proposed guidance document in Exhibit B.

Petitioners seek to intervene on the issue of drywell corrosion because the license

renewal process for Pilgrim has already begun and will likely be completed before a final

Staff Guidance on this problem is issued. All stakeholders including the NRC, the NEI

and public advocacy groups acknowledge the seriousness of the potential for drywell

corrosion. The Pilgrim Application for License Renewal does not adequately address this

issue, and neither do the NRC' s guidance documents and regulations. Unless Petitioners

are allowed to intervene, using their experts and documentation, these concerns will not

be adequately addressed as part of the Pilgrim license renewal. Although the issue of

drywell corrosion has now clearly been brought to the attention of the NRC staff, the

prospect of future Staff Guidance should not preclude Petitioners' intervention on this

issue. "Participation of the NRC Staff in a licensing proceeding is not equivalent to

participation by a private intervenor." Washington Public Power Supply System (WPPSS

Nuclear Project No.3), ALAB-747, 18 NRC 1167, 1175-1176 (1983).
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and public advocacy groups acknowledge the seriousness of the potential for drywell 

corrosion. The Pilgrim Application for License Renewal does not adequately address this 

issue, and neither do the NRC's guidance documents and regulations. Unless Petitioners 

are allowed to intervene, using their experts and documentation, these concerns will not 

be adequately addressed as part ofthe Pilgrim license renewal. Although the issue of 

drywell corrosion has now clearly been brought to the attention of the NRC staff, the 

prospect of future Staff Guidance should not preclude Petitioners' intervention on this 

issue. "Participation of the NRC Staffin a licensing proceeding is not equivalent to 

participation by a private intervenor." Washington Public Power Supply System (wpPSS 

Nuclear Project No.3), ALAB-747, 18 NRC 1167, 1175-1176 (1983). 
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2.3.3 Pilgrim has a history of corrosion in different areas of the drywell, and there

has been a reduction in drywell wall thickness

In Appendix B of the Application for License Renewal, the Applicant outlines the

Operating Experience at Pilgrim, including problems that were detected and remedied.

Some of these are listed below. 11 In the cases cited, both the lack of evident corrosion

and the discovery of corrosion are described as evidence that the aging management

program is working. "Absence of significant corrosion provides evidence that the

program is effective for managing loss of material for the drywell spray header."

(Application, B-84). "Identification of degradation and corrective action prior to loss of

intended function provide evidence that the program is effective for managing aging

effects." (Application, B-56). However, the fact that the operator came across corrosion

and degradation in some instances does not prove their program is working and detecting

all degradation and aging effects. Rather it proves is that there is indeed corrosion.

Arguably the only conclusion that can be drawn from these operating experiences is that

Pilgrim has been experiencing corrosion in some of the highly critical regions of the

drywell, including enough to impact the thickness of the drywell liner.

As discussed in Contention 1, aging nuclear plants are more likely to experience

failures including corrosion. Nuclear reactors have three stages of plant life time: the

break-in phase [region A], mid-life phase [region B] and the wear-out phase [region C].

The risk profile for these phases of life curves like a bathtub. "The chances of failure

SOperating Experience - page B-57-58

In 1999, the below-water region in all 16 torus bays as well as the drywell to torus vent areas with water
accumulation were inspected. Results revealed-areas of defects such as depleted zinc, localized pitting
corrosion, and minor surface rusting. Degraded areas were re-coated to prevent further corrosion and re-
examined. Identification of degradation and corrective action prior to loss of intended function provide
evidence that the program is effective for managing aging effects; An IWE visual exam in 1999 detected
loose torus anchor bolt extensions and baseplate corrosion exceeding acceptance criteria. Bolt extensions
were tightened. Corrosion was accepted by evaluation. Identification of degradation and corrective action
prior to loss of intended function provide evidence that the program us effective for managing aging
effects; During RF014 (April 2003) ultrasonic thickness examination of the torus shell, several
measurements were below the nominal wall thickness of 0.629". Since the measurements were all greater
than the minimum allowable thickness of 0.563", no further action was taken. CII examinations will
continue to monitor thickness of the torus shell. Identification of degradation and corrective action prior to
loss of intended function provide evidence that the program is effective for managing aging effects.
Results of the CHI general visual walkdown of primary containment during RF014 (April, 2003) were
compared with those from the previous inspection. The only new indication was in the CRD penetration
area, where there is some surface corrosion but it is not significant and is structurally acceptable.
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increase with time spent in Region C." Union of Concerned Scientists Report, supra at 4.

The renewal period of a nuclear plant is its Region C, or wear-out phase. "As reactors

approach or enter Region C [the wear-out phase] and become more vulnerable to failure,

aging management programs monitor the condition of equipment and structures so as to

effect repairs or replacements before minimum safety margins are compromised.

Unfortunately, age-related degradation is being found too often by failures than by

condition-monitoring activities." Id. at 20.

2.3.4 The Aging Management Program at Pilgrim only requires inspection of the

drywell liner every ten years and primarily relies on visual examinations which

cannot monitor for corrosion of inaccessible areas of the drywell

In Appendix A.2.1.17 of its application for license renewal, Entergy has described

how it performs inservice inspections on the drywell (Inservice Inspection - Containment

Inservice Inspection (CII) Program. The ISI Program is based on ASME Inspection

Program B3 which has a ten year inspection schedule. Every ten years the program is

updated to the latest ASME Section XI code edition and addendum approved in 10 CFR

50.55a. On July 1, 2005 PNPS entered the fourth 151 interval. The code edition and

addenda used for the fourth interval is the 1998 Edition with 2000 Addenda.

This section says "The primary inspection method for the primary containment and its

integral attachments is visual examination. Visual examinations are performed either

directly or remotely with illumination and resolution suitable for the local environment to

assess general conditions that may affect either the containment structural integrity or

leak tightness of the pressure retaining equipment. The program includes augmented

ultrasonic exams to measure thickness of the containment drywell structure."12 It is not

clear from the Application for License Renewal where and how often the ultra-sonic test

measurements for drywell thickness are made. If the triggering mechanism for these

measurements is visual evidence of corrosion, then this program will not detect

12 The program consists of periodic volumetric, surface, and visual examination of components and their
supports for assessment, signs of degradation, flaw evaluation, and corrective actions. (Application
A.2. 1.18 Inservice Inspection - Inservice Inspection (ISI) Program).
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potentially serious corrosion in inaccessible areas, such as the concrete bed, until a

serious problem arises.

In his work for Oyster Creek, Dr. Rudolf H. Hausler, President of Corro-Consulta

has described the limited usefu~lness of visual inspection of these drywell areas. In the

Matter of American Energy Company, LLC (Oyster Creek Nuclear Generating Station)

Request for a Hearing and Petition to Intervene (November 14, 2005). In addition he

highlighted a likely problem area for corrosion that would be inaccessible both to visual

inspections and to UT inspections at the interface between the concrete at the bottom of

the liner and the steel liner. He stated that this kind of three phase boundary

(steel/concrete/water-air) is a well known site of corrosion. Id. No monitoring has been

carried out in this region at Oyster Creek, and apparently no monitoring for corrosion of

this likely problem area has been done at Pilgrim, even though water must have been

present in the area to have caused the past corrosion. Because of the difficulty of

inspecting these inaccessible areas of the drywell, either visually or by UT, the Aging

Management Plan should require a root cause analysis any time water leakage into the

drywell region has been found. The NRC staff acknowledged the importance of root

cause analyses as part of the aging management of corrosion both in the January 31, 2006

teleconference, and in the March 23, 2006 teleconference.

2.4 Conclusion: The Aging Management Plan at Pilgrim should include regular UT

measurements of all critical areas of the drywell liner and a root cause analysis of

any drywell areas where water has been found before license renewal is granted

The Petitioners request that, should license renewal be granted, the UT

measurements should be taken frequently enough over the 20 year extension to confirm

that the actual corrosion measurement results are as projected. In addition, UT

measurements should be greatly expanded into areas not previously inspected at all

critical levels of the drywell liner, including the section of the liner that is submerged into

the concrete floor. Multiple measurements should be made to determine "crevice

corrosion" for the liner that is submerged into the concrete floor where water may have

worked its way through cracks, pooled and corroded containment, as well as those areas

identified by a root cause analysis that may be the cause of leakage, including the
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refuieling seal. Petitioners ask that the Applicant be required to submit the results to the

United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission as publicly available documents as part of

the license extension proceeding for the Petitioners' independent review and analysis.

The Petitioners further request that the Applicant's new UT measurements of all critical

areas shall concur with ASME standards governing the safety limitations of the drywell

liner. The potentially dire consequences of corrosion and thinning of the drywell liner

(which could include the buckling and collapse of the drywell and an inability to contain

gases) make this thorough investigation indispensable.

Petitioners assert that the best way to assure compliance with NRC standards for

public health and safety is to link license renewal to an aggressive Aging Management

Program that meets these standards. Pilgrim does not currently have in place a program

that will do so. The recommendations in LR-ISG-2006-O1, Plant-Specific Aging

Management Program for Inaccessible Areas of Boiling Water Reactor Mark I Steel

Containment Drywell Shell should be immediately incorporated into Pilgrim's Aging

Management Plan before a license extension is approved.
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II. Environmental Contentions

Contention 3: The Environmental Report is inadequate because it ignores the true

off-site radiological and economic consequences of a severe accident at Pilgrim in its

Severe Accident Mitigation Alternatives (SAMA) analysis

3.0 Contention

The Environmental Report inadequately accounts for off-site health exposure and

economic costs in its SAMA analysis of severe accidents. By using probabilistic

modeling and incorrectly inputting certain parameters into the modeling software,

Entergy has downplayed the consequences of a severe accident at Pilgrim and this has

caused it to draw incorrect conclusions about the costs versus benefits of possible

mitigation alternatives.

3.1 The Contention is. within the Scope of these proceedings

Under 10 CFR §2.3 09, a petitioner is required to show that the issue raised in the

contention is within the scope of the proceeding. The National Environmental Policy

Act, NEPA, 42 USC § 4332, is the "basic charter for protection of the environment." 40

CFR § 1500. 1(a). Its fuindamental purpose is to "help public officials make decisions that

are based on understanding of environmental consequences, and take decisions that

protect, restore and enhance the environment." 40 CFR § 1500. 1(c). The NRC

regulations implementing NEPA for Nuclear Plant license renewals are in 10 CFR §
51(c) "Operating license renewal stage." In its application for license renewal of Pilgrim,

Entergy was required under 10 CFR § 5 1 to provide an analysis of the impacts on the

environment that will result if it is allowed to continue beyond the initial license. The

primary method by which NEPA ensures that its mandate is met is the "action-forcing"

requirement for preparation of an EIS. Robertson v. Methow Valley, 490 U.S. at 348-49

(1989). The environmental impacts that must be considered in an EIS include those

which are "reasonably foreseeable"' and have "catastrophic consequences, even if their

probability of occurrence is low." 40 CFR §1502.22(b)(1). The fact that the likelihood
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of an impact may not be easily quantifiable is not an excuse for failing to address it in an

EIS. NRC regulations require that "to the extent that there are important qualitative

considerations or factors that cannot be quantified, these considerations or factors will be

discussed in qualitative terms." 10 CFR§5 1.71. The regulation governing licensing

renewals requires the Applicant for renewal to submit an Environmental Report. 10 CFR

51 .53(c)(1). The NRC then uses the ER to prepare an EIS or Environmental Assessment,

although it has an independent obligation to "evaluate and be responsible for the

reliability" of the information. 10 CFR §51.70.

In a petition for intervention, contentions that seek compliance with NEPA must

be based on the applicant's Environmental Report (ER). 10 CFR§2.309(f)(2). Under 10

CER §51 (c)(3)(ii) the plant is required to provide an ER that contains analyses of the

environmental impacts of the proposed action, including the impacts of refurbishment

activities, if any, associated with license renewal and the impacts of operation during the

renewal term for those issues identified as Category 2 issues in Appendix B to subpart A

of that part. Under 10 CFR §51(c)(ii)(L) "if the staff has not previously considered

severe accident mitigation alternatives for the applicant's plant in an environmental

impact statement or related supplement or in an environmental assessment, a

consideration of alternatives to mitigate severe accidents must be provided." Severe

Accidents are a Category 2 issue in Subpart B to Appendix A of section 5 1, which states

"the probability weighted consequences of atmospheric releases, fallout onto open bodies

of water, releases to ground water, and societal and economic impacts from severe

accidents are small for all plants. However, alternatives to mitigate severe accidents must

be considered for all plants that have not considered such alternatives." Contentions

implicating Category 2 issues ordinarily are deemed to be within the scope of license

renewal proceedings. See Turkey Point supra at 11I- 13. As Pilgrim did not consider

mitigation alternatives for accidents in the environmental impact statement of its original

licensing, this issue is within the scope of this proceeding.

3.2 The Issue Raised in the Contention is Material to these proceedings

10 CFR 2.309(f)(iv) requires that the Petitioner "Demonstrate that the issue raised

in the contention is material to the findings the NRC must make to support the action that
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is involved in the proceeding." In discussing the materiality requirement, the Atomic

Safety and Licensing Board considering the license renewal for Millstone Nuclear Power

Station stated "In order to be admissible, the regulations require that all contentions assert

an issue of law or fact that is material to the outcome of a licensing proceeding; that is,

the subject matter of the contention must impact the grant or denial of a pending license

application. Where a contention alleges a deficiency or error in the application, the

deficiency or error must have some independent health and safety significance." In the

Matter of Dominion Nuclear Connecticut, Inc. (Millstone Nuclear Power Station, Units 2

and 3) Docket Nos. 50-336-LR, 50-423-LR ASLBP No. 04-824-01-LR July 28, 2004, p.

7. See Private Fuel Storage, L.L.C. (Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation), LBP-

98-7, 47 NRC 142, 179-80 (1998), affd in part, CLI-98-13, 48 NRC 26 (1998). The

deficiency highlighted in this contention has enormous independent health and safety

significance. By using probabilistic modeling and incorrect parameters in its SAMA

analysis Entergy arrives at a result that downplays the likely consequences of a severe

accident at PNPS, and thus incorrectly discounts possible mitigation alternatives. This

could have enormous implications for public health and safety because a potentially cost

effective mitigation alternative might not be considered that could prevent or reduce the

impacts of that accident. Petitioners allege the Environmental Report's SAMA analysis

is deficient and the deficiency could significantly impact health and safety.

3.3 There is a Substantial Basis for the Contention

The regulatory requirement that applicants for an operating license renewal

perform a Severe Accident Mitigation Alternatives analysis is broad. 10 CFR §
51 .53(c)(3)(ii)(L) states "If the staff has not previously considered severe accident

mitigation alternatives for the applicant's plant in an environmental impact statement or

related supplement or in an environmental assessment, a consideration of alternatives to

mitigate severe accidents must be provided." Appendix B to Subpart A of this section

describes the environmental effects of severe accidents due to license renewal. "The

probability weighted consequences of atmospheric releases, fallout onto open bodies of

water, releases to ground water, and societal and economic impacts from severe accidents

are small for all plants. However, alternatives to mitigate severe accidents must be
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water, releases to ground water, and societal and economic impacts from severe accidents 

are small for all plants. However, alternatives to mitigate severe accidents must be 
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considered for all plants that have not considered such alternatives." The regulation

acknowledges that the "probability weighted consequences" are small, and yet the

requirement to consider mitigation remains. The regulation does not mandate how these

mitigation alternatives should be evaluated - but the language in Appendix B makes it

clear that the applicant should consider alternatives that could mitigate the consequences

listed, including "atmospheric releases, fallout onto open bodies of water, releases to

ground water, and societal and economic impacts."

In its SAMA analysis, the Applicant did not fully consider the above listed

consequences. Instead, the likely impacts of a severe accident have been drastically

minimized by using probabilistic modeling which makes the costs of all severe accidents

appear negligible. In addition, Entergy has used incorrect input parameters, including

meteorological, emergency response, and economic data, into a software model of limited

scope. In this contention Petitioners will address the input parameters used by Entergy in

its SAMA analysis. However the overarching defect in the Applicant's SAMA analysis

is that it looked at severe accident risks, rather than severe accident mitigation

alternatives, as required by the regulations. As described below, any time an Applicant

multiplies an accident consequence by an extremely low probability number, the

consequences will appear minute. The regulations require a broad assessment of

mitigation alternatives, not an easy dismissal by "probability weighting."

3.3.1 Probabilistic modeling can underestimate the true consequences of a severe

accident

The regulatory requirement that nuclear plants perform a SAMA analysis states:

"The probability weighted consequences of atmospheric releases, fallout onto open

bodies of water, releases to ground water, and societal and economic impacts from severe

accidents are small for all plants. However, alternatives to mitigate severe accidents must

be considered for all plants that have not considered such alternatives." Appendix B to

Subpart A of 10 CER §5 1.53. In other words, even though the probability of a severe

accident is so low that the impacts can be considered small, all plants must still consider

alternatives to mitigate the consequences of those accidents.
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In its ER, Entergy estimated the severe accident risk by using the Probabilistic

Safety Analysis (PSA) Model and a Level 3 model developed by the MACCS2 code.

Using this method, the application states that "Risk is defined as the product of

consequence and frequency of accidental release." Application ER E. 1.5.1. In using the

PSA Model to estimate risk, Pilgrim was most likely following industry practices.

However, it was not following the dictates of the license renewal regulation. As stated

above, the regulation acknowledges up front that the probability weighted risk is small

but requires alternatives to be looked at anyway.

In the license renewal proceeding for Turkey Point, the board used the following

interpretation of the regulations to dismiss the Petitioners concerns about particular

severe accidents. It stated, ". ... the commission's environmental regulations in 10 C.F.R.

Part 51 do not require probabilistic risk assessments. Section 51.53(c) lists the

information the Applicant must include in its environmental report, and a probabilistic

risk analysis of multiple failures is not specified. Likewise sections 51.71(d) and 51.95(c)

set forth the requirements the agency must follow in preparing the draft and final SEIS

for the Turkey Point license renewal, and nowhere do those provisions require the

preparation of a probabilistic risk analysis of multiple failures." Turkey Point, supra at

23-24. It went on to say, "...section 5 1.53(c) does not require the Applicant broadly to

consider severe accident risks. Rather, it only requires the Applicant to consider "severe

accident mitigation alternatives" (SAMA). 10 C.F.R. § 51.53 (c)(3)(ii)(L). Id at 26.

While in that instance the licensing board used this argument to reject the Petitioners

contention related to Emergency Preparedness, the board's reading of the regulatory

requirement is also instructive here. It would make no sense for the NRC to require

Severe Accident Mitigation Analysis if an Applicant could simply multiply all

consequences of an accident by extremely low probability and thus reject all possible

mitigation as too costly.

It is widely recognized that probabilistic modeling can underestimate the deaths,

injuries, and economic impact likely from a severe accident. By multiplying high

consequence values with low probability numbers, the consequence figures appear far

less startling. For example a release that would cause 100, 000 cancer fatalities would

only appear to cause 1 cancer fatality per year if the associated probability of the release
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were 1/100,000 per year. This issue was central to a New Yýork case, Indian Point Special

Proceeding, US Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Atomic Safety and Licensing Board,

Recommendations to the Commission, October 24, 1983, p. 107. Before the proceeding,

the NRC ruled that all testimony on accident consequences must also contain a discussion

of accident probabilities. In its decision, the three-judge ASLB panel concluded that "the

Commission should not ignore the potential consequences of severe-consequence

accidents by always multiplying those consequences by low probability values."

In addition, in his report on the likely consequences of an accident at the Indian

Point Nuclear Plant, Dr. Edwin S. Lyman stresses that intentional acts represent a class of

accidents that should not be considered using probabilistic modeling. "Accident

probabilities are not relevant for scenarios that are intentionally caused by sabotage.

Severe releases resulting from the simultaneous failure of multiple safety systems, while

very unlikely if left up to chance, are precisely the outcomes sought by terrorists seeking

to maximize the impact of their attack. Thus the most unlikely accident sequences may

well be the most likely sabotage sequences." Edwin S. Lyman, PhD, Chernobyl on the

Hudson? The Health and Economic Impacts of a Terrorist Attack at the Indian Point

Nuclear Plant, Union of Concerned Scientists, p. 16 (September, 2004).

3.3.2 Entergy used an outdated version of the MACCS2 Code and MACCS2 User

Guide, and ignored warnings about the limitations of this model

In addition to minimizing accident consequences by using the PSA, Entergy may

also have minimized consequences by using incorrect input parameters for the computer

consequence model. Although the regulations do not stipulate how the consideration of

mitigation alternatives must be carried out, NUREG - 1437 discusses the CRAC2 Code

and the MACCS2 Code. The MACCS2 ("MELCOR Accident Consequence Code

System"'), was developed by Sandia National Laboratories in 1997, and is currently the

state-of-the-art consequence code employed by both NRC and DOE in conducting dose

assessments of radiological releases to the atmosphere. Since its release, there have been

widespread criticisms about the code's shortcomings and limitations. David I. Chanin,

The Development oAM4CCS2: Lessons Learned, Energy Facilities Contractor Operating
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Group Safety Analysis Working Group, Annual Workshop, April 29-May 5, 2005, Santa

Fe, NM. In 2004, the Department of Energy conducted a Software Gap Analysis on the

MACCS2 Code to assess its weaknesses and make recommendations for improvement.

The resulting report gave several warnings about the limitations of the software. It

concluded that "software concerns and issues can be avoided by understanding MACCS2

limitations and capabilities. The software can be applied for modeling those types of

scenarios where precedents exist, and there is confidence that alternative analysis or

experimental data would adequately confirm the code predictions." 13 The report

concluded that "When the code is run for the intended applications as detailed in the code

guidance document, MACCS2 Computer Code Application Guidance for Documented

Safety Analysis, (DOE 2004) and also utilizing information from documentation available

from SNL and other sources (Table 1-3), it is judged that it will meet the intended

function... . Confidence in MACCS2 to meet its intended function is expected to

increase with the release of Version 1. 13. The software developer has indicated that

Version 1. 13 corrects known errors in Version 1. 12."

Entergy refers in its SAMA analysis to an older User Guide for MACCS2, the

Code Manual for MACCS2: Volume 1, User's Guide, SAND97-0594, which was written

in 1997. Chanin, D.I., and M.L. Young, Code Manual for MACCS2:Volume 1, User's

13 Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board Recommendation 2002-1, Software Quality Assurance
Improvement Plan Commitment 4.2.1.3: Software Quality Assurance Improvement Plan: MACCS2 Gap
Analysis. DOE-EH-4.2. 1.3-MACCS2-Gap Analysis (May, 2004). Specifically, the report noted four broad
technical issues:
"Phenonmenology: The fire plume model may be non-conservative. It is recommended that the current
treatment be carefully used in MACCS2, taking into account building wake effects, sensible energy and
spatial dependence of the source term and combustible loading. As a long-term consideration, area source
models, such as that proposed by Mills (1987) for pool fire analysis could be made available as a user-
specified option in MACCS2. (Mhs topic was addressed in Section 2.3).
"Coding Errors: Software defects encountered exercising (1) multiple plume segments and (2) the
emergency response model, should be addressed immediately by the code developers. A maintenance
version with the major defects corrected should be made available to RSICC. A similar strategy was used
for the predecessor software to MACCS2, MACCS, in creating Version 1.5. 11. 1. In the interim, DOE user
guidance should be applied to avoid these conditions in MACCS2 (DOE, 2004).
- End User Quality Assurance Problem: Dose conversion factors are user-specified data file input options in
MACCS2. For example, non-conservative inputs for plutonium radionuclides can be unintentionally
selected by users. It is recommended that user instructions (user's manual) address this potential pitfall in
running MACCS2. In addition, enhanced training on the options in MACCS2 for dose factor file selection
is recommended. (Mhs topic was addressed in Section 2.3).
- Poor Documentation: Documentation for MACCS2 should be revised as part of the new software

baseline. In particular, the user's guide should provide sample input files for various types of "standard"
problem types encountered in both reactor and non-reactor nuclear facility safety analysis. (This topic was
addressed in Section 2.3).
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Guide, SAIND97-0594 Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM, (1997). The

newer (2004) guide highlights potential problems and prescribes the circumstances in

which the model can be used, but was not listed with the other references by the

Applicant. Some of the precautions in the 2004 guide are in a list of "Regimes of

Applicability" for the MACCS2 Code. 14 However, even the older (1997) guide warns of

the limitations of the software. In section 6, "Restrictions or Limitations", it states, "The

atmospheric model included in the code does not model the impact of terrain effects on

atmospheric dispersion. The code also does not model dispersion close to the source

(less than 100 meters from the source) or long range dispersion. The economic model

included in the code models only the economic cost of mitigative actions." In addition,

as noted in the Gap Analysis by DOE, the User has an enormous ability to affect the

output from the code by manipulating the inputs and choosing parameters. Section 6.10

of the 1997 User Guide, Generation of Consequence Distributions, states "Under the

14 MACCS2 Guidance Report June 2004 Final Report page 3-8:3.2 Phenomenological Regimes of
Applicability:
Thie MACCS2 class of atmospheric dispersion codes is based on the Gaussian model of dispersion. As
such, these types of computer model are best suited for specific types of conditions. The chief
phenomenological regimes that should be considered before applying MACCS2 include:
- Temporal regime - The use of these codes is best suited for "short" duration plumes, ranging from
approximately several minutes to several days.
- Spatial regime - The class of code also does not model dispersion close to the source (less than 100 meters
from the source), especially where the influence of structures or other obstacles is still significant
Dispersion influenced by several, collocated facilities, within several hundred meters of each other should
be modeled with care. Similarly, the MACCS2 class of codes should be applied with caution at distances
greater than ten to fifteen miles, especially if meteorological conditions are likely to be different from those
at the source of the release. Long-range projections of dose conditions are better calculated with mesoscale,
regional models that are able to account for multiple weather observations. Nevertheless, some applications
may require fifty-mile or greater radius analysis to meet requirements, e.g. Environmental Impact
Statements (EISs) or Probabilistic Safety Assessments (PSAs).
- Terrain variability - Gaussian models are inherently flat-earth models, and perform best over regions of
transport where there is minimal variation in terrain. Because of this, there is inherent conservatism (and
simplicity) if the environs have a significant nearby buildings, tall vegetation, or grade variations not taken
into account in the dispersion parameterization.
- Energetic releases - MACCS2 does not account for momentum-driven releases or those originating from
detonation type events without appreciable post-processing of boundary and initial conditions. Using the
latter approach, Steele (1998) has demonstrated a MACCS2-based, segmented methodology for a
detonation source term that was found to compare well with observations.
- Thermal buoyancy - In plumes arising from fire-related source terms, the user should exercise caution
with the models such as MACCS2 that use the Briggs algorithm. The Briggs approach for accounting for
sensible energy in a plume is valid for "open-field" releases (not impacted by buildings and other
obstacles), or if used in combination with building wake effects. Appendix C provides a limited sensitivity
study of the effects of buoyancy and building wake effects on plume dispersion.
- Dose conversion factor applicability - The user should ensure that the dose conversion factors used in
MACCS2 are applicable to the radionuclides in the source term and the physicochemical characteristics.
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control of parameters supplied by the user on the EARLY and CHRONC input files, the

EARLY and CHRONG modules can calculate a variety of different consequence

measures to portray the impact of a facility accident on the surrounding region. The user

has total control over the results that will be produced." (emphasis added)

Undoubtedly, this is why one of the DOE report's recommendations is better training for

the users of the MACCS2 Code.

Currently, the complete inputs to the MACCS2 for the license renewal of Pilgrim

are not publicly available, and are not included in the Applicant's Environmental Report.

Without knowing what parameters were chosen by the Applicant, it is not possible to

fully evaluate the correctness of the conclusions about Severe Accident Mfitigation

Alternatives. However, from what is included in the ER, Petitioners have been able to

piece together some possible reasons that Entergy's described consequences of a severe

accident at Pilgrim look so small.

3.3.3 Entergy used incorrect input data to analyze severe accident consequences

Neither the MACCS2 model used to analyze consequence nor the input data

provided by the applicant provide an accurate assessment of the off-site dose and

economic consequences of a severe accident. As discussed above, there are limitations

inherent in the software which can result in an incorrect evaluation of actual plume

dispersion and which by design omnit the majority of economic costs. In addition to these

built-in limitations, Entergy's inputs to the code, including meteorological data,

demographics, emergency response, and regional economic data, were incomplete,

incorrect or out of date. These inaccuracies result in incorrect conclusions drawn about

accident consequences and minimize the likely risks of a severe accident.

3.3.3.1 Meteorological Data

Radiological consequences from a severe accident are strongly dependent on

meteorological conditions and these conditions are complex and particular to each site.

The modeling tool used by the applicant and the applicant's input to that model fail to

properly characterize weather conditions. The MACCS2 code utilizes a standard
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accident consequences and minimize the likely risks of a severe accident. 

3.3.3.1 Meteorological Data 

Radiological conseq~ences from a severe accident are strongly dependent on 

meteorological conditions and these conditions are complex and particular to each site. 

The modeling tool used by the applicant and the applicant's input to that model fail to 

properly characterize weather conditions. The MACCS2 code utilizes a standard 
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straight-line Gaussian plume model to estimate the atmospheric dispersion of a point

release of radionuclides. The ER states that the shape of the Gaussian plume is

determined by the wind speed, the release duration, the atmosphe ric stability, class and

the height of the mixing layer at the time of the release. Application ER, E. 1.5.2.6 p. E-

1-63 to E-1-64.

In his report "Chernobyl on the Hudson?," Dr. Edwin S. Lyman discusses the

limitations of the MACCS2 model. "Like most radiological consequence codes in

common use, MACCS2 has a number of limitations. First of all, because it incorporates a

Gaussian plume model, the speed and direction of the plume are determined by the initial

wind speed and direction at the time of release, and cannot change in response to

changing atmospheric conditions (either in time or in space). Consequently, the code

becomes less reliable when predicting dispersion patterns over long distances and long

time periods, given the increasing likelihood of wind shifts. Also, the Gaussian plume

model does not take into account terrain effects, which can have a highly complex impact

on wind field patterns and plume dispersion. And finally, MACCS2 cannot be used for

estimating dispersion less than 100 meters (0.06 miles) from the source." Chernobyl on

the Hudson? supra at 27.

A potentially larger problem with the model which is specific to Pilgrim is that

winds along the coast of Massachusetts are heavily affected by the well-documented sea

breeze phenomenon. The sea breeze effect is especially important because dose is a

product of concentration and episode duration; and the duration is a function of the

relative sea breeze strength. In 1988, the Massachusetts Department of Public Health

contracted with Dr. J.D. Spengler and Dr. G.J. Keeler of Harvard University to study the

wind patterns around Pilgrim Station. J.D. Spengler and Dr. G.J. Keeler, Feasibility of

Exposure Assessment for the Pilgrim Nuclear Power Plant, Prepared for Massachusetts

Department of Public Health, May 12, 1988. Their report describes in detail the sea

breeze phenomena that would be expected at this site."1 The topography of a coastal

15The uneven heating rates of land and water is responsible for the well known mesoscale coastal winds
known as sea and land breezes. During the day, the land heats more quickly than the adjacent water, and
the intensive heating of the air above the land produces a shallow thermal low. The air over the water
remains cooler that the air over the land and hence a shallow thermal high exists above the water. The
overall effect of this pressure distribution is a surface breeze that blows from the sea. Since the strongest
gradients of temperature difference between the land and water usually occurs in the afternoon, sea breezes
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environment also plays an important role in the sea breeze circulation. When cool, dense,

stable marine air encounters a hill or mountain, the heavy air tends to flow around them

rather than over them. This can alter the flow pattern expected from a typical sea breeze

along a flat coastline. These considerations are of great importance in estimating area-

wide contaminant exposures in coastal environments. Id at 6. "The meteorological sites

available provide limited ability to fully characterize or model the sea breeze circulation

in the vicinity of the Pilgrim I Nuclear Power Plant." Id at 1.

The Applicant's meteorological input data to the code came from two sources. To

determine wind speed, wind direction, atmospheric stability, and mixing heights, the

applicant used a weather tower on the reactor's site. To determine precipitation data, the

applicant used the Plymouth Airport, which is about five miles inland from the site.

Application ER, E. 1.5.2.6. However, to capture what would happen once a plume is

released from the site - the swirling complexity and wind shifts - and what would happen

in localized pockets of fog, would require measurements from multiple sites in the field.

To better characterize meteorological conditions, Entergy should collect and use the

following data - data which is critical in any event for planning and directing an

emergency response to a severe accident.

3.3.3.1. a Wind speed

Accurately characterizing wind speed is critical to estimating concentration. The

data obtained at the Pilgrim location will not accurately represent plume transport wind

speed. Because: 1) air flow over land is modified by topography and is retarded by

are strongest at this time. At night the land cools more quickly than the water. Air above the land becomes
cooler that the air above the water producing a pressure differential. With the higher pressure now over the
land and the wind reverses itself and becomes a land breeze, flow from the land to the sea. Temperature
gradients between land and water at night are usually much smaller thani during the day, and hence the land
breeze tends to be weaker. Since sea breezes best develop when large temperature differences exist
between land and water, their importance would be greatest in spring and summers. During the summer, a
sea breeze usually occurs in the mid-morning after the land has been heated by the sun. By early afternoon
the breeze has increased in strength and depth. In the late afternoon the cooler ocean air may extend inland
for more than 10 miles and extend vertically up to 1000 feet. The leading edge of the sea breeze is referred
to as the sea breeze front. As this front moves inland, a rapid drop in temperature occurs directly behind.
Temperature drops of 5 degrees C or more can occur during the onset of the sea breeze. Along the Atlantic
Coast, the passage of a sea breeze front is accompanied by a rapid wind shift, usually from west to east. If
there is a sharp temperature gradient across the frontal boundary, the warmer air will converge and rise,
typically marked by line of cumulus clouds. Along the sea breeze frontal boundary air can rise to elevations
where it becomes part of the return flow. The return flow can rapidly mix the air down to the surface far
behind the front.
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surface friction; 2) convective overturn or stratification of air can modify vertical wind

speed profiles; and 3) sea breeze will decrease wind speed as they move over land. Since

there are no appropriately located inland meteorological monitoring sites around the

Pilgrim location, there is no way to precisely adjust wind speed information for off-site

transport conditions.

3.3.3.1. b Wind Direction

Wind direction will change with height above the ground and will be influenced

by terrain features. The coriolis effect will cause a clockwise turning of the wind

direction as the sea breeze develops over the course of the day. This effect is reflected in

the coastal wind sensor, but the effect of surface friction and surface features are not. As

a result wind blowing inland will experience the frictional effects of the surface which

decreases speed and changes direction.

3.3.3.1. c Dispersion

Turbulence in the atmosphere causes a plume to spread and hence dilute.

Turbulence is generated by surface friction and thermal instabilities. The over-water

turbulent conditions can be estimated from meteorological measurements at the Pilgrim

site. However with onshore winds the tower measurements do not reflect the effects of

the overland conditions. The wind is likely to be slightly stable as it approaches land and

Pilgrim's meteorological tower. As air flows over a heated surface thermally generated

turbulence is induced. Under sea breeze conditions the turbulence structure of the

atmosphere will not be accurately determined by the meteorological sensors at the coastal

site. Dispersion is also affected by precipitation. Like wind flow, precipitation is highly

complex - for example, fog patches vary along coastal locations and also in the interior

affected by ponds and bogs. On a drizzly, foggy day with a low inversion layer and

constant easterly winds there would potentially be less dispersion than a clear day with

strong winds and a sea breeze. Fog patches and precipitation can be highly localized

therefore precipitation data from one location at Plymouth Airport located 5 or so miles

inland are inadequate.

To obtain an accurate analysis it is necessary to install continuous recording

meteorological instruments along the coast and at additional inland sites in the

communities likely to be impacted by Pilgrim, for example the 7 towns identified by
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Spengler and Keeler (see Exhibit C). The parameters measured should include wind

speed and direction, temperature, dew point, and solar insulation. This would allow an

analysis which could more adequately analyze the penetration of the sea breeze front and

better characterize the spatial variation of the wind flow.

The NRC has acknowledged that more meteorological data may be required. In

Regulatory Guide 1. 194, this subject is discussed as follows: "The NRC staff considers 5

years of

hourly observations to be representative of long-term trends at most sites. With sufficient

justification of its representativeness, the minimum meteorological data set is one

complete year (including all four seasons) of hourly observations" (NRC, 2003). Despite

the fact that several site specific reports (see Exhibit C) have been prepared for Pilgrim

that show one year of observations gathered from one site will not satisfy this
"crepresentativeness" requirement, the Applicant has used only one year's worth of

observations, gathered from only one location. The inputs into the MACCS2 Code are

inadequate. In Exhibit E Petitioners describe an improved scheme for meteorological

monitoring. This improved monitoring will not just provide better inputs for this kind of

Severe Accident Modeling, but it is also a necessary tool for Emergency Planning.

3.3.3.2 Demographic Data

Because the MACCS2 Code utilizes a straight-line Gaussian plume model to

estimate the atmospheric dispersion of a release, the demographic input data provided by
the applicant is a spatial distribution arranged by geographic sectors, or "spatial

elements." Application ER, Appendix E. 1-6 1, Table E. 1-13. The total population within

a 50-mile radius of PNPS was estimated by Entergy for the year 2032 by combining total

resident population projections with transient population data from Massachusetts and

Rhode Island. Table E. 1-13 shows the estimated population distribution. Application ER

Appendix E. 1-6 1. This population table is broken down into directional sectors, as well

as distance from the nuclear plant. However, because of the unpredictability and

complexity of the winds at the Pilgrim site, the more realistic approach would be to use a

more inclusive population within rings around the plant, when calculating off-site dose

costs.
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3.3.3.3 Emergency Response Data

The assumptions in the models used by the applicant and the input data put into

those models do not provide credible conclusions regarding emergency response

outcomes in a severe accident. Nor is there reasonable assurance that the assumptions

used by FEMA in this area have any credibility. 16 The MACCS2 emergency planning

model requires the user to input the time when notification is given to emergency

response officials to initiate protective actions for the surrounding population; the time at

which evacuation begins after notification is received; and the effective evacuation speed.

However, the model assumes that the population is out of danger once crossing the 10-
mile boundary. This will not be true in a severe accident such as a core melt and/or a

spent fuel pool accident that leads to a zirconium fire. Saf'ely and Security of Commercial

Spent Nuclear Fuel Storage Public Report, National Academy of Sciences, 3 (April,

2005).

In addition, the model does not consider those who cannot evacuate and must

shelter. Protective actions involve both evacuation and sheltering. Under some

circumstances evacuation will not be possible for all or a portion of the affected

population. The elderly often require transportation assistance because they are infirm,

cannot drive themselves or have only one car per household that may not be available in

an emergency.

The applicant's evacuation time input data is from, Pilgrim Station Evacuation

Time Estimates and Traffic Management Plan Update, Revision 5, (November 1998).

However later data is available. KLD prepared a later report for Entergy, Pilgrim Nuclear

Power Station Development of Evacuation Time Estimates, KID TR-382, Revision 6,

(October 2004). The newer KLD study relies on newer census data and newer roadway

geometric data. The most recent data available should be used as source material to get

the most accurate estimates.'7

16.The Senate Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs Committee issued [April 27, 20061 an 800-
plus-page report, "Hurricane Katrina: A Nation Still Unprepared." Sen. Susan Collins, R-Maine, Chair of
the Committee summarized the report in a written statement that, "We have concluded that FEMA is in
shambles and beyond repair, and that it should be abolished. "
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Many of the assumptions and study estimates in the applicant's source, Pilgrim

Station Evacuation Time Estimates and Traffic Management Plan Update, Revision 5,

(November 1998) are faulty. For example, voluntary evacuation from within the EPZ was

estimated to be 50% within a 2-5 mile ring around the reactor, excluding the "key-hole;"

and 25% in the annular ring between the 5-mile boundary of the circle and the 10-mile

EPZ boundary.'18 Shadow evacuation was not considered.1 9 Special Events, such as the

July 4t celebration, were not considered. Evacuation time estimates for the EPZ was

performed for, "Off-season mid-week, mid-day in good weather; and Summer mid-week,

mid-day, good weather." Using the above false assumptions, the study describes

unrealistically low evacuation time estimates. Clearly there is no guarantee that an

accident will not occur on holidays, during the commuter rush hour, on summer week-

ends, or in bad weather. Emergency planning and a severe accident analysis should

assume the worst case scenario.

17The 2004 KLD Report compares the 1998 previous ETE Study to the 2004 Current ETE Study, Table I-
1. ETE Study Comparisons, p 1-9. Significant differences include, for example:

Topic 1998 ETE Study 2004 ETE Study
Resident Population 1990 Census 2000 Census, extrapolated to 2005
Employee Population Growth in state employment between Growth in state employment between

1990 and 1996 used to project 1997 1990-2000 to extrapolate to 2005.
employment Estimated employees for Employment journey to work data (State
each town that lived in EPZ, number walk 2001 data files) identified portion of
to work, number work at home employees who commute into EPZ

relative to total number. In addition data
____________________________________________________ I surveys were sent to major employers.

Transient Population More detailed analysis day-trippers
_________________________ _______________________ I carried out

Roadway Geometric Data Road capacities based 1994 HCM IRoad capacities based on 7000140

19The Town of Duxbuxy at Annual Meeting, 2006, recognized that many more citizen s would be at risk
than those within 2/5 miles and they would voluntarily evacuate, along with those outside the 10-miles;
hence the Town Meeting voted to oppose the 2/5 miles planning policy.

19 Three Mile Island provides the best, and perhaps only, realistic example. There, the Pennsylvania
Governor issued an evacuation advisory (note, it was not an order). It was expected to have precipitated the
flight of only 3,400 people (pregnant women and pre-school children within five miles of the plant);
instead, a total of 144,000 people (a government figure) evacuated the surrounding region. Donald 3.
Zeigler, Ph.D. found the same in a telephone survey of households near Shoreham and later in households
near Indian Point Evacuation Behavior In Response To Nuclear Power PlantAcci dents, by Donald
Zeigler and James Johnson, Jr., The Professional Geographer (May, 1984).
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instead, a total of 144,000 people (a government figure) evacuated the surrounding region. Donald I. 
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3.3.3.3. a Evacuation Delay time

The Environmental Report states "The elapsed time between siren alert and the

beginning of the evacuation is 40 minutes. A sensitivity case that assumes 2 hours for

evacuees to begin evacuation was considered in this study to evaluate consequence

sensitivities due to uncertainties in delay time." Application ER Appendix E. 1. 5.2.7, p. E-

1-64. In other words, the assumption is that the longest likely delay before residents

begin to evacuate is 2 hours. This assumption is incorrect for the simple reason that

notice of the evacuation could take longer than 2 hours to reach people. The sirens that

are in place cannot be heard by residents inside some buildings and houses, when the

windows are closed, when air conditioners are on, in bad weather, or if the dwellings are

set back from a main road. They also cannot be heard inside vehicles. Citizens have

complained to Entergy about the inadequacies of the early warning sirens. It is more

likely that notification will result from word-of-mouth, adding to delay. If, for example,

the accident occurs at 1:00AM, it would be more than 5-6 hours before the community

had awakened and word spread.

The peak population in the EPZ approximates 100,000 who are spread over

approximately 150 square miles and engaged in a variety of activities. Hence it must be

anticipated that some time will elapse between transmission and receipt of information

advising people of the accident. The amount of elapsed time will vary from one

individual to the next depending where that person is (at home, at the beach, sailing or in

motor boats, fishing, out-of-home entertainment center); what the person is doing

(working, shopping at a regional mall); time of day, families may be united in the

evenings, but dispersed in the day; week-day versus week-end and holidays. Some may

be outside the EPZ at the time the emergency is declared. These people may be

commuters, shoppers who reside within the EPZ and who will return to join the other

household members upon notification of an emergency. Use of a 2 hour delay time in the

sensitivity case is overly optimistic.

3.3.3.3. b Evacuation Speed

The Environmental Report states "The worst case for Pilgrim is during the winter,

under adverse weather conditions, since snow removal can add up to an hour and a half to
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3.3.3.3. a Evacuation Delay time 

The Environmental Report states "The elapsed time between siren alert and the 

beginning of the evacuation is 40 minutes. A sensitivity case that assumes 2 hours for 

evacuees to begin evacuation was considered in this study to evaluate consequence 

sensitivities due to uncertainties in delay time." Application ER Appendix E.1.5.2.7, p. E-

1-64. In other words, the assumption is that the longest likely delay before residents 

begin to evacuate is 2 hours. This assumption is incorrect for the simple reason that 

notice of the evacuation could take longer than 2 hours to reach people. The sirens that 

are in place cannot be heard by residents inside some buildings and houses, when the 

windows are closed, when air conditioners are on, in bad weather, or if the dwellings are 

set back from a main road. They also cannot be heard inside vehicles. Citizens have 

complained to Entergy about the inadequacies of the early warning sirens. It is more 

likely that notification will result from word-of-mouth, adding to delay. If, for example, 

the accident occurs at 1 :OOAM, it would be more than 5-6 hours before the community 

had awakened and word spread. 

The peak population in the EPZ approximates 100,000 who are spread over 

approximately 150 square miles and engaged in a variety of activities. Hence it must be 

anticipated that some time will elapse between transmission and receipt of information 

advising people of the accident. The amount of elapsed time will vary from one 

individual to the next depending where that person is (at home, at the beach, sailing or in 

motor boats, fishing, out-of-home entertainment center); what the person is doing 

(working, shopping at a regional mall); time of day, families may be united in the 

evenings, but dispersed in the day; week-day versus week-end and holidays. Some may 

be outside the EPZ at the time the emergency is declared. These people may be 

commuters, shoppers who reside within the EPZ and who will return to join the other 

household members upon notification of an emergency. Use ofa 2 hour delay time in the 

sensitivity case is overly optimistic. 

3.3.3.3. b Evacuation Speed 

The Environmental Report states "The worst case for Pilgrim is during the winter, 

under adverse weather conditions, since snow removal can add up to an hour and a half to 
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evacuation time. The radius of the Emergency Planning Zone is 10 miles. Assuming that

the net movement of the entire population is 10 miles, the time required for evacuation

ranges from 3 hours 3 5 minutes to 6 hours 3 0 minutes, and the average speed in clear

weather to 1.54 miles/hour under adverse weather conditions. The average evacuation

speed is 2.17 miles/hour, or 0.97 meter/second." And "A sensitivity case that assumes a

lower evacuation speed of 0.69 meter/second was considered in this study to evaluate

consequence uncertainties in evacuation speed." Application ER, E. 1.5.2.7.

However, to arrive at this number, the applicant falsely assumes that in a severe

accident harmful levels of radiation (and thus evacuation) will not extend beyond 10

miles. The Sandia National Laboratory CRAC-2 core melt consequence analysis for

Pilgrim conservatively stated that the I" year peak fatal radius was 20 miles and the I'

year peak injury radius was 65 miles. Calculation of Reactor Accident Consequences,

U.S. Nuclear Power Plants (CRAC-2), Sandia National Laboratory (1982). The National

Academy of Sciences has stated that a spent fu~el pool accident that led to zirconium

cladding fires "... would create thermal plumes that could potentially transport

radioactive aerosols hundreds of miles downwind under appropriate atmospheric

conditions"' The Safety and Security of Commercial Spent Nuclear Fuel Storage Public

Report, National Academy of Sciences, April 2005, p.50. Therefore, in a severe accident,

evacuations will have to go well beyond 10 miles to protect public health and safety.

The assumption that snow removal can add up to an hour and a half to evacuation

time is also optimistic. It assumes that workers will be available to plow and does not

account for the likely event that they will evacuate with their families. And although July

4'b holiday traffic could easily slow evacuations more than an hour and one-half, KLD

did not analyze "special events" in their traffic estimates. Summer week-end traffic was

also ignored despite the fact that Pilgrim is located in a popular summer resort area due to

the many beaches, forests and historic sites. The route to and from Cape Cod passes

almost directly past the nuclear plant such that traffic getting to and departing from the

Cape travels over the same routes that are designated in a nuclear evacuation.

Shadow evacuation is ignored. Studies of human behavior following Three Mile

Island (TMI) were described in a study published in Evacuation Behavior In Response To

Nuclear Power Plant Accidents, Donald Ziegler and James Johnson, Jr., The Professional
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evacuation time. The radius of the Emergency Planning Zone is 10 miles. Assuming that 

the net movement of the entire population is 10 miles, the time required for evacuation 

ranges from 3 hours 35 minutes to 6 hours 30 minutes, and the average speed in clear 

weather to 1.54 mileslhour under adverse weather conditions. The average evacuation 

speed is 2.17 miles/hour, or 0.97 meter/second." And "A sensitivity case that assumes a 

lower evacuation speed of 0.69 meter/second was considered in this study to evaluate 

consequence uncertainties in evacuation speed." ApplicationER, E.1.5.2.7. 

However, to arrive at this number, the applicant falsely assumes that in a severe 

accident harmful levels of radiation (and thus evacuation) will not extend beyond 10 

miles. The Sandia National Laboratory CRAC-2 core melt consequence analysis for 

Pilgrim conservatively stated that the 1st year peak fatal radius was 20 miles and the 1st 

year peak injury radius was 65 miles. Calculation of Reactor Accident Consequences, 

U.S. Nuclear Power Plants (CRAC-2), Sandia National Laboratory (1982). The National 

Academy of Sciences has stated that a spent fuel pool accident that led to zirconium 

cladding fires"... would create thermal plumes that could potentially transport 

radioactive aerosols hundreds of miles downwind under appropriate atmospheric 

conditions" The Safety and Security of Commercial Spent Nuclear Fuel Storage Public 

Report, National Academy of Sciences, April 2005, p.50. Therefore, in a severe accident, 

evacuations will have to go well beyond 10 miles to protect public health and safety. 

The assumption that snow removal can add up to an hour and a half to evacuation 

time is also optimistic. It assumes that workers will be available to plow and does not 

account for the likely event that they will evacuate with their families. And although July 

4th holiday traffic could easily slow evacuations more than an hour and one-half, KLD 

did not analyze "special events" in their traffic estimates. Summer week-end traffic was 

also ignored despite the fact that Pilgrim is located in a popular summer resort area due to 

the many beaches, forests and historic sites. The route to and from Cape Cod passes 

almost directly past the nuclear plant such that traffic getting to and departing from the 

Cape travels over the same routes that are designated in a nuclear evacuation. 

Shadow evacuation is ignored. Studies of human behavior following Three Mile 

Island (TMI) were described in a study published in Evacuation Behavior In Response To 

Nuclear Power Plant Accidents, Donald Ziegler and James Johnson, Jr., The Professional 
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Geographer, (May, 1984). At TMI a limited evacuation advisory of pregnant women and

pre-school children within 5 miles of the reactor was recommended by the Governor; that

number would have resulted in 3,400 evacuees. Instead up to 200,000 people actually

evacuated, approximately 39% within 15 miles of the reactor. The "shadow" evacuation

is not expected to diminish until approximately 25 miles out from the reactor. The study

found that in addition to the high rate of voluntary evacuation, those evacuees tended to

travel greater distances than observed in other kinds of disasters. The TMII study

evidenced that the median distance traveled by evacuees was 85 miles. Professor Zeigler

issued a later report for Long Island in December 2001. He reported on a telephone

survey asking what the response would be if an accident occurred at Shoreham Station.

He concluded if emergency planners assume that only those people who are told to

evacuate will actually evacuate, they will expect 2,700 families to be on the road; instead,

they will have 289,000 families from all over Long Island.

Extrapolating from these studies and looking at population projections in towns

outside the Pilgrim EPZ, but along the major evacuation routes, makes it obvious that the

roads upstream will be filled by panicked residents once word of the accident gets out.

This could result in those near the core being trapped and their departure very

significantly delayed.2

3.3.3.4 Economic Data

One of the cited criticisms of the MIACCS2 Code is that "the economic model included in

the code models only the economic cost of mitigative actions."21 The MACCS2 model

analysis of economic costs include the cost of decontamination, the cost of condemnation

of property that can not be decontaminated to a specified level, and a lump sum

compensation payment to all members of the public who are forced to relocate either

20 For example, the route for Duxbury and Marshfield to Braintree High School Reception Center requires
passing through the towns of Pembroke, Hanover, Norwell, Hingham, Weymouth and Braintree. The
populations in the towns that feed onto Route 3 can be expected to evacuate also - the shadow evacuation.
Route 3 was completed in 1963. It was designed to carry 76,000 cars daily but now handles about 140,000
on the stretch en route to Braintree High School. A widening project would add a third lane from
Weymouth to Duxbury, if ever begun and completed 2012-2032; however with population projections from
2010 forward - the area really will not be better off. (Patriot Ledger March 7, 2005).

21 1997 MACCS2 User Guide.
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Geographer, (May, 1984). At TMI a limited evacuation advisory of pregnant women and 

pre-school children within 5 miles of the reactor was recommended by the Governor; that 

number would have resulted in 3,400 evacuees. Instead up to 200,000 people actually 

evacuated, approximately 39% within 15 miles of the reactor. The "shadow" evacuation 

is not expected to diminish until approximately 25 miles out from the reactor. The study 

found that in addition to the high rate of voluntary evacuation, those evacuees tended to 

travel greater distances than observed in other kinds of disasters. The TMI study 

evidenced that the median distance traveled by evacuees was 85 miles. Professor Zeigler 

issued a later report for Long Island in December 2001. He reported on a telephone 

survey asking what the response would be if an accident occurred at Shoreham Station. 

He concluded if emergency planners assume that only those people who are told to 

evacuate will actually evacuate, they will expect 2,700 families to be on the road; instead, 

they will have 289,000 families from all over Long Island. 

Extrapolating from these studies and looking at population projections in towns 

outside the Pilgrim EPZ, but along the major evacuation routes, makes it obvious that the 

roads upstream will be filled by panicked residents once word of the accident gets out. 

This could result in those near the core being trapped and their departure very 

significantly delayed.20 

3.3.3.4 Economic Data 

One of the cited criticisms of the MACCS2 Code is that "the economic model included in 

the code models only the economic cost of mitigative actions.,,21 The MACCS2 model 

analysis of economic costs include the cost of decontamination, the cost of condemnation 

of property that can not be decontaminated to a specified level, and a lump sum 

compensation payment to all members of the public who are forced to relocate either 

20 For example, the route for Duxbury and Marshfield to Braintree High School Reception Center requires 
passing through the towns of Pembroke, Hanover, Norwell, Hingham, Weymouth and Braintree. The 
populations in the towns that feed onto Route 3 can be expected to evacuate also - the shadow evacuation. 
Route 3 was completed in 1963. It was designed to carry 76,000 "cars daily but now handles about 140,000 
on the stretch en route to Braintree High School. A widening project would add a third lane from 
Weymouth to Duxbury, if ever begun and completed 2012-2032; however with population projections from 
2010 forward - the area really will not be better off. (patriot Ledger March 7, 2005). 

21 1997 MACCS2 User Guide. 
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temporarily or permanently as a result of the accident. These would include the costs

associated with the emergency phase (i.e., evacuation and short-term relocation), costs

associated with the intermediate phase (i.e., per-diem costs for relocation for the duration

of the intermediate phase), and decontamination or interdiction for the longer term. (1997

User Guide, section 7) Nowhere in the assessment of the economic costs of a severe

accident does the model account for the loss of economic activity in Plymouth County.

The valuations include only the assessed value of the property, ignoring business value.

The fact that the building is an on-going business with inventory, equipment, and income

generation capability is not taken into account.

The tourism sector alone is important for the Commonwealth, Southeastern

Massachusetts, and the host community, Plymouth, see Exhibit D. For example a report

prepared for the Commonwealth, stated that nearly $ 11.2 billion is spent yearly on

transportation, lodging, food, entertainment and recreation and incidentals. The Economic

Impact of Travel on Massachusetts Counties, 2003. A Study Prepared for the

Massachusetts Office of Travel and Tourism by the Research Department of the Travel

Industry Association of America, Washington, D.C.(January, 2005). In a severe accident

travel would be severely impacted in at least four Massachusetts counties -Plymouth,

Barnstable, Dukes and Nantucket. The reason for this is that in order to travel to Cape

Cod and the Islands it is necessary to go through Plymouth County. Additionally winds

often blow toward the Cape and Islands. Travel expenditures for these counties in 2003

were: Plymouth County, $353.14 million; Barnstable County, $684.27 million; Dukes

County, $91.86 million; Nantucket County, $139.93 million. Id. These figures exclude

other travel impacts such as payroll, state tax receipts and local tax receipts.

Plimoth Plantation, the Mayflower, Plymouth Rock, and countless historical sites

are within 10 miles of Pilgrim and attract visitors from around the world. Plimoth

Plantation alone, which is less than five miles from the plant, brings in almost $10

million per year. 2 Even if cleanup and decomtamination of these sites were possible it is

22 In 2005, the museum had about 345,000 visitors from all 50 U.S. states, as well as from around the
world. Its annual income in 2005 from all sources (admissions revenue, retail sales, donations, grants,
membership dues, etc) was about $9.5 million. Plimoth Plantation employs about 225 people. Roughly
50% of our staff reside in the Town of Plymouth, and about 75% reside in Plymouth County.
Personal communication, Ivan Lipton .- Chief Operating Officer, Plimoth Plantation
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temporarily or permanently as a result of the accident. These would include the costs 

associated with the emergency phase (i.e., evacuation and short-term relocation), costs 

associated with the intermediate phase (i.e., per-diem costs for relocation for the duration 

of the intermediate phase), and decontamination or interdiction for the longer term. (1997 

User Guide, section 7) Nowhere in the assessment of the economic costs ofa severe 

accident does the model account for the loss of economic activity in Plymouth County. 

The valuations include only the assessed value of the property, ignoring business value. 

The fact that the building is an on-going business with inventory, equipment, and income 

generation capability is not taken into account. 

The tourism sector alone is important for the Commonwealth, Southeastern 

Massachusetts, and the host community, Plymouth, see Exhibit D. For example a report 

prepared for the Commonwealth, stated that nearly $ 11.2 billion is spent yearly on 

transportation, lodging, food, entertainment and recreation and incidentals. The Economic 

Impact of Travel on Massachusetts Counties, 2003. A Study Prepared for the 

Massachusetts Office of Travel and Tourism by the Research Department of the Travel 

Industry Association of America, Washington, D.C.(January, 2005). In a severe accident 

travel would be severely impacted in at least four Massachusetts counties -Plymouth, 

Barnstable, Dukes and Nantucket. The reason for this is that in order to travel to Cape 

Cod and the Islands it is necessary to go through Plymouth County. Additionally winds 

often blow toward the Cape and Islands. Travel expenditures for these counties in 2003 

were: Plymouth County, $353.14 million; Barnstable County, $684.27 million; Dukes 

County, $91.86 million; Nantucket County, $139.93 million. Id These figures exclude 

other travel impacts such as payroll, state tax receipts and local tax receipts. 

Plimoth Plantation, the Mayflower, Plymouth Rock, and countless historical sites 

are within 10 miles of Pilgrim and attract visitors from around the world. Plimoth 

Plantation alone, which is less than five miles from the plant, brings in almost $10 

million per year.22 Even if cleanup and decomtamination of these sites were possible it is 

22 In 2005, the museum had about 345,000 visitors from all 50 U.S. states, as well as from around the 
world. Its annual income in 2005 from all sources (admissions revenue, retail sales, donations, grants, 
membership dues, etc) was about $9.5 million. Plimoth Plantation employs about 225 people. Roughly 
50% of our staff reside in the Town of Plymouth, and about 75% reside in Plymouth County. 
Personal communication, Ivan Lipton - Chief Operating Officer, Plimoth Plantation 
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unlikely that this tourism would ever recover fully after a severe accident. Yet there is no

economic analysis in the Environmental Report's SAMAs which accounts for the

destruction of this region's economy as a major tourist, and historical and recreational

area. By not counting these as costs of a severe accident, the Applicant might mistakenly

disregard a mitigation alternative as being too expensive.

Dr. Edwin Lyman performed a MACCS2 analysis for Indian Point to assess what

the costs of a severe accident at that plant would be. He more realistically concluded that

in a severe accident there would be, "damages from hundreds of billions to trillions of

dollars, and the permanent displacement of millions of individuals." Chernobyl on the

Hudson, supra at 54. In his analysis he used only the MACCS2 economic cost

parameters, not the actual economic costs of a severe accident in the region, which

Petitioners contend should include loss of economic infrastructure and tourism. While

one reason for his high consequence figure is that New York City is within the 50 mile

EPZ of Indian Point, the results would not be so different in this case. Providence and

Boston are both within 50 miles of a severe accident at PNPS should one occur. These

cities are the most significant cities in New England - home of our nations' major

Universities, hospitals, historic sites, investment firms, and are New England's economic

hubs.

3.3.4 The faulty SAMA analysis used by Entergy in the Environmental Report

caused it to wrongly dismiss mitigation alternatives such as adding a filter to the

Direct Torus Vent

The purpose of a SAMA review is to ensure that any plant changes that have a

potential for significantly improving severe accident safety performance are identified.

and addressed. Duke Energy Corp., supra at 5. For its SAMA analysis, the Pilgrim

Environmental Report explains that, "A cost benefit analysis was performed on each of

the remaining SAMA candidates. If the implementation cost of a SAMA candidate was

determined to be greater than the potential benefit (i.e. there was a negative net value) the

SAMA candidate was considered not to be cost beneficial and was not retained as a
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unlikely that this tourism would ever recover fully after a severe accident. Yet there is no 

economic analysis in the Environmental Report's SAMAs which accounts for the 

destruction of this region's economy as a major tourist, and historical and recreational 

area. By not counting these as costs of a severe accident, the Applicant might mistakenly 

disregard a mitigation alternative as being too expensive. 

Dr. Edwin Lyman performed a MACCS2 analysis for Indian Point to assess what 

the costs of a severe accident at that plant would be. He more realistically concluded that 

in a severe accident there would be, "damages from hundreds of billions to trillions of 

dollars, and the permanent displacement of millions of individuals." Chemobylon the 

Hudson, supra at 54. In his analysis he used only the MACCS2 economic cost 

parameters, not the actual economic costs of a severe accident in the region, which 

Petitioners contend should include loss of economic infrastructure and tourism. While 

one reason for his high consequence figure is that New York City is within the 50 mile 

EPZ of Indian Point, the results would not be so different in this case. Providence and 

Boston are both within 50 miles of a severe accident at PNPS should one occur. These 

cities are the most significant cities in New England - home of our nations' major 

Universities, hospitals, historic sites, investment firms, and are New England's economic 
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3.3.4 The faulty SAMA analysis used by Entergy in the Environmental Report 

caused it to wrongly dismiss mitigation alternatives such as adding a filter to the 

Direct Torus Vent 

The purpose of a SAMA review is to ensure that any plant changes that have a 

potential for significantly improving severe accident safety performance are identified. 

and addressed. Duke Energy Corp., supra at 5. For its SAMA analysis, the Pilgrim 

Environmental Report explains that, "A cost benefit analysis was performed on each of 

the remaining SAMA candidates. If the implementation cost of a SAMA candidate was 

determined to be greater than the potential benefit (i. e. there was a negative net value) the 

SAMA candidate was considered not to be cost beneficial and was not retained as a 
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potential enhancement. . . "The benefit of implementing a SAMA candidate was

estimated in terms of averted consequences. "23 One example of how a poorly performed

SAMA analysis can lead to erroneous conclusions is the ER's look at the costs and

benefits of installing a direct torus vent filter at Pilgrim.

The Direct Torus Vent System (DTVS) is a method to relieve the high pressure

which is generated during a severe accident. In 1986, Harold Denton, then the NRC's top

safety official, told an industry trade group that the "Mark I containment, especially being

smaller with lower design pressure, in spite of the suppression pool, if you look at the

WASH 1400 safety study, you'll find something like a 90% probability of that

containment failing. " Hazards of Boiling Water Reactors in the United States, Paul

Gunter, Nuclear Information Resource Service, Washington, D.C. (March 1996). In

order to protect the Mark I containment from a total rupture it was determined necessary

to vent a high pressure buildup. As a result, an industry workgroup designed and installed

the "Direct Torus Vent System" at all Mark I reactors, including Pilgrim. Operated from

the control room, the vent is a reinforced pipe installed in the torus and designed to

release radioactive high pressure steam generated in a severe accident by allowing the

unfiltered release directly to the atmosphere through the 300 foot vent stack. Use of the

vent discharges steam and radioactive material directly to the atmosphere bypassing the

standby gas treatment system (SBGTS) filters normally used to process releases via the

containment ventilation pathway. There is no radiation monitor on the pipe and valves

that comprise the DTV line. William 3. Raymond, Senior Resident Inspector, Pilgrim

Nuclear Power Station, USNRC, Region IL Branch 5, email correspondence, May 11,

2006.

In response to a question posed by the Town of Plymouth at a public meeting on

June 21, 1990 about the decontamination factors for the torus pool of various isotopes,

the NRC spokesperson responded that, "Except for the noble gases (consisting of the

isotopes of Xenon and Krypton), which are not retained in the pool to any significant

23 Operating License Renewal Stage, E.2.3 Final Screening and Cost Benefit Evaluation of SAMA
Candidates (Phase II). "Values for avoided public and occupational health risk were converted to a
monetary equivalent (dollars) via application of the NUJREG/BR-0184 (Reference E.2-19) conversion
factor of $2,000 per person rem and discounted to present value. Values for avoided off-site economic costs
were also discounted to present value."
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potential enhancement. .. "The benefit of implementing a SAMA candidate was 

estimated in terms of averted consequences.',23 One example of how a poorly performed 

SAMA analysis can lead to erroneous conclusions is the ER's look at the costs and 

benefits of installing a direct torus vent filter at Pilgrim. 
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degree, the suppression pooi is highly effective in scrubbing out and retaining particulate

and volatile fission products. Calculations as well as tests indicate that the suppression

pool would be expected to have a realistic decontamination factor (DE) for particulate

and volatile fission products of about 100, depending upon the accident sequence and the

temperature of the water. This means that about 1% of the particulate and volatile

radioactivity entering the pool would be released to the atmosphere, and about 99%

would be retained within the pool." Although the NRC spokesman appeared to dismiss

this as a trivial release, Dr. Frank von HI-ppel analyzed the applicant's response and stated

that there is an internal contradiction in what we are being told. "The NRC believes that

the release from a severe core-melt accident would be reduced [by the suppression pool]

by a factor of one hundred. This is considerably more optimistic than estimated in the

NRC's first study on the subject. WASH-1400, The Reactor Safety Study, WASH-1400

(1975). Also known as The Rasmussen Report. Also, the contention is that the reduction

by a filtration system would have zero benefit. Here the contenders seem to be assuming

that a factor of one hundred equals 100%. That is false. Even a release of on the order

of 1 percent of the core's radioactive iodine and cesium would be a very severe event."

Frank Von Hippel, Program of Science and Global Security, Princeton University, e-mail

correspondence, March, 19, 2006.

In its Environmental Report, Entergy analyzes the benefits of installing a filter to

the torus vent in the course of reviewing possible severe accident mitigation alternatives.

The Pilgrim ER states, "Filtered Vent: This analysis case was used to evaluate the change

in plant risk from installing a filtered containment vent to provide fission product

scrubbing. A bounding analysis was performed by reducing the successful torus venting

accident progression source terms by a factor of 2 to reflect the. additional filtered

capability. Reducing the releases from the vent path resulted in no benefit. This analysis

case was used to model the benefit of phase II SAlvAs 2 and 19." (E.2-5). The Report

then states, "Basis for Conclusion: Successful torus venting accident progressions source

terms are reduced by a factor of 2 to reflect the additional filtered capability. The cost of

implementing SAMA at Peach Bottom was estimated to be $3 million. Therefore this

SAMA is not cost effective for [Pilgrim]." (E.2-24). (emphasis added) In other words, as
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degree, the suppression pool is highly effective in scrubbing out and retaining particulate 
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they show in Table E.2-1, Entergy has determined that in return for a cost of

$3,000,000.00, there will be no (0.00%) benefit to public health and safety.

It is not clear to Petitioners how it is possible to find zero (0.00%) benefit from

installing a filter that would reduce by a factor of two the radioactive venting to the

public in the case of a severe accident. Unfiltered venting has been judged unsafe by all

regulatory agencies outside the United States. David C. Dixon, Pilgrim Direct Torus Vent

System, Presentation to Massachusetts Joint Committee on Energy (February 27, 1990).

In its analysis of several risk contributors to Core Damage Frequency in Section E. 1, the

disposition of those events in Table E. 1-3 frequently included "venting via DTV path to

reduce containment pressure." In other words, a filter in the torus vent could reduce the

.impact in many possible severe accidents. The only conclusion to draw from the

outcome of the DTV filter SAMA analysis is that, as discussed above, Entergy has used

the MACCS2 code to downplay the health and economic costs of severe accidents and

used the Probabilistic Safety Analysis (PSA) model to make the benefits* of mitigation

appear to be zero.

3.4 Conclusion

The SAMA analysis included in the Pilgrim Environmental Report is incomplete.

Not only does the probabilistic modeling for severe accidents artificially make

consequences appear insignificant, but the Applicant has used incomplete and incorrect

input parameters into the MACCS2 code. The question of whether these deficiencies

have led to incorrect conclusions about each mitigation alternative is beyond the scope of

this contention. However, Petitioners offer the direct torus vent filter as an example of

how this cost benefit equation might have been skewed in favor of no mitigation. In

Duke Energy Corp., supra atl13, the licensee argued that NEPA could not require it to

implement any particular SAMA, regardless of the how the cost benefit calculations

come out, and therefore there was no remedy possible for the Petitioners. But the board

rejected this argument, saying "While NEPA does not require agencies to select

particular options, it is intended to 'foster both informed decision-making and informed

public participation, and thus to ensure the agency does not act upon incomplete
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information, only to regret its decision after it is too late to correct' (citing Louisiana

Energy Services (Claiborne Enrichment Center), CLI-98-3, 47 NRC 77, 88 (1998))." It

then said "if 'further analysis' is called for, that in itself is a valid and meaningful remedy

under INEPA." In this contention, Petitioners assert that the Applicant has drastically

under counted the costs of a severe accident, and this could have led it to erroneously

reject mitigation alternatives. Further analysis is called for.
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Contention 4: The Environmental Report Fails To Address Severe Accident

Mitigation Alternatives (SAMAs) Which Would Reduce the Potential for Spent Fuel

Pool Water Loss and Fires

4.0 Contention

The Environmental Report is inadequate because it fails to address the

environmental impacts of the on-site storage of spent fuel assemblies which, already

densely packed in the cooling pooi, will be increased by fifty percent during the renewal

period. A severe accident in the spent fuel pool should have been considered in

Applicant's S AMA review just as accidents involving other aspects of the uranium fuel

cycle were. In addition, new information shows spent fuel will remain on-site longer

than was anticipated and is more vulnerable than previously known to accidental fires

and acts of malice and insanity. The ER should address Severe Accident Mitigation

Alternatives that would substantially reduce the risks and the consequences associated

with on-site spent fuel storage. Petitioners have outlined some of these alternatives.

4.1 The Contention is within the Scope of these proceedings

The contention is within the scope of these proceedings because Severe Accident

Mitigation Alternative (SAMA) analyses are within the scope of a license renewal

proceeding. Any exemption in the Generic Environmental Impact Statement (GEIS,

NUREG 1437) and 10 CFR §51.53 for spent fuel storage covers normal operations only,

not severe accidents. A severe accident in the spent fuel pool needs to be considered as

part of the SAMA analysis, just as severe accidents in the core of the facility were

considered by the Applicant. In addition, Petitioners have brought forth new and

significant information that makes consideration of the spent fuel pool necessary under

NEPA.

4.1.1 Category 2 issues are within the scope of these proceedings

Under 10 CFR §2.3 09, a petitioner is required to show that the issue raised in the

contention is within the scope of the proceeding. The National Environmental Policy Act

(NEPA), 42 USC § 4332, is the "basic charter for protection of the environment." 40
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CFR § 1500. 1(a). Its fundamental purpose is to "help public officials make decisions that

are based on understanding of environmental consequences, and take decisions that

protect, restore and enhance the environment." 40 CFR § 1500. 1(c). The NRC

regulations implementing NEPA for Nuclear Plant license renewals are in 10 CFR §
51(c) "Operating license renewal stage." In its application for license renewal of PNPS,

Entergy was required under 10 CFR § 51 to provide an analysis of the impacts on the

environment that will result if it is allowed to continue beyond the initial license. The

regulation governing licensing renewals requires the Applicant for renewal to submit an

Environmental Report. 10 CFR 51 .53(c)(1). The NRC then uses the ER to prepare an

Environmental Impact Statement or Environmental Assessment, although the NRC has

an independent obligation to "evaluate and be responsible for the reliability" of the

information. 10 CFR §5 1.70. The primary method by which NEPA ensures that its

mandate is met is the "action-forcing" requirement for preparation of an EIS. Robertson

v. Methow Valley, 490 U.S. at 348-49 (1989). The environmental impacts that must be

considered in an EIS include those which are "reasonably foreseeable" and have
"catastrophic consequences, even if their probability of occurrence is low. . ." 40 CFR

§ 1502.22(b) (1). The fact that the likelihood of an impact may not be easily quantifiable

is not an excuse for failing to address it in an EIS. NRC regulations require that "to the

extent that there are important qualitative considerations or factors that cannot be

quantified, these considerations or factors will be discussed in qualitative terms." 10

CFR§5 1.71.

In a petition for intervention, contentions that seek compliance with NEPA must

be based on the applicant's Environmental Report (ER). 10 CFR§2.309(f)(2). Under 10

CFR §51 (c)(3)(ii) the plant is required to provide an ER that contains analyses of the

environmental impacts of the proposed action, including the impacts of refurbishment

activities, if any, associated with license renewal and the impacts of operation during the

renewal term for those issues identified as Category 2 issues in Appendix B to subpart A

of that part. Under 10 CFR §51(c)(ii)(L) "if the staff has not previously considered

severe accident mitigation alternatives for the applicant's plant in an environmental

impact statement or related supplement or in an environmental assessment, a

consideration of alternatives to mitigate severe accidents must be provided." Severe
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Accidents are listed as a Category 2 issue in a subsection of Appendix B entitled

"Postulated Accidents." Under "Severe Accidents", it states "the probability weighted

consequences of atmospheric releases, fallout onto open bodies of water, releases to

ground water, and societal and economic impacts from severe accidents are small for all

plants. However, alternatives to mitigate severe accidents must be considered for all

plants that have not considered such alternatives." Contentions implicating Category 2

issues ordinarily are deemed to be within the scope of license renewal proceedings. See

Turkey Point, supra at 1- 13. As PNPS did not consider mitigation alternatives for

severe accidents in the environmental impact statement of its original licensing, this issue

is within the scope of this proceeding.

4.1.2 A Severe Accident involving the spent fuel pooi is a Category 2 issue

For issues listed in Appendix B to Subpart A of 10 CFR 51 as Category 1 issues,

the Commission resolved the issues generically for all plants and they are not subject to

further evaluation in any license renewal proceeding. See 61 Fed. Reg. 28, 467 (1996).

The Applicant may assert that since "on-site spent fuel" is listed separately under

"Uranium Fuel Cycle and Waste Management" in Appendix B as a Category 1 issue, it

does not need to be evaluated for Severe Accident Mitigation Alternatives. However, a

proper reading of this Appendix makes it clear that spent fuel pools are not, and should

not be, categorically excluded from a SAMA analysis. The rather long section called

"Uranium Fuel Cycle and Waste Management" 'in the Appendix (which includes on-site
spent fuel) deals with the issue of off-site radiological impacts of the fuel cycle and waste

management during normal operations. It also refers to certain generic issues like the

proposed long term waste repository at Yucca Mountain and high level waste

transportation. This section addresses impacts based on normal operating conditions at

the plant in a generic way, and designates them Category 1 issues, and outside the scope

of relicensing proceedings. The N[JR.EG-1437 6.4.6.7 explains the Category 1 finding

for on-site spent fuel storage and concludes "Radiological impacts will be well within

regulatory limits; thus radiological impacts of on-site storage meet the standard for a

conclusion of small impact." Surely since it contemplates remaining within regulatory
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limits the Agency refers here to normal operations, not severe accidents. A severe

accident is, by definition, outside of regulatory limits.2 4

In contrast, the section titled "Postulated Accidents" is very short. It is divided

into only two sections, "Design Basis Accidents", which have been dealt with generically

by the NRC and thus are Category 1, and the other dealing with the site specific impacts

of Severe Accidents. This section is deceptively short - however in its purpose and

function it requires the operator to consider a very broad range of possible accidents and

mitigation alternatives to reduce the impacts of those accidents. Applicants for license

renewal take the mandate to consider mitigation alternatives seriously - hence Entergy

has devoted 176 pages to analyzing various facets of its operations in order to consider

ways of reducing the consequences of a severe accident.

4.1.3 Applicant has included other accidents involving the Uranium Fuel Cycle in its

SAMA analysis demonstrating it agrees that these are within the Scope of these

proceedings

Many of the Severe Accidents considered in Entergy's ER involve "The Uranium

Fuel Cycle," although again, these were considered Category 1 for the purposes of

normal operations in Appendix B. For example in Table E.2-1 of Appendix E of the

application "Summary of Phase HI SAMA Candidates Considered in Cost-Benefit

Evaluation" Applicant considered several mitigation alternatives that could prevent a core

melt at the facility, although this obviously encompasses an accident in "The Uranium

Fuel Cycle." The idea that the spent fuel pool is somehow outside this analysis, and that

even if mitigation alternatives are readily available and cost effective the plant need not

consider them, is ridiculous. The spent fuel pool is a structure that is part of the facility

"The term "accident" refers to ay unintentional event outside the normal plant operational envelope that
results in a release or the potential for release of radioactive materials into the environment. Generally, the
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) categorizes accidents as "design basis" (i.e., the plant is
designed specifically to accommodate these) or "severe"~ (i.e., those involving multiple failures of
equipment or function and, therefore, whose likelihood is generally lower than design-basis accidents but
where consequences may be higher), for which plants are analyzed to determine their response. NUREG-
1437, 5.2.1 General Characteristics of Accidents.
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and although some aspects of its environmental impacts (off site radiological impacts

during normal operations; prospects of long term storage) have been taken off the table, it

is still vulnerable to severe accidents and thus within the realm of a proper SAMA

analysis. By including other aspects of the Uranium Fuel Cycle in its SAMA analysis,

Applicant has demonstrated that it agrees with this reading of Appendix B. The Category

1 topics under "Uranium Fuel Cycle and Waste Management" refer to environmental

impacts during normal operations of the plant and do not exclude a consideration of

severe accident mitigation.

4.2 The Issue raised in this Contention is Material to these proceedings

10 CER 2.3 09(f)(iv) requires that the Petitioner "Demonstrate that the issue raised

in the contention is material to the findings the NRC must make to support the action that

is involved in the proceeding." In discussing the materiality requirement, the Atomic

Safety and Licensing Board considering the license renewal for Millstone Nuclear Power

Station stated "In order to be admissible, the regulations require that all contentions assert

an issue of law or fact that is material to the outcome of a licensing proceeding; that is,

the subject matter of the contention must impact the grant or denial of a pending license

application. Where a contention alleges a deficiency or error in the application, the

deficiency or error must have some independent health and safety significance."

Millstone, supra at 7, and see Private Fuel Storage, supra at 179-180. The deficiency

highlighted in this contention has enormous independent health and safety significance.

By not performing a SAMA analysis on the potential for fires in its spent fuel pools,

Applicant is not just failing to provide the NRC with all possible mitigation alternatives,

it is also potentially putting the public and the environment at great risk. The

Environmental Report's SAMA analysis is deficient and that deficiency could

significantly impact health and safety.

4.3 An Adjudicatory Hearing is the only way to properly address Petitioners'

concerns

The Licensing Board may determine that many of the issues raised in Petitioners

contentions, including spent fuel environmental impacts and security, have been dealt
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with generically already by the NRC, and any complaints about the treatment of these

topics or enforcement of these rules should be raised by Petitioners as part of a 2.206

petition or by filing a rulemaking petition under 10 CFR § 2.802. See for example, Turkey

Point, supra at 18, and In the Matter ofAmergen Energy Company, LLC (License

Renewal for Oyster Creek Nuclear Generating Station) ASLBP 06-844-01-LR p. 14, fn 9.

(2006). In anticipation of this objection, Petitioners have set forth in Exhibit C a partial

list of these and other concerns that have been brought to the NRC's attention by

Petitioners and other citizens groups over the last 20 years. Despite these laborious efforts

by the public to raise their legitimate safety and environmental concerns, the NRC has

granted only one of the dozens of 2.206 petitions submitted .2 5 In addition, NRC rules

preclude any appeal of a 2.206 decision, and "the hearing rights available through a

section 2.206 petition are scarcely equivalent to, and not an adequate substitute for,

hearing rights available in a licensing proceeding." Washington Public Power Supply

System (WPPSS Nuclear Project No. 3), ALAB-747, 18 NRC 1167, 1175-77 (1983). In

addition, rulemaking under 10 CFR §2.802 takes a minimum of three years and can take

up to nine years.2 By the time these issues are addressed in a rulemaking proceeding,

this re-licensing process will be over and PNPS would be operating without these issues

being resolved. Because of barriers (not the least of which is the cost to public interest

groups of hiring qualified legal representation and experts) which have barred concerned

citizens from effective participation in rulemaking and enforcement in the past,

Petitioners assert that license renewal is the proper and appropriate time to address safety

and environmental issues that are of concern to the public. Linking agency action in

license renewals to effective and meaningful reviews of safety and environmental

concerns is required by National Environmental Policy Act and by the Atomic Energy

Act.

2' Submitted by T. Cochran of the NRDC in 1997.
26 Teeis no way to predict the length of time before the DBT rulemaldng process will be complete. A
spokesman for NRC's Region I said, "[1]t takes years for the rulemaking process to be carried out ....".
Nucleonics Week, July 14, 2005. He noted that NRC review of rulemaking generally takes two and a half
years, but could take much longer, and in at least one case, nine years.
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4.4 Basis

Petitioners consider the spent fuel pool subject to a SAMA analysis just as

consideration of possible core melt scenarios were. They are all part of the "Category 1 -

Uranium Fuel Cycle" for normal operations, but subject to SAMA analysis for events that

are outside normal operations. In addition, a SAMA analysis of spent fuel pooi fires is

necessary because new information shows that (1) spent fuel will remain on site longer

than anticipated and (2) the risk of spent fuel pool fires is greater than previously thought.

In addition, Petitioners will outline some mitigation alternatives that should have been

considered.

4.4.1 Storage of spent fuel should be addressed in the Application's SAMA analysis

because new information indicates that it is likely to remain on-site longer than was

originally anticipated.

In 1982, the Nuclear Waste Policy Act (NWPA, 42 USC§ 10101) was passed

whose principal purpose was to establish a scheme for siting and licensing a permanent

repository for spent reactor fuel and other high level radioactive waste (HLW). For

interim storage of HLW, the NWPA authorized the Commission to take necessary actions

to "encourage and expedite the effective use of available storage, and necessary

additional storage, at the site of each civilian nuclear power reactor," to the extent these

activities are consistent with "the protection of the public health and safety, and the

environment." 42 USC § 10152.

The license renewal application does not address Severe Accident Mitigation

Alternatives for storage of spent fuel assemblies during the renewal period even though

the spent fuel pool will be at maximum capacity by 2012 and there are no prospects for

off-site storage in the foreseeable future. The ER contains only one vague sentence

relating to the storage of spent fuel generated during the 20 year renewal period, and no

acknowledgment of its environmental impacts." This treatment is consistent with the

2% "The spent fuel assemblies are then stored for a period of time in the spent fuel pool in the reactor
building and may later be transferred to dry storage, if needed, at an onsite interim spent fuel storage
installation provided necessary regulatory approvals are obtained." PNPS Application ER, section 3.2.3,
p.3-4.
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NRC's long-standing policy of separating reactor licensing decisions from high level

radioactive waste storage concerns. The rationale for this seemingly bizarre separation of

issues is grounded in the agency's Waste Confidence Ruling in 10 CFR §5 1.23, 49 FR

34694, Aug. 31, 1984, as amended at 55 FR 38474, Sept. 18, 1990, which reflects the

Agency's confidence back in 1984 that a long term repository would be in place in the

near fujture to accept high level radioactive waste from power stations. This ruling states

that until then nuclear facilities can safely store their waste on-site for a period of 30

years after cessation of operations (whethe r that be at the end of the license or its renewal

period). Although 10 CFR §51.23(c) also says "This section does not alter any

requirements to consider the environmental impacts of spent fuel storage during the term

of a reactor operating license or a license for an ISFSI in a licensing proceeding," the

Commission also deals with the impacts during operations generically. NUREG - 1437,

The Generic Environment 'al Impact Statement (GEIS) for License Renewal of Nuclear

Plants (1996) and 10 CFR §51 Appendix B to Subpart A states: "The expected increase

in the volume of spent fuel from an additional 20 years of operation can be safely

accommodated on-site with small environmental effects through dry or pool storage at all

plants if a permanent repository or monitored retrievable storage is not available."

However, the NRC's NEPA regulations create an exception to this rule where there is
"new and significant information regarding the environmental impacts of license renewal

of which the applicant is aware." 10 CFR § 51.53(c)(iv). In other words, if there is new

information relevant to this finding, the Environmental Report submitted with the

application for license renewal must address these impacts.

In the years since the Waste Confidence Ruling and the GEIS were promulgated

the nation's plan for permanent high level radioactive waste storage at Yucca Mountain

has run into one obstacle after another, and confidence in the "Waste Confidence

Rulemaking" has been shaken. In his pre-filed testimony before the Public Service Board

of Vermont, on January 17, 2006, Dr. Gordon Thompson described why "there is near-

universal agreement that the repository will not open in 2010, and great uncertainty about
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when it might open thereafter."'2 8  And when it does actually open, it would not have

enough capacity to accept all of the waste generated by Pilgrim and the forty other

nuclear plants that have approval to operate for another 20 years. The Yucca Mountain

repository will fill to capacity shortly after it opens .2 Further, there is no guarantee
where Pilgrim would stand on the federally-established shipping schedule if and when a

federal repository opens and there is no requirement for Pilgrim to send its waste.

Licensees can trade or sell their place on the shipping schedule.

Dr. Thompson also discussed the other unlikely off-site prospects for

management of spent fuel. The only other off-site options currently proposed for

managing high level radioactive waste from nuclear plants are re-processing and interim

off-site storage in Skull Valley, Utah. Prospects for reprocessing nuclear fuel are at least

50-60 years in the future, according to the Nuclear Energy Institute. 30 Storage of high

level radioactive waste at the Skull Valley Goshute Indian Reservation in Utah has run

into obstacles as well, as acknowledged by Entergy Executive Vice President Curt L.

Hebert Jr. And opposition to the proposed interim fuel storage continues.3' In addition,

28
1n the Matter of the Petition of Entergy Nuclear Vermont Yankee, LLC, and Entergy Nuclear Operations,

Inc., for a Certificate of Public Good, under 30 V.S.A. 248, to Construct a Dry-Fuel-Storage Facility at the
Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Station.

29 Yucca Mountain is being designed to hold 77,000 tons of waste. By the time Pilgrim's license expires,
2012, there will be about 60,000 tons of waste waiting in more than 30 states. 40 reactors have already
been approved to operate an additional 20 years, generating tons of waste. President Bush's energy plan
calls for building new reactors and each power plant generates about 2,000 more tons a year. Yucca is
designed to process 3000 tons per year. If nuclear plants generate 2,000 tons a year, the best that they can
do at Yucca is catch up by 1,000 tons a year. With the backlog that means it would take roughly 60 years to
get the new waste to Yucca. However, shortly after Yucca opened, it would be filled to capacity. In Bush
Seeks to Jump-Start Nuclear Power, Proposed Test offew Waste-Reprocessing Methods, Aims to Ease
Concerns Over Storage, John J. Fialka, The Wall Street Journal, January 26, 2006; Page A4.

30 Nuclear Energy Initiative Holds Uncertainties, Bush Plan Could Cut Dependence on Oil but Relies on
Unproven Technologies, Guy Gugliotta, Washington Post ,Sunday, February 19, 2006; A09. In response to
a claim that the Bush Administration's proposed reprocessing system may be ready by 2025, Steven Krafl,
senior director of used fuel management for the Nuclear Energy Institute, an industry policy group, voiced
doubts: "This is a matter of developing future technologies, and those technologies are 50 to 60 years
away." In Bush Seeks to Jump-Start Nuclear Power, Id. at A4.

3' Louisiana-based Entergy Corp. sent a letter to Sen. Orrin Hatch and the Utah congressional delegation
indicating that it would "hold in abeyance" future investments for construction of the PFS site. "We
recognize the political obstacles to finding solutions to management of spent fuel from nuclear plants and
believe the Utah facility is probably not the best solution to be pursued at this time," wrote Entergy
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any off-site solution to highly radioactive spent fuel storage also includes the

transportation of that waste to the site. The transportation of high level radioactive

waste, despite the generic high confidence written into the NRC's regulations, will also

entail overcoming. substantial technical, political, and legal challenges. 3

Executive Vice President Curt L. Hebert Jr. Nuclear waste storage: Four companies hold a 68% interest in
the project, Robert Gelirke, The Salt Lake Tribune, 12/21/2005.
"Politicians, four-wheelers, green activists, business and even the top leaders of The Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-day Saints - they all told the U.S. Bureau of Land Management what they think about plans
to transport reactor waste to the Skull Valley desert." Cause unites N-dump foes, Judy Fahys, Salt lake
Tribune, May 9,2006.
"The House Energy and Water Development Subcommittee earmarked $30 million Thursday for interim
nuclear-waste storage, and with the money camne a promise from the subcommittee's chairman that he was
not trying to force nuclear waste on any conmnunity. The chairman and the Energy Department have
insisted they are not looking to put nuclear waste at the Private Fuel Storage site on the Skull Valley
Goshute Indian reservation in Tooele County. But any talk of an interim site keeps the PFS idea alive.
'We're skeptical the $30 million for interim storage won't target Skull Valley,' said Vanessa Pierce,
program director at the Healthy Environment Alliance of Utah. "With its NRC license, right now PFS is the
only game in town. And that's why we're counting on Sen. Bennett to cut this money when it gets to his
committee in the Senate." "I would not put this in a community that is not willing to accept it," Hobson
said. Hobson told Rep. Rob Bishop, R-Utah, during an earlier floor debate that he was not looking to put
the waste into a private site. "There's no doubt Utah is an unwilling community," said Bishop's chief of
staff, Scott Parker. "The department still needs permission from Congress to move along with an interim
plan before the money could actually be spent on the effort. Sen. Bob Bennett, R-Utah, sits on the Senate
Appropriations Committee. House panel allocates $$for nuclear storage. Chairman says he's not forcing
it on a community, Suzanne Struglinsky, Deseret Morning News, May 13, 2006.

32 Obstacles and the bases of legal opposition have been outlined to the US Congress by the State of
Nevada. Testimony points to a variety of transportation issues: more than 123 million citizens reside within
one-half mile of proposed transportation routes, some if not many will raise objection; DOE prefers
shipment by rail, yet many sites do not have rail access and rail access to Yucca is not available; terrosism
risks associated with rail transport; DOE has never done an evaluation of the nuclear criticality risk of spent
fuel casks getting struck by state-of-the art-armor piercing weapon; few casks even exist today. Testimony
before the U.S. House ofRepresentatives, Committee on Transportation and Infirastructure, Subcommittees
on Railroads and Transportation and Hazardous Materials, by Kenny C. Guinn, Govemneor of the State of
Nevada, Congresswoman Shelley Berkley (D-NV), Marvin Resnikoff, Robert J. Halstead, Professor James
David Ballard, (April 25, 2002).

Questions remain over the safety of nuclear casks in the event of a sustained, hot fire, a review panel of the
US National Academy of Sciences has concluded. An NAS report released in Washington DC found there
are "no fundamental technical barriers" to safe transportation, but that a number of "serious challenges"
remain. Assuming no new plants are built, disposing of fuel from the US's 112 operating plants will
require a two-decade-long programme of daily shipments, and more planning needs to be done for
managing this massive operation, the report says. The report assessed the adequacy of planning for every
kind of accident scenario, but not the potential for deliberate acts such as terrorist attacks. To evaluate that
aspect, it says, would require creation of a new committee with ful access to classified materials. But since
the Sept 11, 200 1, terrorist attacks, the biggest concern has been terrorist attacks -- and about that danger,
the report is silent because its investigators were unable to obtain adequate information from the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
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In light of these developments, the NRC's policy of continuing to have

confidence that the waste issue will easily be dealt with in the future, and therefore

separating decisions regarding generation of waste from decisions about where and how

it will be stored, needs to be re-evaluated. The likelihood that all of the high level

radioactive waste at Pilgrim will be moved off-site before the year 2062 (renewal period

plus 30 years) is dwindling. On-site storage is going to be a reality for generations.

States and local communities recognize this and accordingly some 33 have already enacted

legislation to enable them to tax licensees for the privilege of storing dry casks on-site

and other communities, including Pilgrim's host community, Plymouth, Massachusetts,

have filed similar legislation. According to a recent statement in the Boston Globe, the

spent-fuel issue does concern the Pilgrim plant operator. "We will run out of space in

2012," Tarantino said. "This was never intended to be a repository for any length of

time. "34 These communities recognize that although they did not bargain to be nuclear

waste storage sites, in reality they have become so and they should be justly

compensated. Licensees also are aware that on-site storage is a reality. Consequently,

suits have been brought against DOE by licensees, including Entergy, to compensate

them for having to store waste longer than anticipated. DOE Breached Contract, Says

Court Agency Can Be Suedfor Failure To Begin Taking Used Nuclear Fuel, Nuclear

Energy Insight, October 2000; Large utility makes deal on nuke waste. Government to

pay company to keep on-site storage, Sun Washington Bureau, Suzanne Struglinski,

August 11, 2004.

Entergy is aware that this fuel is likely to remain on-site for far longer and in far

higher quantities than was originally planned and designed for, and is ultimately

responsible for the safety of spent nuclear fuel stored at the plant. Therefore the

Environmental Report shoulId address the likely impacts of on-site storage for the

foreseeable future. Mitigation strategies that could prevent severe accidents or reduce

their consequences should be considered.

33 Examples include Maine, Minnesota, Vermont
34PilgriM spokesman David Tarantino to the Boston Globe. Decision Looms Over Pilgrim, Carolyn Y.
Johnson, Boston Globe (April 16, 2006).
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compensated. Licensees also are aware that on-site storage is a reality. Consequently, 
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responsible for the safety of spent nuclear fuel stored at the plant. Therefore the 
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their consequences should be considered. 

33 Examples include Maine, Minnesota, Vermont 
34pilgrim spokesman David Tarantino to the Boston Globe. Decision Looms Over Pilgrim, Carolyn Y. 
Johnson, Boston Globe (April 16, 2006). 
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Entergy's application does not address the environmental issue of the storage of

existing waste in its ER, and does not describe its plans for the excess capacity of spent

fuel that will be generated during an additional 20 years of operations. The original

license for Pilgrim allowed the storage of 880 spent fuel assemblies in its cooling pool.

In 1994, the plant's then owner, Boston Edison, Inc., applied for and was granted

permission to re-rack the fuel in order to accommodate 3,859 assemblies, the amount

that would be generated through the end of the current license in 2012. NUREG 1437 §
6.4.6.2 states that the amount of additional waste generated during license renewal will be

a function of each plant's refueling schedule but that the total accumulated volume of

spent fuel after an additional 20 years of operation of a plant would be roughly 50% more

than at the end of 40 years of operation (DOEJRW-006). Using this calculation, Pilgrim

will presumably have generated a total of 5,785 spent fuel assemblies by the end of its

renewal period, 2032.

In 10 CFR §5 1.53 (c)(2) "Post Construction Environmental Reports" says that the

Environmental Report must contain a description of the proposed action including plans

to modify the facility or its procedures in accordance with 54.21. However, in its

Environmental Report Appendix E 3.2.3, Entergy dismisses the issue of additional

storage with one vaguely worded sentence: "The spent fuel assemblies are then stored for

a period of time in the spent fuel pool in the reactor building and may later be transferred

to dry storage, if needed, at an onsite interim spent fuel storage installation provided

necessary regulatory approvals are obtained." Whereas some other plants have applied to

increase the capacity of their spent fuel storage on-site prior to applying for license

renewal," 3 Entergy appears to be waiting until the capacity at Pilgrim runs out before

taking this step, confident that they can obtain permission to generate an additional 20

years of waste before formally addressing the issue of what to do with it. While this

approach might have made sense when there was confidence in the Waste Confidence

Rule, today it makes more sense and is more protective of the environment to assess the

35 Independent Spent Fuel Storage Locations on site at reactors that have completed the license renewal
process include: Calvert Cliffs; Oconee; Hatch; Peach Bottom; McGuire; Robinson; Dresden; Arkansas;
Point Beach. Independent Spent Fuel Storage Locations on site at reactors whose license renewal is under
review includes: Palisades; Oyster Creek; Vermont Yankee as of Match 2003. NRC website spent fuel-
storage-locations.
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impacts of on-site spent fu~el storage before permission is given to generate more waste.

To do otherwise would risk prejudging the findings on subsequent storage.

4.4.2 New information shows that the risk of an accidental spent fuel fire at a

reactor like Pilgrim is greater than previously thought

The NRC has never performed an EIS that addresses the potential for, and

impacts of, the onset of exothermic oxidation reactions in a spent fuel pool. NUREG

1437 § 6.4.6 simply states "Inadvertent criticality and acute occupational exposure are

remote risks of dense-racking (DOE/RW-0220)." Yet, in a report published in October

2000 and issued in January 2001, the NRC Staff has conceded that if the water in any

densely packed spent nuclear fuel pool is lost, even a year and longer after discharge, the

fuel will heat up to the point where its zircoloy cladding will melt and then catch fire.3

The resulting fire will not be able to be extinguished and has the potential of significantly

contaminating hundreds of miles downwind. Spent Fuel Heatup Following Loss of Water

During Storage, Allen Benjamen et al. (Sandia National Laboratory, NUREG/CR-0649,

SAND77-13 71, 1979), fig. 14.

4.4.2. a The risk of fire is increased because the spent fuel is densely packed

U.S. nuclear power plant operators have dealt with the lack of an off-site

destination for their accumulating spent fuel by packing as many fuel assemblies as

possible into their storage pools until capacity is met or exceeded. The original design

density of spent fuel in the pools associated with BWRs had the fuel assemblies spaced

out in a loose square array. The standard spacing for new dense-pack racks today is 23

cm - barely above the 21.4 cmn spacing in reactor cores. Reducing the Hazards from

Stored Spent Power-Reactor Fuel in the United States, Robert Alvarez, Jan Beyea, Klaus

UA technical study of spent fuel accident risk, performed for the NRC by Sandia Lab, clearly stated that a
catastrophic meltdown in the spent fuel pool of a nuclear power plant could cause fatal, radiation-induced cancer in
thousands of people as far as 500 miles from the site. NUREG- 173 8 Technical Study of Spent FuelAccident Risk
at Decommissioning Nu clear Power Plants (200 1).
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Janberg, Jungmin Kang, Ed Lyman, Allison Macfarlane, Gordon Thompson, Fran N. von

Hippel, Science and Global Security, 11: 16 (2003). This "dense-packed" fuel is kept

sub-critical by enclosing each fuel assembly in a metal box whose walls contain neutron-

absorbing boron. Id These boron-containing partitions would block the horizontal

circulation of cooling air if the pool water were lost, greatly reducing the benefits of

mixing recently-discharged with older, cooler fuel. During a partial uncovering of the

fuel, the openings at the bottoms of the spent-fuel racks would be covered in water,

completely blocking air from circulating up through the fuel assemblies. The portions

above the water would be cooled primarily by steam produced by the decay heat in the

below-surface portions of the fuiel rods in the assemblies and by blackbody radiation. Id

at 17. ]In the absence of any cooling, a freshly-discharged core generating decay heat at a

rate of 100 kWt/tU would heat up adiabatically within an hour to about 600'C, where the

zircaloy cladding would be expected to rupture under the internal pressure from helium

and fission product gases,and then to about 900'C where the cladding would begin to

burn in air. Id The cooling mechanisms in a drained dense-packed spent-fuel pooi would

be so feeble that they would only slightly reduce the heatup rate of such hot fuel.

In 2001, the NRC staff summarized the conclusions of its most recent analysis of

the potential consequences of a loss-of-coolant accident in a spent fuel pool as follows:

"Itwas not feasible, without numerous constraints, to
establish a generic decay heat level (and therefore a decay
time) beyond which a zirconium fire is physically impossible.
Heat removal is very sensitive to. . . factors such as fuel
assembly geometry and SEP (spent fuel pool) rack
configration ... (which) are plant specific and... subject to
unpredictable changes after an earthquake or cask drop that
drains the pool. Therefore, since a non-negligible decay heat
source lasts many years and since configurations ensuring
sufficient air flow for cooling cannot be assured, the possibility
of reaching the zirconium ignition temperature cannot be
precluded on a generic basis." Id at 18. (emphasis added)
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4.4.2.b The cooling water in the spent fuel pool could be lost due to an accident

The cooling water in a spent-fuel pool could be lost in an accident or by a

malicious act which results in drainage of the pool or boil off of the water in the pooi.

Possible causes of drainage include any damage to the structural integrity of the pooi that

drains the water at a rate that exceeds water makeup capability. Nuclear Waste Disposal

Crisis, David Lochbaumn, PennWell Books, PennWell Publishing Company, Tulsa,

Oklahoma (19196) p.1I 11. Events producing this failure mode include, for example, heavy

loads dropping into the pool or onto its wall. David Lochbaum discusses (12) fuel

handling events in his 1996 book. Id Two of these occurred at Pilgrim. In January 1974,

while transferring an irradiated fuel assembly from the spent fuel pool to the channel

inspection facility at Pilgrim. The fuel assembly became detached from the main grapple

and fell approximately 20 feet to the bottom of the pool. In December 1979, a new fuel

assembly was dropped at Pilgrim while it was being transferred to its storage location in

the pool. Id at 167-169. And the Massachusetts DPU reported that on June 26, 1991,

during the process of removing a fuel bundle from the [Pilgrim] reactor to the spent fuel

pool, the refueling bridge grapple opened unexpectedly and a fuel bundle was dropped.

MA. D.PU. 92-lA-B.

There have been several instances where such accidents have caused rapid water

loss. One occurred in 1994 at Edwin Hatch, Baxley Georgia (BW*R). On Dec 1994 a core

shroud head dropped into Unit I spent fuel pool from one foot above the water surface.

The bolt which was 17 feet long and 3 inches in diameter, weighing 365 pounds, glanced

off the side wall and fell to the bottom of the pool without hitting the storage racks or fuel

assemblies. The bolt tore a 3 inch gash in the 3/16 of an inch thick stainless steel liner.

Approximately 2,000 gallons of water was lost. The spent fuel pool water level dropped

nearly two inches in 23 minutes. Id at 112. The Hatch incident occurred less than a year

after a screwdriver dropped into a spent fuel pool at a foreign reactor had similar results.

On January 31, 1994, workers at Tricastin Until I in France were removing the control

rod cluster guide tube from a spent fuel assembly. A 15 foot long screw driver weighing

44 pounds fell into the spent fuel pool and punctured the stainless steel liner. The level in

the spent fuel pool dropped nearly four inches. Id at 112.
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In addition to the above scenarios, fuel pooi cooling systems could malfunction

bringing about accelerated water loss in the pool. Events producing this failure mode

include a fuel pool cooling system pipe break and the failure of the system's heat removal

function. Another scenario causing drainage would be a failure of inflatable and

mechanical seals that allows water to leak from the pool into adjacent areas such as the

containment, the shipping cask pit, and the fuel transfer tube. All spent fuel pools are

connected via fuel-transfer canals or tubes to the cavity holding the reactor vessel. These

can be partially drained through failure of the interconnected piping systems, moveable

gates, or seals designed to close the space between the pressure vessel and its surrounding

reactor cavity. A 1997 NRC Report (NIJREG-1275) described two incidents of

accidental drainage: Once the water level is below the top of the fuel, the gamma

radiation would climb to 10,000 reins/hr at the edge of the pooi and 1 00's of reins/hr in

regions of the spent fuel pool out of direct sight of the fuel - because of the scattering of

gamma rays by air and the building. Even at the lower radiation level, lethal doses would

be incurred within an hour. Given such dose rates NRC staff assumed that further ad hoc

interventions would not be possible. Technical Study of Spent Fuel PoolAccident Risk at

Decommissioning Nuclear Pow er Plants, NUREG-1 275, p. Al A-i (1997).

Despite the fact that accidents like the ones described above can be easily

envisioned and have in fact happened at Pilgrim and other plants, and could have caused

a catastrophic loss of coolant water in the spent fuel pooi, the ER does not include a

SAMA analysis to look at mitigation alternatives that might reduce the likelihood or the

impacts of these scenarios.

4.4.2. c The cooling water could be lost due to acts of malice or insanity

New information shows that spent fuel pools are structurally vulnerable to

destructive acts of malice or insanity, and sabotage-induced pool fires. In a report issued

in April 2005, entitled "Safety and Security of Commercial Spent Nuclear Fuel Storage

Public Report" (hereinafter "NAS Safety Report") the National Academy of Sciences

addressed the hazards of stored spent power- reactor fuel. The report concluded that

reactor pools are especially attractive terrorist targets because of their large inventory of
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radionuclides and consequent capability of immense destruction; they are particularly

vulnerable to terrorist attack because they are less well protected structurally than reactor

cores, and they typically contain inventories of medium and long-lived radionuclides that

are several times greater than those in individual reactor cores. Safrety and Security of

Commercial Spent Nuclear Fuel Storage Public Report, National Academy of Sciences,

p.36 (April 2005). A loss-of-pool-coolant event resulting from damage or collapse of the

pool could have severe consequences. Severe damage of the pool wall could potentially

result from several types of terrorist attacks, including attacks with large civilian aircraft,

high-energy weapons, or attacks with explosive charges. Id at 49.

A crash into the spent fuiel pool by an aircraft would raise concerns of both

puncture (see below) and fire. To study the potential for fire, researchers at the Sandia

National Laboratory, using water to simulate kerosene, crashed loaded airplane wings

into runways. They concluded that at speeds above 60 ni/s (135 mph), approximately

"50% of the liquid is so finely atomized that it evaporates before reaching the ground. If

this were fuel, a fireball would certainly have been the result, and in the high-temperature

environment of the fireball a substantially larger fraction of the mass would have

evaporated. " Reducing the Hazards from Stored Spent Power-Reactor Fuel, supra at 14.

The blast that would result from such a fuel-air explosion might not destroy the pool but

could easily collapse the building above, making access difficult and dropping debris into

the pool. A small explosive laden plane could cause this catastrophic series of events.

Pilgrim's spent-fuel pool is located above ground level. Hence it could drain

completely it could drain completely if either its bottom or sides were punctured.

Concerns that the turbine shaft of a crashing high-speed fighter jet or an act of war might

penetrate the wall of a spent-fuel storage pool and cause a loss of coolant led Germany in

the 1 970s to require that such pools be sited with their associated reactors inside thick-

walled containment buildings. When Germany decided to establish large away-from-

reactor spent-fuel storage facilities, it rejected large spent-fuel storage pools and decided

instead on dry storage in thick-walled cast-iron casks cooled on the outside by

convectively circulating air. The casks are stored inside reinforced-concrete buildings

that provide some protection from missiles. Id at 15. A terrorist attack with a shaped-
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charge anti-tank missile could also puncture a pool. Id at 16. The National Academy of

Sciences reported to Congress last year that "successful terrorist attacks on spent fuel

pools, though difficult, are possible." NAS Safety and Security Report, supra at 3. This

report found that "[ilf an attack leads to a propagating zirconium cladding fire, it could

result in the release of large amounts of radioactive material." Id. The long-term

contamination consequences of such a fire could be "worse than those from the

Chernobyl accident." Id. at 45.

4.4.2. d BWR Mark I & Mark HI Reactors like Pilgrim are especially vulnerable

Pilgrim is distinguished by its obsolete Mark I containment design, which has

been criticized since 1972. Concerns that the Mark I containment design will respond

inadequately to deal with a large loss-of-coolant accident were first raised in a September

20, 1972 memorandum by Dr. S. H. Hanauer on behalf of the Atomic Energy

Commission. IMO Boston Edison Co. (Pilgrim Nuclear Generating Station), Docket No.

50-293, 1987 NRC LEXIS 37 (1987). Beyond the questionable safety of the Mark I

containment design, another specific design feature which justifies plant specific SAMA

review of PNPS is its elevated spent fuel pool. GE Mark I (like Pilgrim) and Mark III

Boiling Water Reactors are especially vulnerable to attack because they are located at the

top of the reactor building, outside primary containment. "The spent fuel pool, (in GE

Mark I BWVR reactors) is located in the reactor building well above ground level. Most

designs [including Pilgrim] have thin steel superstructures. The superstructures and pools

were not, however, specifically designed to resist terrorist attack." Id at 41. "The

vulnerability of a spent fuel pool to terrorist attack depends in part on its location with

respect to ground level as well as its construction. Pools are potentially susceptible to

attacks from above or the sides depending on their elevation. Id at 43. Prior to the

National Academy Report, independent scientists from our leading universities came to

the same conclusion. Reducing the Hazards from Stored Spent Power-Reactor Fuel in the

United States, Robert Alvarez, Jan Beyea, Klaus Janberg, Jungmin Kang, Edwin Lyman,

Allison MacFarlane, Gordon Thompson, Science & Global Security, Vol. 11, No. 1,

(2003).
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charge anti-tank missile could also puncture a pool. Id at 16. The National Academy of 

Sciences reported to Congress last year that "successful terrorist attacks on spent fuel 

pools, though difficult, are possible." NAS Safety and Security Report, supra at 3. This 

report found that "[i]f an attack leads to a propagating zirconium cladding fire, it could 

result in the release of large amounts of radioactive material." Id. The long-term 

contamination consequences of such a fire could be "worse than those from the 

Chernobyl accident." Id at 45. 

4.4.2. d BWR Mark I & Mark n Reactors like Pilgrim are especially vulnerable 

Pilgrim is distinguished by its obsolete Mark 1 containment design, which has 

been criticized since ·1972. Concerns that the Mark I containment design will respond 

inadequately to deal with a large loss-of-coolant accident were first raised in a September 

20, 1972 memorandum by Dr. S. H. Hanauer on behalf of the Atomic Energy 

Commission. IMO Boston Edison Co. (pilgrim Nuclear Generating Station), Docket No. 

50-293, 1987 NRC LEXIS 37 (1987). Beyond the questionable safety of the Mark I 

containment design, another specific design feature which justifies plant specific SAMA 

review ofPNPS is its elevated spent fuel pool. GE Mark I (like Pilgrim) and Mark n 
Boiling Water Reactors are especially vulnerable to attack because they are located at the 

top of the reactor building, outside primary containment. "The spent fuel pool, (in GE 

Mark I BWR reactors) is located in the reactor building well above ground level. Most 

designs [including Pilgrim] have thin steel superstructures. The superstructures and pools 

were not, however, specifically designed to resist terrorist attack." Id at 41. "The 

vulnerability of a spent fuel pool to terrorist attack depends in part on its location with 

respect to ground level as well as its construction. Pools are potentially susceptible to 

attacks from above or the sides depending on their elevation ..... " Id at 43. Prior to the 

National Academy Report, independent scientists from our leading universities came to 

the same conclusion. Reducing the Hazards from Stored Spent Power-Reactor Fuel in the 

United States, Robert Alvarez, Jan Beyea, Klaus Janberg, Jungmin Kang, Edwin Lyman, 

Allison MacFarlane, Gordon Thompson, Science & Global Security, Vol. 11, No.1, 

(2003). 
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Petitioners and others have outlined their concerns about the special vulnerability

of BWR Mark I and Mark II Reactors in a petition to the NRC under 10 CFR § 2.206

entitled "Petition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Agency Requesting Emergency

Enforcement Actions To Address Structural Vulnerabilities of Boiling Water Reactors

With Mark I and Mark II Containments and Their Irradiated Fuel Pools." (submitted

August, 2004).~ However, questions regarding the general operational safety of the

Mark I design and the increased vulnerability of Pilgrim's elevated and poorly-protected

spent fuel pool justify' site-specific SAMA review.

4.4.2. e The NRC has demonstrated that it considers terrorist attacks on nuclear

plants are foreseeable threats that must be addressed

Shortly after September 11, 2001 the NRC re-evaluated security threats against

nuclear plants to determine potential "Design Basis Threats" (DBTs). The DBTs

describe generically the security threats against which plant owners must design

protections systems. Currently the NRC is proposing to amend its regulations that govern

DBT requirements under 10 CFR §73. The proposed rule (RIN 3150-AH6O) would

revise the DBT requirements for radiological sabotage and theft or diversion of Strategic

Nuclear Material. These new requirements make generically applicable the security

requirements previously imposed on existing licensees by the NRC's April 29, 2003 DBT

orders. However one of the major criticisms of the proposed rulemaking is that they do

not include defenses from threats to spent fuel pools from the air, despite the recent NAS

report that demonstrated that spent fuel pools are extremely vulnerable to this type of

attack.3

In the NAS Safety Report, the committee found that because vulnerability is plant

specific, a plant-by-plant vulnerability analyses should be performed. "Finding 3 D: The

31eNRC denied the Petition despite the fact that the Petitioner's contentions were supported in large part
by the National Academy's study.

S2.206 Petition to A ddress Structural Vulnerabilities o Mark I andl BWRs and theirlIrradiated Fuel
(submitted August 2004) and Supplemental (Filed in April 2005) referring to NAS Report. Safety and
Security of Commercial Spent Nuclear Fuel Storage, National Academy of Sciences, April 2005.
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(submitted August 2004) and Supplemental (Filed in April 2005) referring to NAS Report, Safety and 
Security o/Commercial Spent Nuclear Fuel Storage, National Academy of Sciences, April 2005. 
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potential vulnerabilities of spent fuel pools to terrorist attacks are plant-design specific. Therefore

specific vulnerabilities can only be understood by examining the characteristics of spent fuel

storage at each plant." NAS Safety and Security Report, supra at 6 and 58. In additionmore

than four years after September 11, 2001, the NAS expressed concern over NRC's slow

pace: ". ..the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's analyses of spent fuel storage vulnerabilities

have not yet been completed and actions to reduce vulnerabilities . .. have not yet been taken.

Moreover, some important additional analyses remain to be done. The slow pace in completing

this work is of concern given the enormous consequences as described elsewhere in this report."

Id. at 75.

The possibility of a terrorist attack on Pilgrim goes well beyond mere speculation.

The 9/11 Commission has documented the fact that nuclear facilities had been among the

original targets of the al Qaeda terrorists. "Indeed, KSM [Khalid Sheikh Mohammed]

describes a grandiose original plan: a total of ten aircraft to be hijacked, nine of which

would crash into targets on both coasts-they included those eventually hit on September

I1I plus CIA and FBI headquarters, nuclear power plants, and the tallest buildings in

California and the state of Washington." The 9/11 Commission Report, National

Commission on Terrorist Attacks Upon the United States, p. 154 (July 22, 2004).

4.4.2. f The Pilgrim spent fuel pool is particularly vulnerable to attack from the air

Pilgrim is located less than 40 miles from Logan International Airport in Boston,

one of the country's busiest airports and the origin of two of the hijacked airplanes on

September 11, 2 001. As discussed above, the BWR Mark I reactors are particularly

vulnerable to attacks on their fuel pools because these are located in the reactor building

well above ground level and usually have thin steel superstructures. The superstructures

and pools were not designed to resist terrorist attack, and are vulnerable to attack by large

civilian aircraft. NAS Safety and Security Report, supra at 41 and 49. As stated earlier,

the densely packed spent fuel pools are at much higher risk of a catastrophic fire than

previously thought, even with a partial drop in the water level of the pool.

General aviation pilots are not screened before takeoff and the contents of general

aviation planes are not screened at any point. General aviation includes more than

200,000 privately owned planes, which are located in every state at more than 19,000
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aurports. For example the following airports are within 10 nautical miles of Pilgrim:

Double A, Carver; Jordan Hospital, Plymouth; Plymouth Municipal Airport, Plymouth;

Russell Mill Pond, Plymouth; Sampson Pond, Carver; Wayne West, Carver, West Pond,

Plymouth. Over 550 of these airports also provide commercial service. In the last five

years, the GAO reported about 70 aircraft stolen from general aviation airports, indicating

a weakness that could be exploited by terrorists. Neither the reactor building, control

room nor spent fuel pool at Pilgrim are designed to withstand aircraft impacts or

explosive forces. A large plane - or a light aircraft packed with high explosive - could

do extensive enough damage to the pools to drain cooling water, causing the high-level

waste to ignite and release lethal radioactive cesium over thousands of square miles.3 9

Despite the increased risk of terrorism, the increased risk of fire in densely packed

spent fuel pools, being located in the fastest growing region of New England, its location

near one of the busiest and expanding airports in the nation, and the fact that the design of

the Pilgrim spent fuel pool is the most vulnerable to attack, Entergy has not addressed the

issue of Severe Accident Mitigation Alternatives for an attack on its spent fuel pool.

In its response to the citizen's 2.206 petition regarding plant vulnerability, the

NRC listed cur-rent measures that have been put in place to deal with the increased risks

after September 11.

"Nuclear plants incorporate structural features to protect against severe external
events such as tornadoes, hurricanes, fires and floods. These structural features,
supported by the deployment of effective and visible physical protection
measures, provide a deterrent to terrorist activities. With respect to potential
terrorist attacks by air, Federal efforts have increased substantially since
September 11, 2001. Those efforts include enhanced airline passenger and
baggage screening, strengthened cockpit doors, and the Federal Air Marshals
program, among others. Federal law enforcement and intelligence agencies have

39Temost comnmon light aircraft in the U.S. is the Cessna Skybawk. It can travel 687 miles, can carry 675
pounds, evade radar and deliver up to 1,000 pounds of high explosive. Hence these general aviation
aircraft, with a suicidal terrorist and hundreds of pounds of explosives can be used as a poor person's
Cruise missile. The FBI has reportedly been concerned about a scenario involving two light planes striking
a nuclear plant - one after another. Military protection could not save PNPS. The two interceptor jets at
Otis Aiuibase require a 10 minute mobilization time - likely to arrive and intercept too late. NRC's own
study from 1982 stated an aircraft impact could "obliterate the reactor's primnary core containment," release
massive amounts of radiation, and kill thousands of people without any chance of evacuation. Control
rooms, cooling pools filled with spent fuel rods, and other vital targets are even more vulnerable than the
reactor itself. Homeland Securiy: Nuke Plantsr are Suicide Hijacker Targets, Stan Gloff, Special Forces Veteran,
(November 13, 2003).
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airports. For example the following airports are within 10 nautical miles of Pilgrim: 

Double A, Carver; Jordan Hospital, Plymouth; Plymouth Municipal Airport, Plymouth; 

Russell Mill Pond, Plymouth; Sampson Pond, Carver; Wayne West, Carver, West Pond, 

Plymouth. Over 550 of these airports also provide commercial service. In the last five 

years, the GAO reported about 70 aircraft stolen from general aviation airports, indicating 

a weakness that could be exploited by terrorists. Neither the reactor building, control 

room nor spent fuel pool at Pilgrim are designed to withstand aircraft impacts or 

explosive forces. A large plane - or a light aircraft packed with high explosive - could 

do extensive enough damage to the pools to drain cooling water, causing the high-level 

waste to ignite and release lethal radioactive cesium over thousands of square miles.39 

Despite the increased risk of terrorism, the increased risk of fife in densely packed 

spent fuel pools, being located in the fastest growing region of New England, its location 

near one of the busiest and expanding airports in the nation, and the fact that the design of 

the Pilgrim spent fuel pool is the most wlnerable to attack, Entergy has not addressed the 

issue of Severe Accident Mitigation Alternatives for an attack on its spent fuel pool. 

In its response to the citizen's 2.206 petition regarding plant wlnerability, the 

NRC listed current measures that have been put in place to deal with the increased risks 

after September 11. 

"Nuclear plants incorporate structural features to protect against severe external 
events such as tornadoes, hurricanes, fires and floods. These structural features, 
supported by the deployment of effective and visible physical protection 
measures, provide a deterrent to terrorist activities. With respect to potential 
terrorist attacks by air, Federal efforts have increased substantially since 
September 11, 2001. Those efforts include enhanced airline passenger and 
baggage screening, strengthened cockpit doors, and the Federal Air Marshals 
program, among others. Federal law enforcement and intelligence agencies have 

39 The most common light aircraft in the U.S. is the Cessna Skyhawk. It can travel 687 miles, can carry 675 
pounds, evade radar and deliver up to 1,000 pounds of high explosive. Hence these general aviation 
aircraft, with a suicidal terrorist and hundreds of pounds of explosives can be used as a poor person's 
Cruise missile. The FBI has reportedly been concerned about a scenario involving two light planes striking 
a nuclear plant - one after another. Military protection could not save PNPS. The two interceptor jets at 
Otis Airbase require a 10 minute mobilization time -likely to arrive and intercept too late. NRC's own 
study from 1982 stated an aircraft impact could "obliterate the reactor's primary core containment," release 
massive amounts of radiation, and kill thousands of people without any chance of evacuation. Control 
rooms, cooling pools filled with spent fuel rods, and other vital targets are even more vulnerable than the 
reactor itself. Homeland Securil)l: Nuke Plants are Suicide Hijacker Targets, Stan Goff, Special Forces Veteran, 

(November 13,2003). 
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increased efforts to identify and mitigate potential aircraft-related threats before
they can be carried out. In more than one case, the Department of Defense and
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) have acted to protect airspace above
nuclear power plants in response to threats which were later determined
to be non-credible. These and other government-wide efforts have improved
protection against air attacks on all industrial facilities, both nuclear and non-
nuclear. Nonetheless, nuclear plant licensees have well established emergency
procedures and severe accident management guidelines that provide a means to
help mitigate the potential consequences of terrorist attacks should they occur" 40

These measures are inadequate on their face. Recent reports have demonstrated

that airline security measures cannot keep even journalists from bringing banned items

(including explosives) on board commercial airlines, much less deal with threats from

organized and determined terrorists. The "no-fly" zone around Pilgrim seems to be

shrinking yearly. Lower flight paths into and away from Logan International Airport

were recently approved, allowing commercial airlines to fly directly over Plymouth and

neighboring communities at lower altitudes. Private planes can be seen sight-seeing and

performing aerial tricks in close proximity to the plant. The "well established

emergency procedures and severe accident management guidelines" provide no real

protection for Massachusetts citizens in the event of an attack on Pilgrim. The

emergency preparedness has been dealt with primarily by shrinking the evacuation area

to a more manageable size (see NUREG-0654, Supp 3) and the SAMA analysis presented

by Entergy does not include accidental fires much less breaches to the spent fuel pool

caused by an external attack.

NUREG- 143 7 5.3.3. 1 states, "Although the threat of sabotage events cannot be

accurately quantified, the commission believes that acts of sabotage are not reasonably

expected. Nonetheless, if such events were to occur, the commission would expect that

resultant core damage and radiological releases would be no worse than those expected

from internally initiated events." This easy dismissal of the potentially serious and

different effects from an act of sabotage ignores the fact that an attack from outside the

plant would cause an immediate breach in the containment of the pool itself Because of

this fact a release of radioactive material could happen sooner than it would from an

40 Of The Matter of~oiling water Reactors ofMark I and Mark IIDesigns, J. E. Dyer, Director, DD-05-04.
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internally initiated event. In addition, an internally initiated event would likely result

from a series of escalating situations which might trigger operator responses. An act of

sabotage from the outside would give no such warning.

4.4.2. g The consequences of water loss in the spent fuel pool caused by accident or

terrorism could be catastrophic

The National Academy of Sciences Report described what would happen if a

terrorist attack on the spent fuel pool leads to a zirconium cladding fire. The Academy

stated that, "Such (zirconium cladding) fires would create thermal plumes that could

potentially transport radioactive aerosols hundreds of miles downwind under appropriate

atmospheric conditions." NAS Safety and Security Report, supra at 50. The excess cancer

estimates from such an accident would be between 2,000 and 6,000 cancer deaths. Id. at

45. The damage which can be done by a large release of fission products was

demonstrated in the Chernobyl accident .4 1 The result from an accident in the spent fuel

pool and release of radioactive material at Pilgrim could potentially be much more

severe. 4 2

41 More than 100,000 residents from 187 settlements were permanently evacuated because of
contamination by Cs-137. Strict radiation-dose control measures were imposed in areas contaminated to
levels greater than 15 Ci/km-2 of CS-137. The total area of this radiation-control zone is huge - equal to
half of New Jersey. Reducing the Hazards from Stored Spent Power-Reactor Fuel in the United States,
Robert Alvarez, Jan Beyea, Klaus Janberg, Jungmin Kang, Edwin Lyman, Allison MacFarlane, Gordon
Thompson, Science & Global Security, Vol. 11, No. 1, pages 7-10 (2003).

42 Inventories of Cs-137 in PNPS fuel pool: PNPS' pool contains a much larger inventory of Cs than the 2
MegaCuries (MCi) that were released from the core of Chernobyl. PNPS' spent fuel pool currently has
somewhat over 400 metric tons, and is licensed to hold over 600 metric tons. 400 tons of spent reactor fuel
would contain 35 mega-curies (MCi) of Cs-137. If 10-100% of the Cs-137 in a spent fuel pool i.e. 3.5-35
MQi were released by a spent fuel fire to the atmosphere in a plume distributed vertically uniformly
through the atmosphere's lower "mixing layer" and dispersed downwind in a "wedge model"
approximation under median conditions (mixing layer thickness of 1 1km, wedge opening angle of 6
degrees, wind speed of 5 m/sec, and deposition velocity of lcm/sec) then 37,000-150,000 km-2 would be
contaminated above 15 Ci/km-2, 6,000-50,000 km-2 would be contaminated to greater than 100 Ci/km-2
and 180-6,000 lan-2 to a level greater than 1000 Ci/km-2. Although a number of isotopes are of concern,
we focus on Cs-137. It has a half-life of 30-years, is relatively volatile and, along with its short lived decay
product, barium-137 (2.55 minute half-life), accounts for about one half of the fission product activity in
10-year old spent fuel. It is a potent land contaminant because 95% of its decays are to an excited state of
BA -137, which de-excites by emitting a penetrating (0.66-MeV) gamma ray. Id at 7.
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Given the extreme consequences of such an event, any foreseeable possibility of

such a fire needs to be considered and its impacts addressed. And as described below,

mitigation alternatives are available to decrease the likelihood of fire in these pools.

4.4.3 There are mitigation alternatives that would decrease the likelihood of a fire in

the Pilgrim Spent Fuel Pool

For the purposes of raising an admissible contention a thorough examination of

mitigation alternatives should not be required, since that would in effect be requiring the

petitioner to prove the contention itself, rather than just demonstrate a deficiency in the

Applicant's ER. The Commission has consistently ruled that in deciding whether the

NRC's admissibility standard is satisfied, the substantive merits of a contention may not

be reached. Sierra Club v. NRC, 862 F.2d at 228, citing Texas Utilities Electric Co.

(Comanche Peak Steam Electric Station, Unit 1), ALA.B-868, 25 NRC 912, 931 (1987).

Despite this, Petitioners submit the work of Dr. Gordon Thompson, who has provided a

detailed analysis of mitigation alternatives and their approximate costs. Some of these

alternatives, including reconfiguring the spent fuel pool and installation of automated

spray cooling systems, would yield a slight reduction in the risk of spent fuel pool fires

but would not provide an adequate or a long term solution. However, the most important

change that Entergy can make to reduce the risk of this kind of severe accident would be

to immediately implement a strategy of using low density pool storage for only the most

recently unloaded fuiel assemblies with the rest being transferred to safely secured dry

casks at the earliest date possible.

4.4.3. a Reconfiguring the Spent Fuel Pool

To reduce spent fuel pool vulnerability, the National Academy of Sciences

recommended that the fuiel pool be rearranged (checker-boarding) so that the recently

unloaded, very hot fuel is dispersed in the pool among the older and cooler fuel. NAS

Safety and Security Report, supra Finding 3 C. Shifting the fuel around will yield a small

reduction in risk; however it will do no good if there is partial drainage of water or if

debris blocks air flow in a drained pool. Dr. Gordon Thompson recommends the pools

contain 5-year fuel only and open-frame racks.
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Given the extreme consequences of such an event, any foreseeable possibility of 
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4.4.3. b Spray Cooling System

Despite the fact that NRC Chair Nils Diaz and some industry spokespersons,

including David Tarantino at Pilgrim, stated April 2005 that fire hoses could be

effectively used to extinguish a spent fuiel fire, it is unlikely that the resulting high

radiation fields would allow human access with hoses. Following an event at the

Connecticut Yankee nuclear plant on August 21, 1984, the NRC issued Bulletin 84-03

requiring licensees of operating nuclear plants to among other things calculate the

radiation doses in the vicinity of the spent fuiel pools should the water level drop.

Workers would receive a lethal dose of radiation in 40 to 85 seconds if exposed to the

levels that would be present in the area.4

The development of a redundant and diverse response system to mitigate loss-of-

pool-coolant events is critical. To this end, the National Academy of Sciences

recommended also that a spray cooling system be installed and specified that the system

must be capable of operation even when the pool is drained (which would result in high

radiation fields and limit worker access to the pool) and the pool or overlying building,

including equipment attached to the roof or walls, are severely damaged." NAS Saety

and Security Report, supra at 6 and 5 7.44

43 By letter dated November 29, 1984, the licensee of the Connecticut Yankee and Millstone nuclear plants
provided the NRC with its response to Bulletin 84-03. The licensee informed the NRC that the calculated
radiation dose rate near the edge of a drained spent fuel pool was 40,000 Rem/hr. The dose rate for
Millstone Unit 3 was 19,000 Rem/hr. These calculations are representative of the replies received by the
NRC from other plant owners. Workers would receive a lethal dose of radiation in 40 to 85 seconds if
exposed to such high levels. Twenty years have passed since those calculations and the tons of additional
spent fuel have only increased the potential radiation hazards. Given the 25 Rem emergency worker dose
limit articulated by the NRC in Information Notice No. 84-40, workers could only visit the area of the spent
fuel pool railing for 2-5 seconds, scarcely enough time to position a fire hose and lash it in place.
44If water is lost from a spent fuel pool recently discharged fuel can ignite in a period as short as 1-2 hours.
The actual period depends on the time since the reactor shutdown for refueling. There is at present no pre-
engineered means of spraying water into a drained pool to keep the fuel temperature below the ignition
point Human access with hoses could be precluded by fire or high radiation fields generated as part of the
attack, or by other disabling mechanisms such as chemical weapons. Sophisticated attackers might attack
the reactor and the pool, using the radiation field from the damaged reactor to preclude access to the pool.
Once ignition had occurred, spraying water into the pool would feed the fire through the exothermic steam-
zirconium reaction. A massive and probably impractical flow of water would be needed to overcome the
effect. (Dr. Gordon Thompson).
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4.4.3. c Limiting the frequency of offloads of full reactor cores

An additional precaution to reduce the vulnerability of spent fuel pools would be

to limit the frequency of offloads of full reactor cores into the spent fuel pools, requiring

longer shut downs of the reactor before any fuel is offloaded, and providing enhanced

security when such offloads must be made. NAS Safety and Security Report, supra at 59.

4.4.3. d Safer Storage Solutions

The best way to reduce the risk to the public is for the NRC to require low-density

pool storage for recently unloaded fuel and secured dry casks for the rest. Petitioners

suggest that there are multiple advantages to storing spent fuel in dry casks or low density

pools - alternatives that Entergy has not considered at all in its SAMA analysis in its

Environmental Report. Among these advantages are: dry cask storage avoids tight

packing of thousands of assemblies in the pool, where loss of coolant water/exposure to

air would cause them to ignite within a few hours due to the reaction between water, air

and immense heat; dry cask storage makes a consequential core accident less likely

because the casks are not stored in the reactor building; dry storage is by its nature less

dense and therefore minimizes the chance of an accident with thousands of assemblies;'"

there is no risk for dry casks in case of a power outage since waste assemblies cooled by

passive air convection; and dry storage has no risk of mechanical breakdowns or

problems resulting from human error. The NRC admits dry storage has fewer failure

modes and the NRC has approved a range of dry storage designs. Dry storage is in use

extensively in the US - at decommissioned plants and at over a dozen operating plants. In

fact, no other reactors are building new pools. Low-density pool storage was once a

common practice at nuclear plants and poses a lower level of hazard than high-density

pool storage. The National Academy of Sciences has also recommended dry cask storage

as the best way to reduce the vulnerability of spent fuel pools.

Once the fuel is in casks, the casks must be secured to reduce their vulnerability to

attack. In order to protect the dry casks once they are filled on-site, Dr. Gordon

45Teeare generally only 2 dozen assemblies in each dry cask, compared to Pilgrim's pool that has 2,278
today and will have 3,859 by 2012. An accident would result in the release of 10 times more high-level
radioactivity than released in Chernobyl - contaminating an area (3) times Massachusetts.
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Thompson has outlined two possible schemes for securing them from attack. These are

outlined in Exhibit E.

The casks can be multi-purpose, suitable for both storage and shipment. Spent

fuel assemblies will have to be put into casks eventually for transport to a permanent

repository so the cost of transfer to dry casks will be incurred in the future regardless.

Entergy should be required to place the spent fuel in casks now rather than wait until

space in its cooling pool completely runs out, because the increased security these casks

would provide and the reduction in dense packing in the spent fuel pool would reduce the

risk of a severe accident in the pooi, and would reduce the consequences of such an

accident.

4.4.3. e Costs versus benefits of mitigation alternatives

Although Petitioners do not have the ability to carry out a full cost/benefit

analysis of transferring the spent fuel at Pilgrim to dry casks - among other things we do

not have access to the MACCS2 inputs used - a rough look at the costs and benefits

reveals that this move makes economic sense. Currently casks cost about 1 to 2 million

dollars per cask."6 Pilgrim has approximately 440 tons of fuel on-site which would cost

about $71 million dollars to place into dry cask storage. A 1997 study done for the NRC

estimated that the median consequences of a spent fuel pool fire at a pressurized water

reactor (PWrR) that released 8-8O MCi of cesium-137. The consequences included:

54,000-14,000 extra cancer deaths, 2000-7000 km squared of agricultural land

condemned, and economic costs due to evacuation of $1 17-566 billion.47 In addition, the

licensee will incur the costs of moving the fuel out of the pool as it fills anyway, and will

46A BWvR fuel assembly contains about 200 kg of uranium. The capital expense to transfer to traditional
ISFSI about $120 per kilo uranium/ to transfer to hardened dispersed ISFSI $240 per kilo - Dr. Gordon
Thompson, personal communication. Also MiT July 2, 2002 forum-Presentation by Allison MacFarlane.

4it..shifting fuel to dry cask storage about 5 years after discharge from a reactor, would cost $3.5 -7
billion for dry storage of the approximately 35,000 tons of older spent fuel that would otherwise be stored
in U.S. pools in 20 10.. . .For comparison, the property losses from the deposition downwind of the cesium-
137 released by a spent fuel pool fire would likely be hundreds of billions of dollars. The removal of the
older spent fuel to dry storage would therefore be justified by a traditional cost- benefit analysis if the
likelihood of a spent fuel fire in the U. S. during the next 3 0 years were judged to be greater than about a
percent " Reducing the Hazards from Stored Spent Power Reactor, supra at 3.
Also, Estimation ofAttributable Costs from Plutonium DispersalAccidents, D.I Chanin and W.B. Murfin, Sandia
National Laboratory, SAND96-095,1996.
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ultimately need to put the fuel in dry casks for transfer to a long term repository when

one becomes available. As discussed in this contention, the probability of a spent fuel

fire increases yearly with the increase in spent fuel densely packed in the pool, and with

the risk of ever more sophisticated acts of terrorism increasing. A rough cost/benefit look

at moving spent fuel into secured dry cask storage shows that this mitigation makes

economic sense. Although in its ER, Entergy has made vague statements about

transferring spent fuel assemblies to dry cask storage in the future, it has not outlined how

and when this will happen. In a statement to Cape Cod Times, Pilgrim spokesman David

Tarantino has stated that Entergy plans to move assemblies out of the spent fuel pools to

dry casks only on an as-needed basis, to free up space in the pool for newer spent fuel.4

This, and the application's silence on the issue of future spent fuel storage, make clear

that Entergy has no intention of reconfiguring its pool to low density storage in the future.

It also makes it unlikely that the plant will take the initiative to store spent fuel in secured

dry cask storage as soon as possible.

4.5 Conclusion

A plant-specific assessment of the vulnerability of the spent fuel pool to fires

caused by accident or acts of malice is mandated by the NEPA requirement to consider

all of the environmental impacts of the re-licensing. In addition, the NRC Regulations

(10 CFR 51.53(c) (ii) (L)) call for consideration of severe accident mitigation alternatives

on a plant specific basis if the plant has not already done so. The spent fuel pool,
although a Category 1 issue for the purposes of normal operations, should have been

included in the Category 2 SAMA analysis of severe accidents in the Applicant's

Environmental Report. There is also new information since the Generic Environmental

Impact Statement was prepared that demonstrates the spent fuel is likely to remain on-site

longer than anticipated, and is more vulnerable to fires than had been known.

As described in Contention 3, it is irrelevant whether Applicant would have

decided on mitigation or not. It is the analysis, or "hard look" that is required by NEPA.

48 ". . . and keeping the fuel submerged in cooling waters is just as safe as keeping they in dry casks,
Tarantino said. "The plant may have to consider moving spent fuel to dry casks eventually," Tarantino
said, "but not the waste that's already there." What to do with nuclear waste? Kevin Dennehy, Cape Cod
Times, August 15, 2004.
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"While NEPA does not require agencies to select particular options, it is intended to

'foster both informed decision-making and informed public participation, and thus to

ensure the agency does not act upon incomplete information, only to regret its decision

after it is too late to correct' (citing Louisiana Energy Services (Claiborne Enrichment

Center), CLI-98-3, 47 NRC 77, 88 (1998))." . .. "if 'fuirther analysis' is called for, that in

itself is a valid and meaningfu~l remedy under NEPA." Duke Energy Corp., supra at13.

The Petitioners have outlined several possible accident scenarios that were not

addressed by the Applicant's Environmental Report. In addition, some possible

mitigation alternatives have been described. Given the catastrophic impact to human

health and the environment if the spent fuel pool experiences loss of water due to

accident or terrorist attack, and the benefit that could be achieved at a relatively

reasonable cost to the plant operator, mitigation of the existing vulnerability should at

least be considered before the license is renewed.
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Contention 5: New Information shows that another twenty years of operations at

Pilgrim may result in greater off-site radiological impacts on human health than

was previously known.

5.0 Contention

New and significant information about cancer rates in the communities around

Pilgrim and the demographics of these communities has become available. In addition,

new studies show that even low doses of ionizing radiation can be harmful to human

health. Epidemiological studies of cancer rates in the communities around Pilgrim show

an increase of radiation-linked disease that can be attributed to past operations of the

plant. The demographics of the population immediately surrounding the plant, including

its age and geographical distribution, make this population more susceptible to radiation-

linked damage than was contemplated when the plant was licensed. Pilgrim does not

currently have off-site monitoring capabilities that can properly track releases of radiation

into the community.

5.1 The Contention is within the Scope of these proceedings

Under 10 CFR 2.309, a petitioner is required to show that the issue raised in the

contention is within the scope of the proceeding. The National Environmental Policy

Act, NEPA, 42 Usc § 4332, is the "basic charter for protection of the environment." 40

CER § 1500. 1(a). Its fundamental purpose is to "help public officials make decisions that

are based on understanding of environmental consequences, and take decisions that

protect, restore and enhance the environment." 40 CFR § 1500. 1(c). The NRC

regulations implementing NEPA for Nuclear Plant license renewals are in 10 CFR §
51(c) "Operating license renewal stage." In its application for license renewal of Pilgrim,

Entergy was required under. 10 CFR § 5 1 to provide an analysis of the impacts on the

environment that will result if it is allowed to continue beyond the initial license. The

primary method by which NEPA ensures that its mandate is met is the "action-forcing"

requirement for preparation of an EIS. Robertson v. Methow Valley, 490 U.S. at 348-49

(1989). The environmental impacts that must be considered in an EIS include those
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which are "reasonably foreseeable" and have "catastrophic consequences, even if their

probability of occurrence is low." 40 CFR §1I502.22(b)(1). The fact that the likelihood

of an impact may not be easily quantifiable is not an excuse for failing to address it in an

EIS. NRC regulations require that "to the extent that there are important qualitative

considerations or factors that cannot be quantified, these considerations or factors will be

discussed in qualitative terms." 10 CFR§5 1.71. The regulation governing licensing

renewals requires the Applicant for renewal to submit an Environmental Report. 10 CER

51 .53(c)(1). The NRC then uses the ER to prepare an EIS or Environmental Assessment,

although it has an independent obligation to "evaluate and be responsible for the

reliability" of the information. 10 CFR §5 1.70. In a petition for intervention, contentions

that seek compliance with NEPA must be based on the applicant's Environmental Report

(ER). 10 CFR§2.309(f)(2).

5.2 The issue raised in the Contention is Material to the findings of these

proceedings

10 CFR 2.3 09(f)(iv) requires that the Petitioner "Demonstrate that the issue raised

in the contention is material to the findings the NRC must make to support the action that

is involved in the proceeding." In discussing the materiality requirement, the Atomic

Safety and Licensing Board considering the license renewal for Mfillstone Nuclear Power

Station stated "In order to be admissible, the regulations require that all contentions assert

an issue of law or fact that is material to the outcome of a licensing proceeding; that is,
the subject matter of the contention must impact the grant or denial of a pending license

application. Where a contention alleges a deficiency or error in the application, the

deficiency or error must have some independent 'health and safety significance." In the

Matter of Dominion Nuclear Connecticut, Inc. (Millstone Nuclear Power Station, Units 2

and 3) Docket Nos. 50-336-LR, 50-423-bR ASLBP No. 04-824-01-LR July 28, 2004, p.

7. See Private Fuel Storage, L.L.C. (Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation), LBP-

98-7, 47 NRC 142, 179-80 (1998), aff d in part, CLI-98-13, 48 NRC 26 (1998). The

deficiency highlighted in this contention has enormous independent health and safety

significance. Off-site radiological consequences of operations at nuclear power plants are

one of the biggest health and safety concerns of both the industry and the public. If new
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and significant information can demonstrate that the Environmental Report needs to take

these into account that is material to the findings of these proceedings.

5.3 Basis

Petitioners will be relying on the expert testimony of Richard W. Clapp, DSc,

MPH. Dr. Clapp is a Professor of Environmental Health, Boston University School of

Public Health. Dr. Clapp founded and served as Director of the Massachusetts Cancer

Registry from 1980-1989 and worked in two environmental health consulting groups in

addition to his teaching and research activities. He was a consultant to the U.S. EPA

Science Advisory Board in its 1995 and 2000 reviews of the dioxin reassessment; and has

performed extensive research on health effects from radiation exposure in communities

near Pilgrim.

Pilgrim releases radiation as part of its normal operations. This contention

presents new and significant information supporting our contention that twenty additional

years of operations will be harmful to public health. Radiation-linked diseases are

documented in communities around Pilgrim. This fact and projected demographic data

indicate that this population will be at an increased risk. The National Academy of

Sciences (NAS) latest report on low-dose radiation risk, Health Risks from Exposure to

Low Levels of Ionizing Radiation. BEIR VI7I Phase 2 (June, 2005) concluded that no

amount of radiation is safe. The documented radionuclide releases from Pilgrim in the

past have long -half-lives and bioaccumulate in the environment. Petitioners submit that if

the Applicant disputes a causal link between the radiation released by Pilgrim and the

cancers seen in its neighboring towns, the current systems in place to monitor releases are

inadequate and should be improved.
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5.3.1 The Population Directly Abutting Pilgrim is Increasing Substantially and the

Population is Older and thus More Susceptible to Radiation Damage

In this contention, Petitioners will demonstrate that the changing demographics in

communities impacted by Pilgrim are such that the dose effect on the population will be

far greater than originally anticipated when the plant was licensed.

When Pilgrim was licensed and built in 1972, its location was in an area that was

remote and undeveloped. Although sited half-way between Boston and Cape Cod, most

vacationers from Boston passed right through Plymouth on the way to more attractive

summer resort towns on Cape Cod, Martha's Vineyard and Nantucket. Because of

inadequate highway infra-structure, commuting to Boston from this area was not

practical. At the project planning stage, the initial site chosen by Boston Edison at the

Quincy Naval Air Station was rejected because the area was too heavily populated. The

ultimate site in Plymouth was chosen because it was a sparsely populated area.

The population around the plant has changed drastically in the last 30 years, and

this aging plant is now located in the fastest growing region in Massachusetts. In

Pilgrim's backyard, Pine Hills, the largest housing development in New England, is

under construction. The build-out includes 2,877 homes on 3,060 acres, and Pine Hills,

Inc. is actively trying to acquire more land to build in this area. The distance from Pilgrim

to Pine Hills is < 3 1/2 miles. The current Pine Hills household size is 1.95 people per

building. Based on these numbers, there will soon be 5, 850 people living just a few miles

from this nuclear plant.49

In its Environmental Report, Entergy provided a population projection in section

2-16 which showed the population changes and projected changes for all or parts of 15

counties and the cities of Boston, Massachusetts and Providence, Rhode Island. The

chart presented the percent annual growth in these regions - a number which minimizes

the appearance of the population changes in the immediate area, and as such is

misleading. What Entergy did not highlight in its projections is the fact that the region is

expected to add 465,000 people by 2030 and this group will be aging with a dramatic

49 This number does not include trasients either visiting or working at Pine Hills.
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spike in the over 55 population. The largest population increases are expected in urban

centers such as Boston and Cambridge and in a half-dozen suburban towns, such as

Plymouth and Weymouth which have very large housing developments on the horizon.

The Boston Metropolitan Area Planning Council Report on Population and Employment

Projections 2010 -2030, http://www.mgpc.org(2006 proiections.html. The methodology

used by MAPC is described in the report. (see Exhibit F-i). According to the report the

area south of Boston is expected to grow faster in population and jobs than any other

section of Greater Boston through the year 2030. Communities south of Boston will

grow 13% and Plymouth is expected to add the most, about 10,000 residents - a

population jump of over 20%. By 2030,l1in 3people will be over the age of 55,

compared to 1 in 5 now. This is relevant to any analysis of health impacts, as studies have

shown an increased sensitivity to low levels of ionizing radiation in older populations.

Greater Sensitivity to Ionizing Radiation At Older Age: follow-up of workers at Oak

Ridge Nati onal Laboratory through 1990. Richardson, D.B. and Wing, S. Int. J.

Epidemiol., 1999, 28:428-43 6; The Hanford Data: Issues ofAge at Exposure and Dose.

Stewar-t, A.M., Kneale, G.W., PSR Quarterly Vol. 3, No.3 (Sept. 1993) 3:101-111; and

Leukaemia near nuclear power plant in Massachusetts, Richard Clapp, Sidney Cobb, C

K Chan, Bailus Walker, 924, Lancet, 1987.

5.3.2 Radioactive Emissions from Pilgrim

When an EIS is prepared, NEPA requires the NRC to "disclose the significant

health, socioeconomic and cumulative consequences of the environmental impact of a

proposed action." The CEQ defines cumulative impacts as: "the impact on the

environment which results from the incremental impact of the action when added to other

past, present, and reasonably foreseeable fu~ture actions regardless of what agency

(TFederal or non-Federal) or person undertakes such actions. Cumulative impacts can

result from individually minor but collectively significant actions taking place over a

period of time." Baltimore Gas and Electric Co. v. Natural Resources Defense Council,

462 U.S. 87, 106-7 (1983), citing Council on Environmental Quality ("CEQ") regulations

at 40 CFR §§1508.7 and 1508.8.
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In its Final Environmental Impact Statement, the 1972 owners of Pilgrim stated in

the Summary of Environmental Impacts and Effects, Section 5-c. that, "The effluents

from the facility, if operated as described by the Applicant and in accordance with the

technical specifications and rules and regulations of the Commission, will not endanger

the public health or the natural environs of the station." Final EnvironemtallImapct

Statement, Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station, Boston Edison Company, Docket 50-293, 5-c,

p. iii, US Atomic Energy Commission Division of Radiological and Environmental

Protection, (May 1972). In its current Application, Appendix E, Applicant states "Very

low levels of radioactivity may be released in plant effluents if they meet the limits

specified in NRC's regulations. These releases are closely monitored and evaluated for

compliance with the NRC restrictions in accordance with the PNPS Offsite Dose

Calculation Manual." ER Appendix E.3.2.3. 1. Essentially the same was stated regarding

solid and gaseous releases. Therefore the assumption is that there will be no danger to

public health from routine releases since they will be monitored and will not exceed

federal limits. 50 However, despite this confidence written into the Application,

Petitioners bring forward new and significant information that demonstrates that there has

already been documented radiation linked disease in the communities near PNPS. In

addition, a recent report was published by the National Academy of Sciences that

demonstrates that there is no safe dose of radiation for humans.

" "The NRC, in IOCFR 20. 1301 (Reference 8) limits the levels of radiation to unrestricted areas resulting
from the possession or use of radioactive materials such that they limit any individual to a dose of: less than
or equal to 100 murem per year to the total body. In addition to this dose limit, the NRC has established
design objectives for nuclear plant licensees. Conformance to these guidelines ensures that nuclear power
reactor effluents are maintained as far below the legal limits as is reasonably achievable. The NRC, in
lOCFR 50 Appendix I (Reference 9) establishes design objectives for the dose to a member of the general
public from radioactive material in liquid effluents released to unrestricted areas to be limited to: * less than
or equal to 3 murem per year to the total body; and, * less than or equal to 10 mrem per year to any organ.
The air dose due to release of noble gases in gaseous effluents is restricted to:* less than or equal to 10
mrad per year for gamma radiation; and, * less than or equal to 20 nirad per year for beta radiation.The
dose to a member of the general public from iodine-1 3 1, tritium, and all particulate radionuclides with half-
lives greater than 8 days in gaseous effluents is limited to: * less than or equal to 15 nirem per year to any
organ. The EPA, in 4OCFR190. 10 Subpart B (Reference 10), sets forth the environmental standards for the
uranium fuel cycle. During normal operation, the annual dose to any member of the public from the entire
uranium fuel cycle shall be limited to:* less than or equal to 25 mrem per year to the total body; * less than
or equal to 75 nirem per year to the thyroid; and, * less than or equal to 25 nirem per year to any other
organ." Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station Radiological Envi ronmental Monitoring Program Report, p.20
(2004).
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5.3.3 Radiation-Linked Diseases in Communities near Pilgrim

There is new information since Pilgrim began operations in 1972 that shows

increases in radiation-linked diseases in the communities around Pilgrim. The increases

were in part attributed to operating with defective fuel; operating without the off-gas

treatment system in the first years; poor management and practices culminating in the

releases in June 1982 that coincided with weather conditions that held the releases over

the area. Southeastern Massachusetts Health Study 1978-1986, Morris, Martha and

Knorr, Robert, Commonwaelth of Massachusetts Executive office of human Sevices,

Department of Public health, 1990 and Meteorological Analysis of Radiation Releases

For the Coastal Areas of The State ofMassachusetts For June 3 rd to June 20~" 1982,

William T. Land.

The cancers found in the communities around the power station were studied by

Dr. Sidney Cobb and Dr. Richard Clapp and their results were published in a peer

reviewed journal in 1987. They included elevated rates of Myelogenous Leukemia - a

type of cancer most likely to be triggered by exposure to radiation .5 '1 This led to a case-

control study carried out by the Massachusetts Department of Public Health that showed

a four fold increase in adult Leukemia between 1978 and 1983. The report stated "a dose-

response relationship was observed in that the relative risk of leukemia increased as the

potential for exposure to plant emissions also increased."5

Evidence of radiation-linked disease continued. In a statement before the

Southeastern Massachusetts Health Study Review Committee [June 26, 1992] Dr.

-51An epidemiological analysis of five towns around Pilgrim shows a 60 percent increase in leukemia rate,
excluding leukemias not caused by radiation exposure. - Dr. Sidney Cobb, et.al., Lancet, 1987. The rate of
myelogenous leukemia (the type most likely to be triggered by exposure to radiation) among males in the 5
towns around the Pilgrim reactor was found to be 2 1/2 times greater than the statewide average. Leukemia
in Five Massachusetts Coastal Towns, Dr. Sydney Cobb, et al., Abstract for the American Epidemiologic
Society, March 18, 1987; and Leukemia near Massachusetts Nuclear Power Plant, letter, Clapp, R.W.,
Cobb, S, Chan, C.K., Walker, B., Lancet 1987; 2:1324-5.

52Adults living and working within ten miles of the Pilgrim reactor had a fourfold increased risk of
contracting leukemia between the years of 1978 and 1983 when compared with people living more than 20
miles away, according to a 1990 study by the Massachusetts Department of Public Health. Southeastern
Massachusetts Health Study 1978-1986, Morris, UJS., Knorr, R-S., Massachusetts Department of Health,
Southeastern Massachusetts Health Study, Oct., 1990. Archives of Environmental Health, Vol. 5 1, p266,
1996, July-Aug. #4.
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Richard W. Clapp, the founder and former director of the Massachusetts Cancer Registry,

presented a graphical assessment of the pattern of leukemia and thyroid cancer in the

towns closest to Pilgrim during the period 1982-1989. Analysis of 1974-1989

Massachusetts Cancer Registry for Leukemia & Thyroid Cancer, Dr. Richard Clapp,

DSc, MPH (2006), personal communication. Exhibit F-4,shows graphs of the incidence

leukemia and thyroid cancer in the Plymouth area. The incidence of leukemia peaked in

1982 and subsequently declined until 1986. Then there was a second, smaller peak in

1987 and 1988 while declined in 1989. The number of cases exceeded the number

expected in 1982-85 and 1987-88. The second graph depicts the pattern of thyroid cancer

in the same set of towns. It shows a peak in the years 1987-1988. These patterns of

cancer incidence are consistent with the predicted health effects of the radiation released

in the early 1980s. A graph showing the predicted health effects is also shown in Exhibit

F. A statistically significant increase in childhood leukemia was noted in communities

near Pilgrim, too. Although Massachusetts Department of Public Health recommended a

state sponsored case controlled childhood leukemia study, it was not done.

The Massachusetts Cancer Registry also shows, for the years 1998-2002, a

continuing increase of leukemia and thyroid cancer in the towns around PNPS.
Specifically, there were 83 cases of leukemia reported to the Massachusetts Cancer

Registry (MCR), where 72.9 would have been expected based on statewide rates. This

results in a Standardized Incidence Ratio (SIR) of 114 (95% conf int. = 9 1-143). In

addition, there was excess thyroid cancer in these same towns for the same time period.

The thyroid cancer SIR was 122 (95% conf int. = 96-155). In other words, leukemia was

14% elevated over the statewide rate and thyroid cancer was 22% elevated. Neither of

these calculations were statistically significantly elevated by the usual convention

(P<.05), but there were more cases than expected nevertheless. This means there is a

continuing excess of these two radiation-related cancers in the population, as there was in

the 1 980s. Analysis of 1998-2002 Massachusetts Cancer Registryfor Leukemia &

Thyroid Cancer, Dr. Richard Clapp, 2006, personal communication.

Prostate cancer and multiple myeloma, both radiation-linke~d diseases, are also

elevated land statistically significant for the years 1998-2002 in the seven towns most

likely to be impacted near Pilgrim (Carver, Duxbury, Kingston, Marshfield, Pembroke,
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Richard W. Clapp, the founder and former director of the Massachusetts Cancer Registry, 
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towns closest to Pilgrim during the period 1982-1989. Analysis of 1974-1989 

Massachusetts Cancer Registry for Leukemia & Thyroid Cancer, Dr. Richard Clapp, 

DSc, MPH (2006), personal communication. Exhibit F-4.shows graphs of the incidence 

leukemia and thyroid cancer in the Plymouth area. The incidence of leukemia peaked in 

1982 and subsequently declined until 1986. Then there was a second, smaller peak in 

1987 and 1988 while declined in 1989. The number of cases exceeded the number 

expected in 1982-85 and 1987-88. The second graph depicts the pattern of thyroid cancer 

in the same set of towns. It shows a peak in the years 1987-1988. These patterns of 

cancer incidence are consistent with the predicted health effects of the radiation released 

in the early 1980s. A graph showing the predicted health effects is also shown in Exhibit 
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state sponsored case controlled childhood leukemia study, it was not done. 
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(P<.05), but there were more cases than expected nevertheless. This means there is a 
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Plymouth, and Plympton). Health Risks from Exposure to Low Levels of Ionizing

Radiation: BEIR VII Phase 2 (2006). Occupational Radiation Studies, Chapter 8,,

National Academies Press, 2006. Specifically, data from the Massachusetts Cancer

Registry indicates 613 cases of prostate cancer vs. 513.5 expected, S1R=1 19 (95%

C1=1110-129); multiple myeloma: 47 cases vs. 31.7 expected, SIR=148 (95% C1=.108-

198). Analysis of 1998-2002 Massachusetts Cancer Registryfor Leukemia & Thyroid

Cancer, Dr. Richard Clapp, 2006, personal communication.

5.3.4 BEIR Vii: Health Effects of Low Level Ionizing Radiation

The National Academies Committee to Assess Health Risks from Exposure to

Low Levels of Ionizing Radiation, the NationalI Research Council, published

Health Risks from Exposure to Low Levels of Ionizing Radiation: BEIR WI Phase 2 in

2005. Drawing upon new data in both epidemiologic and experimental research, they

concluded that no amount of radiation is safe. There is a linear no threshold response to

radiation, and exposure to low levels of radiation is approximately three-times more

dangerous than previously thought. BEIR VII. Health Risks from Exposure to Low Levels

of Ionizing Radiation, Report in Brief, June 2005. Therefore it is not surprising that

radiation-linked disease rates are higher than expected in communities exposed to

Pilgrim's past releases.

A summary of cancer deaths estimated at NRC's permissible dose release is

provided in the BEIR VII Report. The report shows the number of cancer cases and

deaths expected to result in 100,000 -persons (with -an age distribution similar to that of

the entire U.S. population) exposed to lO0mSv per year over a 70 year lifetime. On

average, assuming a sex and age distribution similar to that of the entire U.S. population,

the BEIR VII lifetime risk model predicts approximately one individual in 100 persons

would be expected to develop cancer (solid cancer or leukemia) and approximately one in

175 would be expected to die from cancer from a the permissible dose of 100 mSv.

Lower doses would produce proportionately lower risks. For example one in 1000 would

develop cancer from an exposure to 10 mSv.
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This new report validates concerns raised by Petitioners and helps explain the

radiation-linked disease observed near Pilgrim NPS. When the standards were set by the

NRC for permissible release of off-site radiation, low levels of radiation were considered

harmless. However, the BEIR VII report now reveals that any exposure is potentially

dangerous. Therefore it is not surprising that radiation-linked disease rates are higher

than expected in communities exposed to Pilgrim's past radiological releases.

This new information is particularly relevant to the issue of re-licensing Pilgrim

because twenty additional years of exposure will harm an already damaged population.

Both BEIR VII and previous nuclear worker studies show that the health effects of

radiation are cumulative. Effects of Radiation and Chemical Exposures on Cancer

Mortality Among Rocketdyne Workers: A Review of Three Cohort Studies. Morgenstern,

H and Ritz, B., Journal: Occupational Medicine: State of the Art Reviews, Vol. 16, No. 2,

April-June 2001, pages 219-23 8. And as shown previously, there is a growing and aging

population in the area immediately surrounding the plant. This population has already

been harmed by the effects of radiation from Pilgrim and as a result is more susceptible to

even permissible levels of off-site radiation. An additional twenty years of operations

would put a group that is already damaged at further risk.

5.3.5 Bio-Accumulation of Radionuclides in the Environment from 1972-2032

The effects of radiation exposure are cumulative. Some types of nuclear power

plant emissions stay radioactive for a long time and, because they can enter biological

food chains, those materials can accumulate in the environment and adversely affect

public health. "If radioactive emissions persist for years, decades or even centuries within

the environment, then even modest reductions in annual discharges may not be sufficient

to prevent an environmental build up of those materials over time." Estimates of

Environmental Accumulations of radioactivity Resulting from Routine Operation of New

England Nuclear Power Plants (19 73-84), Dr. Richard W. England,, Mr. Eric Mitchell,

p.4, A Report of the Nuclear Emission Research Project, Whittemore School of Business

and Economics, University of New Hampshire, Durham, N.H., August 1987.

It is known for example that the following radionuclides have been released from

Pilgrim into neighboring communities: plutonium 239 (half life 24,400 years);
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neptuniumn 236 or 237 (half life ranging from 120,Oo0years -2.1 million years); cesium

137 (half life 30.2 years); strontium 90 (half life 28.5 years); tritium (half life 12.3 years),

and xenon (half life 9.17 hours). Xenon transforms after its emission into cesium 135,

which persists almost indefinitely in the environment. Examples of previous releases

have been reported in the Annual Radiological Environmental Monitoring Program

Reports [REND] .5  These releases include substances that will remain active in the local

environment for the foreseeable future and should be taken into account when actual on-

going doses to the public are evaluated.

5.3.6 Pilgrim has operated, and most likely will continue to operate with

defective fuel

Pilgrim began operations in 1972 with defective fuel. The Massachusetts

Department of Public Health's Southeastern Massachusetts Health Study 1978-1986

stated, "Pilgrim, which began operations in 1972, had a history of emissions during the

1970s that were above currently acceptable EPA guidelines as a result of a fuel rod

problem." Southeastern Massachusetts Health Study 1978-1986, Morris M. S., Knorr

R. S., Executive Summary, Massachusetts Department of Health (October, 1990).

In the March 2005 and April 2006 Pilgrim SALP (Systematic Assessment of

License Performance, performed by the NRC) Reports, NRC Resident Inspector, William

Raymond, stated that Pilgrim operated in 2004 and 2005 with defective radioactive fuel -

that is, fuel with perforated cladding. Fuel cladding provides the first barrier to prevent

radiation from getting out and harming workers and the public. Degraded fuel is an on

going issue for the industry. NRC Commissioner Merrifield has admitted nearly 1/3

reactors now have failed fuel, and the trend is increasing, not decreasing. Briefing on

Nuclear Fuel Performance, Transcript, p.4, (February 24, 2005), http://www.nrc.gov.

13Fo example, in June 1982, Pilgrim blew its filters and released contaminated resin material off site into
surrounding communities. The licensee's own Radiological Environmental Monitoring Program Report for
1982 showed for example: Cesium -137, (1,000,000) times higher than expected in milk tested at the
indicator sampling farm 12 miles west of the reactor and no elevation at the control station, 22 miles away;
Cesium-137 again (1,000,000) higher in vegetation samples from indicator farms .7 miles and 1.5 miles
from the reactor. Plutonium 23 9/240: Radiological Environmental Reports(REMP) 1998, Plutonium
found in indictor samples and Duxbury Beach; REMP 1999, Plutonium found Duxbury Beach; REMP
2000, Plutonium in indicator samples and Duxbury Beach, later excused by stating contamination must
have resulted from a dirty beaker; R2ENT 2001 Plutonium Duxbury Beach; REMP 2003 forward stopped
testing for Plutonium on Duxbury Beach.
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Use of degraded fuel will increase exposure to both the public and workers. For

example, according to the NRC, "a plant operating with 0. 125 percent pin-hole fuel

cladding defects showed a general five-fold increase in whole-body radiation exposure

rates in some areas of the plant when compared to a sister plant with high-integrity fuel

(<0. 01 percent leaks). Around certain plant systems the degraded fuel may elevate

radiation exposure rates even more." United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission,

Information Notice No. 87-3 9, Control Of Hot Particle Contamination At Nuclear plants,

(August 21, 1987).

5.3.7 Monitoring Radioactive Emissions

The Petitioners would like to submit that if Applicant disputes a causal link

between the radiation released by Pilgrim and the cancers seen in its neighboring towns,

the current systems in place to monitor releases are inadequate and should be improved.

The Comments to the Southeastern Massachusetts Leukemia Study made by Dr. Richard

Clapp illustrate this point:

"I would like to reiterate a point that Drs. Knorr and Morris [Massachusetts
Department of Public Health epidemiologists, authors of the Southeastern
Massachusetts Health Study] made to you in one of their memoranda, e.g., that
the emissions data provided by the utility are not reliable. I have had numerous
discussions with individuals in the Department of Public health as well as
colleagues who previously worked in a job monitoring worker exposure to
Pilgrim contractors in the mid-1I970's. From these discussions, I am convinced
that the actual emissions were considerably worse than what has appeared in
public documents and has been available to researchers to date. In particular, there
were transuranic isotopes54released that should never have been emitted to the
general environment." Richard C. Clapp, MPHSc,D., Statement before the
Southeastern Massachusetts health Study Review Committee, (June 26, 1992)

In the years since that statement was made, the quality of the environmental monitoring

by Pilgrim has, if anything, decreased. (see Exhibit F-4). Petitioners can not be

required to prove a causal link between the radiation released and the statistically

54 The transuranic isotope referred to was Neptuniumn. Neptuniumn releases were reported orally to Dr.
Clapp by Stuart Shalat, who worked for the contractor doing the re-fueling in the 1980s.
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significant increase in cancers if there is no effective monitoring system in place to

measure those releases nor can the Applicant claim that a causal link does not exist.

As stated previously, it is the assertion of Petitioners that the system in place to

monitor off-site radiological releases at Pilgrim is inadequate. Although there are

documented increases in radiation-linked cancers in the communities around the plant,

this aging plant does not use monitors which would allow state or federal authorities to

confidently measure radiation releases. Some of the deficiencies of the monitoring

system currently used by Pilgrim are described in Exhibit C, as well as suggested

improvements that could be made to the Pilgrim environmental monitoring program.

5.4 Conclusion

Petitioners have presented new and significant information that shows that the

off-site radiological consequences of another twenty years of operations by Pilgrim may

be greater than previously thought. Epidemiological studies of cancer rates in the

communities around Pilgrim show an increase of radiation-linked disease that can be

attributed to past operations of the plant. The demographics of the population

immediately surrounding the plant, including its age and geographical distribution, make

this population more susceptible to more radiation-linked damage than was contemplated

when the plant was licensed. Finally, Petitioners propose an improved monitoring system

which would allow the effects of off-site radiation on neighboring communities to be
reliably and accurately assessed during operations and decommissioning.

Respectfully submitted,

Molly H Bartlett
52 Crooked Lane
Duxbury, MA 0233 2
781-934-9473
mollyhbartlett@hotmail.com

May 25, 2006
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Appendix A:
Contaminated Water Leakage Event Summaries

This appendix summtarizces seven events within the paist decade involving leakage of contaminated water
into the ground around a U.&. nuclear facility. The frequency of leakage events is increasing - three (3) of
the events were reported last year. In addition, the magnitude of the events is also increasing. It appears
that the amount of cohinaminated water leaked into the ground during the most recently reported event
exceeds the total amount of leakage from all six prior events. In addition. this moat recent event involved
migration of the contaminated water to offisite arezas.

traildivood - Contantinated water leakntee fromn underground iltilne
On December 6, 2005. the NRC was informed that workers had detected low levels of tritiunm in a
drinking water well at a home near the Braidwood nuclear plant in Illinois. Prelinminary samnpling results
indicated a tritium level of 1,150 picocuries per liter. beow the EPA drinking water standard of 20,000
picocuries per liter. The sampling of offsitc, wells occurred after results firom monitoring wells ott the
Braidwood site intdicated tritium levels up to 58,000 picocuries per liter. The highest level from an offaite
monitoring well has leen .34.(XlO picocuties per liter. The -initial evaluation indicated that rthe tritism int
ithe grounwaltser was a result of past leakage front a pipe which carries normally non-radioactive
circulating wvater discharge to lthe Kantkakee River, about five ntilesfrom rthe sire. Several millions Isic]
gallons of wvater leaked from the discharge pipe in 19918 and 2000.k The pipe Is also used for planned
liiquid radioactive effluent releases with the effluent mixing with the circulating water being slischarged."

t

Raddamt Neck - Contaminated water leaking fromt spent fuel pool
On October 31, 2005, the NRC. was informed that workera detected evidence that the spent fuel pool at
the Haddam Neck nuclear plant in Connecticut was leaking into thar ground. The rate of leakage was
unknown but estimnated to be oat the order of a few gallons per day. Monitoring wells down gradient from
the leakage site did not indicate the groundwater plume had traveled past the plant site.

2

Indian P'oint - Contaminated water leaneae from the Unit 2 spent fuel pool
On Septembher 1, 2005, the NRC was informed that workers excavating ground arouutd the Unit 2 Fuel
Handling Building at the Indian Point nuclear power plant in New York found water seeping fron cracka
itn the concrete wall of the bsuilditng. Chemical analysis of the water detertmined its source to be the Unit 2
spent fuel pool. On October 5,2005, tritium was detected in a monitoring well on the plant, site.

3

Dresden - Contaminated waler leakane fronm undererosrod vlIlvn
On Auguat 30. 2004, the owner of the Dresden nuclear power plant in Illinois determined that tritium
levels in monitoring wella indicated that contaminated water might be leaking into the planta9 grounds.
Further investigation identified the soturce of the leak as being an underground section of piping that
carried "watter wilth a htgher-lhan-norntal level etftrttiwn." According to utility responses the leakage of
267,000 gallons contaminated the ground with tritiumo originally described as localized "roughly bin a 30-

foot tarea around the leak itteluded multiple stomit draitns. somte of which comtmunicated offsite through
the station', discharge canal to thte river. AcvsArding to) an Illittois liPA documntet onsite radiation readitngs
reported tritium levels upsto itL312.IXXO picoestries per liter.'The owner replaced that section of piping hy
D~ecembher 200)4.'

Salemt - Contaminated water lenkan-e from the Unit I mient fuel DoWI
Ont September I8, 200)2. workers inside the Auxiliary Building of the Unit I reactor at the Salem nuclear
power plant in New Jersey had radtioaictivity detected on their shoes. Investigation into the source of
radioactivity picked up on their shoes found water on the flow of a room inside the Auxiliary Building.
Chemical analysis of this water pinpointed the spent fuel pool as its likely sotttce. The Unit 1 apent fuel
pool has a reinforced concrete floor and walls that are lined with stainless ateel. Leakage of groundwater
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Appendix A: 
Contaminated Water Leakage Event Summaries 

This appendix summarizes seven event. within lhe PlISt .Jecad. involving leakasc of "ontaminated water 
inln the ground an.und a U.s. nuclear facilil}'. The frequenL'Y of leakage events is iDcl\!asing -Ihree (3) of 
!he events we", reported Iasl ycar. In a<klition, the magnitude of lb •• ",nls i. also increasing. It appears 
Ihal Ihe alltount of contamin.ted water leaked inro !he ground during Ihe most ret'Cnlly reported e,,,nt 
exceeds !he total anlOun! of leakage from all sill prior evenls. In addition. lIlis most recent event involved 
migration of lhe contaminated water to "ff.ite areas. 

Braidwood - Contaminated water leakage from underground piping 
On December 6, 2005. the NRC was inCurmed Ihnt workers bod detecled low levels of tritium in a 
drinking waler well al a bome neat tbe Braidwood nuclear plant in Blinnis. Pl\!liminary slUnpling results 
indicaled a lritium level of 1,150 picocories per liter. helow !he EPA drinking wllter slandnrd of 20,000 
picot1Jries per liter. The SIImpling of otTsin: wells occurred afler results from monil<'ring wells on !he 
Bmidwuod sire indicated tritium hlvels up 10 58,IlOO pic""uri •• per liter. The highest level from an offsile 
monitoring well ha. 1".11 34JXIO pk""uries per lil.t". The "iniliol "'ulllalion illdkuud That The Tritium ill 
The groUlunlnler was a resltll a/ pusl kakage from u pipe "'hi"h curries nannuli. 'IOn-radioaclive 
cirrolating waler discharge 10 rile Kankakee River, aboul five miles/rom r~ .me. Several millions [sic! 
gallons 0/ water leaked from the discharge pipe in 1998 tmd 2000. The pipe I.r also used /(Jf' planned 
liquid rudiooctive tfjIuen/ "Ieuses with /he tfjIuenl mixing with the circulating water being ,/i.scharged.'" 

Haddam Neck - Contamlnafed water leakIng from spent fuel pool 
On Ocl<.ber :'II, 2005, !he NRC WQS informed IIw.t workers detected "vi den"" Ibat!he spent fuel pool at 
the Haddtun Neck nuclear pluot in Cmmecticut was leaking into the ground. The rate of le3kage was 
unknown but estimated to be on the order of. few gallons per day. Monitoring wells down gradient from 
the lcakage site did not inditllle the groundwl1ler plume bud traveled post !he plnnt site.2 

.lndlan Polot- Contaminated water leakage from the UnltZ smot fuel pool 
On September I. 2005, the NRC was illforna:d thal workers excavating gruund uruulld lit. Unit 2 Fuel 
H.n(Ding Building at lhe Indian Puint nuclear power plant in New Yurk found water s .. ping from cracks 
in !he CODCI\!Ie wail of !he huilding. ChemicaJanalysis of the warer detennined its soun." 10 be !he Unil 2 
spent fuel pool On Od.uber S, 2005, tritium was detecled in a moniloring weD on lhe plUIIl site.' 

Dresden - Contaminated water leakage from undcrgt"lllmd pipIng 
On August 30, 2004, the owner of the Dresden nuclear power plant in Uliuois delennined thai tritium 
level. in monitoring wells indicated that conlaminated water might be leaking into the plant'. grounds. 
~unher in"'sligation identified the sou"", of the leak as being an underground ,",ction of piping that 
carried ..... aler with a hlgher-lhan-normo"eve' if tritillfll." According 10 utility responses the lennge of 
267.000 gallons c"nlaminated the ground willi tririum originally des'.'l'ihed as localized "roughly ill a 30-
fOOl ""'" amliN The lel/k" indu,,",d muhifll~ sh.nll drain ..... ,,'" of which communicated otl'site through 
the stuljun't-lIi~hart!c canOilullhc riv\."r. A\: ..... lfuing It, an IJIjnoili EPA dtl\."Umenl onsitc r.,IfJialiul1 ~atlin!.'S 
repuned tritium levds up to 111312.000 flictX.'llries per liter. The owner replaced that section of piping hy 
Decemher 2004.' 

Salem - Contaminated water leakage from the Uolt I silent fuel pool 
On Septemher 18,2002. workers inside the Auxiliary BUIlding of the Unit I reactor at the Salem nuclear 
power plant in New Jersey bad ntdioo.cIivity detected on their shoes. fuvesligatioa into !he source of 
radioactivity picked up on their shoe. found WaleI' on the flow of a room inside !he Auxiliary BUilding. 
Chemical analysis of this water pinpointed !he spent fuel pool as i .. likely source. The Unil 1 spent fuel 
pool has a reinforced concrete floor and waDs thaI are lined with stainless sleel. Leakage of groundwater 
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in throughi the concrete and leakage of spent fuel pool water out through the liner was routed through
drainage piping to a systemn that collected and processed contaminated liquids. On January 31, 2003,
workers conducted a fiber optic examination of the drainage piping and discovered that it was blocked
with precipitates, allowing water to accumulate in the space between the concrete and the liner. When the
blockage was removed, the measured flow through the drainage piping was 100 gallons per day. During
the period that the drainage piping was blocked, spent fuel pool water leaked through the concrete into the
grounds surrounding the plant. Workers confirmedl this fact with eight monitoring wells installed adjacent
to the Unit 1 Fuel Handling Building in January and February 20(3.The groundwater contained tritium
concentrations "above the New Jersey Groundwater Quality Criterion of 20,000 pCi/L Ipicocuries fer
literl.**5 A consultant retained to ittvestigate the matter concluded: 'The testing results indicate that build-
up of SFP [spent fuel pool] water behindl the liner hazs been ongoing for at least five yeats."

6 The plant
owner undertook an extensive groundwater remediation effort to reduce tritium concentrations below the
New Jersey criterion.

BWX Technoiroles. Inc - Conlnmlnffntcd water leaka-e from eask handlint! area noo
On September 19, 2000, workers at the BWX Technologies facility in Lynchburg, Virginia determined
that the cask handling area pool was leaking approximately 250 gallons per day into the ground. The pool
was approximately 528 yards from th James River. The pool contained irradiated reacttr hardware and
several spent fuel rods. The tadionuclide concentrations of the water in this pool were significantly above
the concentrations allowed by 10 CFR Part 20 for releases to unrestricted areas. Boroscopic examination
identified cracks across the transfer cavity region of the pool. The estimated radiation dose to a member
of the public drinking water from the James River was calculated to be less than one nailirema per year.!
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in through the concrete and leakage of spent fuel pool water out through the liner WlIS tooled through 
drainage piping 10 a system that collected I1Ild processed wntaminated liquids. On January 31. 2003. 
workers conducted a fiber optic examination of the drainage piping lind discovered that it was blocked 
with precipitates, allowing water to accumulate in the space between the wncrele I1Ild the liner. When the 
blockage was removed. the measured flow through the drainage piping was 100 gallons per day. During 
the period thatth.: drainage piping was blocked, spent fuel po ... 1 water leaked through the concrete into the 
grounds surrounding the plant. Workers confinn",d this fact with eight monitorin!! well. installed lIdja~"1lI 
to the Unit I Fuel Hundling Building ill Janunry und h:bruary 20()3. llie groundwater clllltaincd tritium 
concent .... tions "above the New Jersey Groundwater Quality Criterion or 20,000 pCilL (picocuries per 
lilerJ.'" A consultant retained to iuvestigate the matter conduded: "The testing results indicate r/tat buUd
up of SFP [spent fuel pool] water behind the lilll!r has been ongoing for at least fIVe yean.'''' The plant 
owner undertook an extensive groundwater remediauou effort to reduce tritium concentrations below the 
New Jersey criterion. 

-$8 ---........... --.. -==:r-
c::I=~~-:'" ... " ....... .............. ~ ...... ---_.-c-.--. 
a::::= =~''::' 

BWX Iechnolvolesr Inc - Cgntnmlnoted woler kakarre (rom CUsk bandllng area POOl 
On September 19, 2000, workers lit the BWX Technologies facility in Lynchburg, Virginia determined 
that the cask handling area. pool was leaking approximately 250 gallons per da.y into lbe ground. The pool 
was apprOllimately S28 yards from tile James River. The pool contained ilTadiated reactor hardware and 
several spent fuel rods. The radionuclide concentrations of the water in this pool were significantly above 
the concentrations allowed by 10 CFR Pan 20 for releases to uarestricted areas. Boroscopic examination 
identified cracks across the transfer cavity region of !he pooL The eslilllllted radiation dose to a member 
of the public drinking water from the James River was calculated to be Jess than one millirem per year.' 
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Brookhaven National Laboratory - Contaminated leakaeye from spent rue! poor'
In January 1997, workers detected tritium levels in groundwater samples at twice the EPA dhinking water
standard. Subsequent investigations found samples reading 32 times higher than the EPA standardl and
that "The tridutm wasfound to be leaking from the laboratory's High Fluw Beam Reactor's spent -futel pool
into the aqityfer that provides drinking water for nearby Suffolk County residents." DOE's investigation
concluded that the leak, estimated to he 6 to 9 gallons per day, had been occurring f'or as long as 12 years.
On May to. 1997. the lJOI informed the contractor responsible for ope-rating the Brookhaven National
Laboratory that its contract was being terminated due to performance problems associated with the
longstanding tritiunm leak-$

'Unlike all of the other cases. this case does not involve an NRC licensee. The Brookhaven National Laboratoty
was regulated by the U.S. Department of Energy. This event Is included nonetheless because what happened at
Brookhaven can happen, and has happened, at NRC-lcensed sites and can have similar consequences.
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Brookhaven National Laboratory - Contaminated leakage from spent fuel pool' 
In January 1991, workers detected tritium levels in groundwater samples at twice the EPA drinking water 
standnrd. Subsequent investigations found samples reading 32 times higher than the EPA standard and 
mal "The tritillm wasfouM to be leaking from the laboratory's High Flux Beam Reactor's spent~l pool 
into the lUJuifer that provides drinking wafer for nearby Suffolk County residents." DOE's investigation 
concluded that the leak, estimated to he 1\ to 9 gallons per day, had been occurring for as long as 12 years. 
On May Ill, 1997. the DOE infomlcd the contractor responsible for operating !he Hrookhaven National 
Laboratory thut its contracl was bt!illg terminated due 10 performam'C pmhlclIls associated with the 
longstanding trit [um leak. 8 

• Unlike all of the other cases. this case does not inVolve an NRC licensee. Tb: Brookhaven Nationnl Laboratory 
was n:gulated by the U.S. Department of EneIl!Y. This event Is included nonetheless hecause what happened at 
Brookhaven can happen. and has happened, at NRC-Uceosed sites and can have similar consequences. 
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EXHIBIT A -2

Contaminated Water Leakage

NRC Preliminary Notification of Event Or Unusual Occurrence -

PNP-Il-06-004B, Byron NPS, April 20,2006
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ExmBIT A-2 

Contaminated Water Leakage 

NRC Preliminary Notification of Event Or Unusual Occurrence
PNP-ID-06-004B, Byron NPS, April 20, 2006 
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April 20,2008

PRELIMINARY NOTIFICATION OF EVENT OR UNUSUAL OCCURRENCE - PNO41-.06-004B

This preliminary notification constitutes EARLY notice of events of POSSIBLE safety or public interest
significance. The information is as initially received without verification or evaluation, and is basically
all that is known by the Region Ill staff on this date.

Facility Licensee Emergency Classification
Facility Name Byron Units 1 and 2 _Notification of Unusual Event
Licensee Exelon Generating, LLC __Alert
City, State Byron, L __Site Area Emergency
Docket: 50-454 and 50-455 -_General Emergency
License: NPF-37 and NPF-66 X.~ Not Applicable

SUBJECT: RESUMPTION OF EFFLUENT DISCHARGES

DESCRIPTION:

Exelon notified the NRC Region III (Chicago) that It was planning to resume normal, radioactive
effluent discharges at the Byron Nuclear Generating Station through the blow-down line to the Rock
River beginning on April 20, 2008. Following the licensee's identification of past leakage from the
system, the licensee Implemented corrective actions that included inspection and maintenance of the
vacuum breakers, groundwater monitoring, and sealing of the vacuum breaker vaults. The licensee
has also implemented additional measures to prevent, detect, and mitigate any potential system
leakage. The NRC has Inspected the licensee's actions and confirmed that these actions provide
adequate confidence that the system will operate appropriately. Exelon is planning to issue a press
release prior to commencing the effluent discharge.

Background Information:

On February 10, 2006, Exelon Informed the resident Inspectors and Region III that elevated
levels of tritium in water had been Identified in several vacuum breaker vaults located along the
Byron discharge piping. This piping is on plant property. The piping is approximately 2.5 miles
long normally carrying non-radioactive circulating water to the Rock River. The discharge pipe
is also used for planned liquid radioactive effluent releases with effluent mixing with the
discharge water.

Exelon Installed additional monitoring wells to fully characterize the extent of contamination and to
Inspect the pipeline for leaks.

The licensee had suspended releases of radioactive effluents in February 2008 and was storing liquid
effluents In existing plant equipment at the Byron site.

On March 31, 2006, Exelon notified the NRC Region IIl (Chicago) that its monitoring program at
the Byron Nuclear Generating Station Identified slightly elevated concentrations of tritium In
groundwater on company property close to the Byron circulating water blowdown piping.
Based on earlier sample results taken from within the six vacuum breaker vaults, the licensee
installed ground water monitoring wells near the six vacuum breaker vaults along the station's
discharge pipe lo allow further sampling for tritium. Wells beside four of the six vaults showed
no detectable levels of tritium. Test wells beside the other two showed low levels of tritium.
One showed a concentration of about 3800 picocunies per liter, the other about 450 picocuries
per liter.
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April 20,2006 

PRELIMINARY NOTIFICATION OF EVENT OR UNUSUAL OCCURRENCE - PNO-IIf..06-004B 

This preliminary notification constitutes EARLY notice of events of POSSIBLE safety or public interest 
significance. The information is as initially received without verification or evaluation, and is basically 
all that is known by the Region !II staff on this date. 

Facility 
Facility Name 
Ucensee 
City, State 
Docket: 
Ucense: 

Byron Units 1 and 2 
Exelon Generating, LLC 
Byron, Il 
50-454 and 50-455 
NPF-37 and NPF-66 

Licensee Emergency Classification 
_Notification of Unusual Event 
_Alert 
_ SHe Area Emergency 
_ General Emergency 
..A. Not Applicable 

SUBJECT: RESUMPTION OF EFFLUENT DISCHARGES 

DESCRIPTION: 

Exelon notified the NRC Region II! (Chicago) that H was planning to resume normal, radioactive 
effluent discharges at the Byron Nuclear Generating Station through the bIowdown line to the Rock 
River beginning on April 20, 2006. Following the licensee's identification of past leakage from the 
system, the licensee implemented corrective actions that included inspection and maintenance of the 
vacuum breakers, groundwater monitoring, and sealing of the vacuum breaker vaults. The licensee 
has also implemented addHional measures to prevent, detect, and mitigate any potential system 
leakage. The NRC has Inspected the licensee's actions and confirmed that these actions provide 
adequate confidence that the system will operate appropriately. Exelon is planning to issue a press 
release prior to commencing the effluent discharge. 

Background Information: 

On February 10, 2006, Exelon Informed the resident inspectors and Region III that elevated 
levels of tritium in water had been identified in several vacuum breaker vaults located along the 
Byron discharge piping. This piping is on plant property. The piping is approximately 2.5 miles 
long normally carrying non-radioactive circulating water to the Rock River. The discharge pipe 
is also used for planned rlquid radioactive effluent releases with effluent mixing with the 
discharge water. 

Exelon Installed additional monitoring wells to fully characterize the extent of contamination and to 
Inspect the pipeline for leaks. 

The licensee had suspended releases of radioactive effluents in February 2006 and was storing liquid 
effluents in existing plant equipment at the Byron site. 

On March 31, 2006, Exelon notified the NRC Region III (Chicago) that its monitoring program at 
the Byron Nuclear Generating Station identified Slightly elevated concentrations of tritium in 
groundwater on company property close to the Byron circulating water blowdown piping. 
Based on earlier sample results taken from within the six vacuum breaker vaults, the licensee 
installed ground water monHoring wells near the six vacuum breaker vaults along the station's 
discharge pipe to allow further sampling for tritium. Wells beside four of the six vaults showed 
no detectable levels of tritium. Test weUs beside the other two showed low levels of tritium. 
One showed a concentration of about 3800 picocuries per liter, the other about 450 picocurles 
per rrter. 
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The State of Illinois has been informed of this updated information. The information in this preliminary
lotification has been reviewed with licensee management. This information is current as of 11:00 a.m.
Central lime on April 20, 2006.

CONTACTS:
Bruce Bartlett Rick Skokowski Steven Orth
315-234-5451 630-829-9620 630-829-9827
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The Stale of Illinois has been informed of this updated information. The information in this preliminary 
10tification has been reviewed with licensee management. This information Is current as of 11 :00 a.m. 
:;entral Time on April 20, 2006. 

:;ONTACTS: 
Bruce Bartlett 
915-234-5451 
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Rick Skokowski 
630-829-9620 

Steven Orth 
630-829-9827 
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EXHIBIT A -3

Contaminated Water Leakage

NRC Event Number 42381, Palo Verde, NRC: Event Notification
Report for March 3,2006
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NRC Event Number 42381. Palo Verde, NRC: Event Notification 
Report for March 3, 2006 
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IPower Reactor Event Number: 42381

Facility. PALO VERDE Notification Date: 03/02/2006
Region:. 4 State:. AZ Notification Time: 18:48 [ET3
Unit: [ ][3] Event Date: 03/02/2006
RX Type: (1] CE,[2] CE,[3] CE Event Time: 14:30 [MST]
NRC Notified By: DAN MARKS last Update Date: 03/02/2006
[HQ OPS Officer: BILL GOTT
Emergency Class: NON EMERGENCY fPerson (Organization):
10 CFR Section: JACK WHITTEN (R4)

150.72Co)(2)(xi) - oFFsITE NOTIFICATIONI_____________

7SCRAM -vInitial Current
Unit Code jRX CRIT PWR Initial RX Mode - PWR Current RX ModeJ

31 N Y1 100] Power Operation101 PoeOprtn

FEvent Text oFFsITE NOTIFICATION

j"hfolwing event description is based on information currently available. If through subsequent reviews of this
event, additional information is identified that is pertinent to this event or alters the infornation being provided at
this time, a follow-up notification will be made via the ENS.

"This is a report of a situation, related to the protection of the environment, for which a notification to another
government agency has been or will be made, as described in tOCFR50.72(b)(2)(xi).

"Specifically, the Palo Verde Nuclear Generating Station (PVNGS) notified the Arizona Department of
Environmental Quality (ADEOJ of the possibility of a discharge of non-hazardous material that has the potential to

Icause groundwater limits to be exceeded

"At Palo Verde Unit 3, water was observed in a concrete pipe vault that was abutted against soil. The source of the
water appeared to becoming from seals around the pipes and originating from the ground behind the pipe chase. The
area behind the pipe chase contains a series of pipes buried in a layer of compacted soil. In order to characterize the
water and identify its source, a pothole, approximately 13 feet deep and reinforced with a perforated drain pipe was
dug in the radiological controlled area yard so that a sample of the water could be obtained. Initial results from the
unit laboratory indicated the presence of tritium. A confirmatory sample was collected and analyzed by the State
certified laboratory at Palo Verde that confirmed the presence of tritium at a concentration of approximately 7.14 x

110 -5 microCurie per milliliter. The Aquifer Protection Pentnit Aquifer Quality Limit for tritiumn is 2.00 x 10 -5
microCurie per milliliter.

"At this time we are workcing to identify the source. We currently have no evidence that the water has contaminated
any aquifer but are continuing with our investigation. Palo Verde's ground-water monitoring program - in place since
Ithe unit operations began - has validated that no tritium has been present in any wells or aquifers in any quarterly
samples. PVNGS has just finished collecting its quarterly monitoring samples. Analyzed samples have no indication
of tritium. The remaining samples will be completed next week.

"No Technical Specification effluent limits have been exceeded. No Offaite Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM)
effluent limits have been exceeded. No federal effluent limits have been exceeded. Palo Verde has not identified any
health or safety risk to the public or onsite personnel.

1"No source of leakage or release path has been identified, therefore no release rate or total quantity released has been
quantified.

I"Unit 3 is operating at approximately 1 000/ rated thermal power at normal operating temperature and pressure.

1"This information is also being reported to the Arizona Radiation Regulatory Agency."

The licensee notified the NRC Resident Inspector.
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r--------- -----
i Power Reactor 

I Facility: PALO VERDE 
i Region: 4 State: AZ 
i Unit: [][ ][3] 
I RX Type: [I] CE,[2] CE,[3] CE 
NRC Notified By: DAN MARKS 
HQ OPS Officer: BILL GOTT 

Emergency Class: NON EMERGENCY 
10 CFR Section: 
I 50.72(b)(2)(xi) - OFFSITE NOTIFICATION 

I Event Number: 42381 

Notification Date: 03/0212006 
Notification Time: 18:48 [ET] 
Event Date: 03/0212006 
Event Time: 14:30 [MST] 
Last Update Date: 03/0212006 

Person (Organization): 
JACK WHfITEN (R4) 

il-SCRAM -""II -- I Initial I I Current I J 
; Unit I Code RX CRlT i PWR Initial RX Mode PWR _C ___ urrent RX Mode __ _ 
I- 3 -T-- N-- --rY----r---loor-~;;o~;; -T---_n -u-1ool-n Power Operation I 
I Event Text OFFSITE NOTIFICATION 

! "The following event description is based on information currently available. If through subsequent reviews of this 
I event, additional information is identified that is pertinent to this event or alters the information being provided at i this time, a follow-up notification will be made via the ENS. 

: ''This is a repon of a situation, related to the protection of the environment, for which a notification to another 
government agency has been or will be made, as described in lOCFRSO.72(b)(2)(xi). 

"Specifically, the Palo Verde Nuclear Generating Station (PVNGS) notified the Arizona Department of 
Environmental Quality (ADEQ) of the possibility ofa discharge of non-hazardous material that has the potential to 
cause groundwater limits to be exceeded 

• At Palo Verde Unit 3, water was observed in a concrete pipe vault that was abutted against soil. The source of the 
water appeared to becoming from seals around the pipes and originating from the ground behind the pipe chase. The 
area behind the pipe chase contains a series of pipes buried in a layer of compacted soil. In order to characterize the 
water and identify its source, a pothole, approximately 13 feet deep and reinforced with a perforated drain pipe was 
dug in the radiological controlled area yard so that a sample of the water could be obtained Initial results from the 
unit laboratory indicated the presence of tritium. A confirmatory sample was collected and analyzed by the State 
certified laboratory at Palo Verde that confirmed the presence of tritium at a concentration ofapproximately 7.14 x 
10 -5 microCurie per milliliter. The Aquifer Protection Permit Aquifer Quality Limit for tritium is 2.00 x 10 -5 
microCurie per milliliter . 

• At this time we are working to identify the source. We currently have no evidence that the water has contaminated 
any aquifer but are continuing with our investigation. Palo Verde's ground-water monitoring program - in place since 
the unit operations began - has validated that no tritium has been present in any wells or aquifers in any quarterly 
samples. PVNGS has just finished collecting its quarterly monitoring samples. Analyzed samples have no indication 
of tritium. The remaining samples will be completed next week. 

"No Technical Specification effluent limits have been exceeded_ No Offsite Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM) 
effluent limits have been exceeded. No federal effluent limits have been exceeded_ Palo Verde has not identified any 
health or safety risk to the public or onsite personnel. 

"No source ofleakage or release path has been identified, therefore no release rate or total quantity released has been 
quantified. 

"Unit 3 is operating at approximately 10OOA. rated thermal power at normal operating temperature and pressure. 

"This information is also being reported to the Arizona Radiation Regulatory Agency .• 

The licensee notified the NRC Resident Inspector. 
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EXHIBIT B

CORROSION IN DRYWELL LINER

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION, Proposed License
Renewal Interim Staff Guidance LR-ISG-2006-O1: Plant-Specific
Aging Management Program for Inaccessible Areas of Boiling
Water Reactor Mark I Steel Containment Drywell Shell
Solicitation of Public Comment, Federal Register: May 9, 2006
(Volume 71, Number 89)] [Notices] [Page 27010-270121
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EXH1IBIT B - DRY WELL LINER

Federal Register: May 9, 2006 (Volume 71, Number 89)] [Notices]
[Page 2701 0-27012]

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION: Proposed License Renewal Interim
Staff Guidance LR-ISG-2006-01: Plant-Specific Aging Management Program for
Inaccessible Areas of Boiling Water Reactor Mark I Steel Containment Drywell
Shell -Solicitation of Public Comment

SUMMARY: The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is soliciting public
comment on its Proposed License Renewal Interim Staff Guidance LR-ISG-
2006-01. This LR-ISG proposes that applicants for license renewal for a
plant with a boiling water reactor Mark I steel containment provide a
plant-specific aging management program that addresses the potential
loss of material due to corrosion in the inaccessible areas of their
Mark I steel containment drywell shell for the period of extended
operation.

The NRC- staff issues LR-ISGs to facilitate timely implementation of
the license renewal rule and to review activities associated with a
license renewal application (LRA). Upon receiving public comments, the
NRC staff will evaluate the comments and make a determination to
incorporate the comments, as appropriate. Once the NRC staff completes
the LR-ISG, it will issue the LR-ISG for NRC and industry use. The NRC
staff will also incorporate the approved LR-ISG into the next
[[Page 27011]] revision of the license renewal guidance documents.

DATES: Comments may be submitted by June 8, 2006.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Ms. Linh Tran, License Renewal
Project
Manager, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, Washington, DC 20555-0001; telephone 301-415-4103 or e-mail
hinta).nc.izov.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: Attachment I to this Federal Register
notice, entitled Staff Position and Rationale for the Proposed License
Renewal Interim Staff Guidance LR-ISG-2006-0l: Plant-specific Aging
Management Program for Inaccessible Areas of Boiling Water Reactor Mark
I Steel Containment Drywell Shell contains the NRC staffs rationale
for publishing the proposed LR-ISG-2006-0 1. Attachment 2 to this
Federal Register notice, entitled Proposed License Renewal Interim
Staff Guidance L.R-ISG-2006-Ol: Plant-specific Aging Management Program
for Inaccessible Areas of Boiling Water Reactor Mark I Steel
Containment Drywell Shell, contains the guidance for developing the
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EXIllBIT B - DRYWELL LINER 

Federal Register: May 9,2006 (Volume 71, Number 89)] [Notices] 
[Page 27010-27012] 

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION: Proposed License Renewal Interim 
Staff Guidance LR-ISG-2006-01: Plant-Specific Aging Management Program for 
Inaccessible Areas of Boiling Water Reactor Mark I Steel Containment Drywell 
Shell -Solicitation of Public Comment 

SUMMARY: The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is soliciting public 
comment on its Proposed License Renewal Interim Staff Guidance LR-ISG-
2006-01. This LR-ISG proposes that applicants for license renewal for a 
plant with a boiling water reactor Mark I steel containment provide a 
plant-specific aging management program that addresses the potential 
loss of material due to corrosion in the inaccessible areas of their 
Mark I steel containment drywell shell for the period of extended 
operation. 

The NRC staff issues LR-ISGs to facilitate timely implementation of 
the license renewal rule and to review activities associated with a 
license renewal application (LRA). Upon receiving public comments, the 
NRC staff will evaluate the comments and make a determination to 
incorporate the comments, as appropriate. Once the NRC staff completes 
the LR-ISG, it will issue the LR-ISG for NRC and industry use. The NRC 
staff will also incorporate the approved LR-ISG into the next 
[[page 27011]] revision of the license renewal guidance documents. 

DATES: Comments may be submitted by June 8, 2006. 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Ms. Linh Tran, License Renewal 
Project 
Manager, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission, Washington, DC 20555-0001; telephone 301-415-4103 or e-mail 
lnt@nrc.gov. 

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: Attachment 1 to this Federal Register 
notice, entitled Staff Position and Rationale for the Proposed License 
Renewal Interim Staff Guidance LR-ISG-2006-01: Plant-specific Aging 
Management Program for Inaccessible Areas of Boiling Water Reactor Mark 
I Steel Containment Drywell Shell contains the NRC staffs rationale 
for publishing the proposed LR-ISG-2006-0 I. Attachment 2 to this 
Federal Register notice, entitled Proposed License Renewal Interim 
Staff Guidance LR-ISG-2006-01: Plant-specific Aging Management Program 
for Inaccessible Areas of Boiling Water Reactor Mark I Steel 
Containment Drywell Shell, contains the guidance for developing the 
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plant-specific aging management programn. The NRC staff is issuing this
notice to solicit public comments on the proposed LR-ISG-2006-0O1. After
the NRC staff considers any public comments, it will make a
determination regarding the proposed LR-ISG.

Dated at Rockville, Maryland, this 3rd day of May 2006.

For the Nuclear Regulatory Commission., Pao-Tsin Kuo, eputy Director, Division of
License Renewal, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation.

Attachment 1-Staff Position and Rationale for the Proposed License
Renewal Interim Staff Guidance LR-ISG-2006-O1: Plant-Specific Aging
Management Program for Inaccessible Areas of Boiling Water Reactor Mark
I Steel Containment Drywell Shell

Staff Position: The NRC staff determined that applicants for license renewal for a
plant with a boiling water reactor Mark I steel containment should
provide a plant-specific aging management program (AMP) that addresses
the potential loss of material due to corrosion in the inaccessible
areas of the Mark I steel containment drywell shell for the period of
extended operation.

Rationale: The current license renewal guidance documnents (LRGDs) do not
provide sufficient guidance to address inaccessible areas of the Mark I
steel containment drywell shell. Specifically, additional guidance is
needed for inaccessible areas where the distance between the drywell
shell and the surrounding concrete structure is too small for the
successful performance of visual inspection. Past operating experience
with Mark I steel containments indicates that when water is discovered
in the bottom outside areas of the drywell (for example in the sand-
pocket area), the most likely cause is the seepage through the space
between the drywell shell and the shield concrete.

Numerous requests for additional information (alls) on previous and
current license renewal applications (LRAs) have been needed to obtain
the information needed by the staff to perform its review. The purpose
of the proposed LR-ISG-2006-01 is to provide guidance on the
information that should be provided in the LR.A to reduce the number of
RAIs issued to the applicants. Specifically, the staff has determined
that applicants for license renewal for a plant with a boiling water
reactor Mark I steel containment should provide a plant-specific AMP to
address the potential loss of material due to corrosion in the
inaccessible areas of the Mark I steel containment drywell shell for
the period of extended operation.

The drywell shell is a passive, long-lived structure within the
scope of license renewal that is subject to aging degradation. Pursuant
to 10 CFR 54.21, the applicant must demonstrate that the effects of
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plant-specific aging management program. The NRC staff is issuing this 
notice to solicit public comments on the ptoposed LR-ISG-2006-O 1. After 
the NRC staff considers any public comments, it will make a 
determination regarding the proposed LR-ISG. 

Dated at Rockville, Maryland, this 3rd day of May 2006. 

For the Nuclear Regulatory Connnission., Pao-Tsin Kuo, eputy Director, Division of 
License Renewal, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation. 

Attachment l-StaffPosition and Rationale for the Proposed License 
Renewal Interim Staff Guidance LR-ISG-2006-01: Plant-8pecific Aging 
Management Program for Inaccessible Areas of BoiIing Water Reactor Mark 
I Steel Containment Drywell Shell 

Staff Position: The NRC staff determined that applicants for license renewal for a 
plant with a boiling water reactor Mark I steel containment should 
provide a plant-specific aging management program (AMP) that addresses 
the potential loss of material due to corrosion in the inaccessible 
areas of the Mark I steel containment drywell shell for the period of 
extended operation. 

Rationale: The current license renewal guidance documents (LRGDs) do not 
provide sufficient guidance to address inaccessible areas of the Mark I 
steel containment drywell shell. Specifically, additional guidance is 
needed for inaccessible areas where the distance between the drywell 
shell and the surrounding concrete structure is too small for the 
successful performance of visual inspection. Past operating experience 
with Mark I steel containments indicates that when water is discovered 
in the bottom outside areas of the drywell (for example in the sand-
pocket area), the most likely cause is the seepage through the space 
between the drywell shell and the shield concrete. 

Numerous requests for additional information (RAIs) on previous and 
current license renewal applications (LRAs) have been needed to obtain 
the information needed by the staff to perform its review. The purpose 
of the proposed LR-ISG-2006-01 is to provide guidance on the 
information that should be provided in the LRA to reduce the number of 
RAls issued to the applicants. Specifically, the staffhas determined 
that applicants for license renewal for a plant with a boiling water 
reactor Mark I steel containment should provide a plant-specific AMP to 
address the potential loss of material due to corrosion in the 
inaccessible areas of the Mark I steel containment drywell shell for 
the period of extended operation. 

The drywell shell is a passive, long-lived structure within the 
scope of license renewal that is subject to aging degradation. Pursuant 
to 10 CPR 54.21, the applicant must demonstrate that the effects of 
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aging will be adequately managed so that the intended function will be
maintained consistent with the current licensing basis for the period
of extended operation.

Attachment 2-Proposed License Renewal Interim Staff Guidance LR-ISG-
2006-01: Plant-Specific Aging Management Program for Inaccessible Areas
of Boiling Water Reactor Mark I Steel Containment Drywell Shell

Introduction: Line Item l.l.B1.-2 of NUREG-l 801, Volume 2, Revision 1, includes a
provision for aging management of the Mark I steel containment drywell
shells. However, the line item requires additional detail to address
the inaccessible areas of the Mark I steel containment drywell shells.
Specifically, the line item does not provide guidance when the distance
between the steel drywell shell and the surrounding concrete structure
is too small for the successful performance of visual examinationi.

All Mark I containments are free-standing steel construction,
except for Brunswick, Units 1 and 2. The Brunswick Mark I containment
is a reinforced concrete drywell with a steel liner. A drywell shell is
a free-standing steel structure with no concrete backing, whereas the
steel liner of a drywell is a leak-tight membrane in direct contact
with the concrete containment.

Historical Background: Information Notice (IN) 86-99, "Degradation of Steel
Containments," dated December 8, 1986, described an event related to
the degradation of the drywell shell at Oyster Creek Nuclear Generating
Station. IN 86-99, Supplement 1, dated February 1991, explained that
the most likely cause of corrosion of the drywell shell in sand-pocket
areas (near the bottom of the drywell) and in the spherical portion of
the drywell at higher elevations, was the water in the gap between the
drywell and the concrete shield. The source of water was noted as
leakage through the seal between the drywell and the refueling cavity.
The IN supplement also noted that ultrasonic testing (UT) discovered
minor corrosion in the cylindrical portion of the drywell.

Discussion: Generic Letter (GL) 87-05, "Request for Additional Information-
Assessment of Licensee Measures to Mitigate And/Or Identify Potential Degradation
of Mark I Drywells," requested additional information regarding
licensee actions to mitigate and/or identif potential degradation of
boiling water reactor Mark I drywells. As a result, most licensees
performed UT of their carbon steel drywell shells adjacent to the sand
pocket region. In addition, many licensees established leakage
monitoring programs for drain lines to identify leakage that may have
resulted from refueling or spillage of water into the gap between the
drywell and the surrounding concrete.

UT performed as a result of GL 87-05 provided a set of data points
to determine the drywell shell thickness that could be compared to the
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aging will be adequately managed so that the intended function will be 
maintained consistent with the current licensing basis for the period 
of extended operation. 

Attachment 2-Proposed License Renewal Interim Staff Guidance LR-ISG-
2006-01: Plant-Specific Aging Management Program for Inaccessible Areas 
of BoiUng Water Reactor Mark I Steel Containment DryweU Shell 

Introduction: Line ltemII.B1.l-2 ofNUREG-1801, Volume 2, Revision 1, includes a 
provision for aging management of the Mark I steel containment drywell 
shells. However, the line item requires additional detail to address 
the inaccessible areas of the Mark I steel containment drywell shells. 
Specifically, the line item does not provide guidance when the distance 
between the steel drywell shell and the surrounding concrete structure 
is too small for the successful performance of visual examination. 

All Mark I containments are free-standing steel construction, 
except for Brunswick, Units 1 and 2. The Brunswick Mark I containment 
is a reinforced concrete drywell with a steel liner. A drywell shell is 
a free-standing steel structure with no concrete backing, whereas the 
steel liner of a drywell is a leak-tight membrane in direct contact 
with the concrete containment. 

Historical Background: Information Notice (IN) 86-99, "Degradation of Steel 
Containments, n dated December 8, 1986, descn"bed an event related to 
the degradation of the drywell shell at Oyster Creek Nuclear Generating 
Station. IN 86-99, Supplement 1, dated February 1991, explained that 
the most likely cause of corrosion of the drywell shell in sand-pocket 
areas (near the bottom of the drywell) and in the spherical portion of 
the drywell at higher elevations, was the water in the gap between the 
drywell and the concrete shield. The source of water was noted as 
leakage through the seal between the drywell and the refueling cavity. 
The IN supplement also noted that ultrasonic testing (UT) discovered 
minor corrosion in the cylindrical portion of the drywell. 

Discussion: Generic Letter (GL) 87-05, "Request for Additional Information
Assessment of Licensee Measures to Mitigate And/Or Identify Potential Degradation 
of Mark I Drywells," requested additional information regarding 
licensee actions to mitigate and/or identify potential degradation of 
boiling water reactor Mark I drywells. As a result, most licensees 
performed UT of their carbon steel drywell shells adjacent to the sand 
pocket region. In addition, many licensees established leakage 
monitoring programs for drain lines to identify leakage that may have 
resulted from refueling or spillage of water into the gap between the 
drywell and the surrounding concrete. 

UT performed as a result of GL 87-05 provided a set of data points 
to determine the drywell shell thickness that could be compared to the 
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nominal/ninimum. fabrication thickness and the minirmum thickness.
required to withstand the postulated loads. These UT measurements taken
during the 1987-1988 time frame fall approximately near the mid-point
of the current 40-year operating license period for most plants with
Mark I steel containments.

The drywell shell is a passive, long-lived structure within the
scope of license renewal that is subject to aging degradation. Pursuant
to 10 CFR 54.2 1, the applicant must demonstrate that the effects of
aging will be adequately managed so that the intended function will be
maintained consistent with the current licensing basis for the period
of extended operation.

On the basis of license renewal application reviews and industry
operating experience, the NRC staff determined that a plant-specific
aging management program (AMP) is needed to address the potential loss
of material due to corrosion in the inaccessible areas of the Mark I
steel containment drywell shell for the period of extended operation.

Proposed Action: In addressing Line Item ll.B1.1-2 of NUREG- 180 1, Volume 2,
Revision 1, applicants for license renewal for plants with a Mark I steel
containment need to provide a plant-specific AMP that addresses the
potential loss of material due to corrosion in the inaccessible areas
of the Mark I steel containment drywell shell for the period of
extended operation.

In conducting the aging management review of the drywell shell, the
applicant should consider the following:

(1) Develop a corrosion rate that can be reasonably inferred from
past UT examinations or establish a corrosion rate using representative
samples in similar operating conditions, materials, and environments.
If degradation has occurred, provide a technical basis using the
developed or established corrosion rate to demonstrate that the drywell
shell will have sufficient wall thickness to perform its intended
function through the period of extended operation.

(2) Demonstrate that UT measurements performed in response to GL
87-05 did not show degradation inconsistent with the developed or
established corrosion rate.

(3) Where degradation has been identified in the accessible areas
of the drywell, provide an evaluation that addresses the condition of
the inaccessible areas for similar conditions.

(4) To assure that there are no circumstances that would result in
degradation of the drywell, demonstrate that moisture levels associated
with accelerated corrosion rates do not exist in the exterior portion
of the drywell shell, i.e., (1) the sand pocket area drains and/or the
refueling seal drains are monitored periodically-, (2) the top of the
sand pocket area is sealed to exclude water accumulation in the sand
pocket area; and/or alarms are used to monitor regions for moisture/
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nomina1!minjrnum fabrication thickness and the minimum thickness 
required to withstand the postulated loads. These UT measurements taken 
during the 1987-1988 time frame fall approximately near the mid-point 
of the current 40-year operating license period for most plants with 
Mark I steel containments. 

The dryweU shell is a passive, long-lived structure within the 
scope of license renewal that is subject to aging degradation. Pursuant 
to 10 CPR 54.21, the applicant must demonstrate that the effects of 
aging will be adequately managed so that the intended function will be 
maintained consistent with the current licensing basis for the period 
of extended operation. 

On the basis of license renewal application reviews and industry 
operating experience, the NRC staff determined that a plant-specific 
aging management program (AMP) is needed to address the potential loss 
of material due to corrosion in the inaccessible areas of the Mark I 
steel containment drywell shell for the period of extended operation. 

Proposed Action: In addressing Line Item II.B1.1-2 ofNUREG-1801, Volume 2, 
Revision 1, applicants for license renewal for plants with a Mark I steel 
containment need to provide a plant-specific AMP that addresses the 
potential loss of material due to corrosion in the inaccessible areas 
of the Mark I steel containment drywell shell for the period of 
extended operation. 

In conducting the aging management review of the drywell shell, the 
applicant should consider the following: 

(1) Develop a corrosion rate that can be reasonably inferred from 
past UT examinations or establish a corrosion rate using representative 
samples in similar operating conditions, materials, and environments. 
If degradation has occurred, provide a technical basis using the 
developed or established corrosion rate to demonstrate that the drywell 
shell will have sufficient wall thickness to perform its intended 
function through the period of extended operation. 

(2) Demonstrate that UT measurements performed in response to GL 
87-05 did not show degradation inconsistent with the developed or 
established corrosion rate. 

(3) Where degradation has been identified in the accessible areas 
of the drywell, provide an evaluation that addresses the condition of 
the inaccessible areas for similar conditions. 

(4) To assure that there are no circumstances that would result in 
degradation of the drywell, demonStrate that moisture levels associated 
with accelerated corrosion rates do not exist in the exterior portion 
of the drywell shell, i.e., (1) the sand pocket area drains and/or the 
refueling seal drains are monitored periodically; (2) the top of the 
sand pocket area is sealed to exclude water accumulation in the sand 
pocket area; and/or alarms are used to monitor regions for moisture! 
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leakage.
(5) If moisture has been detected or suspected in the inaccessible

area on the exterior of the drywell shell:
(a) Include in the scope of license renewal any components that are

identified as a source of moisture, such as the refueling seal, and
perform an aging management review.

(b) Identify surface areas requiring examination by implementing
augmented inspections for the period of extended operation in
accordance with the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME)
Section XI IWE-1240 as identified in Table IWE-2500-l, Examination
Category E-C.

(c) Use examination methods that are in accordance with ASME
Section XI IWE-2500, which specifies:

(i) Surface areas accessible from both sides shall be visually
examined using a VT-i visual examination method,

(ii) Surface areas accessible from one side only shall be examined
for wall thinning using an ultrasonic thickness measurement method,

(iii) When ultrasonic thickness measurements are performed, one-
foot square grids shall be used, and

(iv) Ultrasonic measurements shall be used to determine the minimum
wall thickness within each grid. The location of the miuimum wall
thickness shall be marked such that periodic reexamination of that
location can be performed.

(d) Demonstrate through use of augmented inspections performed in
accordance with ASME Section XI IWE that corrosion is not occurring or
that corrosion is progressing so slowly that the age-related
degradation will not jeopardize the intended function of the drywell
shell through the period of extended operation.

(6) If the intended function of the drywell shell cannot be
demonstrated for the period of extended operation (i.e., wall thickness
is less thani the minimum required thickness), identify actions that
will be taken as part of the aging management program to ensure that
the integrity of the drywell shell will be maintained through the
period of extended operation.

[FR Doc. E6-7000 Filed 5-8-06; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 7590-01-P
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leakage. 
(5) Ifmoisture has been detected or suspected in the inaccessible 

area on the exterior of the drywell shell: 
(a) Include in the scope of license renewal any components that are 

identified as a source of moisture, such as the refueling seal, and 
perform an agmg management review. 

(b) Identify surface areas requiring examination by implementing 
augmented inspections for the period of extended operation in 
accordance with the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) 
Section XI IWE-1240 as identified in Table IWE-2500-1, Examination 
Category E-C. 

(c) Use examination methods that are in accordance with ASME 
Section XI IWE-2500, which specifies: 

(i) Surface areas accessible from both sides shall be visually 
examined using a VT -1 visual examination method, 

(ii) Surface areas accessible from one side only shall be examined 
for wall thinning using an ultrasonic thickness measurement method, 

(iii) When ultrasonic thickness measurements are performed, one
foot square grids shall be used, and 

(iv) Ultrasonic measurements shall be used to determine the minimum 
wall thickness within each grid. The location of the minimum wall 
thickness shall be marked such that periodic reexamination of that 
location can be performed. 

(d) Demonstrate through use of augmented inspections performed in 
accordance with ASME Section XI IWE that corrosion is not occurring or 
that corrosion is progressing so slowly that the age-related 
degradation will not jeopardize the intended function of the drywell 
shell through the period of extended operation. 

(6) If the intended function of the drywell shell cannot be 
demonstrated for the period of extended operation (i.e., wall thickness 
is less than the minimum required thickness), identify actions that 
will be taken as part of the aging management program to ensure that 
the integrity of the drywell shell will be maintained through the 
period of extended operation. 

[FR Doc. E6-7000 Filed 5-8-06; 8:45 am] 
BILLING CODE 7590-01-P 
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Exhibit C-i Summary

Entergy, and Boston Edison before, has repeatedly said that the amount of radiation
released is so small that it is inconceivable that the any cancer or negative health effect
would be caused.

This is contradicted by the most recent compilation of research by the National
Academies of Science that concluded that there is no safe level of radiation.

An additional fundamental flaw in the applicant's claim is no one knows how much
radiation Pilgrim has actually been released; and no one will know how much will be
released from 20 12-2032, during either normal operations or a severe accident.

There are a number of reasons that this is so. The air and environmental monitoring
programs can not be relied upon to produce accurate data. Entergy's and Boston Edison's
explanations for elevated radiation often are not credible.

To have reasonable assurance that public health and safety will be protected 20 12-2032,
the following changes in the monitoring program must occur.

1. Environmental monitoring Program. must be changed as follows:

" control stations placed outside the area of PNPS' influence, outside the
Emergency Planning Zone [EPZ] communities;

" number and type of samples expanded;
" split samples provided to an in independent source;
" analysis and reports performed by an independent laboratory, not one owned by

the applicant;
" monitoring wells to test for groundwater contamination and migration placed on

site, especially along the edge of Cape Cod Bay.

2. Monitoring air emissions modified to include:

" Off-site releases - upgrade equipment by installing combination weather/
radiation detection and measurement devices, fix-mounted to provide real-time
measurements, placed in appropriate locations as determined by a site-specific
meteorological study;

* on-site monitors upgraded.

3. Multidimensional plume dispiersion models. Class B Models: and multiple
meteorological tow~ers placed in the seven surrounding towns [Carver, Duxbury,
Kingston, Pembroke, Plymouth, Plympton] and on Cape Cod according to site specific
meteorological analysis performed, for example, for the Commonwealth by Dr. J.D.
Spengler and Dr. Bruce Eagan.
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Exhibit C-l Summary 

Entergy, and Boston Edison before, has repeatedly said that the amount of radiation 
released is so small that it is inconceivable that the any cancer or negative health effect 
would be caused. 

This is contradicted by the most recent compilation of research by the National 
Academies of Science that concluded that there is no safe level of radiation. 

An additional fundamental flaw in the applicant's claim is no one knows how much 
radiation Pilgrim has actually been released; and no one will know how much will be 
released from 2012-2032, during either normal operations or a severe accident. 

There are a number of reasons that this is so. The air and environmental monitoring 
programs can not be relied upon to produce accurate data. Entergy's and Boston Edison's 
explanations for elevated radiation often are not credible. 

To have reasonable assurance that public health and safety will be protected 2012-2032, 
the following changes in the monitoring program must occUr. 

1. Environmental monitoring program must be changed as follows: 

• control stations placed outside the area ofPNPS' influence, outside the 
Emergency Planning Zone [EPZ] communities; 

• number and type of samples expanded; 
• split samples provided to an in independent source; 
• analysis and reports performed by an independent laboratory, not one owned by 

the applicant; 
• monitoring wells to test for groundwater contamination and migration placed on 

site, especially along the edge of Cape Cod Bay. 

2. Monitoring air emissions modified to include: 

• Off-site releases - upgrade equipment by installing combination weather/ 
radiation detection and measurement devices, fix-mounted to provide real-time 
measurements, placed in appropriate locations as determined by a site-specific 
meteorological study; 

• on-site monitors upgraded. 

3. Multidimensional plume dispersion models. Class B Models: and multiple 
meteorological towers placed in the seven surrounding towns [Carver, Duxbury, 
Kingston, Pembroke, Plymouth, Plympton] and on Cape Cod according to site specific 
meteorological analysis performed, for example, for the Commonwealth by Dr. J.D. 
Spengler and Dr. Bruce Eagan. 
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Exhibit C-2 Airborne Monitoring Systems

A. On-site Monitors
B. Sage System
C. Thermo luminescent Dosimeters ITLDsI
D. High School Monitors

A. On-Site Monitors, deficiencies1

1. Radiation Monitorina Systems

Radiation detectors are located at exit points from the plant to measure gaseous radioactive
effluents. These detectors monitor the gross gamma radiation of gaseous effluents as they
pass by. These readings are monitored and recorded in the control room, and when the
radiation level approaches release limits, either the effluents can be diverted to another
system for further processing, or the power level of the reactor can be reduced in order to
reduce the amounts of radioactivity produced. The radiation detectors are sensitive only
to the total amount of radiation impinging on them, they don't differentiate between
one Isotope and another, since there are substantial assumptions regarding short half-lives
of Isotopes entering the systems. One fundamental limitation to measuring gamma radiation
levels exiting the plant ventilation systems Is that a small perturbation In the total amount of
radiation detected, since the decay rate Is so much lower c 'ompared to short half-iife Isotopes.
In this way, a teak of long half-life Isotope could go undetected by a radiation
detector. The use of chemical and gamma spectrographic analysis is designed to augment the
stack radiation monitoring program.

2. Chemical and aamma spectroscopic analysis techniaues used to estimate release rates of
Individual nuclides

Periodic sampling and analysis techniques are employed to determine the relative abundance
of various Isotopes that are being released. This Is very Important since the biological action
and possible impact Is quite different for different Isotopes. The way this Is carried out Is that
radioactive effluent Is sampled by systems that employ filters and charcoal to draw air through
them. After a given period of time, the contents of the filters and charcoal are analyzed by
measuring the radioactive decay rate as a function of disintegration energy. Since isotopes
decay by emitting radiation of characteristic energies, the amount of a given Isotope present
In the sample can be estimated by the magnitude of the number of disintegrations at
characteristic energies. The uncertainties associated with this method are that In general
Isotopes emit a spectrum of radiation frequencies, and In a case where there are a large
number of unknown Isotopes present In the sample, the energy peaks can overiap for different
species and It may not be possible to assay many Isotopes with any accuracy. Another
problem that can occur Is that the efficiency of the charcoal absorber Is strongly a
function of relative humidity, so In cases of high humidity, the amount of a given Isotope
present In the charcoal may not at all reflect the concentrations In the sampled effluent.
Detectors used to perform these measurements have non-uniform responses to different
energy peaks, and calibration of these sensitive Instruments should be conducted frequently.
Finaily, the raw measurements from these Instruments are entered Into equations to estimate
actual release rates, so the associated uncertainties may be quite high.

3. The Direct Torus Vent System (DTVS) was installed because it was recognized that
there was something like a 90% probability of that conitainment failing. In order to
protect the Mark I containment from a total rupture it was determined necessary to vent

'Elen .Crgil, .T. Ph. Srvy of Documents Concerning the Overatio of Pilgerimn Nuclear Powe

Station. Preliminary Drf provided to Petitioners by Author.
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Exhibit C-2 Airborne Monitoring Systems 

A. On-site Monitors 
B. Sage System 
C. Thermo luminescent Dosimeters [TLDsJ 
D. High School Monitors 

A. On-Site Monitors, deficiencies 1 

1. Radiation Monitoring Systems 

Radiation detectors are located at exit points from the plant to measure gaseous radioactive 
effluents. These detectors monitor the gross gamma radiation of gaseous effluents as they 
pass by. These readings are monitored and recorded in the control room, and when the 
radiation level approaches release limits, either the effluents can be diverted to another 
system for further proceSSing, or the power level of the reactor can be reduced in order to 
reduce the amounts of radioactivity produced. The radiation detectors are sensitive only 
to the total amount of radiation Impinging on them, they don't differentiate between 
one Isotope and another, since there are substantial assumptions regarding short half-lives 
of Isotopes entering the systems. One fundamental limitation to measuring gamma radiation 
levels exiting the plant ventilation systems Is that a small perturbation In the total amount of 
radiation detected, since the decay rate Is so much lower c.ompared to short half-life Isotopes. 
In this way, a leak of long half-life Isotope could go undetected by a radiation 
detector. The use of chemical and gamma spectrographic analysis is designed to augment the 
stack radiation monitoring program. 

2. Chemical and gamma spectroscopic analysis techniques used to estimate release rates of 
Individual nuclides 

PeriodiC sampling and analySis techniques are employed to determine the relative abundance 
of various Isotopes that are being released. This Is very Important since the biological action 
and possible impact Is quite different for different Isotopes. The way this Is carried out Is that 
radioactive effluent Is sampled by systems that employ filters and charcoal to draw air through 
them. After a given period of time, the contents of the filters and charcoal are analyzed by 
measuring the radioactive decay rate as a function of disintegration energy. Since isotopes 
decay by emitting radiation of characteristic energies, the amount of a given isotope present 
In the sample can be estimated by the magnitude of the number of disintegrations at 
characteristic energies. The uncertainties aSSOCiated with this method are that In general 
Isotopes emit a spectrum of radiation frequencies, and In a case where there are a large 
number of unknown Isotopes present In the sample, the energy peaks can overlap for different 
speCies and It may not be possible to assay many Isotopes with any accuracy. Another 
problem that can occur Is that the efficiency of the charcoal absorber Is strongly a 
function of relative humidity, so In cases of high humidity, the amount of a given Isotope 
present In the charcoal may not at all reflect the concentrations In the sampled effluent. 
Detectors used to perform these measurements have non-uniform responses to different 
energy peaks, and calibration of these sensitive Instruments should be conducted frequently. 
Finally, the raw measurements from these Instruments are entered Into equations to estimate 
actual release rates, so the associated uncertainties may be quite high. 

3. The Direct Torus Vent System lDTVS) was installed because it was recognized that 
there was something like a 90% probability of that containment failing. In order to 
protect the Mark I containment from a total rupture it was determined necessary to vent 

I Ellen B. Cargill, R.T., PhD. Survey of Documents Concerning the Operation of Pilgrim Nuclear Power 
Station. Preliminary Draft, provided to Petitioners by Author. 
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any high pressure buildup. The DTVS does not have a filter; therefore unfiltered material
will be vented into the neighborhoods. The DTVS provides reason to add additional
monitoring to better assess what was released after its use.

B. Existing Off-Site Monitors, Deficiencies - Sage, TLD's, High Schools

Off-site monitors to measure airborne emission of radionuclides from the Pilgrim NPS
include: the Sage System consisting of 14 real-time monitors installed on the edge of
Pilgrim NPS's property; thermio luminescent docimieters (ULD's) placed in locations 0 to
>15 kIan from Pilgrim NPS; real-time monitors placed in a few schools for the sole
purpose of educating students.

1. Saize Syse LoMputerized "Ring" Monitorsi - Deficiencies
*.The Sage System does not provide any significant protection to the citizens of

Southeastern Massachusetts. The "NRC Draft Report For Comment On Findings
On Issues Of Offsite Emergency preparedness For the Pilgrim Nuclear Power
Station [NUJREG-1438], issued May 1991, expressly noted that MDPH installed
this system, "even though fixed offsite monitors are no longer endorsed by the
NRC..."[ page 2-159].

" Under the agreement with Boston Edison Company [BECO], the previous
licensee, the monitors were installed less than a quarter of a mile from the plant.
Yet, the NRC has found that monitors closer than 1000 meters [about 2/3 of a
mile] would provably provide inaccurate readings in the event of an accident.

" The agreement included 22 potential monitoring sites, but only 14 have been
installed. Again this is contrary to NRC research on real time monitoring, which
concluded that using as few as 14 monitors would grossly underestimate the
radiation from narrow emission plumes.

" The monitors are only in a small quadrant behind the plant. Therefore, there is no
effective monitoring in the directions of Scituate, Marshfield, Duxhury, Kingston,
or much of Plymouth [including the Gurnet, Saquish neck at the end of Duxbury
barrier Beach}. Granted, the plant is on the coast but there is no reason why
monitors are not placed on Gurnet, and on strategically placed locations on
Duxbury, Kingston, Plymouth shores and interior locations.

" There are no monitors on Cape Cod. The Cape is across open water - nothing to
break up a plume. The Cape has statistically significant breast and prostate
cancers which epidemiology studies to date have not been able to completely
explain.

" The placement of the Sage monitors effectively ignores the results of wind
analysis done by the Harvard School of Public health, under the direction of Dr.
J.D. Spengler and Dr. G.J. Keeler, May 12, 1988 that described the variability of
coastal winds and that the sea breeze effect brought winds inland > 10 miles. Also
a true ring of monitors is feasible. At Seabrook NPS, the Citizens Monitoring
Network is installing monitors on buoys at sea.

" The Sage monitors do not measure high and low let alpha and beta radiation.
" The Sage System also seems subject to the critical deficiencies outlined by Alfred

Schmidt in his enclosed comments to EPA, March 31, 1992. For example, he
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any high pressure buildup. The DTVS does not have a filter; therefore unfutered material 
will be vented into the neighborhoods. The DTVS provides reason to add additional 
monitoring to better assess what was released after its use. 

B. Existing Off-Site Monitors, Deficiencies - Sage, TLD's, High Schools 

Off-site monitors to measure airborne emission of radionuclides from the Pilgrim NPS 
include: the Sage System consisting of 14 real-time monitors installed on the edge of 
Pilgrim NPS's property; thermo luminescent docimeters (TLD's) placed in locations 0 to 
> 15 km from Pilgrim NPS; real-time monitors placed in a few schools for the sole 
pwpose of educating students. 

I. Sage System [Computerized "Ring" Monitors]- Deficiencies 
_ The Sage System does not provide any significant protection to the citizens of 

Southeastern Massachusetts. The "NRC Draft Report For Comment On Findings 
On Issues Of Offsite Emergency preparedness For the Pilgrim Nuclear Power 
Station [NUREG-1438], issued May 1991, expressly noted that MDPH installed 
this system, "even though fixed off site monitors are no longer endorsed by the 
NRC ... "[ page 2-159]. 

• Under the agreement with Boston Edison Company [BECO], the previous 
licensee, the monitors were installed less than a quarter of a mile from the plant. 
Yet, the NRC has found that monitors closer than 1000 meters [about 213 of a 
mile] would provably provide inaccurate readings in the event of an accident. 

• The agreement included 22 potential monitoring sites, but only 14 have been 
installed. Again this is contrary to NRC research on real time monitoring, which 
concluded that using as few as 14 monitors would grossly underestimate the 
radiation from narrow emission plumes. 

• The monitors are only in a smaIl quadrant behind the plant. Therefore, there is no 
effective monitoring in the directions of Scituate, Marshfield, Duxbury, Kingston, 
or nmch of Plymouth [including the Gurnet, Saquish neck at the end of Duxbury 
barrier Beach}. Granted, the plant is on the coast but there is no reason why 
monitors are not placed on Gumet, and on strategically placed locations on 
Duxbury, Kingston, Plymouth shores and interior locations. 

• There are no monitors on Cape Cod. The Cape is across open water - nothing to 
break up a plume. The Cape has statistically significant breast and prostate 
cancers which epidemiology studies to date have not been able to completely 
explain. 

• The placement of the Sage monitors effectively ignores the results of wind 
analysis done by the Harvard School of Public health. under the direction of Dr. 
J.D. Spengler and Dr. G.J. Keeler, May 12, 1988 that descn'bed the variability of 
coastal winds and that the sea breeze effect brought winds inland> 10 miles. Also 
a true ring of monitors is feasible. At Seabrook NPS, the Citizens Monitoring 
Network is installing monitors on buoys at sea. 

• The Sage monitors do not measure high and low let alpha and beta radiation. 
• The Sage System also seems subject to the critical deficiencies outlined by Alfred 

Schmidt in his enclosed comments to EPA, March 31, 1992. For example, he 
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states 'Many of the off-site air sampling systems are ... deficient because they are
housed in virtually closed metal shelters which seriously restrict the flow of
particle laden air to the collection filters." Schmidt's report is attached at the end
of the Monitoring Exhibit.
The Sage System lacks software to make sense out of the computer data arriving
at Massachusetts Department of Public Health [MPH]. The data has not been
systematically graphed, charted or reported to the public.

2. TLD's - Thermo luminescent dosimieters placed in offsite locations ranging from 1
kmi (.6 miles) to > 15 kmn (9.3 miles) to measure gamma radiation levels. These devices
are passive in as much as they must be in place for a period of time [3 months] and then
brought back to the laboratory to determine the amount of radiation the device received at
that location for that period of time.

Pilgrim Radiological Monitoring Program Report, 2004

Off-site ThDs - location and number

Zone Distance Number

1 0-3 Ian(0- 1.8 mi es) 45
23-8 km (1.8 -4.9 miles) 21

3 8-15 km(4.9 -9.3 miles) 10
4 > 15]an(9.3 miles) 7

Deficiencies TLD's

"TLD's provide only an average figure, and increases of potential significance can be
masked by lower than average readings during other parts of the month. Biological
impact occurs on a daily basis.

" TLD's can only read to a maximum threshold, that is, like a film badge they can only
read so high.

" TLD's do not read high or low let alpha and beta.
*Dr. Hoffman, at Penn State, did an analysis of TLD's and concluded they provided

poor sensitivity to Zenon 133. He said it took about 85 hours at maximum
concentration before anything showed up and that even then the amount was
underestimated by a factor of around 20.

3. High School Monitoring Project - This system consists of radiological and
meteorological monitoring systems at each of seven high schools [3 in Plymouth; I each
in Carver, Kingston, Duxbury and Marshfield]. These on-line monitoring stations are
connected by modem to each other and to MDPH.

Deficiencies:

*This program was initiated by the Governor's Council on Radiation Protection solely
as a teaching device for the students, not as a monitoring device to protect public
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states ''Many of the off-site air sampling systems are ... deficient because they are 
housed in virtually closed metal shelters which seriously restrict the flow of 
particle laden air to the collection filters." Schmidt's report is attached at the end 
of the Monitoring Exlnbit. 

• The Sage System lacks software to make sense out of the computer data arriving 
at Massachusetts Department of Public Health [MDPH]. The data has not been 
systematically graphed, charted or reported to the public. 

2. TLD's - Thermo luminescent dosimeters placed in offsite locations ranging from 1 
km (.6 miles) to> 15 km (9.3 miles) to measure gamma radiation levels. These devices 
are passive in as much as they must be in place for a period of time [3 months] and then 
brought back to the laboratory to determine the amount of radiation the device received at 
that location for that period of time. 

Zone 

1 
2 
3 
4 

Pilgrim Radiological Monitoring Program Report, 2004 
Off-site TLDs -location and number 

Distance Number 

0-3 Ian (0- 1.8 miles) 45 
3-8 Ian 0.8 -4.9 miles) 21 
8-15lan(4.9 - 9.3 miles) 10 
> 15 Ian (9.3 miles) 7 

Deficiencies TLD's 

• TLD's provide only an average figure, and increases of potential significance can be 
masked by lower than average readings during other parts of the month. Biological 
impact occurs on a daily basis. 

• TLD's can only read to a maximum threshold, that is, like a film badge they can only 
read so high. 

• TLD's do not read high or low let alpha and beta. 
• Dr. Hoffman, at Penn State, did an analysis ofTLD's and concluded they provided 

poor sensitivity to Zenon 133. He said it took about 85 hours at maximum 
concentration before anything showed up and that even then the amount was 
underestimated by a factor of around 20. 

3. High School Monitoring Project - This system consists of radiological and 
meteorological monitoring systems at each of seven high schools [3 in Plymouth; 1 each 
in Carver, Kingston, Duxbury and Marshfield]. These on-line monitoring stations are 
connected by modem to each other and to MDPH. 

Deficiencies: 

• This program was initiated by the Governor's Council on Radiation Protection solely 
as a teaching device for the students, not as a monitoring device to protect public 
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health and safety. They recognized that this important job could not be left to a
changing collection of teachers, students or janitors, working part-time and not
trained technicians.

" It is overly optimistic to assume that the schools are all coincidentally placed in the
most favorable locations in regard to population density and meteorological
conditions.

" The High School monitors, like the Sage, have poor sensitivity to low energy gma
and beta. To be protective of public health they should measure gamma, beta and
alpha radiation, at both the high and low energy levels. For example Iodine-125 is at
the 60 KeV and most iodine's are under 100 KeV.

" Calib~ration and testing of equipment is not adequately and consistently performed.
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health and safety. They recognized that this important job could not be left to a 
changing collection of teachers, students or janitors, working part-time and not 
trained technicians. 

• It is overly optimistic to assume that the schools are all coincidentally placed in the 
most favorable locations in regard to population density and meteorological 
conditions. 

• The High School monitors, like the Sage, have poor sensitivity to low energy gamma 
and beta. To be protective of public health they should measure gamma, beta and 
alpha radiation, at both the high and low energy levels. For example Iodine-125 is at 
the 60 KeY and most iodine's are under 100 KeY. 

• Calibration and testing of equipment is not adequately and consistently performed. 
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Exhibit C -3 Environmental Monitoring

Petitioners reviewed the PILGRIM NUCLEAR POWER STATION Radiological
Environmental Monitoring Program Reports (REMP).

The Radiological Environmental Monitoring Program reports can not be relied upon to
produce accurate data. The Applicant collects the samples to determine Pilgrim's
radiological impact on the general public. The so-called "control stations" are too close to
the reactor; in actuality, they are indicator stations. Fewer sample media and numbers
now are taken than before; fewer are required. Since July 2002, the Applicant's own
laboratory analyzes the samples for radioactivity. Reports for the NRC and public are
prepared by the Applicant, Entergy. Finally high deposition of radiation found is
dubiously attributed to sources other than Pilgrim NPS.

A. Sampling -obtained by applicant; control stations located too close to Pilgrim

Sampling and Analysis: The environmental sampling media collected in the vicinity of
PNPS and at distant locations included air particulate filters, charcoal cartridges,
seawater, shellfish, Irish moss, American lobster, fishes, sediment, milk, cranberries,
vegetation, and animal forage." 2

The sampling locations are divided into two classes, indicator and control. Indicator
locations are those that are expected to show effects from PNPS operations. The KEMP
states that while the indicator locations are typically within a few kilometers of the plant.
the control stations should be located so as to be outside the influence of Pilgrim Station.

However, many so-called control stations are too close to Pilgrim - within sight of the
reactor and within the official Emergency Planning Zone Communities, [10 miles or 16
kilometers]. In reality they are indicator stations. If radiation is above expected in a
sample collected from a so-called "control station" it is attributed to weapons fallout, not
Pilgrim. Also the location of the "control stations" ignores the fact that radioactive
particulates released to the air from the stack, will be carried by the wind some distance
and deposited some distance from the reactor site -in the control locations.

2 Ibid
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Exhibit C -3 Environmental Monitoring 

Petitioners reviewed the PILGRlM NUCLEAR POWER STATION Radiological 
Environmental Monitoring Program Reports (REMP). 

The Radiological Environmental Monitoring Program reports can not be relied upon to 
produce accurate data. The Applicant collects the samples to determine Pilgrim's 
radiological impact on the general public. The so-called "control stations" are too close to 
the reactor; in actuality, they are indicator stations. Fewer sample media and numbers 
now are taken than before; fewer are required. Since July 2002, the Applicant's own 
laboratory analyzes the samples for radioactivity. Reports for the NRC and public are 
prepared by the Applicant, Entergy. Finally high deposition of radiation found is 
dubiously attributed to sources other than Pilgrim NPS. 

A. Sampling -obtained by applicant; control stations located too close to Pilgrim 

Sampling and Analysis: The environmental sampling media collected in the vicinity of 
PNPS and at distant locations included air particulate filters, charcoal cartridges, 
seawater, shellfish, Irish moss, American lobster, fishes, sediment, milk, cranberries, 
vegetation, and animal forage." 2 

The sampling locations are divided into two classes, indicator and control. Indicator 
locations are those that are expected to show effects from PNPS operations. The REMP 
states that while the indicator locations are typically within a few kilometers of the plant, 
the control stations should be located so as to be outside the influence of Pilgrim Station. 

However, many so-called control stations are too close to Pilgrim - within sight of the 
reactor and within the official Emergency Planning Zone Communities, [10 miles or 16 
kilometers]. In reality they are indicator stations. If radiation is above expected in a 
sample collected from a so-called "control station" it is attributed to weapons fallout, not 
Pilgrim. Also the location of the "control stations" ignores the fact that radioactive 
particulates released to the air from the stack, will be carried by the wind some distance 
and deposited some distance from the reactor site -in the control locations. 

2 Ibid 
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Locations of control stations- Pilgrim NPS: 3

DESCRIPTION DI STAN CE/LOCATI ON

SURFACE WATER

Powder Point Control 13 km NNW (8.07 miles)

IRISH MOSS

Brant Rock Control 18 km NNW (11.2 miles)

SHELLFISH

Duxbury Bay Control 13 km NNW (8.07 miles)
Powder Point Contro 13 IanNNW (8.07 miles)
Green Harbor Control 16 kIan NNW (9.9 miles)

LOBSTER

Duxbury Bay Control I11 km N!NW(6.8 miles)

FISHES

Jones River Control 13 kmn WNW (8.07 miles)

SEDIMENT

Duxbury Bay Control 14 km NNW (8.7 miles)
Green Harbor Control 18 km NNW (11.2 miles)

Less is sampled now than before

Milk, a key indicator, is not sampled anymore. Prior to 2000, milk samples were
obtained from an indicator station, Plymouth County Farm, and from a control station
located in Whitman. Plymouth County Farm stopped milking cows and since that time
Entergy has claimed that they could not identify any additional milk animals within 5
kilometers [3.1 miles] of Pilgrim. Petitioners contend that milk samples > 5 kilometers
could be indicator stations. Additionally there are farms nearby. Plimouth Plantation is
about 3 and /2 miles from Pilgrim and has a farm with lactating cows and goats. The
oldest operating dairy farm in the Northeast is located in Duxbury.

Other sampling media dropped:

' Entergy, Terrestrial and Aquatic Sampling Locations, Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station, Radiological
Monitoring Program, Report No. 32, January 1 through December 31, 1999, Figure 2.2-5, page 64
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Locations of control stations- Pilgrim NPS:3 

DESCRIPTION DISTANCE/LOCATION 

SURFACE WATER 

Powder Point Control 13 km NNW (8.07 miles) 

IRISH MOSS 

Brant Rock Control 18 kmNNW(II.2 miles) 

SHELLFISH 

Duxbury Bay Control 13 km NNW78.07 miles) 
Powder Point Control 13 km NNW (8.07 miles) 
Green Harbor Control 16 km NNW (9.9 miles) 

LOBSTER 

Duxbury Bay Control 11 km NNW (6.8 miles) 

FISHES 

Jones River Control 13 km WNW (8.07 miles) 

SEDIMENT 

Duxb\lJ}' Bay Control 14 kmNNW (8.7 miles) 
Green Harbor Control 18 kmNNW (11.2 miles) 

Less is sampled now than before 

Milk, a key indicator, is not sampled anymore. Prior to 2000, milk samples were 
obtained from an indicator station, Plymouth County Farm, and from a control station 
located in Whitman. Plymouth County Farm stopped milking cows and since that time 
Entergy has claimed that they could not identify any additional milk animals within 5 
kilometers [3.1 miles] of Pilgrim. Petitioners contend that milk samples> 5 kilometers 
could be indicator stations. Additionally there are farms nearby. Plimouth Plantation is 
about 3 and !.4 miles from Pilgrim and has a farm with lactating cows and goats. The 
oldest operating dairy farm in the Northeast is located in Duxbury. 

Other sampling media dropped: 

] Entergy, Terrestrial and Aquatic Sampling Locations, Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station, Radiological 
Monitoring Program, Report No. 32, January 1 through December 31, 1999, Figure 2.2-5, page 64 
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In regard to terrestrial sanwlin2. routine collection and analysis of soil samples ws
discontinued; instead they claim that if air sampling showed an early indication of any
potential deposition of radioactivity, follow-up soil sampling could be performed on an
as-needed basis. This assumes that the air monitoring is reliable and accurate; Petitioners
contend otherwise.

In the area of marine samplingthe following changes were made.

" A sample of the surface layer of sediment is collected, as opposed to specialized
depth-incremental sampling to 30 cm and subdividing cores into 2 cm increments.

" Standard LLD levels of about 150 to 180 pCilcg were established for sediment, as
opposed to the specialized LLDs of 50 pCi/kg.

" Specialized analysis of sediment for plutonium isotopes was removed.
" Sampling of Irish moss, shellfish, and fish was rescheduled to a semiannual

period, as opposed to a specialized quarterly sampling interval.
" Analysis of only the edible portions of shellfish (mussels and clams), as opposed

to specialized additional analysis of the shell portions.
" Standard LLD levels of 130 to 260 pCVkg were established for edible portions of

shellfish, as opposed to specialized LLDs of 5 pCVkg.

Petitioners contend that what was dropped has resulted in loosing important data
required, "to assess the impact of Pilgrim Station on the environment and on the general
public." And what was dropped appears to be connected to elevations of radioisotopes in
the environment found in previous years. For example:

Plutonium on Duxbury Beach:

Plutonium historically have been found in Duxhury Bay sediment samples4; Entergy has
attributed the Plutonium to either weapons testing, cross-contamination from their lab's
glassware or they simply lost the sample.

It seems far more likely that the plutonium is from PNPS - it is within eye sight -rather
than from a Chinese bomb launched thousands of miles away. It would be coincidental if

4RENT Report, 1998: Sediment Radioactivity Analyses, Plutonium 239/240 was detected in four of the
indicator station samples, as well as in the control station samples; REMT Report, 1999: 2.17 Sediment
Radioactivity Analyses Pu-239/240 in the samples collected from the control locations; REMP Report,
2000: Plutonium-238 detected in 2 of 4 indicator samples , and both control samples; REND Report, 2001:
Follow-up investigations conducted by the analytical laboratory that performed the 2000 analyses
concluded that the results were invalid due to cross-contamination from laboratory glassware. This
laboratory also analyzes samples for Departmnent of Energy clean- up projects. Due to the expense of the
specialized glassware, it is re-used. Plutonium in indicator samples; REM? Report, 2002: Although
records indicate that the samples were collected and delivered to the analytical laboratory in June, analyses
were not performed and the samples could not be located... Two of the samples from the control location
in Duxbury were to be analyzed for plutonium; RENT, 2003
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In regard to terrestrial sampling, routine collection and analysis of soil samples was 
discontinued; instead they claim that if air sampling showed an early indication of any 
potential deposition of radioactivity, follow-up soil sampling could be performed on an 
as-needed basis. This assumes that the air monitoring is reliable and accurate; Petitioners 
contend otherwise. 

In the area of marine sampling. the following changes were made. 

• A sample of the surface layer of sediment is collected, as opposed to specialized 
depth-incremental sampling to 30 em and subdividing cores into 2 cm increments. 

• Standard LLD levels of about 150 to 180 pCikg were established for sediment, as 
opposed to the specialized LLDs of 50 pCilkg. 

• Specialized analysis of sediment for plutonium isotopes was removed. 
• Sampling of Irish moss, shellfish, and fish was rescheduled to a semiannual 

period, as opposed to a specialized quarterly sampling interval. 
• Analysis of only the echble portions of shellfish (mussels and clams), as opposed 

to specialized additional analysis of the shell portions. 
• Standard LLD levels of 130 to 260 pCVkg were established for echble portions of 

shellfish, as opposed to specialized LLDs of 5 pCVkg. 

Petitioners contend that what was dropped has resulted in loosing important data 
required, "to assess the impact of Pilgrim Station on the environment and on the general 
public." And what was dropped appears to be connected to elevations of radioisotopes in 
the environment found in previous years. For example: 

Plutonium on Duxbury Beach: 

Plutonium historically have been found in Duxbury Bay sediment samples4
; Entergy has 

attnbuted the Plutonium to either weapons testing, cross-contamination from their lab's 
glassware or they simply lost the sample. 

It seems far more likely that the plutonium is from PNPS - it is within eye sight -rather 
than from a Chinese bomb launched thousands of miles away. It would be coincidental if 

4 REMP Report, 1998: Sediment Radioactivity Analyses, Plutonium 2391240 was detected in four of the 
indicator station samples, as weII as in the control station samples; REMP Report, 1999: 2.17 Sediment 
Radioactivity Analyses Pu-2391240 in the samples collected from the control locations; REMP Report, 
2000: Plutonium-238 detected in 2 of 4 indicator samples. and both control samples; REMP Report, 2001: 
FollOW-up investigations conducted by the analytical laboratory that performed the 2000 analyses 
concluded that the results were invalid due to cross-contamination from laboratory glassware. This 
laboratory also analyzes samples for Department of Energy clean- up projects. Due to the expense of the 
specialized glassware, it is re-used. Plutonium in indicator samples; REMP Report, 2002: Although 
records indicate that the samples were collected and delivered to the analytica1laboratory in 1une, analyses 
were not performed and the samples could not be located ... Two of the samples from the control location 
in Duxbury were to be analyzed for plutonium; REMP, 2003 
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the beaker used to test the sample at Entergy's own lab just happened to be improperly
cleaned and just happened to be contaminated with Plutonium. It seems coincidental that
the next years' plutonium sample happened to get lost.

B. Monitoring Wells for groundwater contamination: There are no monitoring wells
to test for radioactive contaminated water flowing off-site. The water on-site is not used
for drinking; they are not required to have monitoring wells.

However radioactive waste is buried on site and leaks from buried pipes and tanks and
from other components can leak into the ground and migrate, as occurred at Braidwood
and other sites discussed in the Motion. Absent monitoring wells, there is no reasonable
assurance that radioactive material will not, or has not, migrated. From reading Pilgrim's
original Environmental Impact Statement it is clear that wells must be placed along the
shoreline of Cape Cod Bay;

Surface topography is su~ch that drainage from the Station is seaward and surface
water will not leave the property otherwise. Subsurface water follows the surface
topography, resulting in overall movement of water toward the Bay.f

Also they should be placed at any other appropriate on-site locations.

C. Analysis of Samples - self analysis: Beginning in July 2002 Pilgrim began to use
Entergy's J.A. Fitzpatrick Environmental Laboratory for analysis of environmental
samples. Petitioners contend, and are prepared to demonstrate to the ASLB, that results
can vary considerably depending on who analyzes the data and reports the findings. A
clear conflict of interest is present when the applicant's own company both analyzes the
data and reports the results.

D. Attributing elevated readings to other causes: If radioactivity is discovered that
could be attributed to Pilgrim, the response is to attribute the contamination to other
sources and/or request NRC to change the monitoring requirements.

Examle. Plutonium on Duxb~ur Beach: Plutonium historically have been found in
Duxbury Bay sediment samples6; Entergy has attributed the Plutonium to either weapons

,5 Boston Edison Company, Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station Docket No. 50-293, May 1972, United States
Atomic Energy Commission Division of Radiological and Environmental Protection, page.1l
6 REMPe Report, 1998: Sediment Radioactivity Analyses, Plutonium 239/240 was detected in four of the
indicator station samples, as well as in the control station samples; REMP Report. 1999: 2.17 Sediment
Radioactivity Analyses Pu-239/240 in the samples collected from the control locations; RENT Report,
2000: Plutonium-238 detected in 2 of 4 indicator samples , and both control samples; REMP Report 2001:
Follow-up investigations conducted by the analytical laboratory that performed the 2000 analyses
concluded that the results were invalid due to cross-contamination from laboratory glassware. This
laboratory also analyzes samples for Department of Energy clean- up projects. Due to the expense of the
specialized glassware, it is re-used. Plutonium in indicator samples; REMP Report, 2002: Although
records indicate that the samples were collected and delivered to the analytical laboratory in June, analyses
were not performed and the samples could not be located... Two of the samples from the control location
in Duxbury were to be analyzed for plutonium; REMP, 2003
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the beaker used to test the sample at Entergy's own lab just happened to be improperly 
cleaned and just happened to be contaminated with Plutonium. It seems coincidental that 
the next years' plutonium sample happened to get lost. 

B. Monitoring Wells for groundwater contamination: There are no monitoring wells 
to test for radioactive contaminated water flowing off-site. The water on-site is not used 
for drinking; they are not required to have monitoring wells. 

However radioactive waste is buried on site and leaks from buried pipes and tanks and 
from other components can leak into the ground and migrate, as occurred at Braidwood 
and other sites discussed in the Motion. Absent monitoring wells, there is no reasonable 
assurance that radioactive material will not, or has not, migrated. From reading Pilgrim's 
original Environmental Impact Statement it is clear that wells must be placed along the 
shoreline of Cape Cod Bay; 

Surface topography is such that drainage from the Station is seaward and surface 
water will not leave the property otherwise. Subsurface water follows the surface 
topography, resulting in overall movement of water toward the Bay. S 

Also they should be placed at any other appropriate on-site locations. 

c. Analysis of Samples - self analysis: Beginning in July 2002 Pilgrim began to use 
Entergy's J.A. Fitzpatrick Environmental Laboratory for analysis of environmental 
samples. Petitioners contend, and are prepared to demonstrate to the ASLB, that results 
can vary considerably depending on who analyzes the data and reports the findings. A 
clear conflict of interest is present when the applicant's own company both analyzes the 
data and reports the results. 

D. Attributing elevated readings to other causes: Ifradioactivity is discovered that 
could be attnbuted to Pilgrim, the response is to attnbute the contamination to other 
sources and/or request NRC to change the monitoring requirements. 

Example, Plutonium on Duxb~ Beach: Plutonium historically have been found in 
Duxbury Bay sediment samples ; Entergy has attnbuted the Plutomum to eIther weapons 

5 Boston Edison Company, Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station Docket No. 50-293, May 1972, United States 
Atomic Energy Commission Division of Radiological and Environmental Protection, page. I I 
6 REMP Report, 1998: Sediment Radioactivity Analyses, Plutonium 2391240 was detected in four of the 
indicator station samples, as well as in the control station samples; REMP Report, 1999: 2.17 Sediment 
Radioactivity Analyses Pu-2391240 in the samples collected from the control locations; REMP Report, 
2000: Plutonium-238 detected in 2 of 4 indicator samples, and both control samples; REMP Report, 2001: 
Follow-up investigations conducted by the analytical laboratory that performed the 2000 analyses 
concluded that the results were invalid due to cross-contamination from laboratory glassware. This 
laboratory also analyzes samples for Department of Energy clean- up projects. Due to the expense of the 
specialized glassware, it is re-used. Plutonium in indicator samples; REMP Report, 2002: Although 
records indicate that the samples were collected and delivered to the analytical laboratory in June, analyses 
were not perfonned and the samples could not be located ... Two of the samples from the control location 
in Duxbury were to be analyzed for plutonium; REMP, 2003 
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testing, cross-contamination from their lab's glassware or simply they lost the sample. It
seenms far more likely that the plutonium is from Pilgrim located within eyesight than
from a Chinese test bomb; it would be coincidental if the beaker used to test the sample at
Entergy's own lab just happened not be properly cleaned and just happened to be
contaminated with Plutonium; it seenms coincidental that a sediment sample testing for
plutonium on Duxbury Beach in the following year just happened to get lost.

Example. Millk: Milk historically showed elevated levels of contamination. However as
mentioned above milk is no longer tested, although lactating animals are available in the
area at Plimoth Plantation approximately less than 5 miles away and at a dairy farm in
Duxbury, within the Emergency Planning Zone.

Previously milk was tested in farms near Pilgrim and at a control station in Whitman, 22
miles away. The Radiological Environmental Monitoring Program Report (REMP) for
1980 noted that, at the farms around Pilgrimn, "the measured average concentration of
both Cesium-137 and Sr-90 were respectively 10,000 and 1,000,000 times in excess of
the concentrations expected to be present... " and went on to say that this "is
unquestionably due to atmosphere testing." The effort to blame the increase on
"atmosphere fallout" ignores a critical fact - no similar increase was experienced at the
control station in Whitman, How fallout was able to find Pilgrim's farms while
simultaneously missing those in Whitman, is beyond comprehension.

The 1982 REMP report stated that the highest mean value occurred at the Kings
Residence, located < 5 miles from PNPS, in late June 1982. There were concentrations
greater than 1,000,000 times in excess of the concentration expected. The report, written
by Tom Sowden [who continues to work in this area at PNPS] stated,

It is not uncommon to find marked increase of Cs-137 associated with the cow's
pregnancy, and this was most likely the cause.

However the large animal expert at Tufts Veterinarian School was of a different opinion.
He stated that,

Cows normally do not lactate during pregnancy. And, an animal can not produce
Cs-137 on their own. It (Cs-137) must be introduced into the cows system from
an environmental source. The cow would have to ingest it in some way."

7 REMP 1982, p. 3-69.
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testing, cross-contamination from their lab's glassware or simply they lost the sample. It 
seems far more likely that the plutonium is from Pilgrim located within eyesight than 
from a Chinese test bomb; it would be coincidental if the beaker used to test the sample at 
Entergy's own lab just happened not be properly cleaned and just happened to be 
contaminated with Plutonium; it seems coincidental that a sediment sample testing for 
plutonium on Duxbury Beach in the following year just happened to get lost. 

Example, Milk: Milk historically showed elevated levels of contamination, However as 
mentioned above milk is no longer tested, although lactating animals are available in the 
area at Plimoth Plantation approximately less than 5 miles away and at a dairy farm in 
Duxbury, within the Emergency Planning Zone. 

Previously milk was tested in farms near Pilgrim and at a control station in Whitman, 22 
miles away. The Radiological Environmental Monitoring Program Report (REMP) for 
1980 noted that, at the farms around Pilgrim, ''the measured average concentration of 
both Cesium-137 and Sr-90 were respectively 10,000 and 1,000,000 times in excess of 
the concentrations expected to be present. .. " and went on to say that this "is 
unquestionably due to atmosphere testing." The effort to blame the increase on 
"atmosphere fallout" ignores a critical fact - no similar increase was experienced at the 
control station in Whitman, How fallout was able to find Pilgrim's farms while 
simultaneously missing those in Whitman, is beyond comprehension. 

The 1982 REMP report stated that the highest mean value occurred at the Kings 
Residence, located < 5 miles from PNPS, in late June 1982. There were concentrations 
greater than 1,000,000 times in excess of the concentration expected. The report, written 
by Tom Sowden [who continues to work in this area at PNPS] stated, 

It is not uncommon to find marked increase ofCs-137 associated with the cow's 
pregnancy, and this was most likely the cause. 7 

However the large animal expert at Tufts Veterinarian School was of a different opinion. 
He stated that, 

Cows normally do not lactate during pregnancy. And, an animal can not produce 
Cs-137 on their own. It (Cs-137) must be introduced into the cows system from 
an environmental source. The cow would have to ingest it in some way." 

7 REMP 1982, p. 3-69. 
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Exhibit C -4 Meteorological Monitoring

Recommendation:
Multidimensional plume dispersion models, Class B Models; and multiple meteorological
towers placed in the seven surrounding towns impacted by the sea breeze effect that were
identified by Dr. J.D. Spenglers [Carver, Duxbury, Kingston, Pembroke, Plymouth,
Plympton] and towers located appropriately on Cape Cod in consideration of the site
specific meteorological analysis of Cape Cod performed for the Commonwealth by Dr.
Bruce Eagan.

Rationale:
Realistic modeling assump)tions and meteorological data are the key to forecasting and
implementing appropriate and effective emergency response plans and assessing damage
afterwards.

Pilgrim Currently Uses Class A Models and Onsite Meteorological Tower

Currently, Pilgrim uses Class A plume transport models and relies on weather
information from their onsite meteorological tower. Neither provides accurate data.

The Class A plume models used incorrectly assumes a steady-state, straight-line plume
transport; although actual wind and weather conditions are variable and complex affected
by sea and lake breezes, terrain, location/clustering of buildings, and variable
precipitation.

Pilgrim should use complex Class B models now and from 2012-2032 if the license is
extended.

The on-site Met Tower only tells us what the wind direction is on site but not what
happens to the plume as it travels offsite. Therefore Pilgrim should use data from
multiple weather stations now and from 20 12-2032, if the license is extended.

NRC and EPA Guidance Support Multidimensional Modeling and Multiple Weather
Stations

Federal Guidance dating back to the 1970's support the need for Class B models and
multiple meteorological towers properly placed throughout this area...

1) Since the 1970s, the NRC has historically documented all of these advanced modeling
technique concepts and potential need for multiple meteorological towers especially in
coastal site regions. 9

8Dr. J.D. Spengler and Dr. G.J. Keeler, Feasibility of Exposure Assessment for The Pilgrim Nuclear
Power Plant, May 12, 1988

9Excerpts from NRC Regulatory Guide 1.23 (Safety Guide 23) Onsite Meteorological Programs, 1972
"The number of locations on a site at which meteorological measurements are necessary will
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Exhibit C -4 Meteorological Monitoring 

Recommendation: 
Multidimensional plume dispersion models, Class B Models; and multiple meteorological 
towers placed in the seven surrounding towns impacted by the sea breeze effect that were 
identified by Dr. J.D. Spengld' [Carver, Duxbury, Kingston, Pembroke, Plymouth, 
Plympton] and towers located appropriately on Cape Cod in consideration of the site 
specific meteorological analysis of Cape Cod perfonned for the Commonwealth by Dr. 
Bruce Eagan. 

Rationale: 
Realistic modeling assumptions and meteorological data are the key to forecasting and 
implementing appropriate and effective emergency response plans and assessing damage 
afterwards. 

Pilgrim Currently Uses Class A Models and Onsite Meteorological Tower 

Currently, Pilgrim uses Class A plume transport mod,els and relies on weather 
information from their onsite meteorological tower. Neither provides accurate data. 

The Class A plume models used incorrectly assumes a steady-state, straight-line plume 
transport; although actual wind and weather conditions are variable and complex affected 
by sea and lake breezes, terrain, location/clustering of buildings, and variable 
precipitation. 

Pilgrim should use complex Class B models now and from 2012-2032 if the license is 
extended. 

The on-site Met Tower only tells us what the wind direction is on site but not what 
happens to the plume as it travels offsite. Therefore Pilgrim should use data from 
multiple weather stations now and from 2012-2032, if the license is extended. 

NRC and EPA Guidance Support Multidimensional Modeling and Multiple Weather 
Stations 

Federal Guidance dating back to the 1970's support the need for Class B models and 
multiple meteorological towers properly placed throughout this area ... 

1) Since the 1970s, the NRC has historically documented all of these advanced modeling 
technique concepts and potential need for multiple meteorological towers especially in 
coastal site regions. 9 

8 Dr. J.D. Spengler and Dr. G.J. Keeler, Feasibility of Exposure Assessment for The Pilgrim Nuclear 
Power Plant, May 12, 1988 

9 Excerpts from NRC Regulatory Guide 1.23 (Safety Guide 23) Onsite Meteorological Programs, 1972 
"The nmnber of locations on a site at which meteorological measurements are necessary will 
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2) In January 1983 NRC Guidance suggested that changes in on-site meteorological
monitoring systems would be warranted if they have not provided a reliable indication of
monitoring conditions that are representative within the 10-mile plume exposure EPZ.10

3) EPA's latest Guideline on Air Quality Models (Federal Register November 9, 2005)
state in Section 7.2.8 In homogeneous Local Winds that,

In many parts of the United States, the ground is neither flat nor is the ground
cover (or land use) uniform. These geographical variations can generate local
winds and circulations, and modify the prevailing ambient winds and
circulations. Geographic effects are most apparent when the ambient winds are
light or calm. In general these geographically induced wind circulation effects are
named after the source location of the winds, e.g., lake and sea breezes, and
mountain and valley winds. In very rugged hilly or mountainous terrain, along
coastlines, or near large land use variations, the characterization of the winds is a
balance of various forces, such that the assumptions of steady-state straight-line
transport both in time and space are inappropriate (italics added).

EPA goes on to say that

In the special cases described, refined variable trajectory air quality models can be
applied on a case-by-case basis for air quality estimates for such complex non-
steady-state meteorological conditions.

This EPA Guideline also references an EPA 2000 report, Meteorological Monitorin2
Guidance for Regulatorv Model Aonilcations. EPA-454/R-99-005, February 2000.
Section 3.4 of this guidance for Coastal Locations, discusses the need for multiple inland
meteorological monitoring sites, with the monitored parameters dictated by the data input
needs of particular air quality models.

depend largely on the complexity of the terrain in the vicinity of the site. For example, the study of a hill-
valley complex, or a site near a large body of water would require a larger number of measuring points to
determine airflow patterns and spatial variations of atmospheric stability." ....Section 7. "Special
Considerations" states that "at some sites, due to complex flow patterns in non-uniform terrain, additional
wind and temperature instrumentation and more comprehensive programs may be necessary. Also,
measurements of precipitation and/or solar radiation may be desirable at some locations. Occasionally the
unique diffusion characteristics of a particular site may warrant use of special meteorological
instrumentation and/or studies. Proposed studies of this nature should be described in the application for a
construction permit."

10 NUJREQ-0737, Supplement I "'Clarification of TMJ Action Plan Requirements," January 1983
Regulatory Guide 1.97- Application to Emergency Response Facilities; 6.1 Requirements, b. Control
Room,. .... Provide reliable indication of the meteorological variables (wind direction, wind speed, and
atmospheric stability) specified in Regulatory Guide 1.97 (Rev. 2) for site meteorology. No changes in
existing meteorological monitoring systems are necessary if they have historically provided reliable
indication of these variables that are representative of meteorological conditions in the vicinity (up to about
10 miles) of the plant site. information on meteorological conditions for the region in which the site is
located shall be available via comnnunication with the National Weather Service. These requirements
supersede the clarification of NUREG-0737, Item Ill.A.22."
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2) In January 1983 NRC Guidance suggested that changes in on-site meteorological 
monitoring systems would be warranted if they have not provided a reliable indication of 
monitoring conditions that are representative within the 10-mile plume exposure EPZ.10 

3) EPA's latest Guideline on Air Quality Models (Federal Register November 9, 2005) 
state in Section 7.2.8 Inhomogeneous Local Wmds that, 

In many parts of the United States, the ground is neither flat nor is the ground 
cover (or land use) uniform. These geographical variations can generate local 
winds and circulations, and modify the prevailing ambient winds and 
circulations. Geographic effects are most apparent when the ambient winds are 
light or calm. In general these geographically induced wind circulation effects are 
named after the source location of the winds, e.g., lake and sea breezes, and 
mountain and valley winds. In very rugged hilly or mountainous terrain, along 
coastlines, or near large land use variations, the characterization of the winds is a 
balance of various forces, such that the assumptions of steady-state straight-line 
transport both in time and space are inappropriate (italics added). 

EPA goes on to say that 

In the special cases described, refined variable trajectory air quality models can be 
applied on a case-by-case basis for air quality estimates for such complex non
steady-state meteorological conditions. 

This EPA Guideline also references an EPA 2000 report, Meteorological Monitoring 
Guidance for Regulatory Model Applications, EPA-4541R-99-005, February 2000. 
Section 3.4 of this guidance for Coastal Locations, discusses the need for multiple inland 
meteorological monitoring sites, with the monitored parameters dictated by the data input 
needs of particular air quality models. 

depend largely on the complexity of the terrain in the vicinity of the site. For example, the study of a hill
valley complex, or a site near a large body of water would require a larger number of measuring points to 
determine airflow patterns and spatial variations of atmospheric stability." .... Section 7. "Special 
Considerations" states that "at some sites, due to complex flow patterns in non-uniform terrain, additional 
wind and temperature instrumentation and more comprehensive programs may be necessary. Also, 
measurements of precipitation and/or solar radiation may be desirable at some locations. Occasionally the 
unique diffusion characteristics of a particular site may warrant use of special meteorological 
instrumentation and/or studies. Proposed studies of this nature should be described in the application for a 
construction permit." 

10 NUREO-0737; Supplement 1 "Clarification of TMI Action Plan Requirements," January 1983 
Regulatory Guide 1.97- Application to Emergency Response Facilities; 6.1 Requirements, b. Control 
Room, ....... Provide reliable indication of the meteorological variables (wind direction, wind speed, and 
atmospheric stability) specified in Regulatory Guide 1.97 (Rev. 2) for site meteorology. No changes in 
existing meteorological monitoring systems are necessary if they have historically provided reliable 
indication of these variables that are representative of meteorological conditions in the vicinity (up to about 
10 miles) of the plant site. Information on meteorological conditions for the region in which the site is 
located shall be available via communication with the National Weather Service. These requirements 
supersede the clarification ofNUREG-0737, Item I1I.A.2.2." 
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EPA concludes that a report prepared for NRC provides a detailed discussion of
considerations for conducting meteorological measurement programs at coastal sites.'"
Site S~ecific Meteorological Studies around Pilerim NPS Commissioned by the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts Su~ort Multidimensional Analysis

Site Specific studies specifically stated that Pilgrim's on-site meteorological monitoring
systems do not provide reliable indication of monitoring conditions that are
representative within the 10-mile plume exposure EPZ. A summary of (2) studies is
below - the full reports are attached.

Dr. J.D. Spengler and Dr. G.J. Keeler, Feasibility of Exposure Assessment for The
Pilgrim Nuclear Power Plant, May 12, 1988

Summary

1. The sea breeze phenomena are observed at the Pilgrim site.

A sea breeze is a localized wind that blows from the sea to the land. It is caused by the
temp3erature difference when the sea surface is colder than the adjacent land. Therefore, it
usually occurs on relatively calm, sunny, spring and summer days. Depending on
topography, intensity of solar heating and pressure gradients, a sea breeze front can
penetrate inland from 1(.5 miles) to 15 kam (9 miles). It can occur throughout the year but
it occurs most frequently during the spring and summer months. On average Pilgrim
experiences about 45 sea breeze days during these two seasons.

Typically onshore component commences about 10:00 AM and can persist to about 4
PM. The wind direction changes during the day veering from the north around through
the southeast quadrant by late afternoon. The intensity of the sea breeze can be measured
by the wind speed and distance of inland penetration. The intensity of the sea breeze
circulation depends upon solar radiation (which is influenced by cloud cover), sea water
temperature, and strength of the gradient wind flow. The intensity and effective inland
penetration of the sea breeze front in the near environment of the Pilgrim site are not well
characterized.

2. Coast line orientation and topography strongly influence wind patterns (the frequency,
direction, and strength of onshore winds).Predominantly in the summer and spring, a sea
breeze onshore component is observed along the Massachusetts coast. The dominant sea
breeze components are east and east- southeast for Boston-Logan, easterly for Plymouth,
northeast and east-northeast, f or the Canal site, and east and east-southeast for the Pilgrim

ZI Raynor, G.S.P. Mfichael, and S. SethuRanian, 1979, Recommendations for Meteorological Measrmn
Promanls and Atmosuherc Diffusion Prediction Methods for Use at Coastal Nuclear Reactor Sites.
NUREG/CR-0936. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Conmmission, Washington, DC.
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EPA concludes that a report prepared for NRC provides a detailed discussion of 
considerations for conducting meteorological measurement programs at coastal sites. 11 

Site Specific Meteorological Studies around Pilgrim NPS Commissioned by the 
Commonwealth of Massachusetts Supj?ort Multidimensional Analysis 

Site Specific studies specifically stated that Pilgrim's on-site meteorological monitoring 
systems do not provide reliable indication of monitoring conditions that are 
representative within the 10-mile plume exposure EPZ. A summary of (2) studies is 
below - the full reports are attached. 

Dr. J.D. Spengler and Dr. G.J. Keeler, Feasibility of Exposure Assessment for The 
Pilgrim Nuclear Power Plant. May 12, 1988 

Summary 

1. The sea breeze phenomena are observed at the Pilgrim site. 

A sea breeze is a localized wind that blows from the sea to the land. It is caused by the 
temperature difference when the sea surface is colder than the adjacent land. Therefore, it 
usually occurs on relatively calm, sunny, spring and summer days. Depending on 
topography, intensity of solar heating and pressure gradients, a sea breeze front can 
penetrate inland from 1(.5 miles) to 15 kIn (9 miles). It can occur throughout the year but 
it occurs most frequently during the spring and summer months. On average Pilgrim 
experiences about 45 sea breeze days during these two seasons. 

Typically onshore component commences about 10:00 AM and can persist to about 4 
PM. The wind direction changes during the day veering from the north around through 
the southeast quadrant by late afternoon. The intensity of the sea breeze can be measured 
by the wind speed and distance of inland penett:ation. The intensity of the sea breeze 
circulation depends upon solar radiation (which is influenced by cloud cover), sea water 
temperature, and strength of the gradient wind flow. The intensity and effective inland 
penetration of the sea breeze front in the near environment of the Pilgrim site are not well 
characterized. 

2. Coast line orientation and topography strongly influence wind patterns (the frequency, 
direction, and strength of onshore winds).Predominantly in the summer and spring, a sea 
breeze onshore component is observed along the Massachusetts coast. The dominant sea 
breeze components are east and east- southeast for Boston-Logan, easterly for Plymouth, 
northeast and east-northeast f or the Canal site, and east and east-southeast for the Pilgrim 

II Raynor, G.S.P. Michael, and S. SethuRaman, 1979, Recommendations for Meteorological Measurement 
Programs and AtmOSPheric Diffusion Prediction Methods for Use at Coastal Nuclear Reactor Sites. 
NUREGlCR-0936. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC. 
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plant. This finding suggests that the wind speed and direction at one coastal site would
not be used as a surrogate for other coastal sites.

3. The meteorological sites available provide limited ability to fully characterize or model
the sea breeze circulation in the vicinity of the Pilgrim I Nuclear Power Plant.

Physical modeling of coastal sea breeze circulation patterns is limited by both the number
of meteorological sites in the vicinity of the Pilgrim Plant and the number of parameters
monitored.

William T. Land, Meteorological Analysis of Radiation Releases For the Coastal Areas
of the State of Massachusetts for June 3rd to June 20" 1982

A listing of probable causes resulting in radiation concentration within the microclimate
would include (in order of importance):

1. ONSHORE WINDS: Winds from the east and north moving radiation back toward the
land away from the coast.

2. WIDESPREAD RAINFALL; Rain which could keep radiation in the lower
stratosphere and washout radiation into the ecosystems, food chair and water supplies.

3. COOL DESCENDING AIR; Air which would prohibit radiation from lifting into high
altitude winds which would in turn carry the contaminants at the 18,000 foot level safely
out to sea.

4. AIR POLLUTION: Pollution which would give added nuclei for radiation to adhere
to thereby increasing its ability to stay at lower stratospheric levels.

5. FOG: Fog which would give additional hydroscopic nuclei for both pollution and
radiation to coalesce upon.

6. AIR STAGNATION: Stagnation with little or no wind, haze and temperature
inversions which in turn have the ability to trap radiation close to the surface.

Conclusion
In light of NRC and EPA's Guidance about the use of refined variable trajectory
modeling techniques to provide for more realistic, accurate modeling predictions and site
specific meteorological studies demonstrating the complexity of weather here, it is
obvious that Pilgrim should update to Class B models and multiple weather stations.

Because Pilgrim has not used appropriate weather monitoring and plume modeling; we
do not know, nor does the applicant know, precisely where radiation has or will be
deposited.
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. plant. This finding suggests that the wind speed and direction at one coastal site would 
not be used as a surrogate for other coastal sites. 

3. The meteorological sites available provide limited ability to fully characterize or model 
the sea breeze circulation in the vicinity of the Pilgrim I Nuclear Power Plant. 

Physical modeling of coastal sea breeze circulation patterns is limited by both the number 
of meteorological sites in the vicinity of the Pilgrim Plant and the number of parameters 
monitored. 

William T. Land, Meteorological Analysis of Radiation Releases For the Coastal Areas 
of the State of Massachusetts for June 3rd to June 20th 1982 

A listing of probable causes resulting in radiation concentration within the microclimate 
would include (in order of importance): 

1. ONSHORE WINDS: Winds from the east and north moving radiation back toward the 
land away from the coast. 

2. WIDESPREAD RAINFALL; Rain which could keep radiation in the lower 
stratosphere and washout radiation into the ecosystems, food chair and water supplies. 

3. COOL DESCENDING AIR; Air which would prohtbit radiation from lifting into high 
altitude winds which would in turn carry the contaminants at the 18,000 foot level safely 
out to sea. 

4. AIR POLLUTION: Pollution which would give added nuclei for radiation to adhere 
to thereby increasing its ability to stay at lower stratospheric levels. 

5. FOG: Fog which would give additional hydroscopic nuclei for both pollution and 
radiation to coalesce upon. 

6. AIR STAGNATION: Stagnation with little or no wind, haze and temperature 
inversions which in turn have the ability to trap radiation close to the surface. 

Conclusion 
In light of NRC and EPA's Guidance about the use of refined variable trajectory 
modeling techniques to provide for more realistic, accurate modeling predictions and site 
specific meteorological studies demonstrating the complexity of weather here, it is 
obvious that Pilgrim should update to Class B models and multiple weather stations. 

Because Pilgrim has not used appropriate weather monitoring and plume modeling; we 
do not know, nor does the applicant know, precisely where radiation has or will be 
deposited. 
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A straight -line Gaussian model is not applicable here nor can the applicant rely on
weather data input from orisite. By relying on the steady-state, straight -line Gaussian
model to construct a "key hole" planners are likely to make the wrong call - send citizens
into a plume; tell folks to stay put when should evacuate; or tell them to evacuate when
should shelter. Class B models must be required if a license extension is granted for
20 12-2032. Computerized combination weather-radiation monitors are readily available
and also must be required.
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A straight -line Gaussian model is not applicable here nor can the applicant rely on 
weather data input from onsite. By relying on the steady-state, straight -line Gaussian 
model to construct a "key hole" planners are likely to make the wrong call ~ send citizens 
into a plume; tell folks to stay put when should evacuate; or tell them to evacuate when 
should shelter. Class B models must be required if a license extension is granted for 
2012~2032. Computerized combination weather-radiation monitors are readily available 
and also must be required. 
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Exhibit C-5 Monitoring Exhibit Attachment

SCHIMIDT" ENGINECREO AIR SAMPLING INSTRUMENTS.

March 31., 1.992

Mr. Willi= K. Rejilly. Administratort,
U. S. Environmrenatl. fotsecion Agateny
401 ?1 Street, S..W.
Waningon.. [L.C. 20460.

Me, a. leakialF Enrsanen tap tboe Pusciseaia of KSuzlF&ar r of 0M-t
Relating co Caoaneroia1; scleaIm t Rez.aactors, Ltcaaset* hr. the.
Kuelear RegmUlaory Comrdssiaio

Dear )l. Railly..

The purpose of dds lteter is -to. Vinydat you- with information. about some
serliour deficiencies in the U.S. NunJ~ger &&&Ulat=ry Comissi,,rs gtogra foe
limitiag emissi~ons- from coaserciaL unclear power reactors, end to ask that there

be continued oversight of this progm= by the U.S. fttras~no~tal Protactiau
Agency until chae-a deficiencies are correcteA.

My qualifications for writing an this subject include the fact that I am a
registered prafessilocal engineer; have been working an! unclear air monitoring
problem for over X~ years; have wnrittn a comprehensive pap.: on effective stack
Zonitroing that W=s published ira the Proceedings of the INS, D012NRC Nucle.ar Air
Clearing Conference:(L); have lectred on this subject; end cureneity am a mew-
bar of the Voinkimg Croup to update AMIS Standard N13.X "GQdda to Samepling Air--
barne Radioactive Materunal in M-1le= Facilities".

Th~e deficiencies that I am referring to arer nat in the irU's ragalations but
in its lack of petrfarm~ancme requirenmets and testing requirements to make certain
that it reogulations a~re being mat. Thus thats ares no NRC performance requtre-
cent: ot testing requizemtents for either. the stack emission monitoring systems
or the offsita air nitacing inustcaments at, comrciah. nclea= power plants.

The tuportauca of the stack monitoring syxtem. can be judged from cho fact
that they are relied. on to 4etart an ftadjoAti':. 1MLISsioMs Which get peat the
nucleac air cleaniur equipmmet, and, to &lI&t the plant operLatr im time to take
carer-trety action. Xf they to. mot workc properl~y theacm can be a siroebla amount
Of radioactiveW dischArge. leading to expensivT ae nsa problem~s. liability taw-
Suits, and inmcreased. public distrnst of the U1.S. umcser paver program.

An example at such a manitorinag syster: ftilure octurred. er this Muablebeng
Nuclear Poyer Sstiatn tis Switzerland itt 1986(Z)I when the stack. Manitri SYS taff.
which van similar to thzose at many U1.S. nuclear power plants, failed to detect a
sizeaale emission of cad4-- &ive particles which had' goltten pest the pIant's air
o Leering sys tam, investi~gat~ion afterarwuda shavu&ds thatrddnoatiw particles had
entered the isakinatie stark sampliag probes and then tiepoviWteda the Sample
transport tablng,5o that no=a reeched- the. sampin~g filter and radiation detector.

A smilan failure occurred at the DOE's Mutee rsolation BiT~At P-Lant in: Xe9
flexica in~ ahouut 1.987 vixen a multiple nozzle isolcimetim: samtpling probe, simnLi*
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I SCHMIDT""/: 
INSTRUMENT. CO. I-

t.-1(1J ~ .)4n •• '" i),L\ 

Fl CI v.fS -:'SfQ.., L '':'' '-1":.-> \'-. r-y ....... 

ENGINEEREO AIR SAMPLING INSTRUMENTS. 

P.Q. aDX. tt~· SAlt CA .. UlS..CA.W.a ......... ~. ,USI .I·IQ47· 
If,,.~_c:.-.II' 
I .... S,.:J.&3. .... ~ 

Marelt. 31. 1992 

lIr-. \li.lli_·!C. Reilly. A4Minatr&tar, 
I1.S. i:I:N.i.~t4I. li!J:Oce:ct;i;arr AseaeT. 
4"O't If S~reel:. It.W •• 
Wa"lt.ll:tgta .. ., 1l.C.. ZQ46(l 

ECe.~ RalemalcialiF.l!=.swmt: t:I1' tR Re.scu..i= oIUrub'rJart:'.:t or 4Ilc:Fa··6.1 
Re1at:2!D:g t!O Com::e:e.i&li duclaln:.'l!avoI:z1. Ruemrs' Uce:sed-b,. tltUI'. 
lIUcluI: aerul&c:ary Coamzissiotr. 

De&J:" k. RaUly. 

The purpon: at tll:is letter ill· to: ~ you. vitlr f.afcnr:rll:icm .mar.c soma 
serioUS' daficiand .. in tlt.a U.S. H=le&:: laguat:acy COIIlCl:i.5si1m'1I p\-ogra.a: foe 
HlI1itio.a emisdeas' from cOIlluo:n:ci.l nllc:.l.&!: po_r raactar.r, aDd; to ask tlIat there 
be ccntiuuad overststu: of ellis prognm hy the 11.5. ~e&1 PmCec:t:iau 
Ageuc.y until 4:llasa' ctafi.cimrcie., ara c:arrectlld'. 

My qa&lifica.r:io= far vritiul Oil thill sulfj_t iIMluda tIta f.u:t:. that I am a 
registaeed prafassd.aml:l mgiaeer: have beeu vad:iag em auclear air maitoring 
probl~ fOl: over 3« years; have written • c:o~.h.Ullt~. paper on effective IIcac~ 
.ilIonitorlq that va ptihl1shri iJ:r dm 2cacHdi:ags of the. uaa DOlVNRC !ruc:lear Air: 
Cteanitlg Con&n1ilczUJ; have lec:tu:eIt GIl tltU subject; act =lIIttly am a lIIam
b~1: of tba 1i'o~lci:g Cl;cup - to aflda:t. Anl !~ IUJ.I "G\dctata illmllllzzs Ai:
bone llad.toactivtl Mateti:&1a ill ~ r.c:iliti:u". 

na c1efic:imcie. cae I am C'uar:io:g eo. ar8' =t" i.u the NRC" IF NguIa.tlIlQ:t bu!: 
iu to lack of parfQatanc:.e r:lKtuiClllllazt1:. and testitlg requiremeuu to aut.ka eee~3in 
that itS"Uaulatioaa: &r8 bai.ulf _to thus tha'ce are no NRC pe:fOnwlc:a t"eqai-rl!
.. ata or te~tiag C'aquiremeucs for .ithe~ tha staclc emission monitoriag systeas 
01: =- offllita air·=m.i.t:cc:inJr. iast~ts at ~i.&l. I1W:'l.IIu- ~r pluu. 

the f:azpcln&uca al CIw stack IiIICIIZ£!:Qri.o:g sy6't:eur:I carL ba j1liClged ft"Clll dut fact 
that they ua "lied. em to clatac:c ars:y n4i0aetiw- emtsaio:s whi.r:tt. .. t. past the 
auclea: &i: c~ ~t:. aad;. CO alai:!: the ,1mC opaJ:&tors i:a: t:ima to talce 
COZ:I:8'ctin -=i.=. U they Ita: 0:011 wo::k p~J..Y' tlu1l1 carL be & .izeltbla ammmt 
of r:&di.a&etiTlS 4i.1c:hal:p, luding to axpctsbe claa=p pr.:rblems. Uabf:Lity ta:v
suit." md i.uC1:eUad. p:tIbJJ.c: clLstz:u.:t of ce 0' .!-. 1liW:ba= penta.:' pI:.Ogt'lUI!. 

An exampls ot aw:I:t • a:om.tori:Ir ~n_ fIt!.t=- occ:tU:l:'e¢ &e' cl!w Hw!b:tsbs~g 
Nuclear Pawl: Stlleial1 ilr Srit1:az:1.lI1!d in. 1986fZl w!te'IE 1:1:. stack lII01Iit:ol'~ IIYstallf. 
"itic:1J. V1IS sill1i1.az: ca tho-'le at IIIItI%y a.s. nucLear pDW1lr plants. eldIed to deeKe • 
,stZaahla amltssi.oa. oj! "".U.a .... u.v .. p&rtic:l .... .mic:h 1tzcI.' ....- p ... C th .. pJ.a!1t's ai" 
c rsminK syst_~ XnvaSt:i.gllei:oa &t.tm:w&l:<b sllo.wadi t:!mU'1:IId:I;o&aci._ p;c;tic:leJI Irad 
I!ntar:act the bcrl:imu:ic: sl'!lU:k salIIPliiag: prohas and! Chell Itepqsi!tI.lif til the ._.Ie 
trQspo.rc. tabiag..SQ that: noUIl reached· the:, Sllllltfliltg flltu and radiatio.1r detact .. r. 

A 1i1l1iLa:. f«i.lm::e =cct. &1: the nos's ll'4.:lea &o14tiall ntct. !',1m!: i1r :fa" 
l'Ieo:i.ca 1.0. &hauc. 19ar Watt a: 1III11tiple oozzle isokil!l!ti:c: um:pUi:qr probe. aill1il&1!" 
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Letter to Uti. Witli,= K_ Rei~llY March 3L, 1992 Page Z

to those at Mnyr U.S,, m~eseer'paa Vjents, sagd ''&elt dust aftter only-
one (Sarl ascrize and la4 to lye re~l-aed; '4tth unei style, probe that, was desigmed
to have, iezer. low partiaLa dsqpoeittGf~WzsG4

Wh-that$ have not been mare, &taIct menaturig syste failures ar UA.'S tnrtear
power plantsa can. be explained; by the fact chat normally the samplinj probes oper-
ate in extremely cleans &in. It Ls only7 whom the high efficieaxcT filters, and
charcoal beds fail. and monitoring is impartau z, tthat the. deficiencies show upr.

The emivaslo= acnuaaoret: deafigaecie at oneteav povewplants- tfrst, concern
me - Vt. are-. as, fd~Uoiw:

1. There. arm av. perfdrmanc rfqwinenentz for the stuk1 imurftoring systems, in
terms- Of *=tiaxi" meassnremat Accuracy salt the largsat particles that must
bha dazeted.-,

Z. There-azw no testing or. certifittarin requ Arartms eor the stack scatteing.
sysee=.

3. Thera arm no- professiouaL or educattonal requiremets for the People who de-
sign and install. these stack. muuitaciug syste=,. t-n spite of the technical,
di~fficulties in nakingi ths- vork. pitaperly, ant their izzaorncae to publiLC
health and: safety..

4. Many nuale-ar stack mon:taoring probes- are so~t in camp, 4 - a with EPA, Method 1
(40 Cia 60,, Appandfz. Al- which -ecifinsD the uini m.praisaibtIA distances fro=
flow distmcarzcas.

S. Celcmtietina Usred. an tha REM! L.03 compmter prograzm(4) show that the small
diameter trunsport lines and long tbhing runs, 9 1 1 are typical, of many
nuclear stackt moni-wring systems., wilt seteetively remove most of the larger
ailrborce. peranci-las that ame samP1A end prawant than ftom; beimg eassumed.

6. M~any ofE the ofl-uLte. air sampling insftr==t MpnClear Pager StAtionsZ are
equally deficient because they arg hse;~tSad metal shelta= which
seriously renstritm the flow of Particle lAde- air to the coLaection filters.

7. Most ainificent:Iy,, thazae appea&s to be, no rscugmition by anyonae &t. the NRC
that thesi& dafictemni~es exist, end. there appear.- to. ha no plan to do anything

In v+ew of the situation thxt Z have deacrtbed; in. this Tteter, end Lts im-
portance to puhLic has-Leth ant; safety, r hope that avezyone concerned; will under,
stand the sned for oversight of the EtCI's emission measurement: program by the
U1.S. DtA untiL- these dateficinctas ame corrected..

Very ttvly- :*=Is.

Alfred, C. Sobzdft. MS. PKi

(For the Lis~t af refernaces prlease turmu t the eaxt Oage..l
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lAt:t:er to !It". WiLli.am. tc. Reil1.y M4rc:b. H. 19!1Z Pagl;! Z 

to tliosB' 4J: 1!IIIl1~ tt.S'. mu:!ear-'pov.er: ~fmts'. p,(Urged:··n'tlr.lldt dust' atter' <mll" 
one da1l"a •• J:Vb:. pd; Iud. to tre rep-lau:e¢ v:f.tlt.·1t _'lItyle probe that· vas designed 
to have, VIlJ:YM l'cl¥ pa-rtic:l.a. 'clap-osition' taaq.c,l'). 

1Ib.y- Cline' have. nat lXeen' _rill ataclc: 1IIDtri:1:'t7rl%rg: syat:limr frllllt'l!lr at' \1'.;5.' mmIe1Jr 
paver plant:s can. be explained' by tbB tact" tltat Ilomal.ly the S'auq1lill8' probes oper
ate in extremely clean Air. It La only .lte~ the high .ffb:ieoC:T filters' and 
ettareoal beds fa.il. and 1IIQuic:oritr3' is i.m;J<rrt:am::. ttrat. the· defic:iea.c:ies· sltow av. 

TIt .. etII'ia:.ri:an: ... ~t: def:ic:ic:cf.cs: at: Im.c:'re- p_wpl.altt:r tirzl%< C'OtrC8.C! 

me ~t'. are. q. fcd1av=r: 

t. 'thne.· am ft'O: pe1:'faclla:nl:e' &'~t:.s.. b:tr' the"lIt:ac:1t IIIIltlitotinl' 'Ylll:eIII.S' in 
teJ:IU' of .atiu.i:mI. ~t &c::=acy. a:;dt the l.aquat: p&rti.cl;as that; _t 
b.a clli-t;e<l.te4 .... 

1. 'J:huIHn:e: Ita te:stmg '01:'. eertifi'C&tial1 re~emRttts !or the. rtaelc·lII<IlIiccnoing. 
sYSl:ems •• 

3. Thera a.re no' praf.s:rioual. = ~. rlllfl!fr:ommmt::r .far tbe people "ho de
sl~ And ios td.l. tl:ta_ sua lZIatli.tocl.trg" aylrtlllll3o •. Ur spit&' of' tha t&c:lmic:aL 
dLfficultias in. .... ld.trg", t:hat 1103 pz:aparly. and; tl:uW:' imporam::.e to publl..c 
be.lthARd,8.faty •. 

4-. Many aw:l.u.r Itcaelt IDOl1i\:oring prabu:' ua MC in r::o:tpli.l:ll:v nth EPA< Hvthod. l 
(40 en 60 •. Appettdi:x. A)' vlxich' .speeif£as- the 1IIiDi.mzm:I, pe.rmiss'ib'te. 4Utanc:... fro". 
flO1r dutut:hanc:u. 

5. Calcul .. uiczra. lta:red. an tim nua L.Dl c~ pmgl:lllll(6i} slr01r tlw: the IIC1&tl 

di_blr trlmlll7O':.t Unn and 11mi' I:IIIWrr ruu, .tzielt are cy:ptcs.l of lIIany 
nw:1a&r srac:k IIIOUtcari.l1g" systema., wttt aalaeti._1y remaw IDOse of the targer 
aLrbox:=.va:1:t:c1es thet a:e: Qmlflcd. lUtd ~t:: tlte:'!= ltei1lg·~urec!. 

6. lWr.y o.f the !iff-aLt:. air um;rLi.ng ~ts ~ Il.1Icl.aar p.GHr sta.t.i.ol1s· are 
equally clafic:i.elll: ImCIlWlS cltey are: lu1usett i«:;<:toaed 1IIItt:&l sbelt:~ vlzich 
sariau.ly I:'Jls~e !:1m u'ml at pal:'tida l.&d.m air ta tlr,Q c:aLractiau filc:aa. 

7. Ko.se ~I:l.y., t~. app_' tc !JlI. 110 rIICOgxdd.au by a:ycme At. the IIRC 
eh.t than 4vf:i.ci.uciu a::!.st., cd. ~ &(Ip1lAC&' tao ba. 110 pl.tn eo 4cr a:yUing 
&!raul: CltmL 

III ¥tay a! the sf.to:ra.t:b:m _ l! Itzmt cle~lred ill. ttds- Ieerar. and La ill
P01:'I:aI:lC4 tel puhlia Itu:l.th 1m!: safety'. I ltaiJe I:Iutc _ve:eyOI111: eonc_cl will. wrdar:
st.lm1 tbs llead for ClV'l1.'.s:ight: of the ne's IIlIIiatoll tlla&.SUrllllWle pragr- lIT tb:a 
U.S. Il!A tmd:t tha:a d'aff:ci8l%c:UiII &ea C:OUllet:ed:.. 

Very tl:II:l.yr,.,u::s-. 

scem't mstallCtE!D"t CO. 

a ', ..... c:. ,4-<, . ,l-
Atfrad. C. SeIlm:i.I!t. !IS. IlE 

Coauk&ue 
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Exhibit D - Economic Impact Tourism

The Economic impact of Travel on Massachusetts Counties. 2003A Study Prepared for
the Massachusetts Office of Travel and Tourism by the Research Department of the
Travel Industry Association of America, Washington, D.C., January 2005
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Travel Industry Association of America, Washington, D.C., January 2005 
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lanrodctonu

INIRODUCUON

This report presents prelmnr '2003 and revised 2002 estimates of the impact of U.S. resident
travlerandintenatona traiveler spending mn Massachusemt, as well as the employment, payroll

incomne and tax revenue directly generated by the spending. These estimates are produced
through wse of the Cosmtyi~ity Travel Economic Impact Model, a computerized economic
model producing estimates of frays!. spending at the county level, and its. impact an employment,
wage and salary (payroll) income, and state and bcal tax revenuems.

The Counzy(Cit Travel Economic Impact Model is art extension of TWa Travel Economic
Impact Modal (TEIM) initially developed in 1975 for the US. Deparizzent of the Interior to
indicate the economic value of travel and tourism to states and counties. The original TEIhd has
been revised substantially based upon snore accurate and targeted input data available fromn
governments and the privata sector.

The TEIM is based upon national travel surveys conducted by hIA and expenditure data
developed by the Bureau of The Census, TIP., varioua federal agencies and national travel
organizations each year. A descriptio of the hElM andl the County impact model is provided in.
Appendix A. The foallowving estimates of wravels economic impact mn Mdasachusetts are based
upon the moat recent version of the TElM and dafta available from. the U.S. Census Bureau and
other sourceS

US. residents traveling in MsIsaChusefts includes both state residentsi and Out-ofsdate visior
traveling away frtom home overnight in paid acmotinor on day trips to places 50 miles
or more away from home during 2003. Travel commuting to and from wiodt travel by those
operating an airplane, bus, truck, train or other frorm of common. carrier transportation; military
travel on active du13y and travel by students away at school, are all excluded from the model. In
addition, the payroll and employmnent esti.mates represent impact generated in the private sector
and exclude public-supported payroll and employment.

Starting in 2003, TIA's TravelScope?' has been modified to capture more information. from
traveling households. This resulted in an overall increase in ftavd volume and adjustment of the
travel, econamnic impact eatntimat Based on fins change. travel economic impact estimates for 11999-
2002 harve bee= revised as well as 2003.

Sinc additional data relating to travel and its economic impact in 2003 will become available
subsequent to this study, TEA reserves the right to revise these estimates in the future-
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INTRODUcnON 

This report presents preliminary 2003 8lld R'Io'ised 2002 estimates of the impact of U.S. resident 
traveler and international tmveIer apending in Massaclnm!its, lIS ~n as the employment, payroll 
income aud tax RWn1.U! dnc:tI.y generated by the spmdiDg. These estimates are produced 
through use or the CountylCity Travel Economic Impact Model, a computerized eccmomic 
model producing estimates of travel spending at the CCR.Illty level, and its impact on employuwtt, 
wage aod salaxy (payrom income, ad state .od bca1 tax teveI111e$. 

The c-myfCit). TRwl EcOJliOl11ic Impact Model is an extmsiOl1 of TIA's liavel Economic 
Impact Model (tl3D..Q miliaRy develoPed in 1975 fbr the US. DepBItment of the Imerim to 
indicate the economic value of tmvel and tourism to states .Dd counties. The original. TElM hB 
hem revised substantially based apon more accurate and targeted iDput data available from 
govemments 8lld the private sector. 

The TEIM is based upon Dlltional !ravel surveys couducted by TIA .aod oapenditme data 
developed by !be Bmeau of the Cen&uIl. TIA, WIiou& federal ~ and JIDlional11'llvel 
organizaliQD$ each year. A de.scriptign of the TEIM aod the County impact model is provided in 
Appendix A. 1he ibllowiDg estimates of ttavel.'s ecoPOJllic impact ill Massachusetts .-based 
upon !be mDSt recent vemon of the TEIM aod data available from the US. Ceasus Bureau aod 
other SOtIn:eS.. 

US. residents travelliJg in Massachusetts iaclw!es \oth state residents and oat-of.state visiton 
1ra'Io-eJmg away from home awmight in paid accommodaticma, or on day trips to plaee$ .50 mi1e.t 
or more away from home cluring 2003. Tmvel CoIrimnting to and from wade; travel by those 
operating m aiIplaue. bus. truck, train or other fonn of common catrier trmiportation; militmy 
travel 011 active duly; 8lld trawil by students away at sebool, are all excluded from the model. In 
addition. the payron and rmploymeut estimates represent impact generated in the private sector 
and exclude public-supported payroll and employmeut. 

Starting in 2003, TIA's TDvelS~ .bas been modified to capture DlOl:e iDbmaliOll from 
traveliIlg households. 'Ibis zr:suhed in IIIl owr.tll iDlnaae in tmw1 wlume and adjuslme:Dt of the 
travel economic impact esJtimates. Based on Chis chazIge, travel economic impact estimates D 1999-
2002 halie been nMsed lIS well u2003. 

Since additional data reJatiug to Iravel and its ec:onomi<: impact in 2003 will become available 
subsequent to Ibis study, TIA reseIVeS the right to revise 1:he$e estimates in the future. 
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1Ta4 impact an Mauswdsem-2003

TRAVEL EMPACI7 ON MASSACHUSEITS - 2003

Travel Expeditures

" Domestic &and international travelers mr Massackisetts dzred spent nearly $1il2 billion on
trnsoitation, lodging, food, entetainment and recreation 2 icdnasduring 2003. This
represents a drop of 0.5 percent from 2002, dne to the conitinuted decline in international
travelers spending in dhe state.

" Domestic and international travelers Vpent nearly S3A4 billio on public transportation, down
slightly. 0.2 percent, fim 2002. This is mainly due to the decrease in international traveler
spending in Massachusetts-

" Domestic travel spending on lodgn declined by 1.6 percent, while international travel
spending on lodging dropped by 15-8 percent. In toital, travel spending on lodging ill 4-3
percent in 2003.

" Spending an foodservice, by domestic tm-deers reached moae than $2.0 billon 3.4 percent
increase f~rom 2001 Jnternaticcal itaveler spent $233 -Miion on this category. down 14.1
PercenL

" Mainly due to higher gasoline prices, domestic travel spending on auto tansportation
increased by 47 percent in 2003.

Travel Spending in Afassachusetts in 20013
by Industry Sector

Egarstnent g. Au

Foodievice
201% 7At

t4w trguru lmbe pka*s5 maty vabidr *tamN4 ffAhr mzIps fig g. na~s, tb, eq &w

S. Cmealnts w& sictortdmt 3Ifl dulbe wm&L *a antfd-W pembpsam.
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TRA \"EL IMPACT ON MASSACBUSEITS - 2003 

Travel Expenditures 

• Domestic and intemational lra\'el.ers in Massachusetts directly $P~t nearly $11.2 billion on 
transpoItltion, iodgiDg, food, enrertaimnent and recreation and incidentals dining 2003. This 
represents a drop of 0.5 percent from 2002, cine to the continued decline in international 
trawlers' spending in !he $tate. 

• Domesiic and intemationallIllvelas.spent nearly $3.4 billion onpublic tlamporta1ion, down 
slightly, 0.2 pa-cent, tmn 2002. This is mainly due to !he cIec:reae in intemational traveler 
spending in Massaclmsetts. 

• Domestic tm\le} spending em lodging declined by 1.6 percent, while intemationaJ travel 
spending on lodging dropped by 15.f pen::ent. In total, travel spending on lodging !ll 43 
percent in 2003. 

• Spending on foodservi.ce by cIomestie tm .. e!as reached more than $2.0 biJIion, 3.4 pereent 
increase tmn 2002. Jntematianallrave!em spent $233 miIliDn on this categozy. down 14.1 
percent.. 

• Mainly dUeio • higher p$Oline prices, domestic travel spending on auto transportation 
increased by 4. 7 peI~t in 2003. 

Travel Sp~dingin Ma!!lIchusetts In 2003 
by Indumy Sector 
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Table 6: Tray.) Expendinires in Masachausettsby linubtry Sector, 2002-20D03

2M0 L-Xpendirres Domestic International Total % of Tolal
(S mmlka-t) (S Milions) 0S tMlions) __

PubliC Tranasportation $3,224.1 $171.5 53,395.6 30.3%
AntD Tranpotam a 1,325.8 16-1 1,341.8 12.0%
Lodging 2.051.7 415.0 2,466.6 22.0%
Paodservice 2.,024.5 233-1 2,57.6 20.2%
Enuinmaunt & Lcmmation 61V. 111-1 729.8 63%l
CiA E 9r PAualTrade 707.6 299-9 1,007.4 9.0%

Totl $9,952.3 $1,24.6 S11,1985 100.0%

2002 E~nuhsu re

Public Tranq~mtaton $3,207.0 $194L4 S3j401A 30.2%
Anto T~msapoxttm 1,265.9 17.9 1,283.8 11.4%
Lodging 2,014.3 492. 2,577.2 229%

1958.5vceLO 271.5 2,230-0 19.9%
Eubuzaunt& Rnmafion 611.9 124.6 736&5 6.p/%
GeneralketailTrazde - 689.8 339.1 1,0285 9.1we

Totaw $9,817.4 $1,440.4 111,257.8 100.0%

Perenarage, ckamle Dmatric Intemational Tota
2003 ever 20M M%) M~6 M

Public Thunsgtaton 0.5% -11.8% -0.2%
Auto Tunivortaton 4CM -1012% 4.1%
Lodging -1.6% -1518% -430%
FOOds~rvift 3.41 -14-1% 1.2%
Entertainmint & Rmmfcrto 1.1%4 -10.S% -03%w
General Ratail TrAde 2.6% -11.6y% -2.1%

Toawt 1.4% -13-5% -03%1y
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TahiR 6: Tram Expnditunsln MliIsslIChumtJ 1Iy hdustry Sedar.lool-l-003 

10l)J E."lHIIdimres ~ Iutemational Total % o£TotaI 
($Millk=) ($ Milliom) (SMillions) 

Publk Tnusplltt3licm $3,224.1 $l71.S $3,395.6 3U% 
Aulo TraDSpOrI3tian l,31S.1 16.1 1,341.8 12.00/. 
Lodgin: 2,051.7 415.0 2,466.6 l2O% 
FaodsBVice 2,024.5 233.1 2,257.6 20.2% 
EmerIaiamem & RemaIioa til&.7 111.1 729.8 6..5% 
Gemal £mil Tnda 707.ti 299.9 1,007.4 9.0% 

Tatal * $9,952.3 $1,246.6 $11,198.9 100.0% 

201)1 E:qJlIlUfimrn 

Pulilic TnuspIItt3licm $3,lO7.0 $194.4 $3,401.4 30.2% 
Auto TI'ZI5pDIbIiaa l,265.9 17.9 1,283.8 11.4% 
LacIgiag 2,084.3 492.9 2,S77.l 22.9". 
Faachemc:e l,9.5a.s 27U 2,230.0 19.1% 
~& R.o<nalian till.9 124.6 736.5 6.5% 
Gmer.d Rebil Tnda 689.1 339.1 1,028.9 9.1% 

Total * $!I,817.4 $1,440.4 SlI,257.8 100.0% 

P.rt:«RtIl6. ,,1""'6' ~ Iutematianal Total 
2O(JJ twt1r 2D1J2 (%) (%) (%) 

MIkT~ 0~1. -11.1% -0.2% 
AIIIo Tzmsportallcu 4.1% -10.2% 4.5% 
LacI....m: -1.6% -15.8% -43% 
Foods"r<~ 3.4% -14.1% 1.2% 
~ &; Reereation l.l'~ -lo.s% -0.9% 
Geaeral Rmil Trade 2.~~ -1l.6% -2.1% 

Tatal· 1.4% -13.5% -0.5% 
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EXHIBIT E

DRY CASK STORAGE

1. Diagram of GE Mark I Reactor Building and Elevated Irradiated
Fuel Storage Pool

2. Some Potential Modes of Attack on Civilian Nuclear Facilities

3. Cooling Processes in a Partially or Fully Drained Spent-Fuel Pool

4. A Proposed Design Approach for Hardened, Dispersed, Dry
Storage
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Diagram of GE Mark I Reactor Building and Elevated Irradiated Fuel Storage Pool
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Diagram of GE Mark I Reactor Building and Elevated Irradiated Fuel Storage Pool 
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E-2

Some Potential Modes of Attack on Civilian Nuclear Facilities12

MODE OF: CHARACTERISTICS PRESENT DEFENSE
ATTACK _______________It ___________

Cornmando-.style . Could involve heavy Alarms, fences, lightly-armied
by land weapons/sophisticated guards, with offsite backup

tactics
a Attack requiring substantial

planning and resources

Commando-style Could involve heavy 500 yard no entry zone - marked
by water weapons/sophisticated by buoys - simply, "ýno

tactics trespassing" signs

* Could target intake canal Periodic Coast Guard
surveillance by boat or plane

* Attack may be planned to
coordinate with a land attack

Land-vehicle [ Readily obtainable IVehicle barriers at entry points to
bomb * Highly destructive if ]Protected Area

detonated at target

Anti-tank missile a Readily obtainable rNone if missile is launched from
* Highly destructive at point offsite

of impact

Commercial * More difficult to obtain than Nn
aircraft pre-9/l11hn

0 Can destroy larger, softer
targets

12Gordon Thompson, Robust Storage of Spent Nuclear Fuel: A Neglected issue ofHomeland Security p. E-S S,
December 2002. NOTE: Pilgrim Watch added 2nd row to table, ATTACK BY WATER.
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Some Potential Modes of Attack on Civilian Nuclear Facilities12 

I 
MODE OF 

II CHARACTERISTICS II PRESENT DEFENSE ATTACK 

Cormnando-style • Could involve heavy Alanns, fences, lightly-armed 
by land weapons/sophisticated guards, with off site backup 

tactics 
• Attack requiring substantial 

planning and resources 

Cormnando-style Could involve heavy 500 yard no entry zone - marked 
by water weapons/sophisticated ihy buoys - simply, ''no 

tactics trespassing" signs 

Could target intake canal Periodic Coast Guard 
surveillance by boat or plane 

Attack may be planned to 
coordinate with a land attack 

Land-vehicle • Readily obtainable Vehicle barriers at entry points to 
bomb • Highly destructive if Protected Area 

detonated at target 

[AOO-_~e[ • Readily obtainable None ifmissile is launched from 

• Highly destructive at point offsite 
of impact 

Commercial • More difficult to obtain than 

r
one 

aircraft pre-9fII 

• Can destroy larger, softer 
targets 

12 Gordon Thompson, RobllSt Storage o/Spent Nuclear Fuel: A. Neglected Issue o/Homeland Security. p. E-S S, 
December 2002. NOTE: Pilgrim Watch added 2nd row to table, ATIACK BY WATER. 
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E-3

Cooling Processes in a Partially or Fully Drained Spent-Fuel Pool

"Dense packing"13

The original design density of spent fuel In the pools had the fuel assemblies spaced out In a
loose square array. The standard spacing for new dense-pack racks today Is 23 cm - barely
above the 21.4 cm spacing In reactor cores. This "dense-packed" fuel is kept sub-critical by
enclosing each fuel assembly In a metal box whose walls contain neutron-absorbing boron.

LA

These boron-containing partitions would block the horizontal circulation of cooling air if the
pool water were lost, greatly reducing the benefits of mixing recently-discharged with older,
cooler fuel. During a partial uncovering of the fuel, the openings at the bottoms of the spent-
fuel racks would be covered In water, completely blocking air from circulating up through the
fuel assemblies. The portions above the water would be cooled primarily by steam produced
by the decay heat in the below-surface portions of the fuel rods In the assemblies and by
blackbody radiation.

In the absence of any cooling, a freshly-discharged core gener-ating decay heat at a rate of
100 kWt/tU would heat up adiabatically within an hour to about 6000C, where the zircaloy
cladding would be expected to rupture under the Internal pressure from helium and fission
product gases, and then to about 900 where the cladding would begin to burn in air. It will
be seen that the cooling mechanisms In a drained dense-packed spent-fuel pool would be so
feeble that they would only slightly reduce the heatup rate of such hot fuel.

13Robert Alvarez, Jan Beyea, Klaus Janberg, Jungrnin Kang, Ed Lyman, Allison MacFarlane, Gordon Thompson,

Reducine the Hazards from Stored Spent Power-Reactor Fuel In the United States Science & Global Security,
Vol. l11,No. 1, (2003) page 16-17.
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Cooling Processes in a Partially or Fully Drained Spent-Fuel Pool 

"Dense packing,,13 

The original design density of spent fuel In the pools had the fuel assemblies spaced out In a 
loose square array. The standard spacing for new dense-pack racks today Is 23 cm - barely 
above the 21.4 cm spacing In reactor cores. This "dense-packed" fuel is kept sub-critical by 
enclosing each fuel assembly In a metal box whose walls contain neutron-absorbing boron. 

These boron-containing partitions would block the horizontal circulation of cooling air if the 
pool water were lost, greatly reducing the benefits of mixing recently-discharged with older, 
cooler fuel. During a partial uncovering of the fuel, the openings at the bottoms of the spent
fuel racks would be covered In water, completely blocking air from circulating up through the 
fuel assemblies. The portions above the water would be cooled primarily by steam produced 
by the decay heat in the below-surface portions of the fuel rods In the assemblies and by 
blackbody radiation. 

In the absence of any cooling, a freshly-discharged core generating decay heat at a rate of 
100 kWt/tU would heat up adiabatically within an hour to about 600°C, where the zlrcaloy 
cladding would be expected to rupture under the Internal pressure from helium and fission 
product gases, and then to about 900°C where the cladding would begin to burn in air. It will 
be seen that the cooling mechanisms In a drained dense-packed spent-fuel pool would be so 
feeble that they would only slightly reduce the heatup rate of such hot fuel. 

13 Robert Alvarez, Ian Beyea, Klaus lanberg, lungmin Kang, Ed Lyman, Allison MacFarlane, Gordon Thompson, 
Reducing the Hazards from Stored Spent Power-Reactor Fuel In the United States, Science & Global Security, 
Vol. II, No.1, (2003) page 16-17. 
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E-4

A Proposed Design Approach for Hardened, Dispersed, Dry Storage 14

An ISFI design approach that offers a prospect of meeting (desired) DBT involves
an array of vertical-axis dry storage modules at a center-to-center spacing of
perhaps 25-meters. Each module would be on a concrete pad slightly above
ground level, and would be surrounded by a concentric tube surmounted by a cap,
both being made of steel and concrete. This tube would be backed up by a conical
mound made of earth, gravel and rocks. Further structural support would be
provided by triangular panels within the mound, buttressing the tube. The various
structural components would be tied together with steel rods. Air channels would
be provided, to allow cooling of the dry-storage module. These channels would be
inclined, to prevent pooling ofjet fuel, and would be configured to preclude line-
of-sight access to the dry-storage module. Figure 2... .provides a schematic view of
the proposed design.

Steel/ConcreteTube & Cap

Ground

14 Gordon Thompson, Robust storage of Spent Nuclear Fuel: A neglected Issue of Homeland Security. A report
commissioned by Citizens Awareness Network. January 2003, page 64-65.
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A Proposed Design Approach for Hardened, Dispersed, Dry Storage14 

An ISFI design approach that offers a prospect of meeting (desired) DBT involves 
an array of vertical-axis dry storage modules at a center-to-center spacing of 
perhaps 25-meters. Each module would be on a concrete pad slightly above 
ground level, and would be surrounded by a concentric tube surmounted by a cap, 
both being made of steel and concrete. This tube would be backed up by a conical 
mound made of earth, gravel and rocks. Further structural support would be 
provided by triangular panels within the mound, buttressing the tube. The various 
structural components would be tied together with steel rods. Air channels would 
be provided, to allow cooling of the dry-storage module. These channels would be 
inclined, to prevent pooling of jet fuel, and would be configured to preclude line
of-sight access to the dry-storage module. Figure 2 ... provides a schematic view of 
the proposed design. 

Concrete 
Pad 

Ground 

Steel/Concrete 
Tube & Cap 

Channel for 
Cooling Air 

14 Gordon Thompson, Robust Storage of Spent Nuclear Fuel: A neglected Issue of Hom eland Security. A report 
commissioned by Citizens Awareness Network, January 2003, page 64-65. 
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Disperse casks so that they are a more difficult target. Pilgrim sits on 1600 acres.

Overhead View

/
Spacing must

be sufficient to
prevent destruction
of multiple casks.

Earth berms around
cask would limit effects

of explosion or fire.
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Disperse casks so that they are a more difficult target. Pilgrim sits on 1600 acres. 
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Overhead View 
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Earth berms around 
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EXHIIBIT F

HEALTH

1. Metropolitan Area Planning Council, Baseline: Population and
Employment Projections 2010-2032, January 2006,

2. Martha S. Morris, Robert S. Knorr, Adult Leukemia and Proximity-
Based Surrogates for Exposure to Pilgrim Plant's Nuclear Emissions,
Archives of Environmental Health, July/August 1996 [Vol. 51(No.4)J

3. Richard W. Clapp, Statement before the Southeastern Massachusetts
Health Study Review Committee. June 26, 1992 [provided by author]

4. Richard W. Clapp, Sidney Cobb, C K Chan, Bailus Walker,
Leukemia near nuclear power plant in Massachusetts. Letter to Lancet,
in Valerie Beral, Eve Roman, Martin Bobrow, Childhood Cancer and
nuclear Installations. papers, abstracts, editorials, reports published
since 1984. BMJ Publishing group, Tavisrock Square, London WC1H
9JR, 1993
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Baseline: Population and
Employment Projections 2010-2030

For use in the 2006 Regional Transportation Plan
and MetroFuture

January 2006

Metropolitan Area Planning Council

Baseline: Population and Employment Projections 2010-2030

For use in the 2006 Regional Transportation Plan and
Metro Future

Metropolitan Area Planning Council

Holly St. Clair, Manager of Metro Data Center
Myounggu Kang, Senior Research and Data Analyst

Jim Gallagher, Senlor Transportation Planner
Tim Reardon,, Regional Planner

Rich Sutton,, Applied Geographlcs
Mark Fahey, Data Development Group

January 2006
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OVERVIEW

The Metropolitan Area Planning Council (MAPC) has completed population and
employment projections for 164 comnmunities in the Boston area. These projections are
used in a wide variety of ways, ranging from estimating likely traffic and water impacts
over time, to helping communities determine where and how to grow.

As part of the MetroFuture initiative, MAPC is using the projections of its 101
communities to develop a picture of likely growth patterns in the region, if historical
trends are extended. This data will be used to develop alternative strategies for the
region's growth and development through the year 2030.15 PT The projections will also
inform the FY2006 update of the Boston Region Metropolitan Planning Organization's
25 year Transportation Plan, where future transportation improvements are identified.

The Boston area regional transportation plan requires projections of population and
employment totals to the year 2030. The regional tranisportation model includes 164
communities in Eastern Massachusetts. Within each community, these projections need
to be further broken down into Traffic Analysis Zones (TAZs), which are based on US
Census block or block group geography.

We have used standard methodologies to make these projections. For this base scenario
of the region's likely future, we have assumed that the future will be mostly like the
recent past. Population growth is based on the state birth and death rates, by age-sex-race
cohorts for the region, and on a community's overall recent growth trends. Net
population migration for the region is also based on the trend of 1990s. The employment
trends are based on national growth projections by industry sector and on what proportion
of this national growth might be captured by Eastern Massachusetts, as well as each
community's share of our recent growth.TP16PT

The projections have been improved through a public review period where the 101
municipalities, 6 adjoining RPAs and 2 collaborating agencies, Central Transportation
Staff (CIPS) and the Executive Office of Transportation (BOT) were invited to
comment.

is MetroFuture is MAPC's large-scale participatory initiative to develop a vision for the Metro Boston
region's fuiture and a strategy to get there. This initiative will use scenario modeling to look at different
possible futures. Each scenario will be based on different assumptions about how and where we might
grow, allowing us to look carefully at the consequences of that growth. (www-metrofuture-org)

TP16PT A note on the previous MAPC projections: MAPC produced population and employment
projections in 2003 that may have produced different numbers for communities. In an attempt to better
capture the trends documented in the communmity comments and influenced by MetroFuture's need for a
method that could be adapted to allow the employment and population projections to interact, a different
method was adapted.
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---------------------------------------------------------------.--
OVERVIEW 

The Metropolitan Area Planning Council (MAPC) has completed population and 
employment projections for 164 communities in the Boston area. These projections are 
used in a wide variety of ways, ranging from estimating likely traffic and water impacts 
over time, to helping communities determine where and how to grow. 

As part of the MetroFuture initiative, MAPC is using the projections of its 101 
communities to develop a picture of likely growth patterns in the region, if historical 
trends are extended. This data will be used to develop alternative strategies for the 
region's growth and development through the year 2030.1S PT The projections will also 
inform the FY2006 update of the Boston Region Metropolitan Planning Organization's 
25 year Transportation Plan, where future transportation improvements are identified. 

The Boston area regional transportation plan requires projections of population and 
employment totals to the year 2030. The regional transportation model includes 164 
communities in Eastern Massachusetts. Within each community, these projections need 
to be further broken down into Traffic Analysis Zones (TAZs), which are based on US 
Census block or block group geography. 

We have used standard methodologies to make these projections. For this base scenario 
of the region's likely future, we have assumed that the future will be mostly like the 
recent past. Population growth is based on the state birth and death rates, byage-sex-race 
cohorts for the region, and on a community's overall recent growth trends. Net 
population migration for the region is also based on the trend of 1990s. The employment 
trends are based on national growth projections by industry sector and on what proportion 
of this national growth might be captured by Eastern Massachusetts, as well as each 
community's share of our recent growth. TPl6pT 

The projections have been improved through a public review period where the 101 
municipalities, 6 adjoining RP As and 2 collaborating agencies, Central Transportation 
Staff (CTPS) and the Executive Office of Transportation (EOT) were invited to 
comment. 

15 MetroFuture is MAPC's large-scale participatory initiative to develop a vision for the Metro Boston 
region's future and a strategy to get there. This initiative will use scenario modeling to look at different 
possible futures. Each scenario will be based on different assumptions about how and where we might 
grow, allowing us to look carefully at the consequences of that growth. (www.metrofuture.org) 

TPIi'T A note on the previous MAPC projections: MAPC produced population and employment 
projections in 2003 that may have produced different numbers for communities. In an attempt to better 
capture the trends documented in the community comments and influenced by MetroFuture's need for a 
method that could be adapted to allow the employment and population projections to interact, a different 
method was adapted. 
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These projections have also been allocated to Traffic Analysis Zones (TAZs) within each
commnunity. Traffic Analysis Zones provide the regional transportation model with a finer
level of detail for analyzing trips around the region and links land use patterns to growth
projections for MetroFuture's "base case" for the region. The allocation among TAZs in
each community begins with the 2000 Census results for population along with year 2000
employment patterns developed by CTPS. Allocations of growth to each TAZ are based
on historic land use trends and existing zoning within each community.

Further details on these projection methodologies are presented in this document.
Formtte: Blles and Num!beringj

BASELINE PROJECTION METHODS

A geographic two-stage approach is taken for these projections. Regional totals are
developed first and then these totals are allocated to the municipal level. Under this
approach, our region as a whole is viewed as an independent socioeconomic area which
responds to long-term national socioeconomic changes. Regional population projections
are based on the demographic characteristics of each age-sex-race specific cohort of the
region. Regional employment projections are based on both national economic structural
change and region-specific characteristics. These regional projections are then allocated
into each municipality reflecting the trend of each municipality's growth characteristics
in the region

Population

Data
The following statistical information was used for the population projections: 1) state,
regional, and conmmunity population by age, sex, and race groups, from 1985 and 2000
from the U.S. Bureau of the Census as modified by Massachusetts Department of Public
Health with bridged race categories; 2) state-level annual births and deaths from 1989 to
2001 from the Massachusetts Department of Public Health to calculate natural increase;
3) state-level birth rates for age, race and the sex of the child from the Massachusetts
Department of Public Health to project births; 4) state-level age-sex-race-specific death
rates for Massachusetts in the form of a life table from the U.S. Bureau of the Census.
Due to lack of migration data by cohort, the net migration rate is indirectly estimated by
comparing the projected natural change from 1990 to 2000 and the actual population of
2000. This net migration method is discussed below.

Natural Change: Birth and Death Rate
The population is broken down into (1) 18 age cohorts from 0-4 to 85 and over, (2) by
sex and (3) four race categories: Hispanic, non-Hispanic white, non-Hispanic black and
other. Natural change for each cohort is calculated by taking the population by age-sex-
race group at a starting point, multiplying the age-sex-race groups by age group-specific
survival rates, and adding in surviving newly born children.
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These projections have also been allocated to Traffic Analysis Zones (TAZs) Within each 
community. Traffic Analysis Zones provide the regional transportation model with a finer 
level of detail for analyzing trips around the region and links land use patterns to growth 
projections for MetroFuture's "base case" for the region. The allocation among TAZs in 
each community begins with the 2000 Census results for population along with year 2000 
employment patterns developed by CfPS. Allocations of growth to each TAZ are based 
on historic land use trends and existing zoning within each community. 

Further details on these projection methodologies are presented in this document. 

----------------------------------------------------------~ .. 
BASELINE PROJECTION METHODS 

A geographic two-stage approach is taken for these projections. Regional totals are 
developed first and then these totals are allocated to the municipal level. Under this 
approach, our region as a whole is viewed as an independent socioeconomic area which 
responds to long-term national socioeconomic changes. Regional population projections 
are based on the demographic characteristics of each age-sex-race specific cohort of the 
region. Regional employment projections are based on both national economic structural 
change and region-specific characteristics. These regional projections are then allocated 
into each municipality reflecting the trend of each municipality's growth characteristics 
in the region 

Population 

Data 

The following statistical information was used for the population projections: I) state, 
regional, and community population by age, sex, and race groups, from 1985 and 2000 
from the U.S. Bureau of the Census as modified by Massachusetts Department of Public 
Health with bridged race categories; 2) state-level annual births and deaths from 1989 to 
2001 from the Massachusetts Department of Public Health to calculate natural increase; 
3) state-level birth rates for age, race and the sex of the child from the Massachusetts 
Department of Public Health to project births; 4) state-level age-sex-race-specific death 
rates for Massachusetts in the form ofa life table from the U.S. Bureau of the Census. 
Due to lack of migration data by cohort, the net migration rate is indirectly estimated by 
comparing the projected natural change from 1990 to 2000 and the actual population of 
2000. This net migration method is discussed below. 

Natural Change: Birth and Death Rate 
The population is broken down into (1) 18 age cohorts from 0-4 to 85 and over, (2) by 
sex and (3) four race categories: Hispanic, non-Hispanic white, non-Hispanic black and 
other. Natural change for each cohort is calculated by taking the population by age-sex
race group at a starting point, multiplying the age-sex-race groups by age group-specific 
survival rates, and adding in surviving newly born children. 
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Birth rates by age and race of mother and sex of child are calculated by taking the
number of births by age and race of mother and sex of child for years from 1999, 2000,
2001 .T17PT Births are averaged over three years and then divided by the number of
women in the mothers' age-race group. The one-year birth rate created by this
calculation is multiplied by five to create five-year birth rates. Births in the new 0-4 age
cohorts were calculated by the specific birth rates by age-race of mother and sex of child
and then multiplying those rates by the corresponding estimated female age-race group
populations.

Each cohort (including the newborn 0-4 group) was then multiplied by the age-sex-race
specific survival rate calculated for Massachusetts. The result of this calculation will
give an estimate of how many individuals from each age group will have survived.

Net Migration
Historical net migration is calculated by subtracting the expected population in an end
point period from the actual population reported by the US Census. The expected
population is calculated by using only the natural increase method discussed above. For
these projections, natural increase was calculated for the 164-community region from
1990 to 2000.TP'8PT The result of this calculation would be considered the expected
population in 2000. The expected population is subtracted from the actual population
reported by the US Census in 2000 to determine the difference between the two figures.
The difference or net migration represents the population that either moved in (net
positive migration) or out (net negative migration) of the community over the past 10
years.

Using the above absolute migration calculations for each cohort, the migration rate of
each age-sex-race cohort is calculated by dividing the net number of people that migrated
in each cohort by the average number of individuals that existed in that cohort in 1990
and 2000.T.P19PT

Regional Population Projection
Population projections for the region (164 communities) as a whole were created through
use of the Cohort-Migration-Survival method by age, sex and race group as discussed
earlier. This establishes consistency between past decade-by-decade population and age
group fluctuations, and ties levels of expected natural increase to estimated net migration
as a remainder. These relationships are then projected (continued) into the future. A
diagram depicting the population projection method is included on page 4.

For example, year 20 10 for the 164-community region was calculated by using the US
Census 2000 population as a starting point. Natural increase from 2000 to 2010 was
calculated for the region using state-level age-sex-race specific birth and survival rates.

17 Method adopted from Andrew Isserman's 'The Right People, the Right Rates" (Journal of the American
Planning Association, Vol. 59, No. 1, Winter 1993)
TP"PT Census information necessary to calculate net migration by consistent race categories is not
available before 1990.
TP"9PT We constrained all age-sex-race specific 5-year migration rate to a ceiling/floor of 10%. This
constraint prevents cohorts from having unusually high or low migration rates, and was imposed on 38 of
the 144 age-sex-race cohorts.
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Birth rates by age and race of mother and sex of child are calculated by taking the 
number of births by age and race of mother and sex of child for years from 1999, 2000, 
2001.T17PT Births are averaged over three years and then divided by the number of 
women in the mothers' age-race group. The one-year birth rate created by this 
calculation is multiplied by five to create five-year birth rates. Births in the new 0-4 age 
cohorts were calculated by the specific birth rates by age-race of mother and sex of child 
and then multiplying those rates by the corresponding estimated female age-race group 
populations. 

Each cohort (including the newborn 0-4 group) was then multiplied by the age-sex-race 
specific survival rate calculated for Massachusetts. The result of this calculation will 
give an estimate of how many individuals from each age group will have survived. 

Net Migration 

Historical net migration is calculated by subtracting the expected population in an end 
point period from the actual population reported by the US Census. The expected 
population is calculated by using only the natural increase method discussed above. For 
these projections, natural increase was calculated for the 164-community region from 
1990 to 2000.TP i8pT The result of this calculation would be considered the expected 
population in 2000. The expected population is subtracted from the actual population 
reported by the US Census in 2000 to determine the difference between the two figures. 
The difference or net migration represents the population that either moved in (net 
positive migration) or out (net negative migration) of the community over the past 10 
years. 

Using the above absolute migration calculations for each cohort, the migration rate of 
each age-sex-race cohort is calculated by dividing the net number of people that migrated 
in each cohort by the average number of individuals that existed in that cohort in 1990 
and 2000.TP I9pT 

Regional Population Projection 
Population projections for the region (164 communities) as a whole were created through 
use of the Cohort-Migration-Survival method by age, sex and race group as discussed 
earlier. This establishes consistency between past decade-by-decade population and age 
group fluctuations, and ties levels of expected natural increase to estimated net migration 
as a remainder. These relationships are then projected (continued) into the future. A 
diagram depicting the population projection method is included on page 4. 

For example, year 2010 for the 164-community region was calculated by using the US 
Census 2000 population as a starting point. Natural increase from 2000 to 2010 was 
calculated for the region using state-level age-sex-race specific birth and survival rates. 

17 Method adopted from Andrew Isserman's ''The Right People, the Right Rates" (Journal of the American 
Planning Association, Vol. S9, No.1, Winter 1993) 
TPIIPT Census information necessary to calculate net migration by consistent race categories is not 
available before 1990. 
TPI'PT We constrained all age-sex-race specific S-year migration rate to a ceiling/floor of 10"10. This 
constraint prevents cohorts from having unusually high or low migration rates, and was imposed on 38 of 
the 144 age-sex-race cohorts. 
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The net migration result, which is derived by mnultiplying the migration rate by the
number of people in each age group that survived from the starting period, is then added
or subtracted to the surviving population in each age group.

For a numerical example, if 100 people existed in an age-sex-race group in the starting
period of 2000 and 90 survived to the period of 20 10, and there was a migration rate of
+10% or 9 people, then the 2010 ending population would be 99. This natural increase
and net migration method was repeated every ten years until 2030.

The regional projection for each decade is then allocated into each commnunity.

Municipal Level Population Projections
Each commiunity has a historical proportion of the region's population. The trend in each
municipality's share of the population was calculated from 1970 to 2000 by decade. From
these municipal share trends, we then statistically estimate a logarithmic curve that best
fits the historical trend for the share of each municipality. This estimated curve is then
used to project each municipality's share in the future.

The municipal level projections are a hybrid approach based on (1) age-sex-race cohort
specific share of the region and (2) municipal total population share of the region. The
former approach helps us to understand the change of cohort composition of each
municipality and the latter approach helps us to estimate the overall population trend of
each municipality.

First, we applied the same population projection method, which is used for the regional
projection, onto each municipality to see the solely demographic-change based
projection. Then, we adjusted the first step projection outcome with the total population
trend estimated from the second approach.

As a consequence, we generated each mnunicipality's population projection by age cohort
based on each community's trend in the share of the projected regional cohort.
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The net migration result, which is derived by multiplying the migration rate by the 
number of people in each age group that survived from the starting period, is then added 
or subtracted to the surviving population in each age group. 

For a numerical example, if 100 people existed in an age-sex-race group in the starting 
period of 2000 and 90 survived to the period of2010, and there was a migration rate of 
+ 10% or 9 people, then the 2010 ending population would be 99. This natural increase 
and net migration method was repeated every ten years until 2030. 

The regional projection for each decade is then allocated into each community. 

Municipal Level Population Projections 
Each community has a historical proportion of the region's population. The trend in each 
municipality's share of the population was calculated from 1970 to 2000 by decade. From 
these municipal share trends, we then statistically estimate a logarithmic curve that best 
fits the historical trend for the share of each municipality. This estimated curve is then 
used to project each municipality's share in the future. 

The municipal level projections are a hybrid approach based on (1) age-sex-race cohort 
specific share of the region and (2) municipal total population share of the region. The 
former approach helps us to understand the change of cohort composition of each 
municipality and the latter approach helps us to estimate the overall population trend of 
each municipality. 

First, we applied the same population projection method, which is used for the regional 
projection, onto each municipality to see the solely demographic-change based 
projection. Then, we adjusted the first step projection outcome with the total population 
trend estimated from the second approach. 

As a consequence, we generated each municipality's population projection by age cohort 
based on each community's trend in the share of the projected regional cohort. 
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EXHI[BIT F-2

Health

Martha S. Morris, Robert S. Knorr, Adult Leukemia and Proximity
Based Surrogates for Exposure to Pilerim Plant's Nuclear Emissions
Archives of Environmental Health, July/August 1996 [Vol. 51(No.4)J
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ExmBIT F-2 

Health 

Martha S. Morris, Robert S. Knorr, Adult Leukemia and Proximity
Based Surrogates for Exposure to Pilgrim Plant's Nuclear Emissions, 
Archives of Environmental Health, July/August 1996 [Vol. 51 (No.4)] 
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0 Heidref Publicafion.

Adult Leukemia*and Proximity-Based Surrogates for

Exposure to Pilgrim Plant's Nuclear Emissions

MARTHA SAVAMI MORRIS
RtOBRTS. DJORR
Burmea of ruvironmental Health Assessment
MasaisetaDpatent of Public Health
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the state legislatures request on behalf of concerned
citizens. The study was designed to test the hypothesis-,.
that leukemia incidence between 1978 and 1986 near',
the Pilgrim nuclear power plant in Plymouth, Massa-1,.
chtusetts, was related to residemtial proximity to the1;1

plantadt te rxmt-ae us~t esrs

for yourng children (whose parents'aepoisures would be
of Interest) versus older individuals, interview data In
date have been collected only for subjects who woer
ove age 2y at time ofdiagosL Te results report-

adhee ptan only to thiscs eis
Descriptive anslyýsas, in which Massachusetts Cancer

Registry (MCII) data for the 1982-1984 period were
used, had shown that adult leukemia hinadence was
elevated for Plymouth and for four towns to its north.23
Nonetheless, comparisonis of leukemia rates among

towns grouped on the basis of proximity alone had
failed to reveal any evidence of a relationshiip-"

Material and Method

Period between 1978 and 1986. were residing In msy Iofl22ibouthasterncue 
Maslapetrstowns 

wo during the'tme

they were diagnosed with leukemia (other than theChronic lyrnphocytic cell type). All towns were In Fy
mouth County, however, towns were included ony if
theirh populations weeentirely 05d ~sty contained

whin actIrcle of radius equa to-2 3t (36 lkn), cen-
tered on Pilgrim (fig. 1). Four quafitryiir~g towns; in Barn-
stable County (i.e., on Cape Cod) were excluded be-
cause they were Included in a cancer study that was
conducted concurrently with the SMHS.

Cases diagnosed before 11982 were determined from

1\Pat
FI W1.tayre eta e lrirprudte Faddelmouth smwihna ~ e 0-a,)ml

iutyAUgret 196 [Vos. S1 011M 4)] 207
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the state legislature's request on behalf of concerned 
citizetl$. The mxIy was designed to te51 the hypothesi!>,., 
that leukemia incidence betWeen , 978 and 1986 near',· 
the Pilgrim nucieN power plant in Plymouth. Massa-q. 
chusells, was related to residential proximity to the-lt. 
plant and to other proximity-based ~ate measure$.~· 
Of potential kIr exposure to the plant's radIoactive emi,:t 
sions. Given the need to collec:t different Information' , 
for young c:blldren <whose parents' elCpOSUIf!S would be . 
of Interest) versus older individuals, interview data to 
date have been collected only for subjeclS who were 
over age 12 y at the time of diagnosis. The re$ults report
ed here pertain only to this case series. 

Descriptive _lyses. in which Massachusetts Cancer 
Registry (MeR) data for the 1982-1984 period were 
used, had shown that adult leukemia incidence was 
elevated for Plymouth and for four towns to Its north.2J 
Nonetheless, comparisons of leukemia rates amon~ 

towns grouped on the basis of proximity alone had 
tailed to reveal any evidence of a relationship}' 

Material and Method 

Eligible cases included all persons who, during the~ 
. period between 1978. and 1986. were re$ldlng In any 1 
of 21 southeastern Massadwsetls towns during the time 
they were diagnosed with leukemia (Other than the 
chronic lymphOcytic cell type). All towns were In Ply.: . 
mouth County: tiowever. towns were included only if 
their populatIons ....... entirelY~y c:ontained 
within a circle of radius equal to" .5 ~I (36 bn). cen- ; 
te-ed on Pilgrim (Ag. 1 J. Four qua Irying towns in Barn- -
stable County (i.e., on Cape Cod) were excluded be
cause they were Included In a cancer study that was 
conducted concurrently with the SMHS. . 

Cases. diagnosed before 1982 were determined from 

I ~ MUG 
to} I 

10 
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tumnor registrars or record keepers at 25 area hospitals
that had ever reported leukemia cases from the 22
towns to the Massachusetts Cancer Registry (MCR)
since its founding in 1982. Five additional hospitals
located on the outskirts of the 22-town area were also
contacted, but twoo refused to participate, and three

1981.
Those cases who had been diagnosed between 1982

Iand 1984 and who had resided in Ply.mouth, Kingston,
I uxbury, Marshfield, and Scituate (ILe. 27 of thie 115
cases over aW 12 y ascertained by the SMH$), had

Ibeen used previously to demonstrate excessive leuke-
'rtaIncidence near Pllgrimm?3,2 TWo contrls were

matched So each case for aMe (within 5 y). sex vital sta-
tus, and year of death; in addition, each control must
have been residing in 1 of the 22 towrs during the same

1erthe correponding case was diagnosed with

Controls for deceased cases (ie., 88.6% of all casms)
were selected by a stratified random-sampling proce-
dure from a printout provided by the Massachusetts
Registry of Vital Records and Statistics. All individuals
were listed who had died of nonexciuded Illnesses
between 1978 and 1987 and who were permtanent res-
idents of the 22-town area. Excluded Illnesses were
those suspected of being associated with diseases or
exposures under study (i.e., leukemia; chronic obstruc-
tive lung disease; tubercu.1osis; and cancers of the

mouthalarynx phrynx, esophagus, lung, pancreas,

Conwtros for living cases were all over age 1iSy, and
all were selected randomly from the 1987 or 1988 town
street directories. In accordance with state tawt all townt
residents over age 1l5y are l~WiseIn these directories.
Four controls were selected for each case to helpesr
the availability of 2 eligible participants from teoij
nal 4. Alternates in case-control sets in which the 2 first-
chokce controls had agreed to participate were not pur-
sued uiniess needed to replace controls for case for
whom all 4 potential controls had been depleted.

Historical data pertaining to residencv, occupation,
health, aiid sociodemographics were collected from
the sub~jects or their surrogates (when subjects were
deceased!) during a 45-mmn telephone interview con-
ducted by trained staff. Introductory letter were sent
to prospective respondents L.*., case, control, or sur-
rogate respondent) at least 10 d prior to the date of
a tmpted telephone conrtact. In each lettr, the aims of
the stuidy and data-collection process were explained,
and respondents were advised about the types of ques-
tions that would be posed to them during the Inter-
view. Blank residential- and occupational-history
forms were sent with the letters to encourage respon-
dents to recall or obtain the required information
before the Interview.

Although the contfroversy surrounding plant safety
had been covered by local media. (as had the start of

this health study), a conscious effort was made during
communications with respondents to avoid mention of
the outcome under investigation and the exposure of
Interest. More seclficsill) the study was introduced
merely as a healt survey, and no mention was made
in letters or scripts of leukemia, nuclear power, or the

To kep ntevieersblind to case-control status, we

devised a coding scheme toD distinguish cases frorn con-
trols, however, many respondents were interviewed by
Indviduals familiar with the study design and coding
scheme. The interview began by ascertaining the sub-

jersadesduring the cases dapis yer followed
byarequest for a lUst of all addresses at which the sub-
ject had resided during the precedirrg,0 yt With respect
to each address listed, the' followin wrnoted: year
the subject had moved to the resden7ce, nlumber of
years at residence, and details about the home and the
neighborhood during the subject's residence there. If
there were any gape in histon idividuals; were asked
to focus on their own ages and the aeoftheir relatives
during the period In question.

Potential for exposure to airborne radioactive noble
gases emitted front Pilgrim was determined via two
crude surrogate methods. In the first method, riesiden-
tIal proxlmit to the plant between 1974 and 1977

O~e. yers 7hiher-hannorallradioactive releases)
was used as the exposure-potential index. The dis-
tance used for Individuals (6% of all subjects) who had
occupied multiple residences during that time period
was a weighted average of the distances applicable to,
all qualifying addressecs. In a four-category parameter-
ization of the proximity variable, R_ ml was selected
arbitrarily as the cutoff point between those with the
highest potential 16 = xosr and those with less
exposuret potentia. h othe cutoff points corre-
sponded to the 25th and 75th percentiles of the resi-
dential-proximity distribution.

Exposure was also assessed by a score, calculated
fronm each Individual's residential and worklse histories
and meteorologic and emissions data supplied by plant
officials. The Inverse square law~fx was applied to the
distances between the plant and each residentrce and
worksite occupied for at least 3 mo during the period of
Interest. The resultant terms were weighted by factor
representing (a) the proportion of time typically spent at
work (1/3 and at home C2M), IN) the pretag ftIIe
each location was downwind of PlriMm uri~ngth
specified year,.and Wc the extent to which reported
esmissions of noble gases for the year exceeded at *nor-
mal! IevA,4h all years, except for the mid-1 970s, emis-
sions of radioactive noble gases were kept at or below
1 000 T~q?'-- which was considered 'rnorrnal* for
exposure-assessment purposes. Levels reported during
the mid-i 970s ranged from 2 000 to 15 OOOTBq. Antnu-
al emissions-weighting factors equaled the amount of
radioactiit (in TBq) In the form of noble gases emitted
in a given year divided by 1 000. Annual exposure
scores were sumrmed over sthe years of interest to yield
each Individual's summary exposure score. Unb~Ised
division of the continuum Into tour categories Was

260 Areiriw of Em'rMeeenitl Hen~ti
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tumor registrars or record keepers at 25 area hospitals 
that had ever reported leukemia cases from the 22 
towns to the Massachusetts Cancer Registry (MeR) 
since its founding in 1982. Five additional hospitals 
located on the outsklrl$ of the 22-town area were also 
contacted. but two reCused 10 participate, and three 
reported no cases.. Given that .......,...,1 hospitals were 
unwiUlng to re-ascertaln cases diagnosed during the 
years of mandatory reporting to the MeR. the registry 
constituted a major saun:e of cases diagnosed lIfIer 
1981. 

~
Those cases who had been diagnosed between 1982 

and 1984 and who had resided in Plymouth. Kingston, 
Duxbury, Marshfield, and Scituate (I.e, 27 of the 11 5 
cases over age 12 y ascenained by the SMHS), had 
been med previously 10 demonstrate excessive leuke

a InddellO! near Pilgrim. :U~. Two controls were 
matched 10 each case for age (witJ1jnS y), 5e:lI. vital sta-
tus, and year of death; In addition, each control must 
have been residing In 1 of the 22 towns durinS the same 
year the corresponding C3Se was diagnOsed with 
leukemia. 

Conlrols for deceased c:ases (i.e., 88.6% of .11 caSt"S) 
were selected by a stratified random-s;unpllng proce
dure from a printout provided by the MassaChusetts 
Registry of Vital Records and StatIstIcs. A11lnc11viduals 
were listed who had died or nonexc/uded Illnesses 
between 1978 and 1987 and who were pennanent __ 
Idents of the 22-town area. Exduded Illnesses were 
thes& suspected of being associated with diseases rx 
exposures under study (I.e., leukemia; chronic obstruc
tJve lung disease; wtx..'fcu!os!s; ilnd cancers of the 
mouth, larynx, pharynx, esophagus, lung. pancreas, 
kidney, or bladder). 

Controls for living cases were all over age 1 S Y. lInd 
all were selected randomly from the 1987 or 19881DW11 
meet directories. In accorifance with stale law, alllDWll 
residents over as<' 16 Y are liste,fin these diR!Ctories. 
Four controls were selected for each case to help ensure 
the availability of 2 eligible participants from the origi
nal". Alternates in case-control seIS in which the 2 first
choice controls had agreed to partidpate were not pur
sued unless needed to I'I!plaee controls for eases for 
whom all 4 potential controls had been depleted. 

Historical data pertaining to residence, occupatlon. 
health, and 5OCiodemographics were collected from 
the subjects or their surrogates (when subjects were 
deceased) during a 45-min telephone interview c0n
ducted by trained staff. Introduc:tory 1ette1S were sent 
to prospective respondents (I.e., case, conlrOl, or sur
rogate respondent) at /east 10 d prior to the date of 
attempted telephone contact. In each letter, !he alms of 
the study and data-colll!dion plOCe$5 were explained. 
and respondents were advised about the types of ques
tions that would be posed to them during the Inter
view. Blank resldential- and occupational-history 
forms were sent with the letters to encourage respon
dents to recall or obtain the required Infonnation 
before the Interview. 

Although the .:;onirowrsy surrounding plant Arety 
had been covered by local media (as had the start of 
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this health study), a conscious effort was made during 
communications with respondents to avoid mention of 
the outcome under investigation and the exposure of 
Interest. More specifically, the study was introduced 
merely as a health survey. and no mention was made 
in 1etter5 or scripts of leukemia, nuclear powe;, or the 
Pilgrim plant. . 

fo keep Interviewers blind to case-control status, we 
devised. coding scheme to distinguish cases from con
trols; howewr, many respondents were interviewed by 
individuals familiar with the study design and codlnj; 
scheme. The Interview began by ascertaining the sub
Ject's address during the c:ase's diagnosis year, followed 
by a request for a Ust of all addresses at which the sub
ject had resided during the preceding40 )It With respect 
to each address listed, the following were noted: year 
the subject had moved to the reslCfence, number of 
years at residence, and cletai Is about the home and the 
neighborhood during the subject's residence !here. If 
there were any gaps in hislOfy. individuals were asked 
10 focus on their own ages and the ages of their relatives . 
during the period In question. 

Potential for ""POwre to airborne radioactive noble 
gases emitted from Pilgrim was detennlned Yla two 
Crude surrogate meth0d5. In the first method, residen
tial proximity to the plant between 1974 and 1977 
(I.e., years of higlwr-than-normal radioactive re!ease;) 
was .used as the. exposure-potential index. The dis-

. taf!ce used for Individuals (6% of a.lIsubJects) who had 
occupied multiple residences during thai time period 
was a weighted average of the distanC1!5 applicable to '. 
all qualifying addresses. in 3 four.category parameter
iTalion of the proximity variable, I! mi was selected 
arbitrarily as the cutoff point between those with the 
highest potenti,,1 S eXposure and those with less 
exposure potentia!:.lrhe other cutoff points corre
sponded to the 25th and 75th percentiles or the resi· 
cientia\-proximity distribution. 

Exposure was also assessed by a score, calculated 
&an each Individual's residential and worfcslte histories 
and meteorologic and emissions data supplied by plant 
ofIlcials. The Inverse square JawZU1 was applied to the 
distances between the plant and each residt'J1q! and 
worksite occupied for at least 3 mo during the period of 
Interest. The rlIsultant terms were weighted by factor.; 
II!pI1!SeOting (;0) the proportion of time typically spent at 
work (113) and at hOme (213), {til the percentage of lime 
each location was downwind or Pilgrim during the 
5pl!dfled )";31( .and (c) the extent to which repOrted 
emissiom of noble g;ases for the year exceeded • "nor
mal~ leveJ..lnall~ ~ceptforthe mid-19705, emis
sions of radioactive noble gases were kept at or below 
1 000 T8q,- which was consldued "normal- for 
exposure-assessment purposes. levels reported during 
the mld-1970s ranged from 2 000 to 1 S 000 TBq. Annu
al emissions-weighting factrxs equaled the amount of 
radioactivity (tn TBq) In the form Of noble gases emitted 
in a given year divided by , 000. Annual exposure 
scores were summed over the years of interest to yield 
each Individual's summary exposure score. Unbli!sed 
division of the continuum Into foUT categories was 
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accmplshe 6yestablishing cuofpoints at the 25th,
30t, ad 7thpercentiles of te distrbution. "The

scores were not intended to represent radiation doses;
Instead, they were used to provide a roximity-based-
but more refined-aternative to rsdential proximity
alone as a crude surrogate for r. tge

Risks were estimated by c %ioa~logs egs-
sian, as performed by the proportional-hazards general
linear modeling program of the Statistical Analysis Sys-
tem (SASI. 5' Candidate terms for the final modiel were
selected a prior! and included terms for work in a prl-

ri-specfied 'hlgh-risk' occuptions; and industuies,
work in occupations and industries associated with
leukemia risk in this data set cigarette smokln& and
socioeconomic status (SES). The stratification of S was
accomplished using Hollingshead and Redlichs's swath-
od,32 which Is a numerical scorig yse In which val-
ues are assigned to educational lvland occupation,
after which they are cosmbined via a simple formula Into
an index of social position.

To account for induction time, we ignored the portion
of the subject's (case's or control's) history that occurred
within 5 y of the case's leukemia diagnosis. To deter-
mine whether control replacement and the use of
deceased controls had biased the comparison group
geographicaly, we comredr th porton ofte20
participating, controls tht had restde In each town
during the mthdcase's diagnosis year to the town-
speifc prprto of tie 22-town populationo(.e., the
sum over the 22 towns of the averages of the towns'
1980 and 1985 populations). We grouped towns into
zones, based on proximity to Pilgrim, so that group
comparisons could also be made. Towns that did not fit
entirely into a zone were assigned to the zone to which
most of the town's population was attributable. The
population of Hanson, which was bisected by a demar-
cation line, was split between two zones.

Results

Ascertainment of cases. A total of 115 cases of
nosschronlc: tyrphocytlc leukemia were ascertined
for the 1978-1986 period. Fory-tree cases had been
diagnse between 1978 and 1981, anid 72 had been
diagoe between 1982 and 1986. The majority
470%M a myelogenous cell types,. and the remaining
30% was split approximately equally between acute
lymphocytic-type leukemia and rare or unclassifiable
forms.

=Reone . ate. Interviews were0 cmleted suc-
esfly or15(1)fte15cases, =foChronic

lymphocytic leukemia ascertalnedt Prospective re-
spondents for 313 controls were contacted t~o complete
208 control Interviews (control response rate - 66%),
reulting in 2 matched controls for each of the 103 (of
105) cases and 1 matched control for each of the re-
maining 2 cases. Sixty-four percent of the nonresponses
reflected a refusal to be interviewedr 34% resulted from
thefailure to locate a subject or a surrogate respondent.

Control distribuzlios versus expsectatio.Tep-
portion of participating controls that resided in each

town and in each proximity grouping for zone) during
the matched casels diagnosis year Clable 1) was similar
to the conespouiding proportion of the 1980-1985 22-
t" ow poulatin. w n sacigfco a

Potentital ctfteesadsacigRco~ ae
and controls were well matched with respect to
matching factors (Table 2). Relaxation of the vital-status
matching criterion for yong subjects, however, biased
the control group slightly toward living subjects. De-
spite the stricter residence requirements imposed on
controls versus cases by the sampling frames, controls
reembledxcaes accordin to various indices of rei-
dentiall hisor In the stud area. A statistically 91ni
ficantly greater percentage of controls versus casesha
smoked, and a statistically significantly greater per-
centage of cases versus controls had been employed in
a prtort-spedified lslgh-iWk occupations or industries
(i.e., those that afforded opportunity for exposure to
chemicals, fumnes, or radiation).

Stepwise selection of model terms. Terms that added
significantly to a model that already included terms for
proximity or for the Pilgrim-exposure score were those
ftha pertained to work history and cigarette smoking.

Terms for SES did not add to the model, and their
removal did not alter main-effect estimates.

Results of proximity-based analyses The Olts -
relating leukemia risk for all subjects to residential
proximity to Pilgrim (Table 3) were consistently greater4
than 1.0 and tended to Increase as proximit to Pilgrim,,
increased. The small group of subjects that had resided
within 4 mi of Pilgrim had 3.88 (95% C0 0.8'-10.64)
times the leukemia risk of those who had lived 23 m1
from.u Pilgrim.

Results obtained for males were similar to results
obtained for females, the only exception being the
magnitude of the OR associated with the highest expo-
sure-potentIal category (i.e., 5.14 195% Cl -
031-84.171 for males and 3.46 195% Cl =
0.50-23-73) for females). None of the indivdual ORs
were statistically significantly greater than 1O.0 but, for
the full data set, the ORs Increased significantly as
proximity to the plant Increased. results of distance--i

bsdanalyses were generally similar for two separate
time periods (Table 4), during each of which approxi-
matel half the cases were diagnosed.

Results of score-based anialyses. We also used the
exposure score as an Index of exposure potential (Table
3), and all ORs exceeded 1.0 when effects of higher
exposure potential were compared with effects of
lower exposure potential. Furthermore, when data for
all males and females were combined, we observed a
statisticallysignifcant linear trend In t~he Ofst and
95% Cis for Osexcluded I.O. Although all relative
risk estimates for males exceeded 2.0-and Cis
excluded or nearly excluded 1 .0--a linear trend was
not obvious.7The ORs estimated for femnale subjects,
however, exhibited a strong linear trend, and
individuals with the highest exposure scores had a
statistically significantly greater risk of leukemia (OR
S.19, 95% a - 1.83- 15.70) than did individuals with
the lowest exposure scores.
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accomplished by establishing cutoff points at the 25th, 
SOth, and 75th percentiles of the distrlbutfon. The 
scores were not intended 10 represent radiation doses; 
insIead, they were used In provide a proxlmlty-based
but more retlned-altemative to residential proximity 
alone as a crude sunogate for exposure. 

Risks were estimated by conditional logistic regres
sion, as performed by the proportlonal-haiards general 
lineilf modeling program of the Statistical Analysis Sys
~m (SAS)." Candidate terms fOr the final model were 
selected a priori and included terms for work In a prJ
~illed ·hlgh-risk" OCwpatiOfl5 and industries, 
work In occupations and industries assodated with 
leukemia rIsIc In chis data set, dgarette smoking. and 
socioeconomic status (SES). The mtifreation of SES_ 
accomplished using Hollingshead and Redlich's meth
od,J2 which Is a numerical scoring system In which val
ues are assigned 10 educatiOnal level and occupati~, 
after which ihey are combined via a sImple formula Into 
an index of social position. 

To account for induction time, we ignored the portion 
of the subject's (case's or control's) hislory that occurred 
within 5 y 01 the case's leukemia diagnosis. To deter
mine whether control replacement and the use of 
deceased controls had biased the cornparison group 
geographically, we compared the proportion of the 208 
participating controls that had resided In each laWn 
during the matched. case's cflagnosis year to the town-
5pedfic proportion of the 22-town population (I.e., the 
sum <WeI" the 22 towns of the averages of the towns' 
1980 and 1985 populations). We grOuped laWns into 
zones, based on proxlmil.y to Pilgrim. so thaI group 
comparisons could also be made. Towns that did not fit 
entirely into a zone were assigned to the zone 10 which 
most of the to..-n'$ population W<l5 attributable. The 
popUlation of Hanson, which was bisected by a demar
cation line, was splft between two zones. 

Results 

Ascrttainment of ClIISe5. A Iotal of 115 cases of 
noncI!ronlc lymphocytic leukemia were ascertaIned 
for the 1978-1986 ~ Forty-tMle eases had been 
dIagnosed between 1978 and 1981, and 72 had been 
diagnosed between 1982 and 1986. 111e majority 
(70%) had myelogenous cell types,. and the remaining 
30% was split approximately equaDy between acute 
lymphocytiC-type leukemia and rare or unclasslfiable 
fonns. 

Response Ate.. Interviews were completed suc
cessfully for lOS (91%)of the 115 cases of nonchronic 
lymphocytic leukemia ascertained. Prospective re
spondents for 313. controls were conladec:l to complete 
2()8 control Intervlews (control response rate - 66%), 
resulting in 2 matched controls for each of the 103 (of 
1OS) cases and 1 matched control for each of the re
maining 2 cases. Sixty-fOur percent of the nonresponses 
reflected a refusal 10 be interviewed; 34% ~Ited from 
the failure to locate a subject or a surrogate respondent. 

Control distribution ftI"SUS expectation. The pr0-
portion of participating controls that reskIed In each 
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town and in each proximity grouping (cr zone) during 
the matched case's diagnosis year (Table 1) _ similar 
to the coile.ponding proportion of the 1980-1985 22-
town population. 

Potential c:onfotmdelll and matching ~ Cases 
and controls were _If matched with respect to 
matching factors (Table 2). Relaxation of the vita !-status 
matching aiterion f~ ~ng subjects, however, blased 
the control group slishtly toward Jiving subjects. De
.spite the $lricter residence requirements imposed on 
controls versus cases by the sampling frames, controb 
resembled Q5e5 accordintJ to wrioUs indices of resi
dential hhtory In the study area. A !lfafistically signi
ficantly greater percentage Of controls wrsus cases had 
..-noked, .and a statistically significantly greater per
centage of cases versus c:oritro/s had been employed in 
a priOri-spedfied "I11g1t-ri$k'" occupations or Industries 
(i.e., those that afforded opportunity for elCpOSure to 
chemicals, fumes, or radiation). 

Sblpwise I4!lection of moW! terms. Term, that added 
significantly to a model that already included terms for 
proximity or for the Pilgrim-exposure score were those 
thai pertained 10 work history and cigarette smoking. 
Terms for SES did not add to the model. and their 
removal did not alter main-effect estimates. 

Results of proximlty-based anal)l$Cll. The OR,
relating leukemia risk for all subjects to residential 
proximity 10 Pilgrjm (Table 3) were consistently sreater I 
than 1.0 and tended to Increase as proximity to Pilgrim . 
increased. The small group of subjects that had reskled ~ 
within of mi of PilJ:rim had 3.88 (95% a .. 0.81-10.64) 
limes the leukemia risk of those who had IIYed <! 2J ml 
from Pilgrim. 

Results obtained for males were similar to results 
obtained for females, the only exception being the 
magnitude of the OR associated with the highest expo
sure-potential category (I.e., 5.1" (95% CI -
0.31-34.171 for males and 3.46 (95% CI = 
0.50-23.13) for females}. None of the IndMdual ORs 
were statisllcally slKniticandy greater than 1.0, but.. for 
the full data set. ibe ORs Increased significantly as 
prodmlty to the plant Increased. Results of distanC/e-1 
based analyses were senerally similar for two separate 
time periods crable 4), during each of which approxi
mately half the cases were diagnosed. 

Results of score-based ..w)'Sl'!$- We also used the 
exposure score as an Index of exposure potential (Table 
3), and all ORs exceeded 1.0 when effects of higher 
exposure potential were compared with effects of 
lower exposure potential. Furthermore, when data for 
all males and females were combined, we obseM!d a 
stltistlcaUy srgnlfrcant linear trend In the ORs, and 
95% Os for OIU excluded 1.0. ~ aU relative 
risk estfmates for males exceeded 2.O-and CIs 
excluded or nearly excluded 1.0-.. linear trend was 
not obvious. The DRs estimated for female subjects, 
however, exhibIted a strong linear trend, and 
individuals with the highest exposure scores had a 
statistically slgnfficandy greater risk of leukemia (OR = 
5.19,95% a ~ 1.83-15.70) than did individual$ with 
the lowest exposure scores. 
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V44e .-.Olslufibdon or the 2M1 Faridpad g Cmnthak by Town of Residensa (or Case at lkme of
04anmss (Y)lto- C.a sws rmegg

Pzor"dn* Mfiles between momw

bZene botmdsry ad Pip O14ppini ltniation m C~onto M%

1416.0 FlIMoitl 14.1 13.0

2 41-1.2Cane 2-7 31a
Dusthurt 4.5 2.9
ltlnpon 2.9 2.4
Maosltidld 7.8 9.1
Plyparo0. 035

Totld 1M.7 tS.

3 13-3-17.0 twalax 2.1 1.0
Hanson featens) 1.6 0.0

Frboe4.9 S.8
lA"retmn 7.1 9.6

Total 15.7 16.4

3 > 17.0 Oigae . .
EMbimtr 3.8 3.4

Hanson 4.2 4.8
Hansonr lwesem) 1.6 3.81
Lakeville 2.4 3.8
Mairion 1.6 1.9
Mamb . 3.4

.M M6.2 5.8
NoewellN1 3.4 3.8
Rod"Isis, 1.2 1.4
Redslan" 5.9 5.8
scltate 8.7 5.3
Whitman 3.0 3.4

Total 46.5 483

ific~H 1960/195 ave-age populaion aged k 13 y
wer deine by wgeacw,*l cledes around Pr~m.

*A town's assignedl zone was the zone that contained most of its popofaion.

Discussion
Our findings were generally supportive of the

~adesils that the diagnosis af auflt- olnicym
oy leukemia 1ewen19711 and 1986 In sooh

eastern Massachusetts was related to both residential
proximity to Pilgrim during the 5hlgh-esnisslons es
and to a s~core designed to account for reidential an
worksilte proximity and downwind time for the plant's
entire operating history. Several factors, however, do
not support a cavusl interpretation of these unexpected
results. Among such factors is the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission's estimated dose of 120 person-rem for
the 22-town population, resulting from Pilgrim's
1972-1981 reported radioactive releases?2s This esti-
mated dose represents an elevation over backglround
levels, the possible effect of which has been likened to
that of residing in Denver, Colorado (e~g., at high atid-
bide) versus Boston.34 Consequenidlý without h);othe-
Sizing unreprted emissions, a radlonucildr.-concen-
trating mechanism, or a pr&Auluiy unknowvn effect of
exeposure to low levels ofionizing radiation, the asso.-
ciations described here could not be explained by P11-
grim's radioactive releasets. Aithough In some studies

leukemia occurrence has been linked to residence near
nuclear plartts,".-sk'~ Interpretation of these studies
has remained very. controversitaiss Furthermore, the
bulk of the researck fiocused on childhood leukemia,
and, In moat cases, the facilities in question released
high levels of radioactivity fronm nuclear-fuel reprocess-
Ing. Sellalield--the moist, studied of the plants-also
experienced a major accident. There have also been
proiblemis at Pilgrim. but the plant had been cited by
the Nuclear Regulator Commission for management
problems (and not radioactive releases),3' an a pro-
posed Wind-mediated radionuclide-concentrating
mechanism2n-' has failed to garner support from the
scientific community.37-3

The highest Oils reported were obtained from com-
parisons involving small numbers of exposed subjects..
furthermore, results of subgroup analyses tended to
vary somewhat, depending on th category cut points
used.

We considered the estimation of Individlual radiation
doses to be beyon the scope of thin saise-funded
study nevertheless, there was potential for misclassifi-
cation from the use of crude surro~gate measures, thus
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DIscusslon 

"'.0 
8.1-U.z 

13.3-17.0 

>17.0 

Our findings were generally supportive 01 the 
hypothesis lhat the diagnosis 01 adult nonchronic lym
phocytic leukemia "-n 1978 and 1986 In south
eastern MassachusetlS was relaled 10 both residential 

i proximity 10 Pilgrim during the "hlgh-emisslons" )6l1S 
: and to a score designed to account for Rlsldtntlal and 
: worksile proximity and downwind time for the plant's 
! _ t!)Itlre operating history. Several ractors, howeVer, do 
- not support a causal interprelation 01 these unexpected 

results. Among such factors Is the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission's estimated dose of 120 person-n!IT1 for 
tbe 22-town population, resulting from Pilgrim's 
1972-1981 reported radioactive releases.» Thls esti
mated do$e rep ..... ents an elevation over badcground 
levels, the possible effect of which has been liktined to 
that of residing in Denver, Colomlo (e.g., at high alti
tude) versus Boston.'" Consequ~ without hiJloth~ 
sizing unreported emissions, a raiIIonudkllKOncen
tratlng mechanism, 01' a PtWlously unlcnown effect: of 
elCpOStJre to low levels of IonIzing radiation, the ass<>
cialiom desoibed here could not be explained by Pil
grim's radioactive releases. Although In some studies 
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TQwnt PopuIatian ~l ConImIs(%} 

P1)'111OUdt 14.1 13.Q 

G1M:r 2.:7 3.8 
Duxbu.., 4.5 2.9 
IIlflll$\on 2.9 2.1 
MalShfl4ld 7.8 9.1 
P\ympIcn OJI G.5 

Tetal 18.7 18.7 

Halifax 2..1 1.0 
'-~I 1.6 0.0 
Pembtoke 4.9 5.8 
wareham 7.1 9.6 

'IOta1 '5.1 16.~ 

8~ 73 S.l 
Fast . ].8 3." .- ... .2 .... 11 
_!western) 1.6 3.8 
Lakevnle 2.4 3.8 
Marlon 1.6 1.9 

:::ret!:' 2.2 ).4 
6.:1 s.a 

Ncow.lI 3.4 ).8 

II"""""'" 1.2 1.4 
ROOdond 5.9 $.8 
ScIIuate 6.1 5.3 
Whiun.1n 5.0 3.'" 

1bIo1 46.5 48.5 

leukemia occurrence has been linked to residence near 
nuclear pIants" .... O' .. interpretation of these studies 
has remained very conlI'oIIeI3Ial." Furthetmon!, the 
bulk of the researdt focused on childhood leukemia, 
and, In most cases, the facilities I" question released 
high lewis of radloacdvlty from nucfeaMuel reprocess
ing. SellafiekJ..-.lhe most studied of the plants-also 
ecperIenced a major accident. There haVe also been 
problems at Pilgrim, but the plant had been cited by 
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission for manag"""",l 
problems fand not.radloa~ reI~},36 and a pro
posed wtnd-medtated radtonucltde-concentrating 
mechanisrnZUJ has failed to gamer support from the 
scientific community.l1.Ja 

The highest 0Rs reported were obtained from c0m
parisons inllOlving small numbers of I!Xp05ed subjects., 
Furthermore, resuflS of subgroup analyses tended to 
vary .amewhat, depending on die category cut points 
used. 

We considen!d the estimation 01 Individual tadlation 
doses to be beyond the scope of this llate-funded 
study; newrtheless, there was jJotendaf for mlsclasslfl
cation from the use of crude surrogate measures, thus 
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Tabl 2-me-antollConpansrm lathin Fatonof confounding by these factors. Gender differences
TabdOter Ate-tribCutes eeAtthagBe2N noted in results gleaned from score-based analyses

may have reflected misclassification of males because
of their greater tendency to have workced, comparedCases Win- 105) Controls In -2M8 with iemraies.

Factor o. % No, % ~ We assumed a !g-latent period for leukemia after
CA~e raiaton eposm i imlied that subjects were con-

Male 64 61.0 126 6(.6 sidered unexposed If thelir entir period of residence
f'erriage 41 39.0 82 39.4 near PlgrimhWdoccurred within 5y of diagnosis.If the

Mita stsats latent period was often shorter than 5 y, subjects may
Living 12 11A 34 16.3 have been misclassified. The potential for misciassifica-Deceased 93 88.6 174 83. tion of residence was limvited, however, because of theAge (y)

13-18 6 5.7 5 2.4 brief period of interest (iLe., 1972 to 5 or 2 ybefore
191.4 5 4.8 12 5.a diagnosis). Only 11 cases and 13 controls would have
2S-39 10 9.3 23 11.1 been classified differently with respect to residence dur-
40-54 26 24.8 34 19.8 lag the 'high-emissions' years under a 2-y versus 5-y20.49 26 24.8 55 26.4 latency assumption. Crude analyses In which case-con-
2:81 12 11A4 17 8.2 .trol status was related to residential proximity during

Meana~esS~ 59Q1.) 5 t2.4)calculated undler a 2-y latency assumption; only I valueUsit Percentile wsfudt elwrBelow 251h 25 23.8 so 24.0 wsfud1 elwr
25th 45sth 52 49.5 108 S1.9 The following three design features could have result-
Above 73t1, 26 24.8 s0 24.0 ed in spuriously elevated Ofts that related plant prox-
Unkn~own 2 1.9 0 0.0 imnity, to case-control status: (1) exclusion of Cape CodCilpiare saokingt 54 31.4 128 61.5 cases from the stuy, (2)heavy reliance on MCR data forH1 ih-rlsI work 40 38.1 so 24.0 case Ronding, and (3) use of a geographically limitedX-46ry

Residence in sCudy 75 71A4 1s0 72.1 selection of hospitals. Hospital arnd MCR data and pop-
x since ptare ulation figures lead us to suggest that, had the four qual-

start-up ilying Cape Cod towns been Included, ORs ratios
Mean y in inas =~ is6(I2.7) t9 0 1.4) would have been, lowe than reported. Such ecological
ftidance In one 71 67.6 135 64.9 comparisons can be misleading. however, because they

20". since startW.up are based on aggregate statistfics, which can be mnaccu-Numer teof addresme rate. and because they ignore the influence of poten-occupledwithini 40 tially confounding facto Frs athermore, although newsy of case f~diaiel
1459 56 107 51.4 reports of elevated cancer rates near Pilgrim-eand the

4-5 26 24.8 $2 25.0 hypothesis that Pilgrim was the cause-might have re-
> 3 20 19.0 49 23.6 stiled in geolgraphically biased reporting of leukemiaNumbher fjobs held cases to the MCR, neither reviews of leukemia deadh

ýWdin 40y ofcuecertificates nor analyses of discharge data from hospi-
a 11 10.3 26 12.5 tals not Wsed for case finding provided evidence of
1-2 so 47.6 96 46.2 biased ascertainment. Also reassuring was the fact that3-4 29 27.6 58 26. 91% of the nonchronic lyemphocytic: leukemia cases,
55 1s 14.3 30 14A that were from the NCR as1982-1986 diagnoses aulb-

p,~ortesoiwariqseea. table to the 22-town area, were diagnosed at amajor
for ta DM" 0111M Bston ospitl, aBrocitoan hospital, or at amofere

t~m~eram eit~oavaaoleduwontp5J. southeastern Massachusetts hospitals; all of these hor-
Scam ea nre inu tetky din Controlsa .as <AS)D have been pitala were included in the casea-flndlng effort.employed sor -16 mn in a job or &xidiatry kkiot to test In Bias could also have been Introduced by the use of awrixsure to dienk ha m,~ or15 O Akdaton, deceased control group, by the Imposition on controls

(but not cases) of a 1987-1988 22-towin residence
requirement, and by low response from controls. It was

constituting a major methodologic weakness. To model clear from the smoking data that use of deceased con-
exsposure potential, we relled--as hawe many others- trols resulted in case-control differences, it has been
on plant pnwximir only crude attempts were made to demonstrated previously that an unhealthy lifestyle
factor in meteorologic and emissions data, and certain (particularly one that features c igarette smoking) is asso-
variables (e.g., terrain, elevation) were ignored, even In dated with premature deafth4i This does not automati-
the scoring system. Another potentiall source of mis- . cally imply, however, that deceased controls would be
clasification bias was the reliance on sel- and aurro. different from the taiget population in every Important
gate-reported dawa Although inaccurate reporting of repecL Results of our comparison of the geogrphic
residence was unlikely," mlsclassificatfrin of occupa- disribution of contrles to the distribution of ~e22.
tion and/or S5 mgight hav effe-cte In~complete control town population supported the contention that the con-
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Table ~e<ontrol ca..'pa_ Matcbins _Ion 
mod Other A_ .... 

ca.es en-lOS) CoIIImIs (n - 208) 
Foetor No. % No. % 

Cend .. 
Male 64 61.0 126 60.6 
r.male 41 39.0 III 311.4 

VItal $latus 
LMn8 12 1104 34 16.3 
Deceased 93 88.6 174 83.7 

At\<! Iy) 
13-·'8 6 5.7 5 2.4 
1900024 5 4.8 Il 5.S 
2$-39 10 9.5 23 11.1 
4()...S4 20 19.0 34 16.3 
55-69 26 24.8 6l 29.8 
10-84 26 24.8 55 26.4 
~85 12 11.4 17 8.l 

Mean..,tsDI· S9(lI.n 59aO.41 
SESt,*""""Ie 

Below :lS1h 25 D.8 SO 24.0 
251h~Slh 52 49.5 108 51.9 
1Wove75'" 26 24.S SO 24.0 
Unlcnown 2 1.9 0 0.0 

Clflarute"",,1d11(!1' S4 51.4 128 61.5 "H.1=-- 40 38.1 50 24.0 

Reside"", In ""ely 7S 71.4 ISO 72.1 
.area since pbm 
Slart...., 

_ Y In -"'" !SOl' 18(12.7) 19(11.4) 

Residence In one 71 67.6 135 64.9 
zone sl .... startolJp . 

Numbor or addn!sses 
occupied within 40 
y of case cIQgrosls 
"'4 59 56.l 107 51.4 
~ l6 24.8 S2 25.0 
~5 10 19.0 49 D.6 

Number or jobs held 
wilhin 40 Y 01 ase 
dlilgno51s 
0 11 lo.s 16 1%.5 
1-2 50 47.6 96 .tI6.l 
3-4 29 27.6 56 26.9 
;z:5 15 143 30 1404 

constituting a major methodologic weakness. To model 
exposure put"ndal, we relled-3s have many others
on plant proximity; only crude attempts were made to 
factor in meteorofogic and emissiOl15 data, and certain 
variables (e.g., terrain, elevation) wwe Ignored, even In 
the scoring system. Another potential source of mis
classification bias was the reliance OIl seIf- and suno
gate-reported data: Although lnac:curate reporting of 
residence was unlikely," m1sclasslflcatfon of occupa
tion and/or 5ES might have effected incomplete conirol 
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of confounding by these factors. Gender differences 
noted in resurlS gleaned from score-based analyses 
may have reflected misclassjfication of males because 
of their greater tendency to have worked, compared 
with femilles. 

We assumed a 5-y latent period lor leukemia after 
radla1lon elC(lOSUre. This impliedlhat subfects were con
sidered unexposed If dlelrentfre period of h!Sidence 
near Pilgrim had ocC&l11ed within S y d diagnosis. If the 
latent period was often shorter than 5 y. sUbjects may 
have been mlsclassilied. The potent/a I lor mlsdassifica
tion of residence was limited; however, because of the 
brief period of interest (i.e., 19n to 5 or 2 y before 
diagnosis). Only 11 cases and 13 controls would have 
been classified differently with respect to residence dur-
1ng the "'hlgh-emissions" years under a 2-y versus Soy 
latency assumption. Crude analyses In which c:ase-con
trol status was ~ated to residential proximity during 
the mld-1970s revealed higher values for 11 of 15 0Rs 
calculated under a 2-y latency assumption; only 1 value 
was found to be lower. 

The following three design features could have result
ed In spuriouslY elevated ORs that related plant prox
imity to case-control status: (1) exclusion of Cape Cod 
cases from the study, (2, heavy reliance on MCR data fvr 
case nnding. and (3) use of a geographically limited 
seia:tion of hospitals. Hospital alld MeR data and pop
ulation figures lead us to suggest that. had Lhe lout qual
ifying Cape Cod towns 6een Included, ORs ratios 
would have been lower than reported. Such ecological 
comparisons can be misleading. however, because they 
are based on aggregate 5lati5tfcs. whIch can be Inaccu
rate, and because they ignore the influence of p0ten
tially amfoundlng faaors. Furthermore, .alt:hough news 
reports of elevated ancer rates near Pllgrf~nd the 
hypothesis that Pilgrim was the caU5e>-might haw re
sUlted in geogr<lphically biased reporting of leukemia 
cases to the MeR, neither reviews of leUkemia death 
certificates nor analyses of discharge data from hospi
tals not used for case finding provided evidence of 
biased ascertainment. Also reassuring was ttoe fact that 
91% of the nonchronlc lymphocytic leukemia cases, 
that were from the MeR as 1982-1986 diagnoses attrib
utable to the 22-toWn area, were d~ at a major 
Boston hospital, a Brockton hospital, or at one of three 
southeastern Massachusetts hospital!; all of these h0s
pitals _ Induded in the case-flndlng effort. 

Bias could also have been Introduced by the use of a 
deceased control group, by the Imposltfon on controls 
(but not cases) or a 1987-1988 22-t0Wll fesidence 
requlrentent, and by low response from controls. It was 
clear from the smoking data that use of deceased con
trols resulted in ase-control differences. It has been 
demonSlr.lted previously that an unhealthy lifestyle 
IpaI1icularly one thaI features cigarette smoking) Is asso
dated with premature death .... This does not automati
cally imply; however, thllt deceased controls would be 
different from the target populatfon In every Important 
NSpect. Results of our comparison of the geographic 
distribution of controls to the distribution Of the 22· 
~ population supported the contention that the con-
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VANl 3,-Aeltiive Riv& ofLoolasols, by Vistance 6"r Migebs' D-ing ttlghEisalonk s Vans, and by Somtt~peuekee

Dbsbnce-basased twyes Scorebased anstyme
itse C.se. C000(es E9SMsn case control~s

Inba)t Insi -o105) (n -208) OR 95% Cl scmc (#sTlOS 0o=208) OR 95% a

Male and a 23.0 21 57 1.00 JC0.04 16 61 1.01)
firnslest 13.0-22.9 52 109 1.44 OL68-.01 0.04-0.28 28 48 2.12 1.02-439

4.0-12.9 27 39 2.2 0696-3.63 0.29-0-72 30 33 2.77 1310-6.39
< 4.0 3 3 3.63 0.81-10.64 k 0.73 31 44 3.46 150-7.96

Males k23 12 33 1.00 S0.04 9 37 1.00
13.0-22.9 32 45 1.33 053-440 0.04-0.18 18 25 2.61 01.95,&.97
4.0-42.9 Is 27 2.29 0.71-7-V 0.29-0.72 20 33 3.19 1.08-"39
4 4.0 2 1 5.14 0.31-84.87 20.73 17 31 2.83 0.95-S.41

subtotal 64 126 64 128
ternaleST a 23.0 9 24 1.00 !90.04 7 24 1.00

13.0-22.9 20 44 1.32 0.45-3.88 0.04-0.28 10 23 1.53 0.49-4.73
4.0-12.9 9 12 2.31 0.62-4.70 0.29-0.72 10 2.2 2.16 0.5"-.23
< 4.0 3 2 3.46 0.50423.73 20.73 14 13 5.19 1.83-14.70

Subtotal 41 112 41 82

0d&k ratio M01 at~usted for the meatching factoes. cigarette smoking, a" ohigh-dsk' work.
4)56 <0 AoS test for ,rwar benel oeerdstra" mid scrte categore,.
4p <c .05 foe test fsr linear bren oer 3core categories.

T1able 4.-telative Risk' of Leukemia, by Distance "ans Pilgrimn Duriag Hil-nisosYews arad
Urn. Period

1978-1982t 1983-1986+
Distanc Case Qes.Iso Coses Contienl
We) in - 52) (n - 104) OR 95%0 0n-53) (4-104) OR 95% .0

2:23.0 14 31 1.00 7 26 1.00
13.0-22.9 21 s0 1.15 0.37-3.72 31 59 1.72 0,64-4M5
4.0-12.9 13 22 2.13 0.62-7.31 13 17 2.44 0.74-0409
< 4.0 2 1 5.21 0.35-77&82 3 2 3.46 03%0-24.08

*oddlsrao B.suet eteeacssfeoscieet ntl.aie ii-tlwa.
Ip >.05 for tstea in Kew UdWowrdetarecaae odesL

W0 group was not biased geographically. Furthermore,
most case-control comparisons provided evidence
against the hypothesis that case and control groups dif-
fired, the two groups resembled each other with
respect to SES, number of job changes, and residential
history. On the other hand controls were less likely
than cases to have boen employed In *hW"W tjob o
Industries. However, the specific jobs and indsre
responsibl for this diffrenc (ie. drvng precision

produc Wonvrk, and emplomet in th trnprta-
tion, leather, and shoe industries) implied a causal asso-
ciation, rather than bias.41

Posisible leukemia correlates, other then exposure to
Pi0lgrms radioactive releases, that might have varied
geographically included exposure to pesticides sprayed

oncabrybogs, exposure to radiation fa medical
procedures, exposulre tD electric and magnetic fields,
and exposure to environmental pollutants other Owan

radiation. A term for potential exposure to cranberry
bogs oarameterized as 'residene within half a mile of
a boo' did not enter muitvriate mnodeLs. Nor did a term
tha crukdey accounted for medical radiation exposure
0i.e., number of radiograph'ic ircdrs weighted for
exp~osure differences among different tyes of proce-
dures). Both terms, howeva were derived from Inter-
view datta; that could have been inaccurate for these vari-
ables. We did not collect data an other sources of
radiation oroan other environmental pollutants.

fhnallyý we address the questionable practice dis-
cussed by Biack:4 and Macivahion's of selecting study
areas based on prior information regarding disesse oc-
currence. Although this research may not have been
undertaken had Clapp at aI.23 not reported in 1987 that
leukemia occurrence was elevated near Pilgri, the
hypothesis we addressed wasBritish
studfies of the early1980s;-anotyh t of Ciapp

ArdsmotwiransewaI lsoah272
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Distance-bosed _~ 
~s<dana~ 

DlsIancz eo- ComoI. c..... Control, 
Subjects (rna) jo.'OS) (n- 208) 0« 95%0 

Exposure 
SCOO! (Os 105) (n= 2(6) Olt 95%0 

MaIosand ~23.0 21 S7 1.00 "0.04 16 61 1.00 
fema/est 13.11-22.9 52 109 U4 0.68-3.01 0JI4.0.28 28 48 2.12. 1.L12-4.39 

4.11-1%.9 27 39 2.25 0.96-3.63 0.29-0.72 30 55 2.77 1.20-6.39 
<4.0 5 3 3.118 0..11-10.64 ~0.73 31 44 3.46 1.50-7.96 

Males ~23 12 33 !.GO $0.04 9 31 1.00 
13.11-22.9 32 65 1.53 0.53-4.40 D..04-O.28 18 2S 2.61 0.98-6.97 
4.11-12.9 18 . V 2.29 0.71-7.37 0.29-0.72 20 33 3.19 1.08-9.39 
<4.0 2 1 5.14 0.31 ..... .87 .. 0.73 17 31 l.83 0.9~.41 

$UbI.,..1 64 126 64 126 

Fcmalest .. 23.0 9 24 1.00 "0.04 7 24 1.00 
13.11-22.9 20 44 1.32 O.4S-.l.118 0.114-0.28 10 23 1.S3 0.49-4.73 
4.IH2.9 \I 12 2.31 0.62~.7D 0.29.(1.72 10 22 2.16 O.5H.23 
<4.0 J 2 3.46 0.50 .. 23.73 20.73 14 13 5.19 1.lU-14.70 

Sublolal 41 a2 41 82 

"Odds 'atio (011), adiuUd ru ,he matching r..:tors. cifl"""lt! smo!.;"g. and "hlgh-rlsk' work. 
tp < .05 lor .... lor C""", bend CNer dist.onCe and score C'~ 
*p < .05 to< .... 10, Unear bend Ole' """" catescri ... 

.... w. 4..-1:elau... Rio ... of I.eulcemla, by Distance ...... PDsriJn Duriag 1f.p.EnUnlons Yean and 
n_ .... riad 

1978-1982i' '1983-1986t 

Di$titnce c .... Ccntml. a. ... Cant"". 
Croi) j".S21 (n-l04) 0« 95'1100 (n-53) (n-l041 OR 95'1100 

:2:23.0 14 31 1.00 7 26 1.00 
13.0-22.9 21 SO 1.18 0.37-3.72 31 59 1.12 0.64-4.58 
".11-12.9 IS 22 a.13 0.62-1.31 13 11 2.44 0.7+8.09 
<4.0 :2 1 5.21 0.35-17.82 3 2 3.46 0.50-24.05 

"Odds mlo (OR), ~ lor the -.:lUng foctors. ci&- smaIcin& and "high-risk" """'. 
tp" .05 ru .... lot I..- bend _cIIst_aIeg<>thIs. . 

troI group was not biased geographic:ally. Furthermore, 
most case-control comparisons !rovIded evIdence 
;;ogainst the hypothesis that case an control groups dif
fered; the two groups resembled each other with 
respec:t 10 SES, nUmber of job changes. and resldenllal 
history. On the other hand, controls were less likely 
than c:ases to have been employed In -hlgb-rlsk" lobs or 
Industries. However, the spedf'lC jobs and Industries 
responsible fat' this differenc:e (I.e., drilling; precision 
production' work; and employment In the \ranspOrta
lion. leather, and shoe Industries) implied a causal assa
dation, rather than blas.41 

Possible leukemia c:orreIates, other than exposure to 
Pilgrim's radioactive releases. that might have varied 
geographlcally included exposure to pesticides sprayed 
on aanbeny bogs. exposure 10 ",diatlon from medical 
proced~1 exposUre to electric; and magnetic fields. 
and exposure to environmental pollutanfs oIhet' than 
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radiation. A term for potential &:pOSure to aanberry 
bogs Cparameteri.?!ed as -residence WIthIn half a mile of 
a bog") did not ..... ter multivarialA! models. Nor did a lam 
that Crudely accounted for medical radiation exposure 
(i.e.. number of radiographic pnx::edures weighted for 
elCpOSUte differences among different typ4!S of pi'oce
dures). 80th terms, howevei; were derIVed from inter
view data that could have been inaa;urate for these vari
ables. We did not collect data on other sourc:es of 
radiilllon or on other _Ironmental poIlutanlS. 

Anally. we address the questionable practice dis
cussed by BlacJ<ll and MacMahonl5 of selecting study 
areas based on prior information regarding disease oc
currence. Although this research may not have been 
undertaken had Clapp et aI.2l not reocitted In 1987 that 
leukemia OCCUl'I'ence was elevatecl near Pilgrim, the 
hypothesis we addressed was generated by the British 
studies of the early 198()s....;mdnot by the data of Clapp 
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et al. The data of Clapp et al generated a controversial
hypothesis peitaining to the cap~ablte of sea breezes
that we chose aom to address. intaour pal was to
apply a stronger study dealg CLe., an analytical one) to
the hypothesis that had been addressed previoetsly ontly
by the descriptive-l~eve data of Poole et AP4

The methods employedl In this Investigation were
suplerior to thoseuwed in many othier studiles of this
prioblen, but the exposure-assessment scheme was still
crude, arid findings should be iterrspreted cautiously.
We recommend analytic studies of populations that
reside near other U.S. nuclear facilities and the use of
more sophisticated exposure-assessment methods,
when feasible.
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et al. The data of Clapp eI aJ generated a controwrsial 
hypothesis pertaining to the capabilities of sea breezes 
diat we chOse not to address. Instead, our pI was to 
apply a stJonger SIUdy design [I.e., an analytical one) to 
the hypothesis that had been addressed ~ only 
by the descriptive-level data of Poole et al.24 

The methods employed In Ihis In\leSligation were 
superior to those used In many other studies of this 
prOblem. but !he exposure-assesst scheme was stili 
crude, and findings should be in!1i!rpreted cautlously. 
We recommend analytic studies of populations Ihat 
reside near other U.s. nuclear facilities and the use of 
more sophisticated exposure-assessment methods, 
when feasible. 
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Richard W. Clapp, Statement before the Southeastern Massachusetts
Health Study Review Committee,, June 26, 1992 [provided by author]
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June 26, 1992

Statement before the Southeastern Massachusetts Health Study Review Committee

Richard W. Cl~app, MPH, Sc.D.

Thank you for providing the opportunity for interested cItisens and
scientists to comment on the Department of Public Health's 1M9 Leukemia
Study. IMy name Is Richard Clapp, end I am an epidemiologist employed by the
351 Center for Environmental Health Studies In Boston. As you may know, I was
Director of the Massachusetts Cancer Registry during the 1980's when Dr.
Sidney Cobb first brought the pattern of cancer around Plymouth to our
attention. I would like briefly to trace thle history of that revelation and
the subsequent analyses of the disease patterns we have carried out up to the
present. I will also commsent briefly on the Department's Southeastern
Massachusetts leukemia study and the critiques of it made by Boston Edison and
its consultants.

First, Dr. Cobbs Dr. Chan end I examined the pattern of leukemia In the
towns around Plymouth in the period 1982-1984 and noticed the striking coastal
elevation, especially when focusing on the non-=L types. Dr. Cobbes
hypothesis was that emissions from the Pilgrim plant were carried back over
populated areas by on-shore winds. Va published these data and the exposure
hypothesis in a letter to the Lancet In 1987. At about the same time, the
Department was deciding to undertake a case-control study. Dr. Cobb and I
strongly supported the decision to undertake the study and, in particular, the
attempt to better characterize exposure by detailed analysis of the emissions
data and the meteorologic conditions that may have occurred in the period of
peak radiation releases.

As It turned out, the first phase of the meteorologic study was done by
Spengler and Keeler Associates, but the second, more detailed assessment of
exposure was not carried out. Additional information about workers at the
Pilgrim plant, including maintenance and temporary workers, was discussed, but
a full analysis of these data was never carried out. it is my view that
these additional studies should still be conducted and may shed additional
light on the extent of health problems associated with Pilgrim operations.

In parallel vith the case-control study, Dr. Cobb and I investigated the
pattern of infant mortality, neonatal mortality, congenital defects, leukemia
mortality, leukemia incidence, thyroid cancer Incidence, lung cancer
incidence, lung cancer mortality, brain cancer Incidence, end the incidence of
bone cancer and several other types. I also looked at the pattern of leukemaj
compared to the pattern of rectal cancer in the towns closest to Plymouth mnd
again confirmed the strong tendency of the leukemia cases to live near the
coast and close to the power plant. Most of this work was done while I was
still Director of the Cancer Registry collaborating with Dr. Cobb when he
lived in Southeastern Massachusetts.

I would like to present a graphical assessment of the pattern of leukemiat
and thyroid cancer in the towns closest to the power plant during the period
1982-1989. These data are from the Cancer Registry, which has been and
continues to be the most consistent source of accurate information about the
pattern of cancer In Massachusetts during the 1980's. The data for 1989 cases
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were provided to me as a public data request earlier this week, so they
represent as complete a picture as is currently available. The graphs are
attached to this statement aind you will note that the Incidence of leukemia
peaked in 1982 and subsequently declined until 1986. Then there was a second,
smaller peek in 1987 and 1988 which declined In 1989. The number of cases
exceeded the nusmber expected In 1982-85 and 1987-88. The second graph
depicts the pattern of thyroid cancer in the sawe set of towns. This shows a
peak in the years 1987-1988, although it is probably too early to determine
whether the number of cases in 1989 represents the beginning of a decline back
to the number expected, which Is about three and a half cases a year.

Ve looked at several other types of cancer, most of wbich have a longer
latency from exposure to radiation and have not discerned any similar patterns
in the data to date, although the number of lung cancer cases bears close
monitoring. our conclusion from analysis of these descriptive data is that
they are consistent with a radiation "footprint" in the population of the
towns msat likely to be exposed to radioactive emissions from the Pilgrim
nuclear power plant, The pattern of thyroid cancer Is particularly relevant
to the radioactive Iodine emissions reported in the 1974-1976 period. Ve have
continued to monitor the pattern of cancer incidence in the towns around the
power plant end maintain an on-going line of communication with several
citizens groups. We expect to be Involved In discussions of future studies as
further resources end data become available.

Comments on the Southeastern Massachusetts Leukemia Study

Dr. Cobb was part of the scientific advisory group to the Department of
Public Health Study and has made his vievs known to several members of this
Review Committee. I will not attempt to reiterate his position other then to
say that he generally supports the methods and findings of the case-control
study end considers it Important corroboration of the descriptive statistics
we have compiled. Be and I both have expressed disagreement with the
definition of proximity of the cases to the coast, but that is a relatively
minor issue compared to the main findings.

My own view of the case-control study Is that It was carefully
considered, well-conducted, and the available data have been thoroughly
analyzed within the constraints of personnel and budget within the Department.
I had many discussions with the principal authors and staff while I was at the
Department and in the past three years since I have left. I believe that the
criticisms raised by Boston Edison and its consultants have been largely
theoretical and that when the actual date are evaluated, the validity of the
study Is undiminished.

Having samid that, I would also acknowledge that the surrogate measure of
exposure leaves much to be desired. The recommendations that actual exposure
estimates, biomarker studies, and detailed meteorologic studies be carried out
have my full support. i would also reiterate a point that Drs. Knorr and
Morris made to you lit one of their memoranda, e.g., that the emissions data
provided by the utility are not reliable. I have had numerous discussions
with individuals in the Department of Public Health as well as a colleague who
previously worked in a job monitoring worker exposure to Pilgrim contractors
In the mid-1970's. Frain these discussions, I am convinced that the actual
emissions were considerably worse than what has appeared in public documents
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ana nas oeen avaiLavie to researaners to cate. In parti-cular, tnere were
transuranic isotopes released that should never have been emitted to the
general environnent.

I would urge consultants to Boston Edison to be as thorough and detailed
in their criticisms of the emissions data as they have been in their critiquet
of the case-control date If they are really Interested in scientific truth.
Their comments on the "implausibility" of the leukemia study findings rest
almost entirely on highly suspect emissions data. It may be that relevant
documentation of the extent of emissions has been destroyed, and one very
public representative of the utility has said that the emissions In the mid-
1970's occurred before ha worked for the company so he could not vouch for the
data. There are individuals in the Department of Public Health who told me
that the actual situation was much worse than reported, and I have no doubt
that there are others even closer to the situation, and whose Jobs would not
currently be on the line, who could be interviewed. In any case, a thorough
Investigation of this would be necessary before attempting to construct
exposure estimates for study aubjects. Other commenters have more to any on
that topic and I will leave It to them to submit their information to you.

Conclusion

From a public health point of view, the magnitude of the suggested health
effects from Pilgrim emissions is not enormous, In fact, Dr. Cobb testified
before a committee of the State Legislature several years ago that the number
of excess deaths In Plymouth area towns was probably greater due to motor
vehicle accidents than to radiation-induced disease. This by no means
diminishes the individual tragedies that are represented by the case reports
and deaths due to leukemia and other diseases in the Plymouth area. On the
other hand, the public policy Implications of the associations are enormous
and have implication far beyond this one plant and the affected families. It
is vitally important that your review of this study be clear-headed and
scientifically responsible. I urge you to endorse what has been done so far,
to recognise the limitations of the data and resources available, and to use
your report as an opportunity to recommend useful further research on this
topic. For my part, I will also continue to work with the c-itizens groups and
insist on responsible reportInsg of vital health data.
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Thyroid Cancer in Plymouth Area
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Predicted Hea-lth Effects
Plymouth Area, 1974-1989
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EXMIIT F-4

]HEALTH

Richard W. Clapp, Sidney Cobb, C K Chan, Bailus Walker, Leukemia
near nuclear power plant in Massachusetts, Letter to Lancet, in Valerie
Beral, Eve Roman, Martin Bobrow, Childhood Cancer and nuclear
Installations, papers, abstracts, editorials, reports published since 1984,
BMJ Publishing group, Tavisrock Square, London WC1H 93R, 1993
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45: Leukaemia near nuclear
power plant in
Massachusetts
Letter to the Lancet

RICHARD W CLAPP, SIDNEY COBB, C K CHAN,
BAILUS WALKER JUNIOR

Your 17 October issue (Lanice 1987i ii924) carried a note about the latest
review of cancer around nuclear installations in Britain. We observed an
increased incidence of Icukaemia, particularly myclogenaous leukaemia, in a
five town area in Massachusetts during the years 1982-84. One of those
towns (Plymouth) is the site of a commercial nuclear power plant that
began operations in late 1972 and from which releases of various isotopes in
late 1974 and 1975 have been recorded (figure).

The standard incidence ratios for all haematopoieric and reticuloendo-
thelial system (ICD 169) neoplasms, all types of leukaemia combined, and
all types of leukaemia minuis chronic lymphocytic leukaermia are presented
in table 1. The standard rates from which the standard incidence ratios
were calculated are the statewide rates for Massachusetts for 1982-84.
These are for all ages combined, although it is of interest that the excss
was in adults and the elderly, not in chose under 25 as noted in British data.
The most striking excess was for rayelogenous leukaemnis in nmles.

We calculated age-adjusted morbidity odds ratios, comparing the inci-
dence in the five coastal towns witb that in the surrounding communities in
south eastern Massachusetts. The rationale for this was that there might be
a registration effect whereby patients from theme towns might be more
likely to be diagnosed and reported to the Massachusetts cancer regisry
than patients in the state as a whole. A further consideration is the fact that
about 90% of the patients from the five town area and the rest of south
eastern Massachusetts are captured in a regional registry system (Hlealth-
stat Inc). It might be argued that the diagnostic and coding conventions
used by this regional registration system differed from those used In
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45: Leukaemia near nuclear 
power plant in 
Massachusetts 
Letter to the Lancet 

RICHARD W CLAPP, SIDNEY COBB, C K CHAN, 
BAILUS WALKER JUNIOR 

Your 17 October issue (Lallcet 1987; ii:924) carried a note about the latest 
review of cancer around nuclear installations in Britain. We observed an 
increased incidence ofleukaemia, particularly myelogenous leukaemia. in a 
five town area in Massachusetts during the years 1982-84. One of these 
towns (Plymouth) is the site of a commercial nuclear power plant that 
began operations in late 1972 and from whlch releases ofvarlous isotopes in 
late 1974 and 1975 have been recorded (figure). 

The standard incidence ratios for all haematopo1etic and reticuloendo
thelial system (ICD 169) neoplasms, all tYpes ofleukaemia combined. and 
all types of leukaemia minus chronic lymphocytic leukaemia are presented 
in table I. The standard rates Crom whlc:b the standard incidence ratios 
were calculated are the statewide rates (or Massachusetts for 1982-84. 
These are for all ages combined, although it is of interest that the excess 
was in adults and the elderly t not in those under 2S as noted in British data. 
The most striking excess was for myelogenous leukaemia in males. 

We calculated age-adjusted morbidity odds rados, comparing the inci
dence in the five coastal towns witb that in the surrounding communities in 
south eastern Massachusetts. The rationale for this was that there might be 
a registration effect whereby patients ftom these towns might be more 
likely to be diagnosed and reported to the Massachusetts cancer registry 
than patients in the srate as a whole. A further consideration is the fact that 
about 90% of the patients from the five town area and the rest of so1,ll:h 
eastern Massachusetts are captured in a regional regisuy system (H~1th
stat Inc). It might be argued that the diagnostic and coding conventionS 
used by this regional registration system differed from those used In 
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1L111KAHMIA NEAR MASSACKI)sETTS NUCLEAR POWER PLANT

MAIN STACK

Im

Iso

Airborne radioactive offiuenasfrom Pil grim I nuclear reactor in Plyorouthi~a, suwhu-
msts 6by quarter, 1972-e6. Source.- Boston Edison semni-anmnrai efflusent reports to
USNRC.)

hospitals elsewhere in Massachusetts, although we know of no evidence to
support this. The odds ratios comparing the incidence in -the five town arm
and the two comparison areas for the four year period 1982-85 are
presented in table IL. We conclude that a registration effect Is not a
plausible explanation for the apparent excess in theflive rown area for this
time period.

As the nuclear power plant is on the coast and as the reported releases of
radioactive effluents are too small to produce a doubling of myclogencous

TADLIa i-Ittidene ofhaematological malgnancies (lCD 169) infirn Mastachumets
coastal totons, 1982844

Diagnusis Malc Female Total

All* 31118-1 (171) 21115-2 (135) 520334 (156; 118 to 206)
Leukeltasi 22/12-1(192) l2(5-3 (129) 94/21-4(159; 113 to 224)
Lciskeernia minus chronic
bymphociytic leukaemniz 019/4 (205) a17-6 (LOG) 27116-9 (160; 108l to 237)
Myclogenous laukasinia 13/5-2 (252) 6/4-8 (1,26) 19/0-9 (191i 120 to 304)

*All bagmatopoietic andc dculoondotdi3Ja systemneaopIMLat.
Results ame shown as obsernedexpected (andl stndard Incidence ratios, with 95%
conftience Intervas for~ utals).
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USNRC.) 

hospitals elsewhere in Mallsachusetts. although we know of no evidence to 
$UPport this. The odds ratios oomparing theincidcnce intbe five town area 
and the two comparison areas for the fout' year p.eriod 1982-85 are 
presented in table II. We conclude that a registration effect is not a 
plausible explanation for the apparent excess in the five town area for this 
time period. 

As the nuclear power plant is on the coaSt and as the reported releases of 
radioactive effluents are too small to produt:e a doubling of myelogenous 

TABU! I-IttcUhnu tlf haematDlogical maIignam;W (leD 169) in/iW M4MQchUUlts 
cotl3toI towns, J 982-84 

Diagnusi. Male Fcmak Total 

All· 31/18·1 (171) 21fl5-2 (138) 'Zf3H (IS6; 11810206) 
Leukaemia 22/12'1 {J82} 12{l1'3 (121;1) 34(21-4 (159; 113 to 224) 
Leukaemia minu, eluoDic 
lymphocytic leukaemia 19~4 (203) 8f7-6 (106) Z1{16'9 (160; lOB to 237) 
Myclo:enoua leukaemio 13/502 (2'2) 6/4-8 (1211) 19tH (191; 1.20 to 3M) 

·All haemalOpoletic and·rWculoendothel.i:.l syttem neoplasms. 
Resulu au: shown as observed/expected (and atnndaTd incidence 1'Iltioa, with WA. 
c:onfidence Interwls for totals). 
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LEUKAEMIA NEAR MASSAC11USE'IS NUCLEAR POZIR PLANT

-lAnLE r-Adjusted oddi ratios and confidenc intervals for
haaematopoietie and retieuloendothelial system neoplasin int five
coastal towns compared vath sotah sarrarn Massadzmart and
the statio, 1982-85

South eastern Massachusetu Atassacusetts

hides t-52 (35) 1-06 to 218 1-56; P09 to 2,20
I-nie 119(28); 080 to1-76 1-35; 0-93 to 1 .8

Ttali 1-38(63); tl06 to 1-81 1-49; 1.15to 1-95

Numbers in parenthese refer to nos of eases

l~eukaentia in residents of the towns, wc must postulate a mechanism- by
which airborne releases are contained in a coastal pattern. Such a meteoro-
logical mechanism is well known to weather observers,' and, in this
instance, could contain airborne effluents and recycle them over the
immediate coastal area. No other series of towns along the Massachusetts
coast has had similar increases In leukaemnia. or in the mnyelogenous subtype.

Clearly, more detailed modelling of the meteorological conditions in the
rnid-1970s is needed before dose estimates could be made. Nevertheless,
these descriptive data are suggestive and will be followed up by more
investiations and more intensive observation of cancer incidcnce trends
around this and other US nuclear power plants.

I Field F. D)r Frank Field', vxather book. New York: Putnam, 1901.
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TABLE n-Adjusttd (IUs Ntilu and Cbrf/itUtI&e inkf'fJalt for 
hamratopoieti(; and reticuloendothelial Jjlstem neoplasms in fir;e 
coattal rownf ~d with somb tiUfBrn Mauadtmetu and 
the star., 1982-85 

South eastern MasSllchusen:s Massacllugetts 

AWes 
FCD1IIJcs 

Total 

I·sa (3'); 10()6 to H8 
HO (2B); 0-80 to 1-'16 

1·38 (63); 1-06 to J-81 

Numbcta In parcntheaes refer to no! of c:ases 

1 '56; 10()9 to 2' 20 
1-35; 0·93 to 1·08 

1-49; H 5 to 1-95 

leukaemia m residents of the towns, we must postulate a mechanism by 
which airborne releases are contained in a coutal pattern. Such a meteoro
logical mechanism is well known to weather observers,' and, in this 
instance, could COntain airborne effluents and recycle them over the 
immediate coastal area. No other series of towns along the Massachusetts 
coast has had similar increases in leukaemia or in the myelogenous subtype. 

Clearly, more detailed modelling oCthe meteorological conditions in the 
mid-l97Os u needed before dose estimates could be made. Nevertheless, 
these descriptive data are suggestive and will be followed up by more 
investigations and more intensive observation of cancer incidence trends 
around this and other US nuclear power plants. 

I Field F. Dr Prank l'ield's eoeillher book. New York: Putnam, 1901. 
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the matter of Docket # 50-293
Entergy Corporation
Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station
License Renewal Application

May 25, 2006

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that the foregoing Request for Hearing and Petition to Intervene
was sent this 25th day of May, 2006 via email and U.S. Postal Service as designated
to each of the following:

Secretary of the Commission (Email and 2 copies via U.S Postal Service)
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001
Attention: Rulemaking and Adjudications Staff
Email: BEARINGDOCYET(a),NRC. GOV

Office of General Counsel (Email and U.S. Postal Service)
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001
Email: OGCMailCenter@nrc.gov

Mr. Terence A. Burke, Esq. (U.S.. Postal Service)
Entergy Nuclear
1340 Echelon Parkway
Mail Stop M-ECH-62
Jackson, MS 39213

Mary Elizabeth Lampert (Email)
Pilgrim Watch
148 Washington Street
Duxbury, MA 02332
Email: lampert@adelphia.ne

oily 1 Bkleitt Esq -Mte
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~TEDSTATESOFAME.ruCA 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD 

In the matter of 
Entergy Corporation 
Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station 
License Renewal Application 

Docket # 50-293 

May 25, 2006 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I hereby certify that the foregoing Request for Hearing and Petition to Intervene 
was sent this 25th day of May, 2006 via email and u.S. Postal Service as designated 
to each of the following: 

Secretary of the Commission (Email and 2 copies via U.S Postal Service) 
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington, DC 20555-0001 
Attention: Rulemaking and Adjudications Staff 
Email: HEAruNGDOCKET@.NRC.GOV 

Office of General Counsel (Email and U.S. Postal Service) 
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington, DC 20555-0001 
Email: OGCMailCenter@nrc.gov 

Mr. Terence A Burke, Esq. (U.S. Postal Service) 
Entergy Nuclear 
1340 Echelon Parkway 
Mail Stop M-ECH-62 
Jackson, MS 39213 

Mary Elizabeth Lampert (Email) 
Pilgrim Watch 
148 Washington Street 
Duxbury, MA 02332 
Email: lampert@adelphia.net 
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMIISSION

BEFORE THE ATOM[IC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the matter of
Entergy Corporation
Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station
License Renewal Application

Docket # 50-293

May 25, 2006

NOTICE OF APPEARANCE FOR MOLLY H. BARTLETT, ESQ

Pursuant to 10 CFR 2.314(b), Molly H. Bartlett, Esquire, hereby enters an
appearance on behalf of Pilgrim Watch and provides the following information:

1. I am an attorney licensed to practice law in Massachusetts. My address is 52 Crooked
Lane, Duxbury, MA 02332. My telephone number is 781-934-9473 and e-mail address is
mollyhbartlett@.hotmail. com.

2. I have been appointed by the petitioners to represent Pilgrim Watch in this proceeding.

ol BTariett, Esq.
57-{Z'57/of
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD 

In the matter of 
Entergy Corporation 
Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station 
License Renewal Application 

Docket # 50-293 

May 25,2006 

NOTICE OF APPEARANCE FOR MOLLY H. BARTLETT, ESQ 

Pursuant to 10 CPR 2.314(b), Molly H. Bartlett, Esquire, hereby enters an 
appearance on behalf of Pilgrim Watch and provides the following information: 

1. I am an attorney licensed to practice law in Massachusetts. My address is 52 Crooked 
Lane, Duxbury, MA 02332. My telephone number is 781-934-9473 and e-mail address is 
mollyhbartlett@hotmail.com. 

2. I have been appointed by the petitioners to represent Pilgrim Watch in this proceeding. 
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMIISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AN]) LICENSING BOARD

In the matter of
Entergy Corporation
Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station
License Renewal Application

Docket # 50-293

May 25, 2006

NOTICE OF APPEARANCE OF MARY ELIZABETH LAMPERT

Pursuant to 10 CFR 2.314(b), Mary Elizabeth Lampert hereby enters an appearance on
behalf of Pilgrim Watch and provides the following information:

1. I am Director of Pilgrim Watch at 148 Washington Street, Duxbury, MA 02332, Tel.
781-934-0389. My e-mail address is lampert(Padelphia.net

2. I have been appointed by Pilgrim Watch to represent the organization and its
Massachusetts members in this proceeding.

Signed:

MWapf Date
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD 

In the matter of 
Entergy Corporation 
Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station 
License Renewal Application 

Docket # 50-293 

May 25,2006 

NOTICE OF APPEARANCE OF MARY ELIZABETH LAMPERT 

Pursuant to 10 CFR 2.314(b), Mary Elizabeth Lampert hereby enters an appearance on 
behalf of Pilgrim Watch and provides the following information: 

1. I am Director of Pilgrim Watch at 148 Washington Street, Duxbury, MA 02332, Tel. 
781-934-0389. My e-mail addressislampert@adelphia.net. 

2. I have been appointed by Pilgrim Watch to represent the organization and its 
Massachusetts members in this proceeding. 

Signed: 

~j '2-S\2SJ O b 
Date 
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Mary Elizabeth Lamnpert
148 Washington Street
Duxbury, MA 02332

May 26, 2006
Office of the Secretary
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001
Attention: Rulemaking and Adjudications Staff

Subject: Request for a Hearing and Petition to Intervene
Affidavit of Standing
Docket No. 50-293

Dear Mr. Secretary,

On behalf of Pilgrim Watch, I am enclosing an affidavit of standing of to be attached to
the above referenced filing. The Request for a Hearing and Petition to Intervene by
Pilgrim Watch was submitted to your office by electronic mail on Thursday, May 25,
2006 and by Express Mail to arrive Friday, May 26, 2006. If you have any questions or
problems with regard to this Petition, please let me know immediately.

Very truly yours,

Mary Elizabeth Lampert'
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Office of the Secretary 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington, DC 20555-0001 
Attention: Rulemaking and Adjudications Staff 

Mary Elizabeth Lampert 
148 Washington Street 
Duxbury, MA 02332 

May 26, 2006 

Subject: Request for a Hearing and Petition to Intervene 
Affidavit of Standing 
Docket No. 50~293 

Dear Mr. Secretary, 

On behalf of Pilgrim Watch, I am enclosing an affidavit of standing of to be attached to 
the above referenced filing. The Request for a Hearing and Petition to Intervene by 
Pilgrim Watch was submitted to your office by electronic mail on Thursday, May 25, 
2006 and by Express Mail to amve Friday, May 26, 2006. If you have any questions or 
problems with regard to this Petition, please let me know immediately. 

Very truly yours~ 

! 
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the matter of
Entergy Corporation
Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station
License Renewal Application

Docket # 50-293

May 26, 2006

DECLARATION OF MARY ELIZABETH LAMPET
SUPPORTING STANDING OF PILGRIM WATCH

I, Mary Elizabeth Lampert, affirmn the following to be true:

1. My name is Mary Elizabeth Lampert. I live at 148 Washington Street in the Town
of Duxbury, Massachusetts. My husband James and I own our home and land at
this address. We have lived here for over twenty years.

2. I believe that my house and land are approximately 6 miles fr-om the Pilgrim
Nuclear Power Station in Plymouth Massachusetts.

3. I am a member. and director of Pilgrim Watch and would like Pilgrim Watch to
represent my interests in the above captioned case because I have concerns about
the license renewal of Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station.

4. Pilgrim Watch and I want to. participate in hearings on that license renewal to
decide whether the plant's operations are adequate to assure the safe operation of
the nuclear plant for an additional twenty years without the public health and
safety being compromised.

Mary Elizabeth Lampert Date
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD 

In the matter of 
Entergy COIporation 
Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station 
License Renewal App1ication 

Docket # 50-293 

May 26, 2006 

DECLARATION OF MARY ELIZABETH LAMPET 
SUPPORTING STANDING OF PILGRIM WATCij 

I, Mary Elizabeth Lampert, affirm the following to be true: 

1. My name is Mary Elizabeth Lampert. I live at 148 Washington Street in the Town 
of Duxbury, Massachusetts. My husband James and I own our home and land at 
this address. We have lived here for over twenty years. 

2. I believe that my house and land are approximately 6 miles from the Pilgrim 
Nuclear Power Station in Plymouth Massachusetts. 

3. I am a member and director of Pilgrim Watch and would like Pilgrim Watch to 
represent my interests in the above captioned case because I have concerns about 
the license renewal of Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station. 

4. Pilgrim Watch and I want to participate in hearings on that license renewal to 
decide whether the plant's operations are adequate to assure the safe operation of 
the nuclear plant for an additional twenty years without the public health and 
safety being compromised. 

~':\ ~h'2 Lau~':4. 
Mary Elizabeth Lampert 




